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Crazy in Love: The Story of Laila and Majnun in Early Modern South Asia 

Abstract 

This study explores the emergence and flourishing of several vernacular literary cultures in South 

Asia between the early seventeenth and late nineteenth centuries through one of the most popular 

love stories told across the Middle East, Persia, Anatolia, Central Asia, and South Asia: the story 

of Laila and Majnun. In South Asia, we find numerous versions of this love tale in all the major 

South Asian languages and in various genres and formats. Through an exploration of Dakani, 

Brajbhasha, and Urdu versions of the story in their historical and literary contexts, I examine what 

made the story of these star-crossed lovers from Arabia so productive for South Asian poets of 

diverse backgrounds, the meanings that were ascribed to the narrative by these authors, and what 

these interpretations can tell us about literary cultures in early modern and modern South Asia.  I 

argue that the story as a whole, and the figure of Majnun in particular, with its manifold, seemingly-

contradictory aspects, enabled Indian poets to draw on the prestigious Persian and Sanskrit 

classical traditions, on the one hand, while carving a space for themselves in a new vernacular 

literary culture on the other. This study also shows that the mystical interpretation of this story as 

expressing the desire and longing of the human soul for the divine was used creatively by Indian 

writers to contemplate devotional and mystical love. Authors were thus able to reproduce this 

semi-historical story from seventh-century Arabia as a local, intimate, and, at times, personal tale 

of love, madness, and spiritual knowledge. Focusing in particular on Dakani and Brajbhasha 

production in the seventeenth century and on late-eighteenth-century Urdu literary production, this 

study examines similarities and differences among vernacular literary cultures and in their 

interactions with Persian literary models, thereby demonstrating the vitality and variation within 

Persianate culture in South Asia.  
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Note on Transliteration and Translation 

 

I follow the Library of Congress transliteration scheme for Arabic, Persian, Urdu, and 

Hindi. This means that there are overlaps in the transliteration of several Hindi and Arabic or 

Persian consonants, like the ṭ representing ط in Persian and retroflex ट in Hindi. These overlaps 

can be easily differentiated according to context – whether the transliterated text is in Hindi or in 

Persian and Arabic. In transliterating names, titles, and terms where the Persian and Urdu 

transliterations differ, as in the case of the و  َ  diphthong and the consonant ظ, I follow the Urdu 

scheme, that is, au and not aw, z ̤and not ẓ. For the sake of readability, I avoid using diacritics for 

names and places. Moreover, non-English terms used often throughout the work are transliterated 

according to the LOC system only in their first occurence. Finally, unlike in the LOC transliteration 

scheme, names with the Arabic al- article are transcribed with hyphens to reflect pronunciation 

and not as one long word, i.e., Asaf-ud-Daula and not Asafuddaula. All translations are mine 

except when otherwise noted.          
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Introduction 

 

 

Laile o Majnun kī lākhoṉ garcih tasvīreṉ khīncīṉ 

mil ga’ī sab khak meṉ jis vaqt zanjīreṉ khīncīṉ 1 

 

Although thousands of images of Laila and Majnun were drawn,  

they all perished once the shackles were pulled. 

 

Insha  

 

Countless images of the celebrated lovers, Laila and Majnun, were sketched from the time 

their story originated in seventh-century Arabia, and are still being sketched today. These 

“sketches” were drawn by poets, authors, painters, musicians, and in the modern period, by film 

directors and theater playwrights. From the Middle East to South Asia, from Eric Clapton’s famous 

song, “Layla”, to Azerbaijani opera and Bollywood, this story has been retold in numerous formats 

and genres.2 In Urdu poetry alone, one finds hundreds of verses that could be quoted at the 

beginning of this chapter. The story’s ubiquity and allure have often been compared to that of the 

story of Romeo and Juliet.3  In similar fashion to the famous Shakespearean lovers, the names 

Laila and Majnun have become synonymous with the quintessential beloved and lover in modern 

Hindi and Urdu.  

                                                 

1 Inshaʼallah Khan, Kulliyāt Inshā’allah Khān (Lucknow: Munshi Naval Kishor, 1876), 106. 

2 For Eric Clapton’s source of inspiration see: William McKeen, Rock and Roll Is Here to Stay: An Anthology, 1st ed. 

(New York: W.W. Norton, 2000), 217; Uzeyir Hacıbayli, Lei̐li vă Măjnu̇n: 4 Părdăli 6 Shăkilli Opera (Baku: 

Azărbaı̐jan Dȯvlăt Musigi Năshrı̐ı̐ty, 1959); Rokus de Groot, “The Arabic-Persian Story of Laila and Majnun and Its 

Reception in Indian Arts,” Journal of the Indian Musicological Society. 36–37 (2006 2005): 120–48. 

3 This comparison is found in scholarly works as well as in popular culture. In the famous Raj Kapoor film, Awara, 

from 1951 (as well as in contemporary Bollywood movies), references to Laila and Majnun are replacd in the English 

subtitles by the names of Romeo and Juliet: William Van der Heide, Malaysian Cinema, Asian Film: Border Crossings 

and National Cultures, Film Culture in Transition (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2002), 126.  
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Nāma This study explores the corpus of narrative tellings of the Laila-Majnun story in 

South Asia as a way to examine the emergence and flourishing of vernacular literary cultures 

throughout North India and the Deccan in the early modern period, from the late sixteenth century 

to the early nineteenth century. It seeks to investigate the complex interactions between rising 

vernacular literary cultures and the larger world of Persian literature and culture with its 

cosmopolitan appeal. It also addresses the question of interactions between vernacular languages 

and Sanskrit and with local Indian idioms of love and longing, the two main themes of the Laila-

Majnun story. Understanding the transition from writing in Persian or Sanskrit to writing in 

vernacular languages is significant for our comprehension of how people in early modern South 

Asia conceptualized space, language, identity, and the connections between power and cultural 

production.  

Another line of enquiry that runs through this research concerns the fascination of Indian 

poets with this particular story, tracing the variegated interpretations and meanings that different 

authors assigned to this love story in general, and to the figure of Majnun in particular. For the 

story to prove so productive to poets across the subcontinent in different languages, genres, and 

styles, it must have been amenable to change and creativity, on the one hand, but, at the same time, 

recognizable as carrying distinct content, ideas, and meanings. This study, therefore, locates 

continuity and change within the Laila-Majnun corpus in several significant moments of its 

production.  

The plot itself is quite simple, and most versions recount some variation of this basic story:  

A boy named Qais, the son of an Arab chieftain from the Najd area in Arabia, meets a girl named 

Laila in school, and they fall in love. They are then separated by Laila’s parents who disapprove 

of this relationship, and both lovers suffer intensely from the pain of separation. As a result, Qais’s 
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behavior grows increasingly eccentric, and he becomes known as majnūn (literally, madman). 

Majnun wanders in the wilderness in the company of wild animals, and all attempts by his family 

and friends to alleviate his suffering or to bring union between the lovers fail. Eventually, Laila 

dies from the pain of separation, and Majnun follows suit. In some tellings, the lovers are depicted 

happily united in paradise after their deaths. 

I argue that by rewriting this particular story, poets were able to claim the high status 

accorded to Persian for Dakani, Brajbhasha,4 or Urdu, thereby refashioning vernacular languages 

as literary ones. Thus the story as a whole, and the figure of Majnun in particular, with its manifold, 

seemingly-contradictory aspects, enabled Indian poets to draw on the prestigious Persian (and, to 

a lesser extent, Sanskrit) classical tradition, on the one hand, while carving a space for themselves 

in new vernacular cultures on the other. These vernacular literatures engaged with Persian models 

in different ways and, in so doing, created several different types of Persianate culture in South 

Asia in the period under discussion. The Laila-Majnun tellings discussed in this study also 

demonstrate that the development of Dakani, Brajbhasha, and Urdu as literary languages was 

connected to some extent with political power, regional and local courts, but also to other locations 

of cultural production, like Sufi centers. 

Since this story was interpreted as expressing the desire and longing of the human soul for 

the divine from as early as the first centuries of Islam, reworking this story in the vernacular 

enabled poets to contemplate ideas of devotional and mystical love. Majnun’s malleable figure 

served as a productive avenue for Indian mystics to combine ideas and terms from different 

devotional traditions (like Sufism and bhakti) and address a wide audience from both elite and 

                                                 

4 Both Dakani and Brajbhasha evolved out of spoken dialects in North India to become literary languages, the former 

in the southern Deccan region and the latter in North India in the late sixteenth century. See chapters two and three 

for a more detailed discussion.   
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non-elite groups, Muslims and non-Muslims. Finally, I show that Urdu writing in the late 

eighteenth century was more widespread, variegated, and innovative than its conventional 

depiction in scholarship. In the centers of Urdu literary production in Delhi and Lucknow, a highly 

Persianized idiom of Urdu love poetry was connected with the formation of an elite identity that 

prized Persian models, on the one hand, but, following the decline of Mughal power and the rise 

of regional centers of power, also sought new ways to articulate nobility in the vernacular. In the 

geographical and social “periphery” of Urdu literay culture, Urdu served several differing interests 

and needs. Poets in the south used highly Persinaized Urdu to claim a connection with North Indian 

Persianate culture, while others used a more colloquial language to write realistic poetry, to tell a 

story with religious and mystical overtones, or to teach curious British officers an Indian language. 

The vernacular, therefore, allowed for a wide range of registers, themes, genres, and pursuits.  

1. Sources, Methods and Terms   

This study examines versions and variations of the Laila-Majnun love story in Dakani, 

Brajbhasha, and Urdu. This allows for an analysis of several distinct literary cultures in early 

modern South Asia, while also considering possible links, influences, overlaps, and parallels in a 

comparative mode. It should be noted that a similar process by which Persian models were adapted 

into vernacular literatures, and poets composed tellings of the Laila-Majnun story, took place in 

other regional languages, like Bengali and Punjabi. Considering, however, the extent of the corpus 

of the Laila-Majnun story, these works will not be at the core of this current study.5 Some inroads 

                                                 

5 For Persianization and vernacularization in Punjabi and Laila-Majnun tellings in Punjabi see: Farina Mir, The Social 

Space of Language: Vernacular Culture in British Colonial Punjab, South Asia across the Disciplines; 2 (Berkeley: 

University of California Press, 2010), chap. 1; C. Shackle, “Between Scripture and Romance: The Yusuf-Zulaikha 

Story in Panjabi,” South Asia Research 15 (September 1995): 153–88. For similar processes in Bengali literature, see: 

Thibaut D’Hubert, “Pirates, Poets, and Merchants: Bengali Language and Literature in Seventeenth-Century Maruk-

U,” in Culture and Circulation: Literature in Motion in Early Modern India, ed. Allison Busch and Thomas de Bruijn, 
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into the study of connections among all of these different literary cultures have already been made, 

but there is still much room for further analysis.6  

The story of Laila and Majnun was referenced copiously in ghazal (lyric, hereafter ghazal) 

poetry in Persian and Urdu, as well as in other poetic forms and in other languages. Themes and 

images from the story, like Majnun’s wandering in the desert with a torn shirt and wounded feet, 

became set tropes in Persian and Urdu poetry and were repeated endlessly. An analysis of the 

entire corpus related to the Laila-Majnun story in early modern South Asian literatures would be 

too wide in scope for a single study. I therefore chose to focus primarily on long narrative versions 

(masnavīs, hereafter masnavi) of this story that were composed in several languages on the Hindi-

Urdu continuum. This allows for a sustained analysis of poets and their works in their historical 

contexts, as well as for a discussion of the narrative varieties of the story. As these works extend 

to hundreds or thousands of verses, language, register, style, plot, and literary devices can be 

compared and analyzed as a whole.   

The masnavi form, comprised of verses with rhyming half-lines, originated in Persian 

poetry in the late tenth century, the earliest example being the famous Shāhnāmah composed by 

Firdausi (completed in 1010). The Shāhnāmah is the primary example for the epic masnavi, which 

depicts the actions of kings and heroes, but the same poetic form was later adopted for the courtly 

verse romance that revolves around love. In addition to having love as its main concern, the Persian 

                                                 
Brill’s Indological Library ; 46 (Leiden: Brill, 2014), 47–74. and Kumkum Chatterjee, The Cultures of History in 

Early Modern India: Persianization and Mughal Culture in Bengal (New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2009). The 

first Bengali version of the story of Laila and Majnun was composed by Daulat Vazir between 1545-1553, and another 

version was composed was Rahim-un-Nisa, a poetess from the mid eighteenth century. See Muhammad Mojlum Khan, 

The Muslim Heritage of Bengal: The Lives, Thoughts and Achievements of Great Muslim Scholars, Writers and 

Reformers of Bangladesh and West Bengal (Markfield, Leicestershire, UK: Kube Publishing Ltd, 2013), 78.  

6 For a recent study of possible connections among poets in the Deccan and in Arakan kingdom in the seventeenth 

century, see: D’Hubert, “Pirates, Poets, and Merchants: Bengali Language and Literature in Seventeenth-Century 

Maruk-U,” 65–67. 
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romantic masnavi is characterized by its emphasis “on word rather than on deed.”7 Compared with 

the heroic masnavi, the author of the romantic masnavi is less interested in the progression of the 

story through the heroes’ actions; rather, it is the reflection on love, identity, and moral conduct 

that is at the center of the poem. Each of these topics is explored from different points of view, 

displaying the complexity of human experience. In particular, masnavi poets used inner 

monologues, dialogues, and other literary devices, like letters and songs, in order to explore the 

mental condition of the protagonists, rather than their actions.8 According to Meisami, this type of 

masnavi has at its core commentary on moral values outside of the world of the poem.9   

The earliest complete work in any vernacular from North India, the Cāndāyan by Maulana 

Daud, was classified by scholars as a masnavi as well, despite the fact that it does not follow the 

meter and rhyme of Persian masnavis.10 This classification stems from the fact that the Cāndāyan 

and later works that followed Daud’s model employ the convention of the masnavi’s prologue and 

epilogue, as well as the combination of narrative with philosophical, moral, and spiritual reflection. 

The Persian romantic masnavi usually begins with praise to God, praise to the prophet, 

Muhammad, his family, and companions, a dedication to the patron of the work, and the spiritual 

teacher of the poet, as well as with a section on the reasons for composing the work. Often the 

masnavi’s prologue will contain reflections on the nature of poetry or love in general and a 

                                                 

7 Julie Scott Meisami, Medieval Persian Court Poetry (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1987), 87. 

8 Meisami, 131. 

9 Meisami, 87–91. 

10 Peter Gaeffke, “Alexander in Avadhī and Dakkinī Maṯẖnawīs,” Journal of the American Oriental Society 109, no. 

4 (1989): 527–32, https://doi.org/10.2307/604075. 
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description of the mi’rāj (the Prophet Muhammad’s night journey).11 The masnavi usually ends 

with an epilogue in which the poet again reflects on the circumstances and reasons for composing 

the work, mentioning the year and time of composition and his own name. Later poets writing in 

Dakani and Brajbhasha adopted this general structure, whereas Deccani and Urdu poets adopted 

the Persian masnavi meter and rhyme scheme as well. Throughout this study, therefore, I use the 

term “masnavi” or “the masnavi genre” as it refers to the romantic verse composition in its widest 

sense, including works that maintain the prologue and epilogue structure but not the verse format 

necessarily. 

It is important to note here that genre in general, and the masnavi in particular, should not 

be seen as airtight and fixed categories, or as entirely distinct from other genres. Each single work 

does not necessarily follow all the conventions of one genre, nor are the conventions stable and 

unchanging through time.12 Many poets who composed masnavis in Urdu and Persian included in 

their works passages that formally belong to other genres, like ghazal poems or songs. Finally, the 

poets whose works are discussed in this study were very likely familiar with the story of Laila and 

Majnun and the conventions that evolved around the two lovers in other genres.   

My analysis of the sources is based on close readings of the primary texts, taking into 

account the works’ language, register, texture, literary devices, and their explicit as well as implicit 

goals and functions. At the same time, each work is considered in its historical context, 

considering, as much as possible given the limitations of available information, its intended 

audience and circulation. Most of the poets discussed in this study do not detail their direct sources 

                                                 

11 J. T. P. de Bruijn, B. Flemming, and Munibur Rahman, “Mat̲h̲nawī,” Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, 

http://referenceworks.brillonline.com.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/entries/encyclopaedia-of-islam-2/mathnawi-

COM_0709?s.num=0&s.f.s2_parent=s.f.book.encyclopaedia-of-islam-2&s.q=mathnawi. 

12 For a good discussion of the concept of genre in a South Asian context see: Pasha Khan, “The Broken Spell: The 

Romance Genre in Late Mughal India” (New York: Columbia University, 2013), chap. 2. 
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of inspiration or knowledge. However, keeping both the Persian classical canon and other regional 

or vernacular writings in mind enables me to locate translation, allusion, and appropriation of 

previous works, themes, and concepts. In addition, I combine the study of these literary works with 

material culture and visual images, as well as with other overlapping worlds of knowledge like 

music and medicine that were part of the world of poets and patrons in the period under discussion.  

Throughout this study, I use the term “vernacular” in its widest sense as referring to Indian 

languages spoken locally, but also to the literary languages that evolved out of these spoken 

languages. In the Indian context, several vernacular languages became formalized and trans-

regional, like Brajbhasha that became the main vehicle for court poetry in wide areas of North 

India. Thus the designation “vernacular” here should be understood as devoid of the term’s 

negative connotation in English, as simple and uncultured, on the one hand, and as denoting a 

language that may be either limited to a specific region or transregional but still limited in scope 

in comparison to Persian, Sanskrit, or Arabic, on the other.13 Another characteristic of vernacular 

languages in South Asia in the early modern period is a lack of standardization. Unlike the 

cosmopolitan languages of Persian, Sanskrit, and Arabic that had strong grammatical and 

lexicographical traditions, writers using Dakani, Brajbhasha, or early Urdu operated in a field that 

had little formal distinction among regional languages, so that they could freely borrow from other 

dialects or languages.14 This was also expressed in scribing practices, in the Deccan in particular, 

                                                 

13 See the discussion in: Sheldon I. Pollock, The Language of the Gods in the World of Men: Sanskrit, Culture, and 

Power in Premodern India (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006), 21. 

14 Allison Busch, Poetry of Kings: The Classical Hindi Literature of Mughal India (New York: Oxford University 

Press, 2011), 168. 
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where the same word could be written in several different ways, depending on pronunciation and 

other considerations.15  

2. Contributions to the field  

Over the last two decades, scholarship on vernacular literary cultures in early modern South 

Asia has engaged with Sheldon Pollock’s influential model of the Sanskrit cosmopolis, its rise in 

the first millennium CE, and its fragmentation as a result of vernacularization, starting roughly 

with the beginning of the second millennium CE. According to Pollock, political authority and 

literature were tightly intertwined and even mutually constitutive in premodern South Asia; the 

rise of Sanskrit as a cosmopolitan language at the outset of the common era over large areas of 

South and Southeast Asia was tied with the emergence of kāvya, Sanskrit literature par excellence. 

Sanskrit kāvya was not understood as attached to any particular place and allowed for universalistic 

aspirations or claims to be made by rulers who adopted it, either through patronage of literati or 

through participating in this literary world as poets themselves. During the first centuries of the 

second millennium CE, this cosmopolitan language gave way to the vernaculars, local languages 

that captured local or regional authority and imagination. According to this model, vernacular 

intellectuals chose to write in a local language that was understood to be limited in its geographical 

and political scope, over and against Sanskrit, thereby reinforcing and even creating new regional 

and political communities.16  

                                                 

15 Shamsur Rahman Faruqi, “A Long History of Urdu Literary Culture, Part 1,” in Literary Cultures in History: 

Reconstructions from South Asia, ed. Sheldon I. Pollock (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003), 835. 

16 Sheldon Pollock, “The Cosmopolitan Vernacular,” The Journal of Asian Studies 57, no. 1 (February 1, 1998): 6–

10, https://doi.org/10.2307/2659022; Pollock, The Language of the Gods in the World of Men, 19–25. 
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This model became very significant for any discussion of literature and power in 

premodern and early modern South Asia. It inspired criticism, as well as studies that apply its 

principles to other literary cultures.17 Guha, for example, questions Pollock’s assumption that 

writers in local languages chose their language free from external constraints and thus asks to 

review the considerations embedded in language choice in premodern and early modern South 

India. By examining the use of Marathi, Guha suggests that the vernacular formed a continuum 

stretching between the two poles of exclusion and inclusion: on the one hand, demarcating a 

particular identity, distinct in its religious and geographical markers, and, on the other, a 

cosmopolitan vernacular (as Pollock defines it, a vernacular that imitates the cosmopolitan idiom 

while anchoring it in a particular place) that participates in a trans-regional discourse of power. 

During the heyday of the Maratha Empire in particular, Marathi interacted with both Sanskrit and 

Persian at the same time, and Persianization and Sanskritization are sometimes evident in one and 

the same document.18 Guha therefore argues that the question of authorial choice is not free of 

socio-political and religious considerations and pertains to the choice made both between 

languages and within a single language, in navigating register, vocabulary, grammar, and the 

structure of a text. In some cases, authors had no choice but to use the only language they or their 

audience knew, as was possibly the case with Deccani Sufis who wrote in Dakani for their Muslim 

                                                 

17 For example, Bronner and Shulman criticized Pollock’s theorization of Sanskrit as free from local varieties or 

influences in: Yigal Bronner and David Shulman, “‘A Cloud Turned Goose’: Sanskrit in the Vernacular Millennium,” 

Indian Economic & Social History Review 43, no. 1 (March 1, 2006): 1–30, doi:10.1177/001946460504300101. For 

a study of the Arabic cosmopolis in Southeast Asia see: Ronit Ricci, Islam Translated: Literature, Conversion, and 

the Arabic Cosmopolis of South and Southeast Asia, South Asia across the Disciplines (Chicago: University of 

Chicago Press, 2011). A study of Brajbhasha poetry and its place in the vernacularization process is: Allison Busch, 

Poetry of Kings: The Classical Hindi Literature of Mughal India (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011). 

18 Sumit Guha, “Transitions and Translations: Regional Power and Vernacular Identity in the Dakhan, 1500-1800,” 

Comparative Studies of South Asia, Africa and the Middle East 24, no. 2 (April 19, 2005): 23–31.   
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followers from among the lower echelons of the urban society.19 Finally, where Pollock narrows 

the definition of the literary to include kāvya alone, Guha and others suggest a need to widen our 

investigation to include correspondence, court records, and administrative texts.20  

The question of inclusion and exclusion as aspects of language choice has been raised in 

the context of the Mughal Empire as well. Alam claims that the Mughals chose Persian as both 

administrative and preferred literary language over other possibilities precisely because of its 

cosmopolitan nature in the South Asian context, as it was not identified with any particular sect of 

Indian society.21 However, this policy was also exclusionary for those common people who were 

not familiar with the language (a majority of the population when Akbar made it the official 

language for all levels of administration), and it made the study of Persian a prerequisite for any 

official position.22 It also gave Iranian immigrants, a significant group within the Mughal nobility, 

an advantage in the royal court. Persian, however, was not the only language used in Mughal 

circles; Mughal nobles, for instance, enjoyed Brajbhasha poetry and music as well,23 but it was 

certainly the primary vehicle for administrative, literary, scientific, and religious writing.  

                                                 

19 Guha, 25. 

20 Guha, 23; Richard M. Eaton, “The Rise of Written Vernaculars: The Deccan 1450-1650,” in After Timur Left: 

Culture and Circulation in Fifteenth-Century North India, ed. Francesca Orsini and Samira Sheikh (New Delhi: 

Oxford University Press, 2014), 128. 

21 Alam writes: “The Mughals aspired to evolve a political culture that overarched the diverse religious and cultural 

identities of India. Persian, under the circumstances, promised to be the most appropriate vehicle to communicate and 

sustain such an ideal.” Muzaffar Alam, “The Culture and Politics of Persian in Precolonial Hindustan,” in Literary 

Cultures in History: Reconstructions from South Asia, ed. Sheldon I. Pollock (Berkeley: University of California 

Press, 2003), 168. 

22 Guha, “Transitions and Translations,” 24. Persian was quickly acquired and mastered by local Indian communities 

who served in the Mughal empire; however, to become a successful scribe, required a long and arduous training, see: 

Rajeev Kinra, Writing Self, Writing Empire: Chandar Bhan Brahman and the Cultural World of the Indo-Persian 

State Secretary, South Asia across the Disciplines (Oakland, California: University of California Press, 2015), 60–61. 

23 Allison Busch, “Hidden in Plain View: Brajbhasha Poets at the Mughal Court,” Modern Asian Studies 44, no. 2 

(2010): 267–309, https://doi.org/10.1017/S0026749X09990205. 
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Aside from the socio-political advantages or disadvantages of a certain language, a 

language also carries an internal, affective import, and scholars have suggested that language 

choice should also be examined on the background of aesthetic and emotional qualities. Phukan 

argues, for example, that the vernacular was used in macaronic poetry in Mughal circles as it was 

better suited to express and generate certain feelings in its audience. Mughal poets composed in 

Hindi and later in Urdu as a way to express the feminine voice or to evoke intimate, familial 

emotions among their audience, as this was the language used in the women’s quarters, where 

children spent their early years and acquired their first language. Persian, on the other hand, was 

identified with the external, public world of men.24 Bangha suggests that the vernacular was used 

in order to imitate actual speech when recounting a dialogue or that, in certain cases, it had an 

ironic or humorous effect; it also served as a way for poets to experiment and exhibit their skills.25   

This study contributes to this ongoing scholarly discussion in several ways. First, it adds 

to the scholarship on Persian’s role as a cosmopolitan language in early modern South Asia by 

tracing the movement and interchange between Persian and vernacular languages, an interaction 

that created several different modes of Persianate culture and literary idioms in the early modern 

period. Each chapter traces one or more iterations of this phenomenon. Second, this study seeks to 

add to our understanding of the question of language choice by poets writing in the vernacular in 

the early modern period, considering poets’ choices both among and within languages. In addition, 

this study examines the locations of cultural production in the vernacular, in order to trace 

                                                 

24 Shantanu Phukan, “‘Through Throats Where Many Rivers Meet’: The Ecology of Hindi in the World of Persian,” 

Indian Economic & Social History Review 38, no. 1 (March 2001): 54; Imre Bangha, “Rekhta: Poetry in Mixed 

Language; The Emergence of Khari Boli Literature in North India,” in Before the Divide: Hindi and Urdu Literary 

Culture, ed. Francesca Orsini (New Delhi: Orient Blackswan, 2010), 51–52. 

25 Bangha, “Rekhta: Poetry in Mixed Language; The Emergence of Khari Boli Literature in North India,” 49–52. 
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connections with courts and political power, as well as with other sites. The poets discussed here 

demonstrate a wide range of patronage forms; some were closely connected with courtly circles,26 

and some were more independent in their literary and scholarly pursuits or connected with minor 

local rulers.27 In his work, Pollock emphasizes the exclusion of religious motivation for 

vernacularization. Most of the poets discussed in this study show mystical or Sufi inclinations, 

however, and several of them seem to have specific mystical and devotional goals in mind for 

composing in the vernacular.  

Another field of scholarship for which this study is relevant is the study of Hindi and Urdu 

literatures. For a long time, the study of Urdu and Hindi operated under the shadow of nationalism. 

Early twentieth-century scholars in particular were primarily interested in assigning distinct and 

separate lines of development to Hindi and Urdu, projecting them as far back into the past as 

possible. In this way, Dakani came to be identified as the precursor to Urdu, whereas Brajbhasha 

and Avadhi came to be identified as precursors to Hindi. These languages and literary cultures 

were also identified with religious communities; Dakani and Urdu were considered “Muslim,” and 

Brajbhasha, Avadhi, and Hindi considered “Hindu.”28 The inconsistencies inherent in this 

classification and its neglect of a large part of the literary production that did not fall within these 

                                                 

26 Like Mirza Taqi Khan Havas, discussed in chapter four.  

27 Like Abdullah Wa’iz ibn Ishaq, discussed in chapter five, section three, and Jan Kavi, discussed in chapter three.     

28 Ramchandra Shukla’s influential study of the history of Hindi literature is a characteristic example for this line of 

thought for the study of Hindi. Shukla generally ignored or derided everything related to Urdu and Persian and used 

Muslim and Hindu as two opposing categories: Ramacandra Shukla, Hindī Sāhitya kā Itihāsa, first published 1929 

(Allahabad: Lokabhāratī Prakāśana, 2013). A recent critical study of Shukla’s work and influence is: Navina Gupta, 

“The Politics of Exclusion? The Place of Muslims, Urdu and Its Literature in Rāmcandra Śukla’s Hindī Sahityā Kā 

Itihās,” in Literature and Nationalist Ideology: Writing Histories of Modern Indian Languages, ed. Hans Harder (New 

Delhi: Social Science Press, 2010).  
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narrow categories has been pointed out and discussed by scholars since the 1990s.29 Nevertheless, 

these religious and nationalist categories still influence the study of Hindi and Urdu, and more 

recent studies also portray a similar outline according to which Avadhi and Brajbhasha form part 

of the literary tradition of Hindi alone, and Urdu and Dakani are lumped together.30  

Conversely, a growing body of scholarly literature from the last decade, published mostly 

in the form of articles in edited volumes, suggests new ways for thinking about and studying 

vernacular languages in South Asia. These studies emphasize the significance of multilingualism 

and the flexible nature of vernaculars in the early modern period, which enabled oral and written 

texts to travel across what had been commonly described in scholarship as distinct regional 

languages. Thus Brajbhasha and Avadhi were mutually comprehensible and were not understood 

by audiences and authors alike as distinct until the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.31 Another 

volume edited by Orsini draws attention to multilingualism and to the ways in which attempts to 

                                                 

29 Christopher R. King, One Language, Two Scripts: The Hindi Movement in Nineteenth-Century North India 

(Bombay: Oxford University Press, 1994); Vasudha Dalmia, The Nationalization of Hindu Traditions: Bhāratendu 

Hariśchandra and Nineteenth-Century Banaras (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997), chap. 4; Alok Rai, Hindi 

Nationalism, Tracts for the Times, 13 (Hyderabad: Orient Longman, 2001). 

30 The problems inherent in a distinction between Hindi and Urdu in the medieval and early modern period are most 

visible in the ways that both McGregor and Faruqi use the terms Hindi/Hindavi in their articles in a recent volume. 

Both define these terms as the speech of Delhi, but then move on to ascribe this definition to two different corpora of 

texts. McGregor discusses in length glimpses of Hindi/Hindavi in Avadhi and Brajbhasha works, then skips directly 

to the nineteenth-century writings by Harishchandra, whereas Faruqi points to a seventeenth-century text from North 

India as the first Hindi/Hindavi work, then continues to review the growth of Persianized Hindavi/Urdu in North India. 

See: R.S. McGregor, “The Progress of Hindi, Part 1: The Development of a Transregional Idiom,” in Literary Cultures 

in History: Reconstructions from South Asia, ed. Sheldon I. Pollock (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003), 

947–49; Faruqi, “A Long History of Urdu Literary Culture, Part 1,” 838. The article by Trivedi in the same volume 

goes even further in reinforcing the concept of Hindi and Urdu as two rival languages based on two rival religious 

communities: “It was in debates and controversies that began to arise toward the end of the nineteenth century that 

Hindi first found it necessary to define and defend itself against its cultural other, Urdu.” Harish Trivedi, “The Progress 

of Hindi, Part 2: Hindi and the Nation,” in ibid., 960. For a succinct summary of this debate see: Francesca Orsini, 

introduction to Before the Divide: Hindi and Urdu Literary Culture (New Delhi: Orient BlackSwan, 2010), 1–3. 

31 Francesca Orsini and Samira Sheikh, eds., After Timur Left: Culture and Circulation in Fifteenth-Century North 

India (New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2014), 16. 
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trace a coherent, separate history for Hindi and Urdu in the early modern period resulted in a 

neglect of important sections of literary production.32 A volume edited by Busch and de Bruijn 

also demonstrates that the mobility, exchange, and interaction among regions and vernacular 

languages in the early modern period was far wider than commonly described.33 A monograph that 

takes a close look at this phenomenon is the one by Pauwels, arguing that the scope and depth of 

cultural exchange in North India in the eighteenth century amounted to the creation of an early 

form of public sphere, similar to the one that developed around the same time in Europe.34 Finally, 

other important aspects of early modern literature in South Asia, namely orality, performance, and 

music are discussed in a volume edited by Orsini and Butler-Schofield.35  

By avoiding a teleological outlook on early modern literatures as “leading” to modern 

nation-state languages, and by considering multilingualism, exchanges among languages, and 

variables within languages in regard to register, genre, performance, and audience, this dissertation 

augments the study of Hindi and Urdu literatures. It shows that the vernacular enabled a wide range 

of poetic, aesthetic, and mystical pursuits, as well as a range of responses to Persian and Sanskrit 

literary traditions. In particular, this study focuses on the masnavi genre which, despite its 

importance in Dakani and Urdu-Hindi literatures, has not yet received much scholarly attention, 

                                                 

32 Orsini, Before the Divide. See in particular the article by Bangha that addresses early Hindavi/Urdu in North India 

and the variety of forms that preceded modern Urdu; see also the article by de Bruijn that traces interchanges among 

the Avadhi love stories and the famous version of the Ramayana by Tulsidas.  

33 Allison Busch and Thomas de Bruijn, Culture and Circulation: Literature in Motion in Early Modern India, Brill’s 

Indological Library; 46 (Leiden: Brill, 2014). 

34 Heidi Rika Maria Pauwels, Cultural Exchange in Eighteenth-Century India: Poetry and Paintings from Kishangarh, 

Studies in Asian Art and Culture; 4 (Berlin: EB-Verlag, 2015). 

35 Francesca Orsini and Katherine Butler Schofield, Tellings and Texts: Music, Literature and Performance in North 

India (Open Book Publishers, 2015). 
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especially in comparison with that accorded to the ghazal. The only monograph-length study of 

the Urdu masnavi genre in English is the one by Suvorova (translated from Russian);36 there are 

also several useful studies in Urdu, like the ones by Jain37  and Zaidi,38 but these do not move 

beyond a general historical survey of the genre and individual poets. However, recent studies of 

genres that were, for a long time, considered to be of lesser importance, suggest that a reevaluation 

of the qiṣṣah39 and dāstān,40 the Avadhi masnavis,41 and the marsiyah42 is of great significance.  

Finally, this study adds to the ongoing debate regarding the eighteenth century in South 

Asian history and literature. Early scholarship on South Asia described the eighteenth century, 

which saw the decline of Mughal power, as time of decay, decadence, and chaos in North India 

and portrayed a complete break between the pre-colonial and colonial periods. This image has 

since been qualified, and rather than a narrative of a long decline, the eighteenth century is now 

primarily seen as a time of fragmentation of political power leading to the rise of regional powers. 

Several of these Mughal successor states experienced a cultural efflorescence in literature, 

architecture, music, and the arts.43 Moreover, the sea-change with the British takeover did not 

                                                 

36 A. A Suvorova, Masnavi: A Study of Urdu Romance, trans. M. Osama Faruqi (New York: Oxford University Press, 

2000). 

37 Giyan Cand Jain, Urdū Masnavī Shumāli Hind meṉ (Aligarh: Anjuman-i Taraqqī-yi Urdū, 1969). 

38 ʻAli Javad Zaidi, Mas̲navī Nigārī, Silsilah-yi Uttar Pradesh; 2 (Lucknow: Nishāt̤ Pres, 1985). 

39 Khan, “The Broken Spell: The Romance Genre in Late Mughal India.” 

40 Shamsur Rahman Faruqi, Sāḥirī, Shāhī, Ṣaḥib Qirānī: Dāstān-i Amīr Ḥamzah kā Mut̤ālaʻah (New Delhi: Qaumī 

Kaunsil barāʼe Farog̲ẖ-i Urdū Zabān, 1999). 

41 Aditya Behl and Wendy Doniger, Love’s Subtle Magic: An Indian Islamic Literary Tradition, 1379-1545 (New 

York: Oxford University Press, 2012). 

42 Syed Akbar Hyder, Reliving Karbala: Martyrdom in South Asian Memory (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006). 

43 A good summary of this debate is: P.J. Marshall, ed., The Eighteenth Century in Indian History: Evolution or 

Revolution? (New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2005). 
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mean a total disruption of earlier forms of knowledge and civility. The last two chapters of this 

study focus on the second half of the eighteenth century and explore the diverse ways by which 

poets developed new aesthetic and expressive modes in Urdu and reacted to changes in patronage 

and to the growing influence of the British East India Company. These chapters also sketch a more 

dynamic, widespread, and mobile Urdu literary culture than has often been portrayed in 

scholarship.   

3. Chapter outline  

The first chapter sets the stage for the discussion in the following chapters by examining 

the story of Laila and Majnun from its earliest origins in seventh-century Arabia and its adoption 

and adaptation into the Persian classical canon by Nizami and his successors. It also examines the 

story’s popularity in Sufi treatises and the process by which this tale came to be identified as a Sufi 

allegory for the love of the human soul for the Divine. Finally, it addresses the issue of repetition, 

translation, and imitation that is crucial for any discussion of early modern Persianate literatures.  

Chapters two and three address the early period of vernacularization of the Laila-Majnun 

story in the Deccan and in West India in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Chapter three 

examines the formulation of Dakani as a literary language and Deccani poets’ conceptualization 

of writing in the vernacular. It also examines the strategies used by Deccani poets to make the 

story of Laila and Majnun palatable to an Indian audience and to enhance its Sufi message. The 

fourth chapter looks at a similar literary culture, that of Brajbhasha in the Rajput courts of the 

seventeenth century. Through an analysis of a unique Laila-Majnun telling in Brajbhasha, 

composed by Jan Kavi, a Muslim Rajput poet, this chapter demonstrates that Brajbhasha, typically 

associated with Krishna devotion and Sanskritized court poetry, also served as a vehicle for a 

Persianate love story. In this work, Jan Kavi draws from both Persian and Sanskrit literary 
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traditions to expound mystical and devotional ideas in an idiom of love that was widely shared by 

other devotional communities of the time.  

The last two chapters focus on Urdu literary culture in the urban centers of North India and 

beyond in the second half of the eighteenth century. Conventionally, Urdu poetry was associated 

with the two centers of Delhi and Lucknow and with the ghazal genre; however, these chapters 

argue that there is much to uncover in the Urdu masnavi genre as well, as in works from other 

centers across the subcontinent. Chapter four discusses the emergence and flourishing of Urdu as 

a literary language in Delhi and Lucknow through two Laila-Majnun masnavis that were composed 

by members of the North Indian Persianate elite. These works demonstrate the role of Persianaized 

Urdu and ghazal aesthetics, adopted into the masnavi genre, in the formation of an elite cultural 

identity that correlated between being a lover and being a nobleman.  

The fifth chapter examines the production of Urdu works at the margins, i.e., outside the 

centers of Urdu culture in North India and by poets whose style and language-use are distinctly 

different from that of canonical Urdu poets. These include works by poets from the Carnatic 

region, Calcutta, Gujarat, and Agra, and demonstrate that Urdu was adopted by poets and patrons 

with a wide range of interests and goals. 
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Chapter 1: Mapping the Laila-Majnun Story 

 

The story of Laila and Majnun became one of the most popular stories for adaptation, 

translation, and imitation in Persian literature and in Persianate literary cultures from South Asia 

to the Middle East.1 A simple search for the term “Majnun” in a Persian dictionary yields about a 

dozen results, half of them terms and expressions that grew out of the story, like murgh-i Majnūn, 

Majnun’s bird, said to have nested in his hair in the wilderness.2 In Arabic, too, references to this 

story abound in poetry and Sufi writings. How did this story come to form such an integral part of 

the language, the poetic and spiritual landscape of Arabic, Persian, and South Asian languages like 

Hindi and Urdu? This chapter surveys the origins of the story of Laila and Majnun from the earliest 

accounts in Arabic sources to the Persian adaptations of the Laila-Majnun narrative, beginning 

with Nizami’s masnavi in the twelfth century. Since Indian poets drew on these narrative and 

mystical traditions, this enquiry will enable us to examine the ways in which Indian poets either 

continued the work of their predecessors in Arabic and Persian or departed from them in the 

following chapters.  

I argue that the popularity and significance accorded to this story in both Arabic and Persian 

hinges on the tension between positing Majnun’s figure as an exemplar for the Sufi disciple-lover, 

on the one hand, and considering his behavior a model to be avoided for his excess in love, on the 

other. Another parallel tension surrounding Majnun’s figure is the one between human society and 

the wilderness. In both the Arabic and the Persian sources of the story, a recurrent theme is 

                                                 

1 A. A Seyed-Gohrab, “Leyli O Majnun,” Encyclopaedia Iranica, 2009, http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/leyli-o-

majnun-narrative-poem. 

2 F. J. Steingass, A Comprehensive Persian-English Dictionary, Including the Arabic Words and Phrases to Be Met 

with in Persian Literature. (London: Routledge & K. Paul, 1892), 1217. 
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Majnun’s rejection of civilization and its signs of clothing, built dwellings, and human society in 

favor of the wilderness, nakedness, and the company of animals. By deserting civilization, Majnun 

becomes, in a way, an animal himself, and the Persian poet, Nizami, often compares him to a snake 

or other lowly animals like worms and dogs.3 On the other hand, the wild beasts that become 

Majnun’s companions in the wilderness are tamed in his presence, stop devouring or attacking one 

another, and treat him as their king. Majnun therefore “civilizes” the animals, his just rule over 

them expressed in their idyllic, peaceful existence. Majnun’s figure and the tale as a whole were 

thus open to highly different interpretations, offering poets a wide range of possible innovations. 

These themes were also repeated throughout the Laila-Majnun corpus in India as well, as will be 

discussed in the following chapters.  

1. The Origins of the Laila-Majnun Story  

The earliest accounts of the famous lover, Majnūn Lailá, literally, “Laila’s madman” in 

Arabic appear in anthologies from the ninth and tenth centuries. These anthologies contain dozens 

of anecdotes concerning the life of Qais ibn al-Mulawwah from the tribe of Banu ‘Amir, called 

“Majnun” after he fell in love with Laila. The word majnūn in Arabic refers to a person possessed 

by a jinni and hence meaning “bereft of reason or mad, insane, unsound in mind or intellect or 

wanting therein.”4 It is found in the Quran as a derogatory term, used by those who objected to 

Muhammad’s claim to prophecy, as they argued that the source of his revelation is actually an evil 

spirit rather than a divine one. However, following the immense popularity of the story about 

                                                 

3 A. A. Seyed-Gohrab, Laylī and Majnūn: Love, Madness, and Mystic Longing in Niẓāmī’s Epic Romance, Brill 

Studies in Middle Eastern Literatures; 27 (Leiden: Brill, 2003), 81–84. 

4 Edward William Lane, An Arabic-English Lexicon: Derived from the Best and the Most Copious Eastern Sources 

(London: Williams and Norgate, 1863), 462. 
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Majnun’s love, the word later acquired the meaning of “lover”, one who is madly in love, in both 

Persian and Urdu-Hindi.5    

The anecdotes regarding Qais/Majnun are quoted together with poems ascribed to him 

describing his ill-fated love and his own poor condition as a result, along with a few verses 

attributed to Laila to the same effect. Qais/Majnun is said to have lived in the late seventh century 

in the Najd area of Arabia, and was generally understood as a historical figure by later Persian and 

Indian writers. The early Arabic tradition itself, however, is uncertain about Majnun’s historicity 

and the authenticity of the poetry ascribed to him. Some accounts claim that Majnun never existed, 

that he was merely a fanciful invention of a poet or several poets who wished to keep their love 

hidden and therefore invented an imaginary lover-poet through which to express their feelings.6  

Krachkovskii considers Majnun to be a historical figure based on references in the early 

sources to historical personages and geographical locations that are in agreement with the depiction 

of the couple’s circumstances.7 For example, the figure of Naufal bin Musahiq, which appears in 

the story, is attested to in historical sources as the tax collector in the Medina district in 702. Other 

scholars consider Majnun to be an entirely imaginary figure, created, perhaps, out of competitive 

motivation by Northern Arab poets who responded to love poetry originating among the southern 

tribes of Arabia.8  

                                                 

5 John T. Platts, A Dictionary of Urdu, Classical Hindi, and English. (New Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal, 2004), 

1004. 

6 Ch. Pellat, “Madjnūn Laylā 1. In Arabic Literature,” ed. P. Bearman et al., Encyclopedia of Islam (Brill Online, 

2013), http://referenceworks.brillonline.com/entries/encyclopaedia-of-islam-2/madjnun-layla-COM_0608>. 

7 I. Krachkovskii and V. A. Gordlevskii, Izbrannye Sochinenii︠a︡ (Moskva: Izd-vo Akademii nauk SSSR, 1955), 601–

7, https://dds.crl.edu/crldelivery/17218. 

8 Pellat, “Madjnūn Laylā 1. In Arabic Literature”; Fuzuli, Leylā and Mejnūn; Introduction, Notes, and Bibliography 

by Alessio Bombaci, trans. Sofi Huri and Elizabeth Davis (London, Allen and Unwin, 1970), 60.  
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The tale about Majnun and Laila, indeed, corresponds to many of the characteristics of love 

poetry composed by the southern tribes of Arabia, known also as “‘Udhrite love poetry,” after the 

southern tribe ‘Udhra. ‘Udhrite poetry celebrates the tragic, chaste love of famous semi-historical 

couples, usually cousins, who fall in love with one another in childhood. In these love stories, the 

girl’s father refuses to marry his daughter to her lover and instead marries her off to another man. 

The lovers, however, remain chaste throughout their lives and faithful to one another, all the while 

expressing their suffering in heart-rending love poems. These stories focus on the psychological 

condition of the lovers; their focal point is the poetry composed by the lovers, rather than the 

conventionally simple plot. They became popular during the Umayyad period and influenced 

subsequent literary works in Arabic as well as in Persian. Many motifs of ‘Udhrite love can be 

found in the Laila-Majnun material and, over time, anecdotes from other ‘Udhrite love stories 

came to be identified with Majnun and Laila.9   

The earliest source on the story of Majnun Laila is Ibn Qutaybah’s Kitāb al-Shiʻr wa al-

Shuʻarā from the second half of the ninth century. This work dedicates a chapter to anecdotes of 

the lovers interspersed with poems attributed to them. This early source already contains the basic 

elements of the story as retold by later generations: Qais falling in love with Laila in his childhood, 

his wandering naked in the wilderness with the wild beasts and becoming known as Majnun, both 

his father’s and Naufal bin Musahiq’s unsuccessful attempts to convince Laila’s father to agree to 

the marriage of the two lovers, and his father’s attempt at curing him from his love-sickness by 

taking him on pilgrimage to Mecca.10  

                                                 

9 Seyed-Gohrab, Laylī and Majnūn, 63–65; Seyed-Gohrab, “Leyli O Majnun.”  

10 For a translation of Ibn Qutaybah’s chapter on Majnun see: Asʻad E. Khairallah, Love, Madness, and Poetry: An 

Interpretation of the Magňūn Legend, Beiruter Texte Und Studien; 25 (Beirut: Orient-Institut der Deutschen 

Morgenländischen Gesellschaft; Wiesbaden, 1980), 135–43.  
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The voluminous tenth-century Kitāb al-Aghānī by Abu Faraj al-Isfahani (d. 967) contains 

a much larger collection of anecdotes and poetry related to Majnun and Laila, consisting of roughly 

ninety printed pages. This collection includes varying accounts regarding Qais’s and Laila’s first 

meeting, as well as the nature of Qais’s madness and his suffering. Thus, for example, several 

accounts claim that Qais was not insane but merely suffered from a “weakness of the mind,” a 

condition shared by other famous poets.11 Yet another account claims that among the Banu ‘Amir, 

there were no sane poets at all, only crazy ones.12 Abu Faraj al Isfahani also narrates several 

differing accounts regarding the question of Majnun’s historical existence, but he refrains from 

reaching a definite conclusion. He states only that since most of the poetry ascribed to Majnun was 

also ascribed to other poets, he cannot vouch for its authenticity.13 From the information in the 

Kitāb al-Aghānī, it seems that the story of Majnun-Laila and the poetry associated with it became 

popular already by the late eighth and early ninth centuries.  

The most popular Arabic work dedicated to Majnun in the medieval period was the Dīwān 

Majnūn Laylá, a volume of poetry supposedly collected by Abu Bakr al-Walibi, a contemporary 

of Majnun. There is no evidence, however, for this identification, and the work itself contains 

many anachronisms; it is therefore probably of a later date. Like Kitāb al-Shi’r wa al-Shu’arā and 

Kitāb al-Aghānī, the Dīwān also contains poetry attributed to Majnun and short anecdotes that 

mostly serve to explain the poems themselves. In addition to the sources mentioned so far, 

Majnun’s poetry is cited in Arabic works that deal with the psychology, stages, and effects of love 

                                                 

11 Kitāb al Aghani relates two traditions that ascribe lūthah, “weakness of mind” or “a touch of insanity” (Lane, An 

Arabic-English Lexicon, 2678) to Majnun. Abu al-Faraj al-Isfahani, Kitāb Al-Aghāni (Bulaq: Dar al-Kutub, 1868), 

//catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/003823566. 

12 Abu al-Faraj al-Isfahani, Kitāb Al-Aghāni, 167. 

13 Abu al-Faraj al-Isfahani, 170. 
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starting from the ninth century. An example of such writing is Kitāb al-Zahrah by Ibn Da’ud (d. 

910), which is essentially an anthology of love poetry with critical comments by the editor.14  

Majnun-Laila remained a popular theme in anthologies of poetry and accounts of poets in 

Arabic until the modern period. However, until the twentieth century, there were no long narratives 

in Arabic based on the story, unlike in Persian and in other languages. It is difficult to explain why 

something did not happen in history, but it seems to me that one possible explanation for this 

surprising fact is the emphasis in Arabic literature on Majnun and, to a lesser degree, Laila, as 

poets. Hence their words were at the center of interest and veneration, rather than their story. This 

tendency is seen in the aforementioned Arabic anthologies; their editors did not attempt to produce 

a coherent narrative of the story, but were rather interested in preserving the poems and in 

collecting and recording information that they deemed relevant in order to understand the verses, 

or to account for the processes of their transmission. Accordingly, they recorded conflicting 

accounts, repetitions, variations on different themes or details, and a blurry chronology of events. 

In addition, different anthologies had different goals in collecting, arranging, or leaving out certain 

materials; some, like Kitāb al-Zahrah, were focused on the theorization of love, whereas others, 

like Kitāb al-Shi’r wa al-Shu’arā, were interested in the form and structure of Arabic language 

and poetry.  

The editors use the isnād method for recounting the anecdotes of Majnun and Laila, 

whereby the editor records a line of transmitters for each story or poem reaching back to Majnun 

and Laila themselves or to those who have met them. The isnād method was well-established and 

prevalent in early Arabic literary culture, especially in regard to the transmission of Hadith (stories 

                                                 

14 For a study of the genre, see: Lois Anita Giffen, Theory of Profane Love among the Arabs: The Development of the 

Genre., New York University Studies in Near Eastern Civilization; 3 (New York: New York University Press, 1971). 
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on the prophet Muhammad and his companions). However, in this context, the isnād seems to 

serve more as a literary device than as an actual method for assessing the credibility of the 

information transmitted. In addition, classical Arabic literature in general shows little regard for 

fiction, rather, every utterance is attributed to a speaker who is accepted as authoritative, and every 

story is understood to be at least partially historical.15 

The Arabic material on Majnun and Laila mostly emphasizes Majnun’s capacity as a poet 

and celebrates a culture of love-poetry, its recital, and circulation. Thus, according to an account 

in Kitāb al-Aghānī, Qais’s skill in reciting poetry (composed by others) is what distinguishes him 

in Laila’s eyes.16 Later, Majnun and Laila communicate through poetry by reciting to one another, 

or to passers-by and messengers. Moreover, Majnun’s poetry plays a significant role in the story 

in that it becomes the main obstacle to the lovers’ union; the poems Majnun composed about his 

beloved became extremely popular, thereby publicizing their love and causing Laila’s family to 

object to their marriage.17  

2. Early Mystical Interpretations of Majnun Laila  

Many volumes of Sufi thought have been written on love as a central aspect of the 

relationship between humans and God, as both the all-encompassing metaphysical principle of 

creation and as an essential trait of Sufi psychology. Within this vast corpus, the story of Majnun-

Laila became one of the main topoi by which Sufis throughout history talked about love. There is 

some disagreement, however, regarding the emergence of this topos; was the figure of Majnun 

                                                 

15 Giffen, 60; Abdelfattah Kilito, The Author and His Doubles: Essays on Classical Arabic Culture, Middle East 

Literature in Translation (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press, 2001), 6. 

16 Khairallah, Love, Madness, and Poetry, 55. 

17 Khairallah, 64; Michael W. Dols, Majnūn: The Madman in Medieval Islamic Society, ed. Diana E. Immisch (Oxford: 

Clarendon Press; Oxford University Press, 1992), 332. 
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identified with mystical love from its very beginning? Or was it a later development? What made 

the Majnun material particularly productive for mystical interpretation in the early centuries of 

Islam?   

Scholars have suggested various explanations for this story’s popularity in the ninth to 

eleventh centuries and to Majnun’s identification as the ultimate representative of mystical love in 

the medieval period. Some argue that the story gained popularity as a result of the competition 

between northern and southern Arab tribes and that it acquired mystical interpretations only several 

centuries after its popularization.18 Others argue that Majnun’s story acquired its mystical 

overtones from its very beginning. According to Ritter, Majnun’s total devotion to and 

concentration on the beloved, regardless of the actual persona of the beloved, was distinct from 

that of ‘Udhrite love poetry and lent itself to mystical interpretation.19 Khairallah claims that 

Majnun’s uniqueness lies in the fact that he combines in his personality the poet, the lover, and the 

madman, all three being avenues for connection with God.20 Although a detailed examination of 

Sufi writing on the Majnun-Laila theme in Arabic and Persian is beyond the scope of this study, a 

few cursory remarks can be made.   

The earliest Sufi anthologies that record the sayings and actions of the early Sufi masters, 

like Junayd of Baghdad (d. 910), his eccentric disciple, Shibli (d. 945), and others, contain several 

references to the Majnun-Laila story. These references typically serve to point out the resemblance 

                                                 

18 I. Krachkovskii, “Die Frühgeschichte Der Erzählung von Macnūn Und Lailā in Der Arabischen Literatur,” trans. 

Hellmut Ritter, Oriens 8, no. 1 (1955): 41–42, https://doi.org/10.2307/1579465. 

19 Krachkovskii, 49–50.  

20 Khairallah, Love, Madness, and Poetry, 3. To a degree, both Ritter and Khairallah examine the early Arabic material 

through the lens of later interpretations and developments of the story, while conflating different discourses and genres 

within Arabic and Persian literature.     
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of the relation of Majnun to his beloved to that of the Sufi to God. For example, in the Kitāb al 

Luma’ by al-Sarraj (d. 988), Shibli is quoted as saying:  

hadhā Majnūnu banī ‘Āmir kāna idha su’ila ‘an Lailá fa-kāna yaqūlu anā Lailá fa-

kāna yaghību bi-Lailá ‘an Lailá ḥattá yabqī bi-mashhad Lailá wa-yughibu-hu ‘an 

kull ma’nī siwá Lailá wa-yashhadu al-ashyā kullahā bi- Lailá. 21 

 

When asked about Laila, Majnun of the Banu ‘Amir would say “I am Laila,” and 

he would be absent to Laila by Laila, until he remained only in respect of Laila and 

was absent to everything but Laila and saw all things in Laila.  

 

This quotation appears in a chapter dedicated to technical terms and difficult expressions used by 

Sufis, in the section concerning the saying anā anta wa-anta anā (“I am you, and you are me”). 

Shibli’s quote demonstrates the idea of complete absorption and annihilation in God through the 

parallel example of Majnun. Similarly, an additional reference to Majnun by al-Sarraj is used to 

explain an ecstatic saying by another early Sufi, Abu Yazid Bistami (d. 874), known for his 

controversial statements:  

mithl Majnūn banī ‘Āmir kāna idhā naẓara ilá al-waḥsh yaqūlu Lailá wa-an naẓara 

ilá al-jibāl yaqūlu Lailá wa-an naẓara ilá al-nās yaqūlu Lailá ḥattá idha qīla la-hu 

mā ismuka wa-mā ḥāluka yaqūlu Lailá wa-fi dhalika qāla:  

amurru ‘alá al-diyāri diyāri Lailá  uqabbilu dhā aljidāra wa-dha al-

jidārā  

wa-mā ḥubbu al-diyāri shaghafna qalbī       wa-lakin ḥubbu man sakana al-diyārā 

 

Like Majnun of the Banu ‘Amir when he would see the wild animals he would 

call “Laila,” and when he saw the mountains he would call “Laila,” and when he 

saw people he would call “Laila,” so much so that when he was asked about his 

own name and condition he would answer “Laila.” Therein he said:  

When I pass by Laila's house,   

I kiss this wall or another 

And it is not the love of these abodes which struck my heart,  

but the love for the resident of these houses.22  

                                                 

21 Abu Nasr ʻAbd Allah ibn ʻAli Sarraj, The Kitáb al-Lumaʻ fi ʼl-Taṣawwuf of Abú Naṣr ʻAbdallah b. ʻAlí al-Sarráj 

al-Ṭúsí, ed. Reynold Alleyne Nicholson, E.J.W. Gibb memorial series; 22 (London: Luzac & Co., 1914), 360; see also 

Fuzuli, Leylā and Mejnūn; Introduction, Notes, and Bibliography by Alessio Bombaci, 61–62.  

22 Sarraj, The Kitáb al-Lumaʻ fi ʼl-Taṣawwuf of Abú Naṣr ʻAbdallah b. ʻAlí al-Sarráj al-Ṭúsí, 386. 
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In another early Sufi anthology that records the ecstatic sayings by Abu Yazid Bistami and 

Junayd’s commentary on them, compiled in the eleventh century, Junayd references Majnun. Abu 

Yazid Bistami is known to have said the outrageous statement subḥani! (“Glory be to me!”), and 

Junayd comments on this controversial saying by explaining that just as Majnun’s mind is 

absorbed in his beloved, so Abu Yazid’s mind left him, and only the beloved, God, remained. This 

comparison serves to emphasize that Abu Yazid’s statement does not attest to an ontological 

identity with the Beloved, but to the mental condition of the lover.23  

These examples demonstrate that in the early period of Sufi thought, the ninth and tenth 

centuries, the references to Majnun do not posit Majnun’s figure as an exemplar to follow, but 

rather as an illustration of intense feeling for and absorption in the beloved. The emphasis here is 

that Majnun’s love to Laila parallels the love of the Sufi master (one who is already advanced on 

the path to God) for the Divine. Early Sufis like Junayd and others stress the importance of absolute 

love for God, for which the story of Majnun offered a readily available parallel. Love was 

understood as intense desire that expunges everything but the beloved from the heart.24 Later Sufis, 

however, like Ahmad Ghazali (d. 1126), in his treatise on love, the Sawāniḥ, developed a 

metaphysics of love, wherein love is the Absolute: 

The Sawāniḥ presents all of reality as an unfolding of love (‘ishq) through the 

complex interrelations of loverness (‘ashiqī) and belovedness (ma’shuqī), both of 

which are said to be derived from love and ultimately return to this eternal point of 

origin. All phases of the descent of creation and the spiritual ascent of the human 

being are thus seen as phases of love.25 

                                                 

23 ʻAbd al-Rahman Badawi, Shaṭaḥāt al-Ṣūfīyah, al-Ṭabʻah 3., Dirāsāt Islāmīyah (Wakālat al-Maṭbūʻāt) (Kuwait: 

Wakālat al-Maṭbūʻāt, 1978), 68.  

24 Joseph E. B. Lumbard, “From Hubb to ’Ishq: The Development of Love in Early Sufism,” Journal of Islamic Studies 

18, no. 3 (September 1, 2007): 349, https://doi.org/10.1093/jis/etm030. 

25 Lumbard, 348. 
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This conceptualization of love became the prevalent one among Sufis from the twelfth century 

onward and was further elaborated on by the great Sufi masters of the thirteenth century, like Ibn 

Arabi and Jalal-ud-Din Rumi. These later Sufis often point to the love between Majnun and Laila 

both as an allegory of the relation of the Sufi disciple to God and as an example of human love as 

a stage on the path leading to Divine love.26 Since all that is beautiful in the world is understood 

as a refraction of divine beauty, ‘ishq-i majāzī (earthly love) is seen as a bridge to ‘ishq-i ḥaqīqī 

(divine or “real” love), and the difference between the two lies in degree rather than in essence. 

This philosophy of love was also called the “religion of love,” and those lovers who died in the 

path of love were called the martyrs of love and were promised a place in paradise after death.27 

In this context, there are frequent references to Majnun and Laila in Arabic and Persian Sufi 

masterpieces, like the Futūḥat al-Makkīyah of Ibn ‘Arabi (d. 1240), Jalal-ud-Din Rumi’s (d. 1273) 

Masnavi, and the poetry of Farid-ud-Din ’Attar (d. 1221).28 Ibn Arabi in particular wrote about 

love in erotic terms that collated the human and the divine through reference to several famous 

couples from Arabia, including Majnun and Laila:  

Muhyi ad-Din [Ibn Arabi] suggests that the ancient Arabic lovers like Majnun and 

Laila are models for the Sufi in the intensity of their love. Yet like many Sufis, Ibn 

'Arabi at some point refuses to rest at an easy and comfortable distinction between 

“earthly” love and “spiritual” love. Had the Arabic love-poetry tradition been 

merely an analogy for the intensity of the divine-human love relation, such an 

analogy could have been drawn without the profound and sustained appropriation 

of the classical poetic conventions of love, love sickness, love madness, and passing 

away in love. When it turns to the erotic mode and the identity of the beloved, Sufi 

                                                 

26 Fuzuli, Leylā and Mejnūn; Introduction, Notes, and Bibliography by Alessio Bombaci, 63–64. 

27 Leonard Lewisohn, “Sufism’s Religion of Love, from Rābi‘a to Ibn ‘Arabī,” in The Cambridge Companion to 

Sufism, ed. Lloyd Ridgeon (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2015), 166–67. See also the discussion in: 

Leonard Lewisohn ed, Hafiz and the Religion of Love in Classical Persian Poetry, International Library of Iranian 

Studies; 25 (New York: I. B. Tauris in association with Iran Heritage Foundation, 2010). 

28 Seyed-Gohrab, Laylī and Majnūn, 72–73. 
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discourse offers a distinctive apophatic perspective. To ask who she is, human or 

deity, would violate adab. It would be an indelicate question. The beloved, 

immanent within the heart-secret (sirr) of the poet and the Sufi, is also transcendent, 

beyond all delimitation, beyond any single static Image. The ambiguity (earthly, 

heavenly) of the beloved is a central feature of much poetry within the Islamic 

(Arabic, Persian, Ottoman, Urdu) poetic traditions.29 

 

The ambiguity of the beloved’s figure became one of the hallmarks of the Persian ghazal, 

culminating in the poetry of Hafiz of Shiraz (d. 1390).30 In the world of the Persian ghazal, Majnun 

became the emblem of the ecstatic poet-lover and the martyr of love. At the same time, these 

characteristics served as an ideal model for a medieval Persianate courtly elite, stressing inner 

qualities of devotion, endurance, and determination.31 Envisioning love and love poetry in this way 

also correlates with what Meisami defines as the analogical mode of writing that developed starting 

from the late tenth century onward in Persian and in Arabic poetry. The analogical mode, based 

on the principle of qiyās, analogy or deduction, posits a system of correspondences between 

different levels of creation. These correspondences are understood to originate from actual (and 

not only perceived) continuity: “analogical comparison presupposes a continuity in which 

similitudes are, so to speak, generic constituents of existence.”32 Sufi reflection on the story of 

Laila and Majnun, therefore, shows a progression from using Majnun’s example as a parallel to 

that of the Sufi, to seeing it as the exemplary model for the path the Sufi devotee has to traverse in 

becoming a true lover of God. The popularity of this theme in Sufi works from the thirteenth 

                                                 

29 Michael Anthony Sells, Mystical Languages of Unsaying (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994), 111–12. 

30 J. T. P. de Bruijn, Persian Sufi Poetry: An Introduction to the Mystical Use of Classical Persian Poems, Curzon 

Sufi Series (Richmond, Surrey: Curzon, 1997), 55. 

31 Meisami, Medieval Persian Court Poetry, 253–57. 

32 Meisami, 37. 
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century onward is also attributed to the enormous popularity of Nizami’s masnavi on the same 

theme composed in 1188.  

3. The Story in the Persian Classical Tradition and Early Turkish   

Starting in the tenth century, Persian writers reference the story of Majnun-Laila in poetry 

and prose. Poets like Rudaki (d. c. 941), Manuchihri (d. c. 1040), and Fakhr-ud-Din Gurgani, 

incorporated anecdotes on the lovers and verses by Majnun in their works.33 The first to compose 

a long narrative poem in Persian on this topic was Ilyas Abu Muhammad “Nizami” Ganjavi (d. 

1209), who was commissioned in 1188 by Akhsitan Shirvanshah, the ruler of the Arran area in the 

Caucasus, to write a masnavi based on this story. In his introduction to Laylī34 Majnūn, Nizami 

expresses his concern that the story is not sufficiently elaborate to allow for a significant work. 

However, Nizami’s own boasting at the end of the work and the work’s immense popularity and 

influence on subsequent writers indicate that he succeeded in creating a meaningful and substantial 

work.35 Nizami’s masnavi became the fountainhead of a huge corpus of copies, translations, 

imitations, and variations on the Laila-Majnun story and inspired numerous poets and writers in 

Persian, Turkish, Urdu-Hindi, and other languages.36  

                                                 

33 Seyed-Gohrab, Laylī and Majnūn, 69–71. 

34 In Persian, Laila’s name is pronounced with a final ī rather than the Arabic alif maqsurah (or á), whereas Indian 

poets use Lailī, Lailá or Laile. For the sake of clarity and consistency I will refer to our heroine as Laila throughout. 

Nizami also switched the order of the lovers’ names in the title of the story, putting Laila first.    

35 Meisami, Medieval Persian Court Poetry, 158. 

36 Sunil Sharma, “Nizami’s Reception in Persianate Literary Cultures,” in The Wiley-Blackwell Companion to World 

Literature, forthcoming. 
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Nizami does not reference his sources by name, but it is likely that he was familiar with 

the Dīwān Majnūn Laylá attributed to Al-Walibi and with the Kitāb al-Aghānī.37 Throughout the 

work there are vague references to “the learned orator from Baghdad” or “the eloquent dihqān” (a 

Persian-born village chief) as sources for the story, but those are hard to identify as specific people 

or texts.38 These references point to possible oral tellings of the story heard by Nizami, or can be 

understood as literary devices serving to transition from one level of narrative to another.39 In any 

case, the result of Nizami’s efforts was a coherent, chronological narrative that traces the fateful 

love-affair between the two protagonists, while combining didactic, philosophical, and moralistic 

reflection along with elaborate nature descriptions and a highly metaphorical language, totalling 

more than 4,500 verses. Compared with the Arabic material, Nizami’s masnavi contains several 

significant changes to the plot and the characterization of Majnun and Laila. The story takes place 

in a Bedouin context in the Arabian desert, but it also has more sophisticated, courtly elements. 

Thus, Laila and Majnun are both described as courtly personalities who meet as children in school, 

rather than on the grazing grounds of their families’ cattle, and the struggle between Naufal and 

Laila’s family is turned into a mighty battle between two royal Persian armies.40 A summary of 

the plot will therefore be in order. 

A childless Arab chieftain of the ‘Amir tribe prays for a son for many years, until finally a 

beautiful son is born and named Qais. At the age of ten, Qais is sent to school, where he meets 

Laila, the daughter of another noble Arab family, and the two fall in love. When their love becomes 

                                                 

37 Fuzuli, Leylā and Mejnūn; Introduction, Notes, and Bibliography by Alessio Bombaci, 66–67. 

38 Seyed-Gohrab lists all these references in: Seyed-Gohrab, Laylī and Majnūn, 55–56. 

39 Seyed-Gohrab, 57. 

40 Peter J. Chelkowski, Mirror of the Invisible World: Tales from the Khamseh of Nizami (New York: Metropolitan 

Museum of Art, 1975), 67; Seyed-Gohrab, Laylī and Majnūn, 52. 
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known among the people, Laila's family decides to prevent her from meeting Qais again. The 

lovers mourn their fate, Laila in the confines of her home and Qais in the open, singing songs about 

his beloved and acting in a peculiar manner, thereby acquiring the name Majnun. Unable to remain 

far from his beloved, Majnun comes to her camp at night or during the day, in an attempt to see 

her, but Laila’s family prevents them from meeting. Majnun then starts to roam in the wilderness 

and grows increasingly lonely and wild; his father’s attempt to arrange the marriage of the two 

lovers fails. Majnun’s father then tries to cure his son of his love-sickness by taking him on a 

pilgrimage to Mecca, but that attempt is unsuccessful, too; instead of asking for release from his 

sorrow, Majnun prays to God that his love will be increased.  

Majnun continues to compose poetry about Laila, and his poems become popular among 

the people. Laila, hearing some verses composed by Majnun and sung by passers-by, composes 

her own poems in response, which are then memorized by others and reach Majnun in his 

seclusion. One day, Shah Naufal, a Bedouin king, encounters Majnun in the desert while hunting. 

Touched by his story, Naufal promises Majnun that he will help him to unite with Laila, and he 

eventually goes to war against her tribe. Although victorious in battle, Naufal is unable to force 

Laila’s father to give her to Majnun, as the father swears that he would rather kill his daughter than 

give her to this madman. Disappointed and angry, Majnun runs away again to the wilderness and, 

on his way, releases several gazelles that were trapped by hunters. One day, he sees an old woman 

dragging an old man in chains and asks to be fettered instead; they go around begging for alms 

until they arrive at Laila's tent. Upon seeing the tent, Majnun breaks his chains and runs away. 

Laila’s parents then marry her off to Ibn Salam, but she does not let him near her, and he remains 

at a respectful distance. One day, Laila asks a messenger to bring Majnun so that she can see him. 

The messenger brings Majnun to the palm orchard near Laila’s tent, but, when the couple finally 
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meet, Majnun recites some verses to Laila and flees back to his desert refuge. After some time, 

Laila's husband dies; she is happy, for she is finally free to mourn openly for her separation from 

Majnun, but then she grows weak and dies too, but not before asking her mother on her deathbed 

to dress her like a bride before her burial. When Majnun hears about Laila’s death, he rushes to 

her grave with his retinue of beasts, then goes back first to the desert, then to her grave again, until 

he, too, dies, lying on the grave of his beloved. The beasts guard his dead body until it disintegrates, 

and the people bury his remains next to Laila’s. In an epilogue, Zayd, a friend of Laila and Majnun, 

sees the couple united in paradise in a dream.  

Dastgirdi, the modern editor of the masnavi, considers the last section about the union of 

Laila and Majnun in paradise to be a later interpolation, added to the story by a later writer or 

writers. Others disagree with this analysis and consider this last scene essential to a correct 

understanding of Nizami’s poem.41 Whether this section was a later addition or not, it was 

understood by later poets in India and elsewhere to be an integral part of the story, and most of 

them depict a similarly joyful image at the end of their narratives.   

This “happy ending” scene was widely understood as validating Majnun and Laila’s love 

and actions, making them martyrs of love, in the same category with other famous lovers who died 

for their love, like the famed Sufi martyr, Mansur al Hallaj (d. 922). Thus the question arises as to 

whether Nizami’s poem should be read as a mystical work, pointing to the figure of Majnun as the 

ideal Sufi-lover, or as a negative example of conduct in love. Seyed-Gohrab reads this poem as an 

esoteric text with a didactic goal to teach the reader about the Sufi and ascetic path to God.42 Other 

                                                 

41 Fuzuli, Leylā and Mejnūn; Introduction, Notes, and Bibliography by Alessio Bombaci, 65. 

42 Seyed-Gohrab, Laylī and Majnūn, 337–39. 
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scholars suggest that the work is inspired by Sufi concepts, but that its focus is on the psychological 

aspects of the dilemma of love, rather than on teaching mystical thought.43  

Meisami, however, argues that the romantic masnavi genre is not meant to be a straight-

forward didactic text, but rather to serve as an exploration of various positions, approaches, stages, 

and conditions of love. This does not mean that the poet has no particular agenda; rather, in order 

to realize what that agenda is, the reader must take the poet’s introduction and epilogue into 

consideration and not confuse the poet’s position with the explicit narrator within the story. 

Reading Nizami’s masnavi in such a way, Meisami argues, shows that Majnun is a negative 

example of the destructive power of excessive love. The introduction and the prologue, as well as 

the work’s carefully constructed web of images and metaphors, serve to point to the ways in which 

a lack of moderation in love is harmful and leads to calamity.44 Thus Majnun represents a path that 

should be avoided, especially for courtiers and royals who should not forsake their filial and social 

obligations. That Nizami’s poem inspired so many later poets suggests that his masnavi was, 

indeed, open to various interpretations, and that the figure of Majnun in particular embodies a 

tension between the ideal of love as an all-consuming pursuit and one’s commitments to family 

and social norms. 

The Lailī-Majnūn, together with his Khusrau-Shīrīn, Haft Paykar, Iskandarnāmah, and 

Makhzān al-Asrār, form Nizami’s celebrated khamsah or panj ganj, quintet, considered a 

masterpiece of Persian classical poetry and copiously imitated in the following centuries.45 The 

first poet who wrote a complete khamsah on Nizami's model was the renowned Indian Persian 

                                                 

43 Chelkowski, Mirror of the Invisible World, 67. 

44 Meisami, Medieval Persian Court Poetry, 158–73. 

45 See discussion in: Sharma, “Nizami’s Reception in Persianate Literary Cultures.” 
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poet Amir Khusrau Dehlavi (d. 1325), who composed his Majnūn o Laylī masnavi in 1298, 

dedicating it to his spiritual teacher from the Chishti order, Nizam-ud-Din Auliya, and to his 

patron, the Delhi sultan, ‘Ala-ud-Din Khalji (r. 1296-1316). Amir Khusrau was unique in that he 

combined in his person the court poet and the Sufi disciple, being a close companion and a follower 

of Nizam-ud-Din Auliya and a courtier in the Delhi court under five different rulers.46   

Amir Khusrau follows the general arrangement and basic plot of Nizami’s poem with a 

few changes: he inverts the order of the protagonists’ names in the title of the work and adds 

several events not found in Nizami’s poem. For example, after Naufal fails to help Majnun marry 

Laila, he marries Majnun to his own daughter, Khadija, only for Majnun to run away back to the 

wilderness. Additionally, Majnun’s death comes about when he grasps Laila’s bier as it is lowered 

to the grave, and the two lovers are buried together. Amir Khusrau also introduces into the narrative 

an episode in which Majnun caresses a scabby dog from Laila’s lane.47 This episode appears in 

Rumi’s masnavi and in Persian ghazal poetry as well; it was further developed by the fifteenth-

century Persian poet, Hatifi, in his telling of the Laila-Majnun story, and by subsequent Indian 

poets who will be discussed in the following chapter. Amir Khusrau’s Majnūn o Laylī is also 

distinctive in that the poet introduces sexual desire and physical touch between Laila and Majnun 

when the lovers meet through the assistance of friends after their forced separation.48 Amir 

Khusrau keeps Nizami’s meter and overall structure of the masnavi; like Nizami, his introduction 

                                                 

46 Sunil Sharma, Amir Khusrau: The Poet of Sufis and Sultans, Makers of the Muslim World (Oxford: Oneworld, 

2005), introduction. 

47 Amir Khusrau, Mas̲navī-yi Majnūn̲ Lailá, ed. Hasrat Shirvani (Aligarh: Mat̤baʻ-yi Insṭīṭiyūṭ-i ʻAlīgaḍh, 1917), 34–

35. 

48 Amir Khusrau, In the Bazaar of Love: The Selected Poetry of Amīr Khusrau, trans. Paul E. Losensky and Sunil 

Sharma (New Delhi: Penguin Books India, 2011), xlviii. 
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contains a section of advice to his son and, in the epilogue, the poet mourns the death of his mother 

and brother within the same year.  

In his introduction to Majnūn o Laylī, Amir Khusrau applauds Nizami and claims that he 

comes as close as possible to his level. Thus, Amir Khusrau’s rewriting of the story serves to pay 

his respects to his predecessor, while also claiming his position within the same tradition. His 

works were highly influential for the creation of the Indo-Persian style and contributed to the 

emergence of Delhi as a center of Persian production. Amir Khusrau’s works were also popular 

throughout the Persian-speaking world, and were copied and illustrated copiously, particularly in 

Timurid courts in Central Asia and later in Safavid, Mughal, and Ottoman empires.49 

The next Persian poet to compose a Laila-Majnun masnavi was Abd al-Rahman Jami, the 

fifteenth-century poet, scholar, and mystic from Herat, who dedicated his work from 1484 to his 

spiritual teacher, the Naqshbandi Sheikh Khwaja ‘Ubayd Allah Ahrar. This work forms part of his 

famous Haft Aurang (Seven Thrones), surpassing Nizami and Amir Khusrau by composing seven 

masnavis. In addition to the Laila-Majnun story, he also wrote a masnavi about Alexander 

(Iskandarnāmah) and five original works, including one based on the story of Yusuf (Joseph) and 

Zulaikha, as told in the Quran and the Hebrew Bible. Following Jami, the Yusuf-Zulaikha theme 

became very popular among Persianate writers, along with the love stories of Laila-Majnun and 

Khusrau-Shirin. Jami’s Laila-Majnun narrative is quite different from the ones told by Nizami and 

Amir Khusrau and shows more similarity to the early Arabic sources. In this telling, for example, 

Laila and Majnun meet at Laila’s camp as youths, rather than as children in school.50 Generally, 

                                                 

49 Sharma, “Nizami’s Reception in Persianate Literary Cultures.” 

50 J.T.P. de Bruijn, “Madjnūn Laylā 2. In Persian, Kurdish and Pashto Literature,” ed. P. Bearman et al., Encyclopedia 

of Islam (Brill Online, 2013), http://referenceworks.brillonline.com/entries/encyclopaedia-of-islam-2/madjnun-layla-
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the plot is thin and episodic, and the emphasis is on the psychological and emotional states of the 

protagonists. 

Jami’s Laylī va Majnūn is considered by many critics to be the culmination of the Sufi 

interpretation of this story.51 Jami was a practicing Sufi in the Naqshbandi order and wrote 

extensively on mysticism and theology; similarly, his Laila Majnun masnavi is meant to discuss 

and teach mystical knowledge to its readers. In the introduction, Jami urges the reader to find a 

teacher, as the Sufi path cannot be traversed without a spiritual teacher or a pīr.52 The narrative 

then leads Qais/Majnun through a series of challenges and a process of purification, resulting at 

first in fleeting moments of ecstatic vision of Laila and later in a more constant state of absorption 

in the beloved, which eventually brings about Majnun’s death. These stages parallel the Sufi 

concepts of ḥāl (ecstatic moment) and maqām (station).53 Unlike other tellings of the story, here 

Majnun dies before Laila, once he achieves complete annihilation in the beloved.       

Jami’s nephew, the Persian poet Abdullah Hatifi (d. 1521) also composed a khamsah, 

although he was unable to complete the last work before his death. This khamsah is unique in that 

it includes a work on the life of Timur (Tamerlane), composed under Timurid patronage, instead 

of the conventional masnavi on Alexander the Great.54 Hatifi’s version of the Laila-Majnun story 

gained popularity in India, and most Indian poets who composed their own versions of the story 

seem to have based it on the telling by Hatifi, or on later poets who were familiar with this 

                                                 

51 Khairallah, Love, Madness, and Poetry; Fuzuli, Leylā and Mejnūn; Introduction, Notes, and Bibliography by Alessio 

Bombaci, 81; Dols, Majnūn, 323. 

52 Khairallah, Love, Madness, and Poetry, 113. 

53 Khairallah, 119–20. 

54 Michele Bernardini, “Hātefi, ʿAbd-Allāh,” Encyclopaedia Iranica, accessed May 14, 2018, 
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version.55 Hatifi, too, followed the general plot as structured by Nizami, but changed and expanded 

certain episodes. Thus, after Shah Naufal defeats Laila’s family in battle, he falls in love with her 

himself and decides to poison Majnun so that he will not have to give Laila to him. However, due 

to a mistake by one of his servants, Shah Naufal gets the poisonous goblet and dies from the poison 

intended for Majnun. Laila’s father then hurries to take his daughter back home, and Majnun is 

left stranded.56 Hatifi also expands and dramatizes the episode when Majnun hugs Laila’s dog.57 

One possible explanation for Hatifi’s popularity might be his style; Hatifi’s language is generally 

simpler and more straightforward than Nizami’s. He uses relatively realistic descriptions and 

dramatic turns of events that early modern Indian poets adopted and employed to an even greater 

degree.  

Another Persian telling that became known in South Asia and in the Ottoman empire was 

composed by Maktabi Shirazi in 1490.58 Dozens of other poets composed naz̤irahs or responses 

to Nizami’s masnavi throughout the later medieval and early modern period in Iran and in other 

regions influenced by Persian culture. Many of these works are now lost or preserved in few or 

single manuscripts. Hasan Dhulfaqari counts fifty-nine responses to Nizami’s poem, thereby 

declaring the story of Laila and Majnun the most popular story in the Persianate world.59 Alongside 

the more obscure tellings, the classical versions of this masnavi were continuously copied, and 

                                                 

55 The number of manuscripts of Hatifi’s khamsah, and the Laila Majnun in particular, in Indian libraries is large as 

well. There are eight manuscripts of Hatifi’s, in the Salar Jung library in Hyderabad alone (catalogue numbers 1668-

1675). Indian responses to Hatifi are discussed in the following chapters.  

56 Abd Allah Hatifi, Leili i Medzhnun, ed. S. Asadullaev (Dushanbe, 1962), 82–83. 

57 Hatifi, 52. 

58 Manuscripts of this work are found in many libraries in South Asia, it was also published in the nineteenth century: 

Maktabi Shīrazi, Qiṣṣah-i Laylī va Majnūn maʻ Taṣvīr, Alamgir Shuja collection (Bombay: Fatḥ al-Karim, 1890). 

59 Seyed-Gohrab, “Leyli O Majnun.” 
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later printed, in Iran, Central Asia, South Asia, and the Ottoman empire. Richly decorated and 

illustrated manuscripts of the Laila-Majnun narrative were commissioned by courts throughout 

these regions in the medieval and early modern period. Painters often depicted the same episodes, 

responding to their predecessors and adding their own interpretation of the story and its meanings. 

For example, in figure 1 below, from a manuscript of Amir Khusrau' khamsah from the 

Delhi Sultanate period, Majnun is seen mourning over Laila's grave. This was a popular scene 

among illustrators of the story, but unlike most Iranian and Timurid depictions of Majnun where 

he is dressed in blue and his hair is slightly overgrown, here, Majnun is depicted wearing a white 

garment, his hair falling on his shoulders. On his sides, two lions are keeping guard over their 

master. Meisami suggest that the white garment is influenced by the Indian notion of white as the 

color of mourning, the long hair may also correspond with Indian depictions of holy men.60 This 

painting presents an early “Indianization” of Majnun’s figure, as will be discussed in the following 

chapters in greater detail.   

                                                 
60 Julie Scott Meisami, “‘I Guess That’s Why They Call It the Blues’: Depiction of Majnun in Persian Illuminated 

Manuscripts,” in And Diverse Are Their Hues: Color in Islamic Art and Culture, ed. Jonathan Bloom and Sheila 

Blair (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2011), 150. 
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Figure 1. Majnun throwing himself onto Laila’s grave. Folio from a khamsah (Quintet) of Amir Khusrau Dihlavi, Delhi Sultanate 

Period ca. 1450. Freer Gallery of Art, The Smithsonian Institute, F1959.3. 

Following the popularity of the story in Persian literature, Turkish writers began composing 

Laila-Majnun masnavis in Turkish starting from the late fifteenth century, both in Anatolia and 

the Middle East, as well as in the Eastern Turkish areas of Central Asia. The first complete version 

of the story in Turkish was composed by the poet Shahidi from Konya in 1478. This masnavi is 

comprised of 6,446 couplets, which makes it probably the longest Laila-Majnun version.61 Two 

other versions of the story in Turkish from the end of the fifteenth century became popular, one by 

the celebrated poet of Chagatay Turkish, Mir ‘Ali Shir Nava’i (d. 1501), who was also a close 

friend of Jami. The second was composed by Muhammad bin Sulaiman Fuzuli (d. 1556) in 1536. 

This famous Turkish poet from Baghdad wrote in Persian and Arabic in addition to Turkish, and 

                                                 

61 Mehmed Kalpakli and Walter J. Andrews, “Laila Grows Up: Nizami’s Laila and Majnun ‘in The Turkish Manner,’” 

in The Poetry of Nizami Ganjavi: Knowledge, Love, and Rhetoric, ed. Kamran Talattof and Jerome Clinton (New 

York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2000), 30–31 A similar episode is mentioned in Jami’s poem on the same topic composed 

six years later; Khairallah, Love, Madness, and Poetry, 118. 
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was apparently unaware of his predecessors in Turkish, but was influenced by Hatifi’s work.62 In 

Turkish, as in Persian, the story was retold by subsequent poets and remained popular throughout 

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and up to modern times, when it was adapted into operas 

and short prose versions as well.63  

4. Translation, Imitation and Response 

  This general survey of the origins and spread of the Laila-Majnun story raises several 

questions regarding imitation, translation, and response. To what degree were these versions 

similar to one another or different? What did the transfer between languages entail? What was at 

stake in choosing to retell an old story versus creating a new one?  

 Classical Persian and Arabic literatures present a wide range of imitative and repetitive 

practices, including, among others, quotation (with or without reference to the source text), 

paraphrasing, formulaic or conventional expression, and adoption of the same meter and rhyme-

scheme of earlier poems to write new ones. Most of the terms referring to repetition, influence, 

translation, quotation, and response in classical Arabic and Persian literatures are devoid of the 

negative connotations that modern literary understanding accords to imitation as passive, 

derivative expression.64 One of the most popular forms of response in Persian literature was called 

naz̤irah-gū’ī or javāb-gū’ī, literally meaning, “saying parallel” or “answering.” Both terms refer 

to the composition of a masnavi using the same theme and meter as a previous work. This type of 

intertextuality is explicit and conscious; the poet makes clear his source of inspiration and expects 

                                                 

62 Kalpakli and Andrews, “Laila Grows Up: Nizami’s Laila and Majnun ‘in The Turkish Manner,’” 32–34. 

63 B. Flemming, “Madjnūn Laylā 1. In Turkish Literature,” ed. P. Bearman et al., Encyclopedia of Islam (Brill Online, 
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a certain familiarity on the part of his audience with the model poem. This “answering” can serve 

several functions: homage to the earlier poet, competition with his poetic feat, bringing the older 

text into contemporary times, and creatively corresponding with a master poet of the past.65 Thus, 

the javābs or responses to Nizami's works were, in many ways, unique, original, and creative, 

within the frame of theme and meter adopted from Nizami. Other literaures that came into close 

contact with Persian, like Urdu and Turkish, adopted similar concepts of repetition and response, 

where poets translated or recreated poems on the basis of themes and meters from previous works.  

Repetition as a practice has also been studied in the context of painting, where imitation 

and response are essential components. In similar fashion to Persian literature, various forms of 

imitation formed an integral part of Persian and Timurid painting.66 These practices were 

continued in Mughal painting, where painters often reused motifs, compositions, and themes from 

previous paintings to create images that corresponded in nuanced and sophisticated ways with an 

acknowledged canon.67 Another aspect of repetition is that it can serve as a puzzle or a riddle for 

the educated reader or listener: ”the aim of poetry and painting alike, then, was the artistry of small 

surprises and skillful execution within the familiar, contained world of the canon.”68 Thus, the 

painter or poet consciously and intentionally borrowed familiar elements to create a new work that 

corresponded with its predecessors; originality was valued, but so was the ability to emulate and 
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respond to past authorities. The following chapters will address these issues in the Indian context 

in greater detail.  

 To conclude, the story of Laila and Majnun originated in the Arabic poetry of the early 

Islamic period, first as a corpus of verses composed by a crazy poet with accompanying anecdotes, 

then as a story that became widely known among Sufis, scholars, and poets by the eleventh and 

twelve centuries. In Sufi thought, the figure of Majnun is first referenced as paralleling that of the 

Sufi absorbed in the love of God, with the growth of love metaphysics and love poetry as a tool in 

Sufi teaching, Majnun becomes an exemplary model for the seeker of union with the Divine. 

Finally, following on Nizami’s popular masnavi, dozens of Persian poets composed their own 

responses to the story; poets in languages that came into close contact with Persian, like Turkish 

and later Bengali, Dakani, and other Indian languages, adopted the same theme as well.  
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Chapter 2: The Story of Laila and Majnun in Dakani 
 

This chapter explores questions of vernacularization and the formation of a new literary 

culture in early modern South Asia through a close examination of the earliest vernacular versions 

of the story of Laila and Majnun from the Deccan. These romantic masnavis, composed in the late 

sixteenth and the first half of the seventeenth centuries in Dakani, will allow us to discuss several 

questions regarding the migration of the Laila-Majnun story into South Asian languages. How did 

Deccani poets conceptualize their own undertaking in Dakani vis-à-vis the Persian classical 

tradition? What was at stake in choosing this particular story for poetic composition in Dakani? 

What can we know about the poems’ anticipated audience? Which strategies did these writers 

adopt for presenting this story to an Indian audience? 

This exploration shows complex patterns of interaction, interchange, and competition 

between Dakani and Persian, as well as between Dakani and other idioms or languages in its 

surroundings. Deccani poets were familiar with Persian poetry and participated to some degree in 

its hyper-intertextual world of “responses,” “imitations,” and “answers,” where poets continually 

responded to their predecessors and contemporaries. At the same time, however, they were 

conscious of their innovation and divergence from that tradition, and employed the vernacular in 

creative ways so as to create multi-layered and composite texts.   

As discussed in the introduction, Pollock’s influential model for understanding 

cosmopolitan and vernacular literary cultures in South Asia considers the exchange between one 

vernacular and one cosmopolitan language, Sanskrit. However, an important aspect of this 

discussion, still largely understudied, concerns the interaction among several vernaculars and more 

than one cosmopolitan language. This is evident in Dakani literature in general, and the Dakani 
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Laila-Majnun tellings in particular, as the authors engage with several languages in one and the 

same work. The Deccan, during the five sultanates period (the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries), was an extremely multilingual world. Telugu, Kannada, and Marathi were spoken 

among the non-Muslim majority; Dakani was a language spoken by an urban and mostly Muslim 

elite that gradually became a flourishing literary language; Persian served as the language of 

administration, politics, literature, and sciences in the courts and was also the native tongue of 

many Iranian immigrants; Arabic and Sanskrit were used as liturgical and scientific languages, 

each among a distinct religious elite. In addition, both Persian and Dakani were used by Sufi 

teachers and their followers for religious and spiritual teachings, as well as for devotional poetry. 

An investigation into the ways in which all of these languages interacted is obviously very 

challenging; more research into each of these languages and the communities speaking or writing 

them is required before any definitive conclusions can be made. However, this chapter will address 

several aspects of this discussion through the story of Laila and Majnun.        

I argue that for poets writing in Dakani, composing in the vernacular was a conscious and 

informed decision, even if not exactly a “choice.” These poets were familiar to some degree with 

the cosmopolitan languages of their environment, but that did not mean that they were able to 

compose freely in Persian, Sanskrit, or Arabic. Rewriting the Laila-Majnun story in Dakani 

provided these poets with an opportunity for creative innovation on a familiar theme, also enabling 

them to posit Dakani as equal to the prestigious Persian literary world or even as surpassing it. In 

addition, the story of Laila and Majnun served as a particularly rich terrain on which to elaborate 

ideas of love, using both idioms of love-in-separation as elaborated in Indian folk traditions and 

the Sufi ideal of divine love as expressed in the figure of the mad lover, Majnun.  
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1.  Dakani Beginnings  

Despite its wide corpus and its importance for our understanding of vernacular literatures 

in early modern South Asia, the history of Dakani literature is largely understudied. Dakani 

emerged out of the language spoken in the Delhi area under the Delhi Sultanate (in the thirteenth 

through sixteenth centuries) that was called Hindavi, Hindi, or Dehlavi by different writers. During 

the Delhi Sultanate period, Hindavi was not considered suitable for literary composition and 

preservation, thereby rendering the sources for its study today very limited. The Indo-Persian poet, 

Amir Khusrau declared that he wrote some verses in Hindavi, but, since these were few and were 

part of an oral tradition, they were not preserved.1   

From the early decades of the fourteenth century, Hindavi traveled to Gujarat and the 

Deccan with soldiers, Sufis, and other groups following the conquests of the Delhi Sultanate in 

West and South India. The first poet who wrote extensively in Hindavi and whose poetry is 

available today is Shaikh Baha-ud-Din Bajan (d. c. 1506) from Ahmedabad, who wrote in both 

Hindavi and Persian. By the late fifteenth century, this language became so popular in Gujarat that 

it acquired the name “Gujri” as well.2 Accordingly, some of the early writers in the Deccan, 

especially those who migrated from Gujarat, kept this designation and called their language 

“Gujri.”  

The movement of people from North India to the Deccan increased significantly following 

Muhammad Tughluq’s attempt in 1327 to transfer the Delhi Sultanate’s capital to Daulatabad in 

                                                 

1 Shamsur Rahman Faruqi, Early Urdu Literary Culture and History (New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2001), 

65–70.  A large corpus of Hindavi poetry, songs, and riddles attributed to Khusrau is popularly known today in South 

Asia; however, the historical origins of this corpus are vague. See: Amir Khusrau, In the Bazaar of Love.   

2 Faruqi, Early Urdu Literary Culture and History, 824. 
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the Deccan, a decision reversed in 1335, but its impact continued to be felt in the Deccan, as many 

of those who were forced to leave Delhi and move south chose to remain there.3 Shortly after, the 

governors appointed by the Delhi Sultanate to rule the Deccan declared independence from Delhi 

and founded the Bahmani Sultanate, the first Muslim entity centered in the Deccan. The Bahmani 

Sultanate ruled the Deccan area until the early sixteenth century when it disintegrated into five 

successor kingdoms. 

The social and linguistic situation in the Deccan at the time was a complex one. The 

Bahmanis maintained strong maritime connections with the Persian Gulf and actively encouraged 

a flow of immigrants from Persian-speaking lands. Persian, therefore, had a strong presence in the 

Bahmani court. Apart from the Iranian immigrants, the Bahmani elites were comprised of 

descendants of Muslims who had come from North India and settled in the Deccan in the early 

fourteenth century. This group came to be known as the Deccanis, and throughout the rule of the 

Bahmani Sultanate and its successor states, the rivalry between these two groups was a crucial 

element in the political landscape of the Deccan.4 This rivalry had social and cultural overtones as 

well, evident in the language differences between the two groups, as the Deccanis spoke a variant 

of the Hindavi/Dehlavi/Gujri vernacular that later became known as Dakani.5 Furthermore, the 

Bahmanis ruled over a vast area where three different local languages, Marathi, Telugu and 

                                                 

3 Shamsur Rahman Faruqi, “A Long History of Urdu Literary Culture, Part 1,” in Literary Cultures in History: 

Reconstructions from South Asia, ed. Sheldon I. Pollock (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003), 830–831. 

4 Roy Fischel, “Society, Space, and the State in the Deccan Sultanates, 1565–1636” (ProQuest Dissertations 

Publishing, 2012), 80–81. Dayal warns us not to to reify these identities beyond the actual historical and literary 

record, which shows that Deccani and Iranian identities were porous and dynamic to some degree. See: Subah Dayal, 

“Vernacular Conquest?: A Persian Patron and His Image in the Seventeenth-Century Deccan,” Comparative Studies 

of South Asia, Africa and the Middle East 37, no. 3 (2017): 549–69. 

5 Matthews claims that the name Dakani was first attested to by San'ati in his Qiṣṣah-i Benazīr from 1645, however, 

Ajiz's work from 1630 or 1636 already uses the term Dakani: David J. Matthews, “Eighty Years of Dakani 

Scholarship,” Annual of Urdu Studies 8 (1993): 82; 17th century Ajiz, Lailá  Majnūṉ, ed. Ghulam Umar Khan, 

Silsilah-Yi Mat̤būʻāt-I Qadīm Urdū (Hyderabad:  ’Us̲māniyah Yūnīvarsiṭī, 1967), 124. 
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Kannada, were spoken. Since no single one of these three vernaculars could serve as a unifying 

factor, the Bahmanis patronized Persian as the primary language of the administration and literary 

expression alongside Dakani. The three major sultanates that inherited the Bahmani kingdom were 

largely divided along broad linguistic areas. The Qutb Shahis ruled from Golconda in the Telugu-

speaking region, the Nizam Shahis from Ahmadnagar ruled the Marathi-speaking region, and the 

Adil Shahis from Bijapur ruled over the Kannada-speaking region but with a strong presence of 

Marathi as well. Across these different regions and sultanates, Dakani was spoken and written by 

the Muslim population of the Deccan and was patronized throughout the area. The Qutb Shahis 

patronized literary writing in Telugu as well, and, in both the Bijapur and the Golconda courts, 

there was a gradual increase in the reliance on the vernacular, Marathi and Telugu respectively, 

for administrative uses.6  

The earliest complete composition in Hindavi/Dakani, the masnavi Kadam Rā’o Padam 

Rā’o, was composed in the Bahmani court sometime between the years 1424-1435 by Fakhr-ud-

Din Nizami. This masnavi narrates a fantastic story about a king whose soul is entrapped in the 

body of a parrot after being fooled by his yogi teacher. The tale is of Indian origin, possibly 

influenced by Somadeva’s Kathāsaritsāgara, a famous eleventh-century collection of stories in 

Sanskrit.7 Its abstruse language contains many Telugu and Sanskrit words and a relatively small 

percentage of Persian words, but it is set in a Persian meter.8 The evidence of the Kadam Rā’o 

                                                 

6 Eaton, “The Rise of Written Vernaculars: The Deccan 1450-1650,” 128. 

7 Suvorova, Masnavi, 4–5. 

8 David J. Matthews, “Dakani Language and Literature: 1500-1700 A.D.” (School of Oriental and African Studies, 

University of London, 1976), 31–32. 
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Padam Rā’o suggests that there may have been previous works that served as  models for this long 

poem, but those have not been preserved.9   

From the late Bahmani period onwards, Deccani Sufis also adopted Dakani as a vehicle to 

spread their teachings among the Muslim populations of the Deccan. One example is the Sufi 

Shaikh Miranji Shams al-Ushshaq (d. 1496) of the Chishti order, who was one of the first poets to 

write in Hindavi of the Dakani variety. Miranji’s language, which he calls Hindi, is similar to the 

language of Fakhr-ud-Din Nizami but simpler, and seems closer to actual speech. His poetry aimed 

to convey Sufi knowledge to his followers and the common people.10 Later Sufis, including 

Miranji’s son, Shaikh Burhan-ud-Din Janam, and grandson, Shaikh Amin-ud-Din Ali, composed 

devotional poetry in the vernacular as well. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Sufis from 

the Deccan composed poetry in the feminine voice, designed to be sung by women while engaged 

in daily household chores. This poetry correlates the physical elements of grinding flour or 

spinning thread with the connection of the female devotee to the spiritual teacher, the prophet, and 

God.11     

Dakani as a courtly literary language gained momentum during the parallel reigns of 

Muhammad Quli Qutb Shah in Golconda (1580-1611) and Ibrahim Adil Shah II in Bijapur (1580-

1618). Both monarchs were acclaimed poets themselves and offered generous patronage to poets 

writing in the Hindavi/Dakani vernacular. Muhammad Quli Qutb Shah even invited Dakani poets 

from other regions to his court, as was the case with Shaikh Ahmad Gujarati, who came to 

                                                 

9 Faruqi, Early Urdu Literary Culture and History, 77–78. 

10 Jamil Jalibi, Tārīkh-i Adab-i Urdū, vol. 1 (Lahore: Majlis-i Taraqqī-i Adab, 1984), 168. 

11 Richard M. Eaton, Sufis of Bijapur, 1300-1700: Social Roles of Sufis in Medieval India (Princeton: Princeton 

University Press, 1978), 157–61. 
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Golconda in 1580-1581.12 While Dakani flourished in South India, there was relatively limited 

literary production in Hindavi in North India. Historiographies of Urdu literature usually point to 

the Deccani poet Vali (d. 1707/8) as the turning point for Urdu in North India. According to this 

account, when Vali’s Dakani poetry reached Delhi in the early decades of the eighteenth century, 

it took Delhi by storm, and North Indian poets changed their language overnight and started to 

compose poetry in the vernacular that later became known as Urdu. Jalibi, for example, considers 

the following two centuries of Urdu poetry to be entirely within Vali’s sphere of influence: “…Vali 

is the sun of this solar system of poetry of the following two hundred years, in whose gravitational 

field the other planets of Urdu poetry circle.”13 Vali’s dīvān (collected works) was, indeed, 

exceptionally well-accepted in North India. Bangha suggests, however, that macaronic poetry in 

Reḵẖtah, i.e., mixed language alternating between Hindavi or other vernacular dialects of North 

India and Persian, was quite popular from the early Mughal period, suggesting that the sudden 

popularity of Vali’s dīvān did not introduce an entirely unfamiliar idiom but rather altered an 

existing literary style.14  

Despite the significant effect that Dakani literature had on the emergence of Urdu as a 

literary language in North India, and the large corpus of works that were produced in Dakani from 

the sixteenth century onwards, Urdu literati in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries generally 

considered Dakani to be inferior in comparison to modern Urdu. Thus, poets and scholars in Delhi 

and Lucknow, the centers of a thriving Urdu literary culture in this period, showed disdain or 

                                                 

12 Faruqi, Early Urdu Literary Culture and History, 99. 

13 “isī lī'e Valī āyandah do sau sāl kī shāʻirī ke niz̤ām-i shamsī kā vah sūraj hai jis ke dā'irah-yi kashish meṉ urdū 

shā'irī ke muḵẖtalif sayyāre gardish karte haiṉ” Jalibi, Tārīkh-i Adab-i Urdū, 1:529.  

14 Bangha, “Rekhta: Poetry in Mixed Language; The Emergence of Khari Boli Literature in North India,” 82. 
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indifference towards Dakani literature.15 This attitude was adopted by many twentieth-century 

scholars as well.16 From the 1920s onward, scholars, especially Deccani ones, “discovered” 

Dakani literature and started editing, analyzing, and commenting on this vast corpus, but much of 

it still remains largely understudied.17  

2. Shaikh Ahmad Gujarati and the Emergence of the Dakani Masnavi  

The earliest Laila-Majnun telling in Dakani was composed by Shaikh Ahmad Sharif 

Gujarati, a poet, scholar, and Sufi who moved to the Qutb Shahi capital of Golconda from his 

native Gujarat during the reign of Muhammad Quli Qutb Shah (r. 1580-1611). Unfortunately, 

Shaikh Ahmad’s Laila-Majnun is now mostly lost, with only short excerpts of it copied and 

preserved by Hafiz Mahmud Shirani.18 Nevertheless, drawing on Shaikh Ahmad’s additional 

works, mainly his Yusuf-Zulaikha masnavi, as well as sporadic references to him by other sources, 

a detailed portrait of an intellectual and a poet of early Dakani literature can be compiled. 

Shaikh Ahmad was both a scholar of Hadith and Islamic law, and a Sufi disciple and khalīfa 

(successor) to Shah Wajihuddin, head of the Shattari Sufi order in Gujarat at the time. The Shattari 

Sufi order was unique in its emphasis on orthodox religious education; many Shattari saints were 

                                                 

15 Faruqi, Early Urdu Literary Culture and History, 120–21. 

16 In his 1984 revised and expanded edition of A History of Urdu Literature, Muhammad Sadiq dedicates only ten 

pages out of more than six hundred pages in total to Dakani literature, and comments that only two of the poets of 

Bijapur “deserve more than a passing mention: Muhammad Sadiq, A History of Urdu Literature, 2nd ed., revised and 

enlarged (Delhi: Oxford, 1984), 54. Sadiq explains that by saying: “it is the presence of this purely southern element 

which makes the study of Dakani literature more than ever the province of the specialist. It is so excessively archaic 

that a layman can neither understand not appreciate it. For the student of Urdu literature, it can at best be an acquired 

taste and no more." Ibid., 51. 

17 For an evaluation of the study of Dakani literature see: Matthews, “Eighty Years of Dakani Scholarship,” 85–87. 

18 Hafiz Mahmud Shirani, “Mas̲navī Laylá Majnūn az Aḥmad Dakanī Qut͍b Shāhī,” Oriyanṭal Kālij Megzīn, 2 (1925): 

20–33; Mahmud Shirani, Panjāb Meṉ Urdū, 4th ed. (Lahore: Kitāb Numā, 1972), 192–95. 
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known as scholars and teachers, and most of the Shattari khānqahs (hospices) of the period had 

religious schools attached to them.19 Shah Wajih-ud-Din (d. 1589/1590), too, was a well-known 

religious scholar in Ahmedabad and a Sufi pīr (spiritual teacher). Several sources mention Shaikh 

Ahmad as a close companion and ardent devotee of Shah Wajih-ud-Din. In an account of the life 

of Shah Wajih-ud-Din, an anecdote mentions that one day, while Shaikh Ahmad was meditating 

in a secluded place, he narrowly escaped death at the hands of a demon by calling out his pīr’s 

name.20 This anecdote demonstrates Shaikh Ahmad’s devotion to his pīr, the pīr’s unique powers 

to protect his devotees, and the power of names, which are given exceptional importance in Shattari 

teachings.21 Shaikh Ahmad is also said to have quit teaching in order to focus on his inner, spiritual 

work according to his pīr’s advice.22  

Following the Mughal conquest of Gujarat in 1572, many scholars and intellectuals left the 

area and moved to the Deccan sultanates which, unlike the Mughal court, provided patronage for 

poets and writers in the Hindavi/Gujri/Dakani vernacular. Shaikh Ahmad claims in his Yusuf-

Zulaikha that he lived happily in Gujarat and did not have to move due to financial constraints; 

rather, he claims to have been attracted by the great reputation of Muhammad Quli Qutb Shah and 

the Qutb Shahi court.23 It seems that Shaikh Ahmad was not granted royal patronage during his 

                                                 

19 K.A. Nizami, “Ṣūfī Movement in the Deccan,” in History of Medieval Deccan 1295-1724, ed. H.K. Sherwani and 

P.M. Joshi, vol. 2 (Hyderabad: Andhra Pradesh Govt. Text-book Press, 1974), 191. 

20 Ahmad Sharif Gujarati, Yūsuf Zulaiḵẖā, 1580-1585: Dabistān-i Golkunḍah kī Pahlī Mas̲navī, ed. Sayyidah Jaʻfar 

(Hyderabad, 1983), 25. 

21 Saiyid Athar Abbas Rizvi, A History of Sufism in India (New Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal, 1978), 156. Similarly, 

both Laila-Majnun masnavis by Shaikh Ahmad and by his son, Ajiz, discussed below, open their praise to God with 

praise of His names, see: Shirani, Panjāb Meṉ Urdū, 192; Ajiz, Lailá  Majnūṉ, 49.  

22 Ahmad Sharif Gujarati, Yūsuf Zulaiḵẖā, 1580-1585, 26–27. 

23 Ahmad Sharif Gujarati, 31. Sayyida Ja’far and Jamil Jalibi read Ahmad’s opening to the Laila Majnun as evidence 

that Shaikh Ahmad eventually received the patronage and support of Muhammad Quli Qutb Shah and was ordered by 
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early years in Golconda; in his Laila-Majnun masnavi, he expresses his anxiety over financial 

matters that led to him having to work at various jobs for his livelihood.24 Despite that, Shaikh 

Ahmad says, he kept his faith in Muhammad Quli Qutb Shah and continued to compose stories to 

“decorate the king’s garden.”25 Ultimately, however, Shaikh Ahmad did not achieve the position 

to which he aspired in the Qutb Shahi court and moved to Bijapur toward the end of his life, some 

time in the early decades of the seventeenth century, where he passed away. He was nevertheless 

remembered in Golconda as a master poet. Ibn Nishati, a later poet of the Qutb Shahi court, 

mentions Shaikh Ahmad in his masnavi called Phulban, composed around 1656. In this masnavi’s 

epilogue, Ibn Nishati praises his own poetry by saying that had Shaikh Ahmad been able to read 

Ibn Nishati’s poetry, he would have been able to appreciate it properly.26  

Shaikh Ahmad’s Yusuf-Zulaikha was probably composed between the years 1580-1585 

and is, therefore, the first romantic masnavi from the Sulatanates period in the vernacular with 

only one precedent from the Bahmani period: the Kadam Rā’o Padam Rā’o romance mentioned 

above. 

Shaikh Ahmad composed the Laila-Majnun masnavi sometime after the Yusuf-Zulaikha 

and before the end of Muhammad Quli Qutb Shah’s reign in 1611. The badly damaged manuscript 

that Shirani examined in the 1920s (and that has since disappeared) was originally a beautiful work 

of art with illustrations and decorations. Since the manuscript was not complete, it is not possible 

                                                 
the king to compose this romance. However, this reading is based on an inversion of the verse order of the introduction 

to the masnavi. See: Shirani, Panjāb Meṉ Urdū, 193.   

24 Shirani, Panjāb Meṉ Urdū, 193. 

25 Shirani, 193.  

26 Ahmad Sharif Gujarati, Yūsuf Zulaiḵẖā, 1580-1585, 9; Matthews, “Dakani Language and Literature: 1500-1700 

A.D.,” 151. 
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to locate its production, but, from certain orthographic features, it appears to have been produced 

in the Deccan.27 In addition to these two works, several ghazals of Ahmad have also been 

preserved, their language and style generally similar to the language and style of early Dakani 

poetry.28  

In his Yusuf-Zulaikha masnavi, Shaikh Ahmad boasts of his own poetic skills and 

knowledge; he claims to know well Telugu, Sanskrit, and Persian, as well as some Arabic, and to 

be knowledgeable in grammar, prosody, philosophy, science, law, astrology, and medicine.29 All 

these skills come together in his work and enable him to compose poetry in various genres, topics 

and modes: 

jitne aṣnād [aṣnāf] hoṉge shiʻr kere   kahan mushkil nahīṉ nazīk mere  

khayāl o khāṣ t̤arzāṉ khāṣ liyā'ūṉ   gẖarā'īb haur badā'iʻ liyā dīkhā'ūṉ  

sabah maʻnī mere bhī ūnc ackal   jo nūr ākās dīseṉ nīc us tal 30 

 

The various genres of poetry there are,  

are not difficult for me to compose 

I can produce unique concepts and unique forms,  

making them wonderful and rare.  

My motifs, too, are lofty and bright; 

they will reveal the light of the sky on the lowly ground.  

 

At the same time, Shaikh Ahmad was appreciative of the work of other poets in Golconda and 

described their poetry as eloquent and admirable, so much so that even the famous Sanskrit poet, 

Kalidasa, would have become their slave,31 and the planet Mercury, considered in Persian literature 

                                                 

27 Shirani, “Mas̲navī Laylá Majnūn az Aḥmad Dakanī Qut͍b Shāhī,” 24–26. 

28 Jalibi, Tārīkh-i Adab-i Urdū, 1:430–31. 

29 Ahmad Sharif Gujarati, Yūsuf Zulaiḵẖā, 1580-1585, 234. 

30 Ahmad Sharif Gujarati, 235.  

31 It is also wordplay with Kalidasa’s name and the word dās, slave. 
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to be the wise “secretary of the heavens,” should learn at their feet.32 These successive images 

demonstrate Shaikh Ahmad’s ease in combining conventional imagery, vocabulary, and concepts 

from both the Sanskrit tradition and the Persian one.  

Shaikh Ahmad’s language, which he calls Hindavi, shows some grammatical and lexical 

influences from Punjabi, Marathi, and Braj Bhasha, and is relatively less Persianised than 

contemporary writers in the Qutb Shahi court.33 This seems to be a conscious decision by Shaikh 

Ahmad, who declared in his Yusuf-Zulaikha that he uses a limited number of words from Persian 

and Arabic in his poetry so as to maintain the right balance in his view.34 Jalibi suggests that this 

style was the reason Shaikh Ahmad’s poetry did not gain much success in Golconda, where the 

prevalent literary language was heavily influenced by Persian in its vocabulary, imagery, meters, 

and genres.35 Since most of the Laila-Majnun by Ahmad is now lost, there is no way to ascertain 

what his sources were and whether he responded to any specific version of the story. However, 

from the few title headings recorded by Shirani, it seems that Shaikh Ahmad based his story on 

the version told by the Persian poet Hatifi.36 Shirani also notes that Ahmad translated a verse from 

                                                 

32 Ahmad Sharif Gujarati, Yūsuf Zulaiḵẖā, 1580-1585, 29. 

33 Ahmad Sharif Gujarati, 107–14; Jalibi, Tārīkh-i Adab-i Urdū, 1:423–24. 

34 Ahmad Sharif Gujarati, Yūsuf Zulaiḵẖā, 1580-1585, 237. 

35 Jalibi also suggests that in his Laila-Majnun, Shaikh Ahmad uses more Arabic and Persian words in order to cater 

to the tastes of the Qutb Shahi elite after his first masnavi, the Yusuf-Zulaikha, did not receive the recognition its 

author desired. Since we have only short excerpts of his Laila-Majnun, it is questionable whether there is a real 

difference in the language of these two masnavis. In addition, Jalibi compares a section from Ahmad’s introduction 

to the Laila-Majnun with the beauty description of Zulaikha from the Yusuf-Zulaikha masnavi; a more fitting 

comparison would use equivalent sections, since introductions to masnavis are usually more heavily Persianised than 

the text of the story itself. Jalibi, Tārīkh-i Adab-i Urdū, 1:425.   

36 Hatifi’s version is discussed in detail in the following section.  
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the famous Būstān by the classical Persian poet Sa’di (d. 1291) into Dakani in his Laila-Majnun.37 

It is, therefore, probable that Shaikh Ahmad read Persian and knew the Persian classical canon to 

some degree, but was not perhaps fluent enough to compose in Persian himself.38  

Regardless of his level of proficiency in Persian, it is clear that, for Shaikh Ahmad, the 

process of composing poetry was a thoughtful and deliberate affair. In his Laila-Majnun masnavi, 

he declares:  

ratan shiʻr ke haiṉ dūhūṉ jag amol   dūhūṉ jag chipā'uṉ ratan rol rol 39  

 

The gem of poetry is priceless in the two worlds;  

I will polish the hidden gems in the two worlds.   

 

A similar image of the rare pearl of poetry that the poet seizes from a bottomless ocean and polishes 

to perfection is found in his Yusuf-Zulaikha as well.40 The result of the poet’s efforts is potentially 

powerful and efficacious; skillful poets have the capacity to create new worlds in which the normal 

order of things is reversed, as he states in his Yusuf-Zulaikha:41 

agar tamsīl ke ‘ālam meṉ ā'ūṉ  bin is ‘ālam nava ‘ālam dīkhā'ūn 

kabhīṉ nir-jīv koṉ jīv de chuṛā'ūṉ  kabahīṉ jīv-jyotī kā jīv uṛā'ūṉ      

kabhī dhartī koṉ anbar kar ucā'ūṉ     kabhī anbar koṉ dhartī kar bichā'ūṉ 42        

 

                                                 

37 Shirani, “Mas̲navī Laylá Majnūn az Aḥmad Dakanī Qut͍b Shāhī,” 32. 

38 Shirani suggests that Shaikh Ahmad’s knowledge of Persian was equivalent to twentieth-century Indian students’ 

knowledge of English, as a secondary language of science and literature but not as an active language of composition. 

Shirani, 32. 

39 Shirani, Panjāb Meṉ Urdū, 107. 

40 Ahmad Sharif Gujarati, Yūsuf Zulaiḵẖā, 1580-1585, 235. 

41 Faruqi, “A Long History of Urdu Literary Culture, Part 1,” 834–35. Faruqi considers Shaikh Ahmad’s poetics to be 

a precursor for the “Indian style” in Urdu and Persian poetry, a style characterized by an emphasis on abstract thought, 

metaphorical conceits, and unusual imagery. For the criticism of this conceptual framework for the study of Indo-

Persian literature, see: Losensky, Welcoming Fighānī.    

42 Ahmad Sharif Gujarati, Yūsuf Zulaiḵẖā, 1580-1585, 235. An alternate translation is in: Faruqi, Early Urdu Literary 

Culture and History, 100. 
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If I should enter the world of allegory, 

I shall present a new world not like this world.  

Sometimes I would give life to the lifeless and set them free;  

Sometimes I would take away the light of life from the living. 

Sometimes I would raise the earth high as the sky,  

or spread the sky as low as the earth.  

 

The poet is likened to God in that he has the ability to give life to the lifeless and take away 

life from the living; he can create or present to the reader a world that is not subject to the normal 

laws of nature. He also likens the art of the poet to that of the gardener. The king is the owner or 

master of the garden, the courtiers and poets are the gardeners in charge of beautifying and 

maintaining the garden in its most elegant condition, and the black bees, often likened to lovers in 

Indian poetry, are the love stories that the poet composes.43 Garden imagery had an important place 

in the Persian classical masnavi; the garden in spring was understood as analogous to the ordered, 

peaceful kingdom, reflecting the heavenly paradise.44 A similar analogy existed in early court 

poetry in Sanskrit as well, where moral virtue and material prosperity were represented by the 

condition of a king’s garden.45  

Deccani poets adopted garden imagery from both Persian and Sanskritic idioms and 

combined them to create a new style that can also be read as homage to actual gardens of the 

                                                 

43 “dhanī bāgh kā shah maiṉ bāghbāṉ/ bhanvar bāgh kā kyūṉ nahove āsmān” “The king is the master of the garden, 

I am the gardener, why shouldn’t there be black bees in the sky?” Shirani, Panjāb Meṉ Urdū, 193–94.  

44 For a discussion of garden imagery in the classical Persian romance, see: Julie Scott Meisami, Medieval Persian 

Court Poetry (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1987), 227–233. For gardens in Dakani literature see: Ali 

Akbar Husain, Scent in the Islamic Garden: A Study of Literary Sources in Persian and Urdu, (Karachi: Oxford 

University Press, 2012) chapter 6. 

45 Ali Akbar Husain, “Reading Gardens in Deccani Court Poetry: A Reappraisal of Nusratī’s Gulshan-i ’Ishq,” in 

Garden and Landscape Practices in Precolonial India: Histories from the Deccan, ed. Daud Ali and Emma J. Flatt 

(New Delhi: Routledge India, 2012), 150. 
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time.46 This is also discernible in the importance accorded to fragrant plants in Dakani masnavis, 

which refer to many of the same plants as those mentioned in perfumery texts from the Deccan. 

Since aromatic plants and substances were considered essential for medical practices in Unani 

medicine (Greco-Arab medicine as practiced in India), they were indispensable for a Deccani 

garden.47 Similarly, Shaikh Ahmad states in his introduction to the Laila-Majnun that despite his 

worries about his livelihood, he kept his faith in Muhammad Quli Qutb Shah and in the power of 

poetry to spread the “fragrance of love”: 

dhareṉ ‘ishq kī bās us ban ke phūl   jo is bās par joṉ bhanvar jag koṉ bhūl  

so kaj ‘ishq koṉ ab jagat meṉ jagā'ūṉ jo ghar ghar te Laila o Majnūn ucā'ūn  

jo Laila o Majnūn the bolūṉ purān   so tāza karūṉ ab ino kā prān 48 

 

These wild flowers keep the fragrance of love, 

that fragrance for which the bees forgot the world. 

I shall waken the world to love by this work,  

By exalting Laila and Majnun in every house. 

When I tell this old story of Laila and Majnun;  

I shall give them a new life. 

 

In rewriting the old story of Laila and Majnun, Shaikh Ahmad aims to give his protagonists 

“new life” in the vernacular, in the sense of a renewed popularity as well as a renewed form, 

carefully shaped and polished by the poet. Shaikh Ahmad here acknowledges that this story is old 

and famous, and that its message is first and foremost about love that transcends our physical 

world. This reference also suggests that Shaikh Ahmad considers Dakani to be widely understood 

and applicable to the “whole world” and “every house.” It may also imply that the story as told 

                                                 

46 Husain, 151–52. 

47 Husain, Scent in the Islamic Garden, chap. 5. 

48 Shirani, Panjāb Meṉ Urdū, 193. 
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before him in Persian lacks the qualities of freshness and vitality. He, therefore, wishes to create 

the story anew in such a way that it will appeal to his audience: the Dakani-speaking Muslim 

population of the Deccan and the Qutb Shahi court by whom he desires acceptance.   

From his Yusuf-Zulaikha, it is evident that Shaikh Ahmad localizes these Persianate 

stories, taking place in the Middle East, through nature descriptions based on Indian flora and 

fauna, local material objects such as textiles, jewelry, musical instruments, and perfumes, and 

customs, ceremonies, and beliefs that were practiced in his milieu.49 Our poet also uses 

conventional Indian imagery of love, like the bees who forget the world because of the fragrance 

of love in the above verse. In this regard, Shaikh Ahmad’s masnavis serve as an album of Qutb 

Shahi culture, placing the “foreign” stories of Yusuf and Zulaikha and Laila and Majnun squarely 

within a South Indian environment.    

Shaikh Ahmad chose to retell two of the most popular love stories from the Persian canon 

in a dialect that was simultaneously local—reflecting the spoken language of the local Muslim 

elites in the Deccan—and trans-regional, used as a daily and literary language in certain circles of 

Gujarati society and as a spoken language in North India. It is likely that Shaikh Ahmad chose 

these stories because they were considered suitable, appealing to the Qutb Shahi elite, with its taste 

for Persianised vernacular literature, while at the same time allowing for artistic freedom and 

adjustment into an Indian landscape of love, where imagery could draw on both Indic forms and 

concepts and Persianate ones. Our poet’s Sufi leanings suggest that he considered these tales to be 

aesthetically pleasing, as well as morally and spiritually edifying. Finally, Shaikh Ahmad was 

keenly aware of his use of language and of various other idioms and languages in his environment; 

within these parameters, he could make a conscious decision as to the amount of Persian and 

                                                 

49 Ahmad Sharif Gujarati, Yūsuf Zulaiḵẖā, 1580-1585, 77. 
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Arabic that he would use in his poem, or the type of imagery and wordplay to employ in his poetry 

so as to attain his aesthetic ends.    

Starting from the early seventeenth century, the masnavi form in general, and the romantic 

masnavi in particular, became one of the key genres of Dakani literature. Most poets in Bijapur 

and Golconda in the seventeenth century composed long masnavis, often longer than two thousand 

verses, that followed the conventions of structure and meter found in the Persian masnavi.50 Both 

Shaikh Ahmad and his son, Ajiz, discussed in the following section, are unique in choosing to tell 

the tragic love story of Laila and Majnun, as many of the romantic masnavis from the Deccan in 

this period were of the fantastic love story type, what Suvorova calls the dāstān-like stories.51 In 

these love-tales, the lover often falls in love with a female beloved through hearing about her 

beauty, seeing her in a dream or in a painting, or by some supernatural event. He then embarks on 

a long and arduous journey to find his beloved, a journey that often involves transformation of 

form (the hero becomes a bird, a yogi, etc.), and ends with a happy union of the lover and beloved. 

Some of these stories were adapted from Persian works, while others were adaptations of Indian 

tales (like the story about Madhumalati retold by Nusrati in the Gulshan-i ‘Ishq).52  

Most Dakani masnavis can be read as Sufi allegory as well as entertaining love narratives, 

where the lover’s quest for union and his subsequent transformation reflect Sufi ideas of love and 

the quest for union with the Divine. In this way, Dakani masnavis continue the tradition that began 

with the Avadhi masnavis that were composed by Muslim-Sufi writers in the vernacular of Avadh 

                                                 

50 Suvorova, Masnavi, 10; Matthews, “Dakani Language and Literature: 1500-1700 A.D.,” 232. 

51 Suvorova, Masnavi, xxiv. This typology is discussed further in chapter five.  

52 Matthews, “Dakani Language and Literature: 1500-1700 A.D.,” 232–34. 
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(also called Eastern Hindi), starting with the Cāndāyan by Maulana Daud from 1379. These poems 

narrate the tales of famous lovers known from regional, oral traditions as a way to articulate and 

impart Sufi knowledge, concepts, and sensibilities in a new, local form.53 There is evidence to 

suggest that these works were used to that effect as well; Badauni, an early Mughal historian, 

documents that a contemporary Sufi Shaikh in Delhi included verses from the Cāndāyan in his 

sermons at the mosque because he considered them “conformable to the interpretation of some of 

the Āyats (verses) of the Quran and the sweet singers of Hindustan.”54 Keeping this context in 

mind, we will now turn to examine the Laila and Majnun masnavi composed by Ajiz, a text that 

demonstrates several similarities and parallels with the Sufi Avadhi love stories.  

3. Ajiz and the Sufi Masnavi 

Following his father, Ajiz wrote two masnavis: a Yusuf-Zulaikha version in 1634 and a 

Laila-Majnun telling in 1636. There is little information about Ajiz’s life; he probably moved to 

Bijapur with his father, where he became a poet and a disciple of Shaikh Wajih-ud-Din like Shaikh 

Ahmad.55 His first masnavi, the Yusuf-Zulaikha, was dedicated to the Adil Shahi ruler of the time, 

Muhammad Adil Shah (r. 1627-1656) and contains praise for several other dignitaries of the 

sultanate. He thus had some connection with the Adil Shahi court, although, in his second masnavi, 

there is no mention of the ruler or any other patron. It seems that Ajiz was not granted a high 

position in court but, unlike Shaikh Ahmad’s works, his Laila-Majnun poem became quite popular, 

                                                 

53 Behl and Doniger, Love’s Subtle Magic, 1.  

54 Behl and Doniger, 314. 

55 Ahmad Sharif Gujarati, Yūsuf Zulaiḵẖā, 1580-1585, 38. 
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judging from the number of preserved manuscripts and from its influence on later South Asian 

poets who composed their own Laila Majnun tellings.56  

Ajiz’s Laila-Majnun masnavi is based on the version composed by Abd Allah Hatifi. The 

plot in Hatifi’s Laila-Majnun is somewhat different from the plot told by his predecessors; the 

basic structure, in which the lovers meet at a young age, are separated by their families, and 

eventually die from longing is maintained, but some details are changed. Since most Indian poets 

writing a Laila-Majnun narrative version follow this plot line, a short summary of the plot as told 

by Hatifi and Ajiz would be in order:  

A childless king from Arabia prays for a son, and his wish is granted. When the king’s son, 

Qais, turns ten, he is circumcised and put into a school with seven other kids, including Laila, the 

daughter of a rich merchant and friend of the king. Qais and Laila immediately fall in love with 

one another and spend their time in school happily together. When some of the other kids in the 

school tell their parents about it, the rumor reaches Laila's mother, and she immediately forbids 

her from going to school. Both Laila and Majnun then suffer the pains of separation. Majnun leaves 

the school and wanders from door to door pretending to be a blind beggar; in that guise, he comes 

to Laila’s door twice, and they manage to see each other briefly, until her family finds out and 

chases him away. Qais’s behavior grows increasingly unusual; he flees to the wilderness and tears 

off his clothes, eventually becoming known as Majnun, madman. Majnun’s family repeatedly 

attempts to bring him back home and cure him of his madness. According to the advice of a wise 

man, Majnun’s father takes both dust from Laila’s lane to smear on Majnun’s eyes and string from 

                                                 

56 Khan based his critical edition of the Laila Majnun by Ajiz on six manuscripts he found: Ajiz, Lailá Majnūṉ, 3–4. 

There are two more manuscripts of this work in the library of the Anjuman-i Taraqqi-yi Urdu in Karachi, accession 

numbers 406, 407 and one in the British Library, accession number I.O. 4804. Khan mentions two works written in 

the eighteenth century that were based on the Laila and Majnun by Ajiz: Ajiz, 30–34. The Laila-Majnun masnavi by 

Mahbub-i Alam, composed in 1694, should also be added to this list, as it follows Ajiz’s poem very closely. Its 

manuscript is found in the Salar Jung library in Hyderabad, accession number 770.  
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her veil to make a garment for him, and, indeed, Qais stops crying and tearing his clothes. Qais’s 

father then goes to ask for Laila’s hand in marriage for his son. Laila’s father agrees to see Qais 

and is impressed by his civilized demeanor. Just then a dog passes by, and, upon learning that the 

dog is from Laila’s lane, Majnun hugs and kisses it. Laila’s relatives then refuse the marriage offer, 

and Majnun flees to the wilderness again. Laila is later married off by her parents to the son of a 

local chief, Ibn Salam. When her new husband tries to touch her, Laila slaps him and returns to 

her parents’ house. In the meantime, an old woman tells Majnun about Laila’s marriage, and 

Majnun writes a letter of complaint to his beloved. Laila writes back, saying that the marriage was 

forced on her, and she describes her suffering. One night, Majnun comes to Laila’s window, and 

the lovers converse; a guard sees them and tries to hit Majnun, but his hand becomes miraculously 

paralyzed, and Majnun then leaves the place. Later, Shah Naufal encounters Majnun in the 

wilderness and vows to help him unite with Laila. He offers Laila’s tribe an ultimatum: either give 

Laila in marriage to Majnun, or he will attack them. Laila’s father refuses the offer, and the two 

armies fight until Shah Naufal’s army defeats Laila’s tribe. Upon seeing Laila, however, Shah 

Naufal falls in love with her himself, and he tries to poison Majnun in order to get him out of the 

way. By mistake, Shah Naufal drinks from the poisonous glass and dies. Laila’s father then takes 

her away, and Majnun, disappointed, goes back to the wilderness. The lovers continue to suffer 

from separation until, one day, Laila sees Majnun dead in a dream and dies herself from the pain. 

Following Laila’s request, her mother tells Majnun about her passing away, and Majnun dies in 

the wilderness upon hearing the news. The wild beasts who had become his only companions dig 

his grave and weave his shroud, until a caravan of pilgrims happens by and buries him properly.57  

                                                 

57 This summary is based on: Ajiz, Lailá Majnūṉ. 
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In this, ‘Ajiz generally follows the plot line as told by Hatifi with some minor changes. For 

example, in Hatifi’s version, the lovers first meet in school, whereas in Ajiz’s story, Qais and Laila 

meet for the first time as infants since their parents are close friends. Already from this young age, 

Qais is restless, cries bitterly, and refuses to nurse whenever he is not near Laila. Some verses by 

Ajiz are, in fact, literal translations of verses from Hatifi’s Laila-Majnun into Dakani, but, overall, 

Ajiz’s work diverges widely from that of Hatifi and should not be understood as a simple 

translation.58 Ajiz’s Laila and Majnun is about a third of the length of the poem by Hatifi, and the 

poet focuses on the plot,  recounting events at a fast pace and without much ornamentation. Hatifi’s 

poem, on the other hand, follows the conventions of the Persian romantic masnavi in that it 

contains long nature descriptions, the plot is interspersed with extended dialogues and monologues 

exploring the mental condition of the lovers and other characters, and the imagery is pervasive and 

hyperbolic.59 Also within the conventional structure of the Persian masnavi, Hatifi mentions the 

master poets from the past who first composed this story, acknowledging the poetic achievements 

of Nizami, Khusrau, and Jami and establishing his own poetic voice in line with these authorities.   

An example of the different approaches of Hatifi and Ajiz to the story can be seen in their 

respective descriptions of the initial encounter and dialogue between Majnun and Shah Naufal. 

Hatifi dedicates forty verses to this event, including several verses of philosophical reflection on 

the importance of associating oneself with wise men; otherwise one is prone to degradation.60 Ajiz, 

on the other hand, dedicates only nine verses to this section and omits the moral advice:  

āyā Shāh Naufal so khelan shikār   dekhyā Majnūṉ koṉ jo beṭhyā dil figār  

                                                 

58 As it is described, for example, in the Fihrist catalogue for manuscript collections in the UK: 

http://www.fihrist.org.uk/profile/manuscript/0ccbffcf-e1cf-4668-9a9e-1e911e77bbb5. 

59 Julie Scott Meisami, Medieval Persian Court Poetry (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1987), 87–91. Although 

compared with the style of Nizami, Hatifi’s style is relatively straight forward. 

60 Hatifi, Leili i Medzhnun, 78–80. 
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pūchyā koṉ tūṉ is jangal meṉ base   kahyā ḥāl Majnūṉ so khol āp use  

sunyā Shāh Naufal jo Majnūṉ kā ḥāl  ro ro kar kiyā ḥāl sab pā'imāl  

ū be barhā miyāne athā mubtalā   zulf ke qulābe meṉ sanpaṛyā galā  

ʻishq ke kūce meṉ athā us guzar   to dhartā athā ʻāshiqān kī khabar  

kahyā ganj-i zar maiṉ khazīnah dharūṉ  tere kāj li'e sab taṣarruf karūṉ  

ruqʻah bhejūṉ avval maiṉ tadbīr kar   milā'ūṉ tujhe Lailá soṉ har hunar  

kahyā Majnūṉ taqdīr koṉ nahīṉ davā  maiṉ yū jāṉ sitameṉ divānā huā 

yū sun Shāh Naufal ghuṣṣe soṉ dūkhyā  bulāyā dabīr koṉ ṣaḥīfah likhyā 61 
 

Shah Naufal came (to the forest) to hunt;  

he saw Majnun sitting with a broken heart. 

“Why are you dwelling in this jungle?” he asked.  

Majnun opened up to him and told him of his condition.  

When Shah Naufal heard about Majnun's condition,  

he cried bitterly and was completely ruined.  

He, too, became entangled in the rope;  

his neck was caught in the hook of the [beloved’s] tresses.   

He had passed through the lane of love,  

so he knew the stories of lovers.  

He said, “I will store the treasure of gold in the treasury. 

For your sake, I will spend everything. 

First, I will arrange for a letter to be sent. 

I will obtain Laila for you by whichever way.” 

Majnun said, “There is no remedy for fate.  

I have become crazy from the torments of this life.”   

Hearing this, Shah Naufal ached with grief; 

he called his secretary and wrote a letter. 

 

Ajiz’s style is straightforward and concise compared to that of Hatifi, but this does not 

mean that his poetry lacks sophistication and ingenuity. In the second and third verses above, the 

poet uses the word ḥal several times, playing with its multiple meanings as “condition” or “state,” 

and as an ecstatic state in which one becomes lost and unaware of his surroundings in Sufi 

terminology. Thus, Majnun’s state of ecstasy affects Shah Naufal’s condition so that he, too, 

becomes lost in frenzy. The following verse plays on the multiple meanings of the word mubtalā: 

                                                 

61 Ajiz, Lailá Majnūṉ, 101–2. 
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to be afflicted, distressed and also entangled (in) and enamored (of).62 Shah Naufal becomes 

mubtalā, like Majnun, just from hearing about the rope, i.e., Laila’s tresses. The word barhā, rope, 

can be construed as birhā or viraha, separation or longing, so that the verse also reads: “He, too, 

became afflicted with viraha.” This verse anticipates Shah Naufal’s betrayal of Majnun on account 

of his own love for Laila. The next verse about “the lane of love” is almost a word-for-word 

translation of Hatifi’s Persian verse: 

dar kūchah-'i ‘ishq chūn guzar dāsht  az miḥnat-i ‘āshiqān khabar dāsht.63 

Since he passed through the lane of love,  

he was informed of the suffering of lovers.    

  

Ajiz thus translates some verses, omits others, paraphrases yet other parts, and creates a new 

story from the material found in Hatifi. Ajiz also takes liberty with some of the literary devices 

found in Hatifi’s poem. In Hatifi’s version, after Laila is forced by her parents to leave the school, 

Majnun’s sorrow is described through allusion to the form or sound of several letters from the 

Perso-Arabic script.64 Ajiz expands this section and goes through all twenty-eight letters of the 

Arabic script, naming Sufi terms and concepts for each of the letters:  

alif be soṉ kyā kām ab munj ahe  te tap meṉ, se sābit ū ho kar rahe  

… 

fanā fe qaẓā qāf, qudrat the ho  kufar kāf dil par te dhoyā hai ro  

zulaf lām kā dekh Islām choṛ  malāmat kā burqa’ phīnā mīm oṛ 65 

 

What use do I have now for the alphabet? 

In heat (tap) there is the letter te, in endurance (sābit) there is always the letter se 

…. 

                                                 

62 Platts, A Dictionary of Urdu, Classical Hindi, and English., 988. 

63 Hatifi, Leili i Medzhnun, 78. 

64 Hatifi, 33. 

65 Ajiz, Lailá Majnūṉ, 65–66. 
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In annihilation (fanā) there is the letter fe, the letter qaf is in fate (qaẓā) decreed 

by God’ power.   

The letter kāf is in infidelity (kufr), washed from the heart by crying.   

Seeing the tresses of the letter lam, quit Islam,  

wear the veil of blame (malāmat) in the letter mīm.  

 

By falling in love with Laila, therefore, Majnun acquires all the knowledge one needs, summarized 

through this alphabetic list of Sufi terms. Clearly aiming at highlighting the mystical content of 

the story, this section also reads as a teaching tool for Sufi adepts, serving perhaps as a survey of 

basic concepts and expressions, as well as an overview of the Arabic alphabet (Persian and 

Hindavi/Dakani consonants are missing from this list of twenty-eight letters). This comparison 

between the two versions by Ajiz and by Hatifi indicates that whereas Hatifi’s aim was to establish 

his own place in the line of poets starting with Nizami, Ajiz’s work was oriented toward the 

mystical interpretation of the story and was possibly devised as a means of Sufi instruction for an 

Indo-Muslim audience. It should also be noted that both works by Shaikh Ahmad and Ajiz are 

written in the mutaqārib meter, the same one used by Firdausi for the Shāhnāma. This is a shorter 

meter than the hazaj used by Nizami in his Laila-Majnun (as well as by most Persian responses to 

Nizami). The mutaqārib meter is considered easier and more fitting for oral recitation compared 

to the longer meters and may also be seen as evidence for the orientation of the Dakani masnavis 

toward recitation and instruction.  

Compared with Shaikh Ahmad’s works, Ajiz’s language is more Persianised, demonstrating 

a process of Persianization alongside limited standardization of the language in the half-century 

between Shaikh Ahmad’s works and the Laila-Majnun by Ajiz. As Faruqi shows, Shaikh Ahmad 

and other Dakani poets in the late sixteenth century and early seventeenth century display 

theoretical interest in the correctness and purity of poetic expression in Dakani but, at the same 

time, keep their poetry independent of set rules for spelling and pronunciation, grammar, and 
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literary theory, thereby allowing much experimentation and innovation.66 Similarly, Ajiz uses the 

vernacular creatively, combining vocabulary and imagery from Persian and Arabic literary 

traditions along with Indic or Sanskritic idioms to create verses with multilayered meanings and 

interpretive possibilities. For example:       

mudarris kabhīṉ dars phaṛ us kahe  daras dekh Lailī kā cup ho rahe 67 

Sometimes the teacher, while teaching the class, talked to him,  

but (Qais), seeing Laila's darśan, remained quiet.   

 

Here, the word dars appears in both lines of the verse. In the first instance, it denotes the 

Arabic word for class or lesson (Ajiz also uses the term mudarris, teacher, from the same root). In 

the second instance, it can be read as lesson or as darśan, the Indic term for seeing and being seen 

by the deity, a term that Ajiz reserves solely for occasions when Majnun sees Laila. Thus the 

second half verse can also be read as “seeing only Laila’s lesson (i.e., love), Majnun remained 

quiet.” It is safe to assume that Ajiz considered his audience to be familiar with these different 

terms and possible interpretations, and that this kind of double entendre was purposeful, 

considered a primary poetic strategy of embellishment and providing aesthetic pleasure. 

Furthermore, Ajiz’s use of the terms darśan and ḥāl, as mentioned above, gestures toward the 

mystical understanding of the story. Just as the single verse can be read in several ways, so, too, 

can the story as a whole, its entertaining and edifying qualities complementing one another.  

These two aspects of the story are most evident in Ajiz’s dramatization of the episode with 

Laila’s dog in the assembly. Unlike Hatifi’s version of the scene, where the attempt to cure Majnun 

                                                 

66 Faruqi, “A Long History of Urdu Literary Culture, Part 1,” 836–37; also see Matthews on the obscurity of the work 

titled Pem Nem from 1590: Matthews, “Eighty Years of Dakani Scholarship,” 86–87. 

67 Ajiz, Lailá Majnūṉ, 60. 
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by smearing dust from Laila’s lane on his eyes and making a garment for him from her dog’s hair, 

does not seems to work, in Ajiz’s version, Majnun, indeed, stops crying and tearing his clothes 

and looks “normal.” When his father hurries to ask for Laila’s hand for his son, and Majnun is 

brought in front of Laila’s entire family, they are impressed by the appearance of an elegant and 

civilized young man. Yet just then, at the verge of a successful negotiation to win Laila’s hand, 

Majnun exhibits his madness in a most outrageous way by kissing and hugging Laila’s dog as if 

he were a long lost relative:   

pūchyā Qais yo sag so kis kā ahe   kahe yūṉ ū Lailī ke ghar myāne rahe  

uṭhyā Majnuṉ khūsh ho gale jā lage   bichuṛ bahūt din ke mile jyoṉ sage 68 

 

Qais asked – “Whose is this dog?”  

They said, “He is from Laila’s house.” 

Majnun rose happily and hugged the dog,  

as if it were a relative whom he had not met in many days.  
 

The poet uses the Persian word sag, dog, and the Hindi word sagā, relative or kin, to create 

alliteration that emphasizes Majnun’s unsuitable behavior. Notable also is the change in name; in 

the first line, the lover is called Qais, as he seems to have shed the madness that gave him the name 

Majnun, whereas in the second line, the poet again calls him Majnun, as he is, indeed, mad. Majnun 

then shows the dog the wound across his chest, a result of his separation from Laila, and upon 

putting the dust of the dog’s paws on the wound, it heals. Majnun proceeds to put the dog’s paw 

on his face and cry tears of blood, while praising the dog:  

toṉ aṣḥābah-yi kahf kā sag sacā   ahe sher yā toṉ he sharzah baccā 69 

Indeed, you are the dog of the People of the Cave,   

oh, you are, indeed, a lion, or the cub of a beast. 

                                                 

68 Ajiz, Lailá Majnūṉ, 81. 

69 Ajiz, 81. 
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Majnun likens Laila’s dog to the dog mentioned in the Quranic story about a group of youths who 

flee to a cave for fear of persecution because of their faith in God (Quran 18:18). They then fall 

into a miraculous sleep of three hundred and nine years. During this time, their dog lies at the 

entrance to the cave so that people do not dare enter the cave and bother the youths.70 Ajiz inserts 

several Quranic references such as this one, and occasionally incorporates quotes from Arabic 

throughout the masnavi into the flow of the story. These references emphasize the mystical 

messages or interpretations of the story; in the dog episode, Majnun sees Laila’s beauty in the most 

base of creatures, just as God’s beauty can be seen in the physical forms of His creation.   

 Like Shaikh Ahmad, Ajiz, too, weaves together love imagery from the Persian literary and 

Indian literary traditions. For instance, Ajiz uses garden imagery, like the cypress that resembles 

the beloved’s stature or the love between the rose and the nightingale, intertwined with distinctly 

Indian images, like that of the kokila, the papiha, and the chakwa birds that embody the lovers in 

separation.71  

An important term in this regard is viraha, the separation of lovers and the pain resulting 

from it. Throughout the work, Ajiz stresses viraha repeatedly so that it becomes the main motif 

around which the story revolves. The concept of viraha is found in Sanskrit poetry, as well as in 

vernacular folk and devotional poetry throughout South Asia from very early times. Viraha is 

commonly ascribed to the woman, the virahini, and, in Braj poetry, it is usually associated with 

the gopis, the milkmaids who long for the god Krishna. Sufi writers, starting with the Avadhi poet, 

                                                 

70 R. Paret, “Aṣḥāb Al-Kahf,” ed. P. Bearman et al, Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition (Brill Reference Online, 

April 24, 2012), http://dx.doi.org.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_0773. 

71 See for example: Ajiz, Lailá Majnūṉ, 97. 
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Maulana Daud, in the Cāndāyan, focus on the hero’s viraha in his search for the beloved.72 In 

addition, many Decanni poets, including Muhammad Quli Qutb Shah, adopt the virahini voice for 

their Dakani ghazals, expressing the longing and despair of the ghazal lover from a female point 

of view.73  

Viraha is understood to be a form of consuming fire and unrelenting heat that leads, in turn, 

to dryness and withering. Ajiz’s Laila-Majnun, therefore, abounds with fire imagery. The lovers’ 

viraha is likened to flames or to an oven, a lamp, or live coals, and can be alleviated only through 

the wine of darśan:  

apas sarv kā dhyān man meṉ pakaṛ   birah ṭauq qumrī rahī ū ankaṛ  

jyoṉ cakve soṉ cakvī pānī mānjh hai   dukhūṉ birhā myāne so din sānjh hai 74 

 

Taking the thought of the cypress in mind he cypress seized her thoughts,  

this turtle-dove withered from the ring of viraha,  

Just as the female chakwa bird, with the chakwa male in the water,  

from the sorrows of viraha, the day becomes night. 

 

The first line of the verse uses the Persianate motif of the turtle-dove with its neck ring, associated 

with lamentation and pain. Here the ring becomes a ring of viraha that burdens Laila and makes 

her shrink or wither. The second line refers to the chakwa birds, known in Indian poetry to suffer 

from separation as they are unable to find their mates during the night, even while in the same 

pond. Thus the poet juxtaposes these two birds, each with its own set of connotations, but both 

embodying viraha.  

                                                 

72 Charlotte Vaudeville, Bārahmāsā in Indian Literatures: Songs of the Twelve Months in Indo-Aryan Literatures 

(Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1986), 38. 

73 Carla Petievich, “The Feminine and Cultural Syncretism in Early Dakani Poetry,” Annual of Urdu Studies 8 (January 

1, 1993): 110–21. For a discussion of the virahini voice in Sufi literatures in South Asia see also: Ali S. Asani, “Sufi 

Poetry in the Folk Tradition of Indo-Pakistan,” Religion & Literature 20, no. 1 (April 1, 1988): 81–94. 

74 Ajiz, Lailá Majnūṉ, 64. 
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The story of Laila and Majnun allegedly takes place in Arabia among Bedouin tribes, but, 

similarly to other versions of the story from Persia and South Asia, Qais and Laila are both 

described as royal personages in Persian courtly surroundings. Ajiz describes the festivities upon 

Qais’s birth and later his circumcision and admission to school as lavish ceremonies involving “all 

the nobles from Arabia to Persia.”75 At the same time, much of the natural and cultural environment 

of Laila and Majnun is distinctly Indian:  

pukaṛ bāt jangal kī bairāg the   lagyā dahkne jangal birah āg the 

janāvar dekhe āg ga'e bahār bhāg  hatī hor sharze, cīte, hiran, bāg  

kahe kaun sharzā ucāyā he āg   magar is jangal myāne tahqīq nāg  

janāvar cale choṛ vat̤an āpnā   kaha'e is jangal meṉ nah hargiz rahna  

ho Majnūṉ yakelā jangal myāne rahe   darakhtāṉ soṉ ro ro vah dukh apnā kahe 76 

 

The bairāgi in the jungle complained, 

as the jungle caught fire from the flames of viraha. 

The wild animals, the elephant, the lion, the cheetah, the gazelle, and the tiger, 

upon seeing the fire, fled. 

They said, “Which wild beast raised this fire?  

Surely there is a nāg in this forest.”  

The beasts left their home,  

saying, “We are not staying in this jungle.”  

Majnun remained alone in this jungle.  

Crying to the trees, he expressed his misery.  

 

The bairāgi is an ascetic, one who has renounced the world to perform austerities in the wilderness 

or the jungle, away from human civilization. The wild beasts and the bairāgi alike are forced to 

leave the jungle due to the effects of Majnun’s viraha, and the fire’s exceptional power is attributed 

by the beasts to a nāg, a type of serpent-demon. Majnun later describes his suffering in this way:  

dekhyā dil meṉ dīpak huā hūṉ satī  birah te ghanī ho rahyā lak-patī 77  

                                                 

75 Ajiz, 57. 

76 Ajiz, 70–71. 

77 Ajiz, 74. 
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See, I have become a sati to the fire in my heart;  

I have become rich in viraha, and now I am a millionaire. 

 

These references to the ascetic and the sati (a woman who sacrifices herself on her husband’s 

funeral pyre), the jungle animals, birds, and flowers of conventional imagery in Indian poetry 

clearly demarcate the story of Laila and Majnun within an Indian world of reference.  

Another interesting aspect of Ajiz’s Laila-Majnun, Laila’s divine beauty, is brought into 

focus when compared to the Avadhi masnavis mentioned above. In the four samples of this genre 

from the late fourteenth century to the mid-sixteenth century, the female beloved is described in 

an extended head-to-toe description.78 This literary device is called nakh-śikh varṇan in Hindavi 

and Sanskrit poetry, or sarāpā in Persian poetry. The poets usually dedicate five or six lines of 

caupaī and a dohā79 to each part of the beloved’s body, starting with the part in her hair, the hair 

itself, the forehead, eyebrows, eyes, ears, lips, chin, etc., all the way down to her feet. This is 

followed by a short section describing her jewelry, clothing, or the way she walks. The dohā 

closing the description of each limb or part of the body is used to summarize the content of the 

previous verses, while adding the response or the effect that the beloved’s beauty has on the lover 

and on the entire world. These beauty descriptions oscillate between a portrayal of the beloved as 

a lovely, gentle, and charming young woman and awe-inspiring images portraying her as a 

                                                 

78 Maulana Daud, Cāndāyana: Dāūda-Viracita Prathama Hindī Sūfī Prema-Kāvya, ed. Mataprasad Gupta (Agra: 

Prāmāṇika Prakāśana, 1967), 58–84. Qutban, Kutubana Kr̥ta Miragāvatī, ed. Parmeshwari Lal Gupta (Varanasi: 

Viśvavidyālāya Prakāśana, 1967), 143–53. Malik Muhammad Jayasi, “Padmāvata,” in Jāyasī-Granthāvalī, 1. 

saṃskaraṇa., SAMP early 20th-century Indian books project ; item 17745 (Allahabad: Hindustānī Ekeḍemī, 1952), 

94–113. Manjhan, Mañjhana Kr̥ta Madhumālatī, trans. Mataprasad Gupta (Allahabad: Mitra Prakāśana, 1961), 63–

81. This literary device is called nakh-śikh varṇan in Hindavi and Sanskrit poetry, or sarāpā in Persian poetry. See 

also: Behl and Doniger, Love’s Subtle Magic, 63. 94-113 

79 Caupaī is short Hindavi couplet, and dohā is a longer one used usually to summarize and conclude a poem. See also 

chapter 3, ft. 58.   
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murderous and blood-thirsty huntress whose lovers are doomed to lose their lives for her sake. For 

example, Maulana Daud describes the locks of hair of his heroine, Chanda, in five verses of caupaī, 

as black bees or black snakes guarding a treasure. The poet then says that when Chanda opens her 

braids and lets her hair hang loose, night descends on the entire world; whoever sees her hair is 

poisoned by a powerful poison for which there is no cure.80  

In Islamic Sufi traditions, God’s attributes are divided into two complementary sets: those 

related to His beauty or jamāl, and those related to His might or jalāl. Since creation as a whole is 

understood as a reflection or manifestation of these attributes, it has these two opposing poles of 

beauty and power, attraction and alienation, compassion and cruelty. The divine beloved is, 

therefore, also described as equally beautiful and awe-inspiring, merciful and cruel.81 Images of 

the beloved as fierce or violent appear in Sanskrit and Brajbhasha literatures as well, as her 

eyebrows are likened to bows and her eyelashes or glances to arrows. However, the emphasis is 

on the beloved’s playfulness and fickleness, elements known to enhance the pleasure of love-play 

and love-making, rather than on her posing any danger to the lover.82 

The description of Laila’s beauty by Ajiz is not as extended as those dedicated to the 

beloved in the Avadhi masnavis; however, it does maintain the general head-to-toe structure and 

dedicates separate verses each for her hair, eyes, mouth, nose, ears, chin, breasts, waist, and 

                                                 

80 Maulana Daud, Cāndāyana, 63. 

81 Behl and Doniger, Love’s Subtle Magic, 77. 

82 See, for example, the descriptions of the beloved in the Sanskrit anthology by Vidyakara; Vidyakara, Sanskrit Poetry 

from Vidyākara’s Treasury, trans. Daniel H. H. Ingalls (Cambridge: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1968), 

121–29. 
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stature.83 Like the Avadhi descriptions of the beloved, Laila’s description concludes with the effect 

of her beauty on Majnun and the entire world:  

hai nāzuk kamar rishtah-yi ‘ankabūt   magas ho ke Majnūṉ rahyā is meṉ kūt  

hai shamshād qad us dil-ārām kā   hai Majnūn ke dil Kaʻabe meṉ thānb sā 

uṭhā ḥusn kā ghaughā jag mane   athā durr-i amānat ū durjak mane 84  

 

Her waist is as delicate as a spider’s web;  

Majnun became a fly and remained entangled in it.  

This sweetheart’s stature is like the shamshad tree;  

in Majnun’s heart, it is like a pillar in the Ka’aba.  

Her beauty stirred commotion in the world;  

she was the untouched pearl in the jewelry box.  

  

Ajiz’s description of Laila’s beauty, therefore, serves to underline the allegorical reading of this 

story as a Sufi tale, with Laila’s beauty reflecting Divine attributes. Finally, in the masnavi’s 

epilogue, Ajiz refers to the reasons that lead him to write this masnavi in the vernacular:   

ache dil mane jis ke nehah kā tukham kare jhāṛ T̤ūbá kā dil meṉ ugam 

kitābāṉ use shākh ka'ī dhāt ho   varaq khush numā us disen pāt ho  

ḥarf gul banafshah dise phūl-bār   mevah har jins ma’anī soṉ bār dār 

ū lazzat kī khūbī nah jāne koī    jo cā kahyā ache so pichāne vahī 

nah ‘Ājiz hai maḥrūm shukr khudā  ahai shā’irāṉ ke vo ṣaf kā gadā 

liyā jīv reze maiṉ usī khan soṉ  kiyā shā’irī maiṉ use dhyān soṉ  

kahe Hātifī fārsī nazm soṉ   kiyā dakhanī qiṣṣah is ‘azm soṉ 85 

 

That heart that has the seed of love,  

In it will grow the Tūbá tree. 

Books are a part of its branches;  

their beautiful pages seem like its leaves, 

Their letters as if bearing violet flowers, 

And their meaning is laden with fruits of all kinds.  

No one knows the sweetness of this taste.  

Whoever tastes it will recognize it.  

Thank God, Ajiz, this beggar in the rank of poets,  

Is not denied (that taste).  

                                                 

83 Ajiz, Lailá Majnūṉ, 85–86. 

84 Ajiz, 86. 

85 Ajiz, 124. 
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I quarried the ore of life from this mine; 

I thoughtfully made this into poetry.  

Hatifi said it in Persian verse;  

I resolved to write it in Dakani. 

 

According to Ajiz, the legendary Tuba tree in paradise that bears all types of fruits and 

precious gems and whose shade covers a distance of a one hundred years’ journey, grows from the 

seed of love in one’s heart.86 The act of writing (and hearing) stories can potentially allow one to 

taste the fruits of the Tuba tree of the heart. As already mentioned, garden imagery is particularly 

prominent in the Dakani masnavi, and poets often allude to their own poems, or to the written page 

itself, as a garden, or as a fruit-giving tree.87 Ajiz extends this logic to the heart of the reader or 

listener by stating in the introduction to the story that “whomever hears this story, his love is 

doubled.”88 Therefore, the prologue and epilogue together sketch a circular or a spiral motion in 

which stories grow from the seed of love, and love flourishes as a result of stories. Ajiz also seems 

to imply that hearing the story in the vernacular increases the potency of the story, and that, like 

his father, he gives it “new life” in the vernacular. In his Yusuf-Zulaikha masnavi, Ajiz explains 

his decision to write in Dakani thus:  

kahyā yo qiṣṣā bahūt aprūp hai  ho'e dakhnī soṉ to bahūt khūb hai89 

   

This story is said to be unequalled.  

By Dakani it will be excellent!  

 

                                                 

86 Asma Afsaruddin, “Garden,” Encyclopaedia of the Qurʾān, accessed June 1, 2018, 

http://referenceworks.brillonline.com.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/entries/encyclopaedia-of-the-quran/garden-

EQCOM_00073?s.num=0&s.f.s2_parent=s.f.book.encyclopaedia-of-the-quran&s.q=garden. 

87 Husain, Scent in the Islamic Garden, 155. 

88 Ajiz, Lailá Majnūṉ, 55. 

89 Jalibi, Tārīkh-i Adab-i Urdū, 1:247. 
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Here Ajiz refers to the Quranic verse that introduces Joseph’s story (Quran 12:3) and calls it “the 

best story” (aḥsana al-qaṣaṣi).90 Obviously, the poet cannot claim to improve upon the Quran, 

but he does claim Dakani’s place as a language that can allow for excellent story-telling and 

poetry, just like Persian and Arabic.  

It should also be noted that, alongside these Dakani versions of the Laila-Majnun story, a 

Persian version of the story, as part of a full khamsah in response to Nizami, was composed in 

1611 by Ruh-ul-Amin, a general and minister of Muhammad Quli Qutb Shah. Ruh-ul-Amin 

Shaharistani was born in Isfahan in 1573 and moved to the Qutb Shahi court in 1601. Following 

the death of Muhammad Quli Qutb Shah, he moved to the Adil Shahi court, but was unsuccessful 

in his search for a suitable position. He then returned to Iran in a failed attempt to find employment 

at the court of the Safavid ruler Shah Abbas I (r. 1588-1629), where his brother was holding a high 

position as a chief judge. He finally returned to India in 1618 to serve at the Mughal court under 

both Jahangir and Shah Jahan until his death in 1637.91 From this outline, it is clear that Ruh-ul-

Amin belonged to the mobile Iranian elite whose services were sought by Safavid, Deccani, and 

Mughal rulers alike in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. In this capacity, he moved in 

different circles than those of Shaikh Ahmad and Ajiz. His source of livelihood was first and 

foremost as an administrator and an army general, and his poetic output lies squarely within a 

cosmopolitan Persianate world which, compared to the Dakani masnavis, owed little to local 

                                                 

90 “We narrate to you the best of narratives, by Our revealing to you this Quran, though before this you were certainly 

one of those who did not know.” M. H. Shakir, trans., The Holy Qur’an (New York: Tahrike Tarsile Qura’n, Inc., 

1997), 109. 

91 Muhammad Ruh al-Amin Isfahani, Leylī va Mağnūn with introduction and notes by Stephan Popp (Qom: Majma`-

i Zakhā’ir-i Islāmi, 2012), pt. introduction. T. N. Devare, A Short History of Persian Literature; at the Bahmani, the 

Adilshahi, and the Qutbshahi Courts-Deccan (Pune: S. Devare, 1961), 176. 
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Indian poetic traditions.92 Ruh-ul-Amin on the one hand, and Ajiz and Shaikh Ahmad on the other, 

represent the two competing groups of Iranian émigrés and Deccani Muslims, the former 

associated with Persian writing and the latter with Dakani writing. 

The story of Laila and Majnun echoes in Deccani material culture as well, as can be seen 

in the striking images of an emaciated ascetic on an equally emaciated horse from the seventeenth-

century Deccan (figure 1). These images draw on the conventional depiction of Majnun in Mughal 

painting, and were interpreted by scholars as representing the Sufi ideal of control of the lower 

soul, the nafs, represented by the dying horse.93 A surprising reference to the story is also found in 

the names of cannons in Muhammad Quli Qutb Shah’s army, as recorded in Tarikh-i Muḥammad 

Qut̤b Shāh. This chronicle mentions that, in a battle of Qutb Shahi forces together with Nizam 

Shahi forces against the Adil Shahis in Naldurg in September 1581, the Qutb Shahi army used 

several cannons, one of them called the "Laila Majnun".94 This unusual name for a cannon is 

difficult to explain, but it hints at a general familiarity with the tale and its prevalence in popular 

imagination in the seventeenth-century Deccan.  

                                                 

92 Ruh al-Amin Isfahani, Leylī va Mağnūn, 14. 

93 George Michell and Mark Zebrowski, Architecture and Art of the Deccan Sultanates (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1999), 184. 

94 The other cannons were called by more suitable names for artillery weapons, like “the Nine Yards,” “Muhammadi,” 

and “Haidari”: Muhiuddin Qadri Zor, Sult̤ān Moḥammad Qulī Qut̤b Shāh (Hyderabad: Sab Ras Kitāb Ghar, 1940), 

244. Haroon Khan Sherwani, Muhammad-Quli Qutb Shah, Founder of Haidarabad, Asia Monographs; 11 (Bombay: 

Asia Publishing House, 1967), 72–73. 
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Figure 2.  Ascetic riding a nag. Deccan c.1625. Ink and colors on paper, marbled paper. The 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, Rogers Fund, 1944 (44.154) 

 

Conclusion  

Both Shaikh Ahmad and Ajiz adopted the masnavi format to rewrite two Persianate love 

stories in Dakani in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. Both poets posit Dakani in 

opposition to Persian and make a conscious decision as to the idiom and register they use in their 

poetry. As can be seen in Ajiz’s Quranic quotes or Shaikh Ahmad’s depiction of his own education, 

they are familiar with several different local and cosmopolitan idioms and are able to draw upon 

these for vocabulary, imagery, and literary devices. Since they do not compose poetry in any other 

language except Dakani, it is probable that their knowledge of Arabic, Persian, Telugu, or Sanskrit 

was not sufficient to enable them to compose in these languages. Both poets were close to courtly 

circles to some degree, but were not among the innermost circle of the ruler’s favorites. We do not 

have much information on the education of either poet, but from their Sufi connections, it seems 

likely that much of their study and training took place in Sufi institutions. Thus the emergence and 
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flourishing of Dakani literary culture in the sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries was a 

development not limited to courtly circles and courtly patronage alone, and Sufi centers played an 

important role as well.   

Through localizing the story in the Indian environment, both poets were also able to exhibit 

their skills in creating new wordplay, alliteration, and imagery, while also serving as commentators 

on Sufi ideals of love, perseverance, and devotion. Similarly, the audience of these works was 

familiar with the trans-regional literary culture of Persian and Arabic, while also fluent in Indian 

conventional imagery and cultural terms. The choice to write the Laila-Majnun and the Yusuf-

Zulaikha stories likely served to demonstrate Dakani’s capacity as a literary medium befitting 

reflection on love in both its earthly and divine aspects. 
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Chapter Three: Jan Kavi and the Story of Laila-Majnun in Brajbhasha 
  

The preceding chapter on variations and responses to the story of Laila and Majnun from 

the Deccan addressed questions of vernacularization, the creation of a Dakani literary tradition, 

and its engagement with Persian literature, as well as with Sanskrit and local idioms of love. This 

chapter explores similar questions in relation to a different region of South Asia and a distinct, but 

in some ways parallel and overlapping, vernacular literary culture: that of Brajbhasha and its rīti 

style literature in Northwest India. This exploration will show that the story of Laila and Majnun 

served as a unique vehicle for Jan Kavi, a seventeenth-century Muslim Rajput poet, to articulate 

and communicate a devotional and spiritual ideal while simultaneously participating in and 

engaging with the two great classical traditions of Persian and Sanskrit and the novel aesthetic 

enterprise of court poetry in Brajbhasha. Drawing from Persian, Sanskrit, and local sources, Jan 

Kavi is uniquely poised to offer us a glimpse into an understudied section of Mughal society, that 

of the rural elites, and to the creation of a unique voice within a composite and a highly 

sophisticated literary culture outside the great centers of the Mughal empire and its subordinate 

Rajput courts.  

The figure of Jan Kavi (fl. 1614-1664) serves as a remarkable example of the extent of a 

composite culture under the Mughals. From the second half of the sixteenth century onward, 

Persianate culture, cultivated in the imperial court and other centers, became increasingly available 

to diverse communities outside the main seats of power and engaged with local cultural models. 

However, the historical traces of these voices are generally harder to find.1 In this regard, Jan 

                                                 

1 See, for example, the discussion in: Kinra, Writing Self, Writing Empire, 25. 
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Kavi’s work allows us access to “a strata of early modern South Asian society that we seldom have 

the opportunity to study first hand,”2 that of the middle echelons of Mughal society.  

1. The Qiyam Khanis  

Niyamat Khan, whose poetic name was Jān (i.e., “knowledge” or “life” if read as a Sanskrit 

word or a Persian one, respectively), hailed from the Qiyam Khani clan, a local Muslim noble 

family in northern (modern-day) Rajasthan. He was a Brajbhasha poet, historian, and a scholar, as 

well as a devotee of the Sufi Chishti order. His vast oeuvre includes two dozen love stories, a 

history of his own clan, several works of advice literature, studies of Brajbhasha poetics, and 

several works on medicine, geography, and other sciences.3 Despite this vast body of work, Jan 

Kavi’s life and literary output have not been studied extensively. Many of his compositions have 

never been edited or published, and the few works that are available have not received much 

scholarly attention.4 In order to appreciate Jan Kavi’s work in general, and his Laila-Majnun in 

particular, it will be useful to start by locating him and his clan within the larger Mughal and Rajput 

contexts, as well as within the sphere of Brajbhasha literature. This will be followed by a close 

analysis of Jan Kavi’s Laila-Majnun and its unique characteristics. 

                                                 

2 Cynthia Talbot, “Becoming Turk the Rajput Way: Conversion and Identity in an Indian Warrior Narrative,” Modern 

Asian Studies 43, no. 1 (2009): 213. 

3 Dasharatha Sharma, “Kyāmkhāṃ Rāsāke Karttā Kavivara Jān aura Unke Grantha,” in Kyāma Khāṃa rāsā, by Jana, 

ed. Bhanvaralal Nahata, Agaracand Nahata, and Dasharatha Sharma, Rājasthāna Purātana Granthamālā; 13 (Jaipur: 

Rājasthāna Purātattva Mandira, 1953), 5–9. 

4 There is a detailed introduction to Jan Kavi’s Kyam Khan Raso in: Sharma, “Kyāmkhāṃ Rāsāke Karttā Kavivara 

Jān aura Unke Grantha.” The Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute published several of Jan Kavi’s works in four slim 

volumes, some with short introductions or commentary in modern Hindi, between 2003 and 2005: Jan, Kavi Jāna 

Granthāvalī, ed. Vina Lahoti and Omaprakash Sharma, 4 vols. (Jodhpur: Rājasthāna Prācyavidyā Pratishṭhāna, 2003). 

The Kyam Khan Raso was also published with a helpful introduction by Ratanlal Mishra by the Kayamkhani Research 

Society in 2007: Jan, Kāyamakhāṃ Rāsā, ed. Hasham Khan Jharoda, trans. Ratanalal Mishra (Jodhpur: Rājasthāna 

Kāyamakhānī Śodha Saṃsthāna, 2007). Another notable exception is the excellent article by Talbot: Talbot, 

“Becoming Turk the Rajput Way: Conversion and Identity in an Indian Warrior Narrative.” 
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Jan Kavi resided in Fatehpur, a small town north of Jaipur, in what is called today the 

Shekhavati area, named after the Shekhavat clan that ruled over this region starting from the 1720s. 

Prior to the Shekhavat takeover, the area was known as Bagar and was under Qiyam Khani 

control.5 The Qiyam Khanis trace their ancestry to one Karam Chand, a Hindu Chauhan Rajput 

who is said to have converted to Islam in the fourteenth century under the influence of Firuz Shah 

Tughluq, Sultan of Delhi (r. 1351-1388), and to have changed his name to Qiyam Khan.6 His 

descendants founded the adjacent towns of Fatehpur and Jhunjhunu in the mid-fifteenth century 

and controlled the area with varying degrees of authority until the early eighteenth century.  

The Qiyam Khanis were never as powerful or influential as the main royal Rajput houses, 

like the Rathors of Marwar (modern Jodhpur) or the Kachwahas of Amber (modern Jaipur), but 

they were able to establish their control over a limited principality through their own military force 

and their service to the rulers in Delhi. Thus, by Jan Kavi’s time, his clan had a long history of 

serving in the imperial armies of the Delhi Sultanate, the Sur dynasty, and the Mughals.7 Jan Kavi’s 

own father, Alaf or Alif Khan, served in the Mughal army for more than thirty years, taking part 

in several campaigns in Bengal, Orissa, and the Deccan. He rose through the ranks to become the 

commander of northern Punjab and the fort at Kangra, where he met his death in 1626.8 

Alongside their service as soldiers and officers, the Qiyam Khanis had periodical conflicts 

with their neighboring clans, mostly from the ruling families of Jaipur to the south and Bikaner to 

                                                 

5 Sunita Budhwar, “The Qayamkhani Shaikhzada Family of Fatehpur—Jhunjunu,” Proceedings of the Indian History 

Congress 39 (1978): 419. 

6 Talbot, “Becoming Turk the Rajput Way: Conversion and Identity in an Indian Warrior Narrative,” 220–23. 

7 Budhwar, “The Qayamkhani Shaikhzada Family of Fatehpur—Jhunjunu,” 415–17. 

8 Budhwar, 416–17. 
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the west. For example, early in Akbar’s reign, the Qiyam Khanis were appointed zamīndars, 

landlords, of Fatehpur and Jhunjhunu, but the tax-collecting rights (the jagīr) were given to higher 

ranking nobles; Fatehpur was given as jagīr to an officer from the Kachwaha clan. Toward the end 

of Akbar’s reign, Alif Khan was appointed the jagīr holder of Fatehpur, but he had to wrestle it 

back from this branch of the Kachwahas by force.9  

The Qiyam Khanis are, therefore, mentioned in several Mughal sources as soldiers, local 

landowners, and tax-collectors in parts of the provinces of Ajmer and Agra,10 but the main source 

of information about the history of this clan remains Jan Kavi’s own work: the Kyām Khāṃ Rāsā 

(or Kāyam Khāṃ Rāsā), composed in 1634 (with some later additions after 1653).11 In it, Jan Kavi 

traces the history of his clan from the creation of man and up to his father’s time, while extoling 

the military prowess of the Qiyam Khanis according to the conventions of the Rāso genre.12 Jan 

Kavi wrote this history in order to assert the noble Rajput origins of the Qiyam Khanis, their 

military accomplishments, and their high position vis-à-vis other prominent Rajput families in the 

area. Such claims were essential in validating Qiyam Khani authority over the Bagar region.  

Another source that comments on the history of the Qiyam Khanis, including Karam 

Chand’s conversion, is the famous work on Rajput history composed by Mumhato Nainsi under 

the patronage of the Rathor rulers of Jodhpur between 1637 and 1666. Nainsi, representing the 

                                                 

9 Jan, Kyāma Khāṃa rāsā, ed. Dasharatha Sharma, Bhanvaralal Nahata, and Agaracand Nahata, Rājasthāna Purātana 

Granthamālā; 13 (Jaipur: Rājasthāna Purātattva Mandira, 1953), 57. 

10 Budhwar, “The Qayamkhani Shaikhzada Family of Fatehpur—Jhunjunu,” 415–18. 

11 Jan, Kyāma Khāṃa rāsā. 

12 Talbot, “Becoming Turk the Rajput Way: Conversion and Identity in an Indian Warrior Narrative,” 238. 
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interests of a leading royal family, nevertheless seems to consider the Qiyam Khanis as competitors 

and presents an opposite account of their lineage and status, concluding with these two verses:  

pahlī to Hiṃdū hutā, pīchai bhaye Turakka  

tā pīchai golai bhaye, tāteṃ vaḍapaṇa Tukka 

dhāye kāma na āvahī, Kyāma Khāni gaṃdeha  

baṃdī āda jugāda ke Saida Nāsara haṃdeha13   

 

At first he was a Hindu, then he became a Turk,  

then he became a slave of the great Turk.  

Now the inferior Qiyam Khanis are useless;  

from the beginning, they became slaves of Sayyid Nasir  

 

Nainasi denigrates the Qiyam Khanis by saying that Karam Chand became a slave of the “great 

Turks,” i.e., the Delhi Sultans, and particularly of Sayyid Nasir, the governor of Hisar (a town in 

modern-day Haryana) under Firuz Shah Tughluq. For Nainsi, this dishonorable origin undermines 

the current status of the Qiyam Khanis.   

Both the Kyām Khāṃ Rāsā and Nainsi’s khyāt (a historical genre) were composed at a time 

of growing rivalry between Rajput clans competing over positions and status within the Mughal 

empire, subsequently leading to an increased concern with genealogy and noble Rajput origins.14 

At the same time, however, Rajasthani historical writing was produced for “internal consumption” 

as well, according to Ziegler:   

Illustrious ancestry was an important and necessary tool used to gain favour and 

position at the Mughal court, given Mughal and especially Akbar’s, emphasis on 

ancestry… However, it should be recognized that these materials were as much, if 

not more, for internal consumption as for external. As such, they are concerned not 

only with ancestry, but also with rank and caste order, rights to control local 

territory, and with values and customs of the Rajputs, many of the latter of which 

were under challenge. I would, therefore, argue further that the rise of the khyat 

                                                 

13 Muhanota Nainsi and Manoharsingh Ranavata, Muhaṇota Naiṇasī kī khyāta (Sitamau: Śrī Naṭanāgara Śodha-

Saṃsthāna, 1987), 226. 

14 Talbot, “Becoming Turk the Rajput Way: Conversion and Identity in an Indian Warrior Narrative,” 217. 
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literature can be seen as an adaptive response engendered by the need for re-

interpretation and re-emphasis of basic values, rights and ideals in a changing 

society responding to Muslim conquest and domination.15  

 

Jan Kavi and the Qiyam Khanis took part in the constant struggle for power among the 

dominant Rajput families of the time, although not at the highest tiers. This struggle for status 

within the Mughal state, as well as for prestige and authority among the prominent Rajput houses, 

took, among other forms, the form of cultural production. Rajput kings patronized poets, painters, 

musicians, and scholars as part of their own self-fashioning as nobles and connoisseurs of the arts, 

and as a way to enhance their claims for legitimacy through patronage of genealogy writing, 

historical composition, and praise poetry.16 Cultural production under Rajput aegis, as well as 

Mughal support for local poets, musicians, and scholars, thus contributed to the development of 

Brajbhasha as a literary language in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.  

2. Brajbhasha 

The earliest compositions in Brajbhasha emerged around the mid-sixteenth century, when 

new Vaishnava communities formed in the Braj area, north of Agra, around charismatic figures of 

saint-poets who propagated, through poetry, personal devotion or bhakti to Krishna. In Vaishnava 

tradition, the Braj area is the god Krishna’s childhood country, and the dialect spoken in Braj, i.e., 

Brajbhasha, is Krishna’s own language. Thus, numerous sites throughout the region came to be 

                                                 

15 Norman P. Ziegler, “Marvari Historical Chronicles: Sources for the Social and Cultural History of Rajasthan,” 

Indian Economic and Social History Review 13, no. 2 (1976): 234–35, https://doi.org/10.1177/001946467601300204. 

16 Cynthia Talbot, “The Mewar Coutr’s Construction of History,” in Kingdom of the Sun: Indian Court and Village 

Art from the Princely State of Mewar, ed. Joanna Gottfried Williams, 2007, 13–33; Ramya Sreenivasan, The Many 

Lives of a Rajput Queen: Heroic Pasts in India C. 1500-1900 (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2007), chap. 

3; Cynthia Talbot, The Last Hindu Emperor: Prithviraj Chauhan and the Indian Past, 1200-2000 (Cambridge, United 

Kingdom: Cambridge University Press, 2016). 
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identified as the locations of Krishna’s exploits; especially revered were sites identified with 

Krishna’s frolicking and dancing with the milkmaids. According to sectarian traditions, these sites 

were newly discovered by the great saints, Vallabha and Chaitanya, during this period.17  

Alongside theological and philosophical writings in Sanskrit, these emerging communities 

cultivated the singing and telling of Krishna’s deeds in Brajbhasha as a central element of their 

worship. Here, too, one of the most cherished and recurrent themes was recounting the love of the 

gopis, the milkmaids, for Krishna and their suffering from viraha when separated from him. 

Devotional poetry in Brajbhasha combines narrative and literary elements from Sanskrit sources, 

especially from the Bhāgavatapurāṇa, the poetic theory of rasa with its corresponding attention 

to alaṅkāra, figures of speech, along with regional and folk meters, genres, and idioms.18 There 

were also bhakti communities outside the Braj region, especially in West India, where devotional 

poetry in Brajbhasha was composed, collected, and venerated. One of these centers was Fatehpur, 

where an anthology of poetry by Surdas and other well-known bhakti poets, such as Kabir, 

Ravidas, and Namdev, was compiled in 1582.19   

Starting in the second half of the sixteenth century, Brajbhasha was adopted and adapted 

by court poets, foremost among them Keshavdas of Orchha, as the vehicle for a highly stylized 

and highly Sanskritized court poetry that was given the name rīti. The Orchha kings, patrons of 

                                                 

17 Charlotte Vaudeville, “Braj, Lost and Found,” Indo-Iranian Journal 18 (1976): 196–200. 

18 Much has been written on the bhakti effloresence in Braj. Two succinct accounts can be found in: Busch, Poetry of 

Kings, 26–27; and John Stratton Hawley, The Memory of Love: Surdas Sings to Krishna (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2009), introduction. 

19 Hawley, The Memory of Love, 41. Bhakti should not, however, be understood only as a distinct development within 

Vaishnava Hindu traditions; see, for example, the discussion on similarities between the Fatehpur anthology and the 

Ādi Granth of the Sikh community: Harjot Oberoi, “The Making of a Religious Paradox: Sikh, Khālsā, Sahajdhārī as 

Modes of Early Sikh Identity,” in Bhakti Religion in North India: Community Identity and Political Action, ed. David 

N. Lorenzen, SUNY Series in Religious Studies (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1995), 40.  
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Keshavdas, became subordinate to the Mughals in the 1570s, but, like other regional courts 

incorporated into the empire, they maintained a degree of political and cultural independence from 

their Mughal overlords. Considered by their Rajput rivals to be of low-caste origin, the Orchha 

rulers’ patronage for Brajbhasha literature in the rīti style served well their interests to bolster their 

royal status. 20 The rīti style relied heavily on Brahminical, Sanskritic idioms and knowledge-

systems, on the one hand, but afforded more flexibility than Sanskrit to newly emerging devotional 

and cultural sensibilities on the other.21 Thus rīti poets incorporated Vaishnava bhakti concepts 

and sentiments into extremely detailed, extensive studies of poetics based on Sanskrit models of 

court poetry. These manuals on poetry, called rītigranths, became the prime genre of Brajbhasha 

literature. In it, poets meticulously delineated, defined, and commented on rasa poetic theory, the 

various types of alaṅkāras, and the seemingly endless list of types, stages, and responses of heroes 

and heroines in love poetry.22  

The rīti style of poetry in Brajbhasha became highly popular in the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries throughout North India. It was patronized and enjoyed by the Mughal 

emperors and nobles at the court as well, since Brajbhasha was understood to be “more suitable 

than Persian for certain types of aesthetic experiences,” while also connecting the court to local 

forms of culture.23 In addition to rīti poetry, Brajbhasha was associated with the dhrupad genre of 

                                                 

20 Busch, Poetry of Kings, 29–33, 53–54. 

21 Busch also argues for the inclusive nature of Brajbhasha and rīti literature as a central reason for its success, but I 

believe that it is an overstatement to claim that: "rīti literature developed an extraordinary capacity to speak across 

cultural barriers to a wide variety of people in a way that neither Persian nor Sanskrit could ever do” (Busch, 100). 

22 A good example of this genre is: Keshavdas, The Rasikapriyā of Keshavadāsa., trans. Krishna Prakash Bahadur, 

[1st ed.], UNESCO Collection of Representative Works. Indian Series. (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1972). 

23 Busch, “Hidden in Plain View,” 303. 
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North Indian classical music, a genre that gained much popularity in the Mughal court under Akbar 

and was later adopted in other cultural centers in North India.24 Busch also suggests that the 

enthusiastic support conferred on rīti poets by Rajput kings in the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries was a result of their interaction with the Mughal court, and not vice versa.25  

Jan Kavi’s Work 

Jan Kavi’s oeuvre serves as another example of the efflorescence of Brajbhasha literature 

during the seventeenth century and the degree of its reach to provincial centers as well. As a native 

of Fatehpur and part of the Qiyam Khani clan, Jan Kavi was at once embedded in the rural gentry 

of North Rajasthan and linked through his close family and clan connections to the larger structure 

of the Mughal empire with its cosmopolitan nobility and Persianate culture. His work duly 

combines elements from these different but overlapping worlds.   

Jan Kavi was an extremely prolific writer. The exact number of his works is a matter of 

some debate among scholars, but it is agreed to be around seventy-five works, composed over the 

span of fifty years.26 Jan himself attests to his fast writing; some works he claims to have composed 

within a few days or even a few hours.27 Of the seventy-five works, about two dozen are love 

stories of various lengths, and another nineteen works are independent love descriptions, such as 

                                                 

24 Busch, 275. 

25 Busch, Poetry of Kings, 165. 

26 Sharma, “Kyāmkhāṃ Rāsāke Karttā Kavivara Jān aura Unke Grantha,” 3. 

27 Like the work titled Kathā Aradasera Pātisāha (the story of king Ardashir) which comprises of 197 verses and was 

composed in a few hours. See: Jan, Kavi Jāna Granthāvalī Viśeshāṅka: Pratishṭhāna Patrikā, ed. Vina Lahoti and 

Omaprakash Sharma (Jodhapura, Rāja.: Rājasthāna Prācyavidyā Pratishṭhāna, 2005), vol. 4, p.234.  
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bārahmāsās, shaṭ ṛitu,28 and other poems describing a female heroine in the different stages or 

aspects of love-in-separation.29 Most of the love stories composed by Jan Kavi are named after 

their female heroine (like Kathā Kavalāvatī, Kathā Kanakāvatī, etc.) and commonly deal with 

lovers in a fantastic Indian setting, complete with demons, fairies, and marvelous events and 

places. In several stories, there are instances of travel outside of India and encounters with well-

known figures from Islamicate lore, like Khizr or the Abbasid caliph, Harun al-Rashid.30 The 

majority of these tales conclude, after much hardship and adventure, with the successful union of 

the lovers and a happy marriage.  

In this regard, Jan Kavi’s Laila-Majnun stands out as one of the few love stories that are 

based on a Persianate story and set in a realistic, foreign locale. It is also exceptional in its generally 

tragic tone and in that the lovers finally unite only after death (as seen in a dream by their friend, 

Zaid). In addition to the Laila-Majnun, Jan also composed a version of the semi-historical Persian 

masnavi by Amir Khusrau, Deval Rani, and Khizr Khan,31 and two other short stories on King 

Ardashir and Tamim Ansari (both are historical figures, one from pre-Islamic Iran and the other 

from Arabia, who became well-known in Islamicate literatures). The two stories are catalogued by 

Hindi scholars as love stories, but they are actually tales of adventure and travel. Since Jan Kavi 

does not mention any source for these stories, it is unclear whether he was familiar with these tales 

                                                 

28 These are songs depicting the suffering of the heroine separated from her beloved through the twelve months of the 

year or the six seasons. See: Vaudeville, Bārahmāsā in Indian Literatures. 

29 Sharma, “Kyāmkhāṃ Rāsāke Karttā Kavivara Jān aura Unke Grantha,” 5–8. 

30 P. Parashuram Caturvedi, Santa Aura Sūfī Sāhitya: Bhaktikāla (Nirguṇa Bhakti), vol. 4, Hindī Sāhitya Kā Br̥hat 

Itihāsa (Varanasi: Nāgarīpracāriṇī Sabhā, 1968), 299–301. 

31 Sharma, “Kyāmkhāṃ Rāsāke Karttā Kavivara Jān aura Unke Grantha,” 6. On Amir Khusrau’s work see: Amir 

Khusrau, In the Bazaar of Love, li–lii, 117-130.  
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from Persian, Arabic, or perhaps vernacular sources.32 The following discussion regarding the 

Laila-Majnun poem will expand this question further.   

Jan Kavi does not comment on his own education or literary contacts, nor does he mention 

any direct patron or his audience, thus appearing to be quite independent in his poetic efforts. 

Presumably, by being the son and later the brother of the local ruler, he had sufficient financial 

resources to afford a lifetime of writing. He does mention Jahangir and Shah Jahan in several of 

his works, at times as a marker of the year or period of composition, and, in other instances, in 

short passages of praise for the Mughal rulers. It seems that Jan Kavi includes these references as 

part of the masnavi convention, whereby the poet praises the current ruler alongside praise of God, 

the prophet Muhammad, the four righteous caliphs, and the spiritual guide of the poet. In a single 

manuscript of a work by Jan Kavi titled Buddhisāgara, a translation into Brajbhasha of the famous 

Sanskrit work of political advice through animal fables, the Pañcatantra, there is a reference 

indicating that the work was presented to Shah Jahan.33 However, it is unclear whether this gift 

was received by the Mughal emperor; judging by Jan Kavi’s absence from Mughal sources, it is 

possible that this was an attempt to find favor with the Mughal court that was unsuccessful.   

As for his spiritual guide, Jan Kavi mentions Shaikh Muhammad Chishti of Hansi, a 

successor to the great Chishti, Shaikh Nizam-ud-Din Auliya, through the line of Shaikh Qutb-ud-

                                                 

32 A year before Jan Kavi composed his version of Tamim Ansari, a poet from Bijapur composed a long masnavi in 

Dakani on the same topic, called Qiṣṣah-i Benazīr. Schimmel suggests that, unlike the story of Laila and Majnun, the 

story of Tamim Ansari came to be known in India from sources in Arabic rather than Persian. This may explain its 

popularity among Muslims in South India, who were generally more connected to the Arab-speaking lands via sea 

routes than to the Persian-writing world to the north and west of India: Annemarie Schimmel, Classical Urdu 

Literature from the Beginning to Iqbāl, History of Indian Literature; v. 8, Fasc. 3 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1975), 

139.  

33 Motilal Menariya, Agaracand Nahata, and Udayasinha Bhatanagar, Rājasthāna Meṃ Hindī Ke Hastalikhita 

Granthoṃ Kī Khoja (Udayapura: Hindi Vidyāpīṭha, 1942), 79–81. 
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Din Munawwar, who settled in Hansi.34 In addition to his affiliation with the Chishti order, Jan 

Kavi seems to have had Shi’i inclinations, as he wrote two works on related topics, one on ‘Ali 

and Fatima and another one called Jaʻfarnamah.35  

Jan Kavi does not mention other poets or scholars in his works, despite the fact that, at the 

same time of his flourishing at Fatehpur, there was a thriving community of Dadu Panthis, 

followers of the bhakti poet-saint Dadu (ca. 1554-1604), there. Among them was the famous 

scholar and poet, Sundardas, who wrote some of the fundamental theological and devotional works 

of the Dadu Panthis. There is, however, evidence to suggest that Daulat Khan (Jan Kavi’s brother 

and heir of Alaf Khan as ruler of Fatehpur) was in close touch with Sundardas and was perhaps 

his patron.36 Similarly, there is no mention of Jan Kavi or his works by other poets of the same 

locality and time.37 Despite this seeming disconnect between Jan Kavi and bhakti poets from the 

same locality, a close examination of Jan Kavi’s work shows that there are many common 

characteristics between his mystic and devotional ideas and terms and those used by bhakti 

communities, including the Dadu Panthis.   

The language that Jan Kavi uses is usually described as Brajbhasha, with influences of 

Rajasthani,38 although linguistic distinctions between Brajbhasha and other regional languages or 

                                                 

34 Saiyid Athar Abbas Rizvi, A History of Sufism in India (New Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal, 1978), vol. 1 p.178. 

See also Jan Kavi’s praise for the spiritual lineage of his pir in his Kavivallabha and Buddhisāgara, quoted in: Sharma, 

“Kyāmkhāṃ Rāsāke Karttā Kavivara Jān aura Unke Grantha,” 4–5.  

35 Sharma, “Kyāmkhāṃ Rāsāke Karttā Kavivara Jān aura Unke Grantha,” 8. 

36 Sharma, 12–13. 

37 Jan, Kāyamakhāṃ Rāsā, 25. 

38 Jan, “Lailā Majanuṃ,” in Kavi Jāna Granthāvalī, ed. Vina Lahoti and Omprakash Sharma (Jodhpur: Rājasthāna 

Prācyavidyā Pratishṭhāna, 2005), 238. 
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dialects in this period are hard to make. Vernacular languages were not standardized, and poets 

often moved freely between meters, vocabulary, and forms associated with one region or another, 

borrowing and combining at will.39 Jan Kavi calls the language that he uses simply Bhasha or 

Gwaliori,40 both often used interchangeably for Brajbhasha.41 In his work entitled Rasa Taraṅginī, 

Jan says:   

rasutaraṅgiṇī saṃskṛta, kṛte kovida bhāna  

tākī maiṃ ṭīkā karī bhāshā kahi Kavi Jāna  

saba koi samajhata nahīṃ, saṃskṛta dugama bakhāna  

tātai maiṃ kīnī sugama, rasakani hita kahi Jāna 42  

The River of Rasa was composed by the wise Bhana.  

I commented on it, and said it in bhāshā.   

Not everyone understands difficult Sanskrit descriptions;  

therefore, I made it accessible for the rasikas, says Jan.43  

 

From this, it is clear that Jan Kavi knew Sanskrit well, but considered Brajbhasha to be 

more accessible, even for the learned rasikas, or connoisseurs, of poetry. Compared to the 

language of his contemporary Sundardas, for example, Jan Kavi’s language is evidently less 

Sanskritized and was probably more accessible to non-Brahminical audiences. Jan Kavi, therefore, 

took part in the newly emerging rīti culture and the rītigranth genre in particular, translating, 

                                                 

39 Busch, Poetry of Kings, 168. 

40 Caturvedi, Santa Aura Sūfī Sāhitya: Bhaktikāla (Nirguṇa Bhakti), 4:297. 

41 Busch, Poetry of Kings, 8. 

42 Menariya, Nahata, and Bhatanagar, Rājasthāna Meṃ Hindī Ke Hastalikhita Granthoṃ Kī Khoja, 27. 

43 Jan Kavi translated and commented on both the Rasa Taraṅginī and the Rasa Mañjari, both composed by 

Bhanudatta, a Sanskrit scholar from the fifteenth century. These two influential works on Sanskrit poetics and 

aesthetics were translated and commented upon extensively in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. On the 

importance of Bhanudatta’s work for the development of Hindi literary tradition, see: Bhānudatta Miśra, “Bouquet of 

Rasa”; & “River of Rasa,” trans. Sheldon I. Pollock, 1st ed., Clay Sanskrit Library ; 41 (New York: New York 

University Press: JJC Foundation, 2009), introduction. 
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commenting, and composing new works on the study of alaṅkāras, on rasa aesthetic theory, and 

on the stages, types, and characteristics of lovers. Similarly, in the opening verses of his Lailā 

Majanūṃ, Jan Kavi declares: 

kahata Jānna aba barani hauṃ Lai lai Majanūṃ prīti  

soī vidha pragūda karauṃ jo granthani maiṃ rīti 44 

 

Jan says, now I will tell the story of Laila and Majnun’s love. 

I will shed light on it in such form as in the manner (rīti) of treatises.  

 

That is, Jan’s aim is to rewrite this story as befitting a story of love-in-separation according to the 

conventions of the rītigranth genre.  

That Jan Kavi chooses to tell the story of Laila and Majnun in rīti style is unique, as most 

rīti poets base their writings on Sanskritic themes and precedents. The rīti corpus also demonstrates 

an interest in historical genres, including some that were borrowed from regional literatures, like 

the Rajasthani raso.45 Persianate stories, however, were not commonly told in Brajbhasha, and I 

have not found any other Laila-Majnun version in this language. There are only two later versions 

of this story from Rajasthan, one in Hindi and one in Rajasthani, both from the nineteenth 

century.46 Nevertheless, there is an abundance of evidence from material culture for the popularity 

of the story throughout northern Rajasthan from at least the seventeenth century onward.47   

                                                 

44 Jan, “Lailā Majanuṃ,” 244. 

45 Busch, Poetry of Kings, 65–66. 

46 The first manuscript, from 1863, is at the Anup Sanskrit Library in Bikaner; see: Agaracand Nahata, Rājasthāna 

meṃ Hindī Ke Hastalikhita Granthoṃ Kī Khoja, vol. 2 (Udaipur: Pracīna Sāhitya Śodha-Saṃsthāna, 1947), 85. The 

second, purportedly composed by the Maharaja of Jodhpur, is mentioned by Aitken (based on private communication 

with Debra Diamond) in: Aitken, The Intelligence of Tradition in Rajput Court Painting, 180. Since these versions 

were composed about two hundred years after the one by Jan Kavi, in different languages and in a very different 

context, they remain beyond the scope of this chapter.   

47 See section six below.  
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3. The Laila-Majnun by Jan and the Persian Tradition 

Which sources did Jan Kavi use for composing his Laila-Majnun? Who was his audience? 

What made this specific story a productive avenue for a scholar and poet of Braj Bhasha? What 

did this story mean to a poet like Jan? Jan Kavi does not provide any direct answers to these 

questions; there is no mention of previous or contemporary poets or works, nor any detailed 

statement regarding the circumstances or reasons for telling this particular story. However, a close 

reading of his Laila-Majnun reveals that he is closely familiar with several Persian versions of the 

story and that his works are generally geared toward a regional elite versed in rīti literature. As 

discussed further below, Jan Kavi also posits Majnun’s love as a spiritual ideal, to be followed as 

a way to gain knowledge of the divine and final salvation.  

Jan Kavi generally follows the plot as depicted by Nizami; in both works, Qais and Laila 

meet and fall in love as children at school. They are then separated by Laila’s family, and Qais 

becomes Majnun, leaving his parents and home to roam in the wilderness. Majnun’s father asks 

Laila’s father for his daughter’s hand, but is unsuccessful, and repeated attempts to cure Majnun 

of his love madness through reproach or pilgrimage to Mecca fail as well. In both poems, Shah 

Naufal goes to battle against Laila’s tribe, but her father refuses to give her away, declaring that 

he prefers to kill Laila himself rather than give her to Majnun; finally, Shah Naufal lets him go. 

Laila eventually dies from the pain of separation from her beloved, and Majnun follows suit and 

dies on her grave. Following the lovers’ deaths and burials, their friend, Zaid, sees the couple 

happily united in paradise in a dream.  

In addition to the similarities of plot, some passages from Jan Kavi’s Laila-Majnun 

correspond directly to passages from Nizami’s work. One such episode is Majnun’s address to a 

crow in the wilderness in which Majnun imagines the bird to be a companion to his sorrow and 
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recites verses that he wishes the crow to pass on to his beloved Laila.48 Another similar passage in 

both poems is Majnun’s plea to the wind to give a message to Laila. In Nizami’s words:   

v-āngah muzhah rā pur āb kardi  bā bād-i ṣabā khiṭāb kardī 

k-ay bād-i ṣabā, bah ṣubḥ barkhīz  dar dāman-i zulf-i Laylī āvīz  

gū ān-kih bah bād dādah-‘i tust   bar khāk-i rah ūftādah-i tust  

az bād-i ṣabā dam-i tū jūyad       bā khāk-i zamīn gham-i tū gūyad  

bādī bifiristash az diyārat       khākīsh bidih bah yādgārat 49 

 
        With eyelashes filled with water,  

he addressed the morning breeze:  

“Oh morning breeze, rise in the morning,  

hang in the hem of Laila's tresses.  

Tell her: ‘He who is given to the wind, for your sake,  

is fallen in the dust of the path for your sake. 

He is searching for your breath in the morning breeze,  

and tells the dust his pain over you. 

Send a whiff of air from your quarters  

or a speck of dust as a memento’.”  

 

In Jan’s Laila-Majnun:  

Majanūṃ kahai pavana hāhā tūṃ gavana kari,  

merau tū sandesau pahuñcāi Lailai pyārī kauṃ 

baurā bhayau nāma log ārai haṃsai āṭhau jāma,  

merau tau sauṅ kām jānauṃ gura kari gārī kau 

tana maiṃ biyoga byādha bedana karyo asādha,  

tauī hai samādhai tuma dekhau āī nārī kau 

kachu nāhi rahyo momaiṃ yahai aba māṅgauṃ topaiṃ,  

aushad-darasa dījai panaiṃ bhikhārī kauṃ 50 

 

Majnun cried to the wind, “Go,  

take my message to my beloved Laila.  

People call me crazy and laugh at me throughout the day,  

as if my love to you is an insult. 

The sickness of separation is like a fatal illness in the body,  

so that only in the grave you can see the beloved. 

                                                 

48 Niẓāmī Ganjavī, Laylī va Majnūn, ed. Ḥasan Vaḥīd Dastgirdī and Saʻīd Ḥamīdiyān, vol. 7, Mutūn-i Kuhan (Tehran: 

Nashr-i Qaṭrah, 1997), 129–31; Jāna, “Lailā Majanuṃ,” in Kavi Jāna Granthāvalī, ed. Vīna Lāhoṭī and Omaprakāśa 

Śarmā (Jodhapura: Rājasthāna Prācyavidyā Pratishṭhāna, 2005), 252. 

49 Nizami Ganjavi, Laylī va Majnūn, 7:66. 

50 Jan, “Lailā Majanuṃ,” 252. 
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Nothing remains in me; now I only ask this,  

give the medicine of darśan to this beggar.” 

 

Whereas, in Nizami, Majnun asks for a whiff of air from Laila’s breath to revive his soul, 

in Jan Kavi’s work, Majnun asks for the medicine of darśan, referring to the act of seeing and 

being seen by the deity in Indic vocabulary. This act of translation is similar to the strategies used 

by Dakani poets discussed in the previous chapter, as it uses the same motif—Majnun giving a 

message to the wind—but transfers Majnun’s devotion and longing onto the plane of a devotee to 

a deity, using a conventional Indian concept. In addition to these parallel passages, some verses by 

Jan Kavi are almost literal translations of Nizami’s verses:  

har shab zi firāq bayt khvānān      pinhān raftī bah kū-yi jānān  

dar būsah zadī o bāzgashtī  bāz āmadanash darāz gashtī  

  raftansh bah az shumāl būdī  bāz āmadanash bah sāl būdī  

 dar vaqt-i shudan hazār par dāsht    chūn āmad, khār dar guzar dāsht  

 mīraft chunān kih āb dar chāh       mī āmad ṣad girīvah bar rāh 51  

 

Every night he recited verses of separation;  

secretly he went to the beloved's lane,  

kissed the door and turned back.  

His return journey was long.  

In going there, he was faster than the north wind;  

his coming back seemed to take a year.  

On his way there, he had a thousand wings;  

in coming back, the way was covered with thorns.   

He went there like water running into a pit;  

in coming back, there were a hundred ravines on the way. 

 

In Jan Kavi:  

ardha nisā kauṃ Majanūṃ āī, Lailai pauri cūmi uṭhi jāī 

dauryo Lailai kaiṃ darabāi, untaiṃ calai calyo nahīṃ jāi  

āvata mānauṃ paṅkha lagāye, phirata panth kaṇṭika bahārāyeṃ 

pavana begi caṛhi mānnahu jāi, phirata pare phalikā manau pāi 52 

 

In the middle of the night, Majnun came to Laila's gate and kissed it.   

                                                 

51 Nizami Ganjavi, Laylī va Majnūn, 7:65. 

52 Jan, “Lailā Majanuṃ,” 249. 
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He ran toward Laila's house; he could not leave it. 

He came as if he had wings, but the way back was filled with thorns.  

He came quickly like the wind, but, on the way back, his feet stumbled. 

 

The similarities between the two quotes are unmistakable: Both poets use the same central 

image. Majnun runs to his beloved’s gate, kisses it, and returns to his dwelling in the wilderness. 

On his way there, he is as swift as the wind, but, on his way back, the road is difficult to traverse. 

Both poets also use the two parts of the verse to emphasize the contradiction between the two 

directions. Here, too, Jan Kavi’s verses are far from being a simple translation. For example, he 

uses clever alliteration in the second hemistich of the last two verses, with a lot of pa and pha 

sounds which seem to reflect the thorny, hostile path away from Laila’s house.  

It is evident, therefore, that Jan Kavi knows Nizami’s poem well and possibly read it in the 

original Persian. Yet it is not just Nizami’s version with which Jan is familiar; he also reads or 

knows the version composed by Hatifi. Hatifi’s poem, discussed in the previous chapter as the 

inspiration for ‘Ajiz’s work in the Deccan, became quite popular throughout India, and Jan Kavi 

borrows from it as well. Jan Kavi incorporates several episodes and incidents from Hatifi, such as 

Majnun’s father’s attempt to cure him using dust from Laila’s lane and hair from her dog (in Hatifi, 

the father is advised to use a piece of rope from the collar of one of the dogs in Laila’s lane), and 

the scene in which Majnun hugs a scabby-looking dog from Laila’s lane in front of her family 

members when his father tries to arrange the lovers’ marriage. Other scenes found in both Hatifi 

and Jan are the accidental meeting between Laila and Majnun in the wilderness after the death of 

Ibn Salam and Majnun’s arrival at Laila’s house in the guise of a blind beggar. Similar to the case 

with Nizami, some verses by Jan are almost word-for-word translations of Hatifi. When describing 

the pain that Majnun’s father feels upon hearing of his son’s madness and suffering, both poets 

quote two aphorisms, one stating that a father feels his son’s pain even more than the son and 
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another saying that, to his parents, a son is always worthy regardless of his deeds.53 Another 

example of the close similarity between Jan Kavi’s poem and the one by Hatifi can be found in the 

description of Laila’s suffering from separation. In Hatifi:  

az āb-i du chashm-i ān samanbar            mībūd ṣabāḥ jāmah-ash tar  

mīkard bahānah ān shaker-lab      k-īh īn jāmah-tar az ‘araq shudah shab 54  

 

From the tears of this jasmine-bosomed one,  

her bedding became wet by morning.  

That sweet-mouthed one made an excuse  

that her beddings were wet from sweating at night. 

 

In Jan’s Laila-Majnun:  

 

Chali kari Lailai magani bhaī                  rovata hī sagarī nisa gaī  

Bhīje sakala biṃchaunā bhārī                 chalkaiṃ bāta durāvata nārī 

Bahuta praseda calata mogāta                saba basatara bhījeṃ hī jāta 55  
 

Secretly Laila became immersed; she spent her nights crying.  

The bed covers became completely wet; she had to lie to hide that: 

“My body sweats a lot, and the bed sheets got all wet.”  

 

                                                 

53 dar pāy-i pisar agar khalad khār  dar jān-i pidar hamī kunad kār  

When the son is pricked by a thorn, the father feels it, too, in his soul.  

 

farzand agar chih ‘aib nāk ast  dar chashm-i pidar zi ‘aib pāk ast  

Even a faulty son is pure of fault in his father’s eyes.  

Hatifi, Leili i Medzhnun, 35.  

 

kaṇṭik cubhai pūta kai pāṃva parai pitā kī chātī ghāva  

pūta aṅga jau upajai pīr      so vahu byāpai pitā sarīr 

The thorn that pricks the son’s foot wounds the father’s chest.  

The pain that affects the son's body pervades his father's body as well.  

kaisauī vhai pūta kapūta     māta tāta kauṃ lagai sapūta  

No matter how worthless the son, for his mother and father he is a worthy son.  

In: Jan, “Lailā Majanuṃ,” 253. 

54 Hatifi, Leili i Medzhnun, 32. 

55 Jan, “Lailā Majanuṃ,” 249. 
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Despite Jan’s close familiarity with several classical Persian works, the number of Persian 

loan words in his Laila-Majnun, as well as in his other works, is very limited. Compared to the 

Dakani masnavis, for example, where a sizable share of the vocabulary is Perso-Arabic, in the 

Laila-Majnun by Jan Kavi only about two dozen such words appear, and their orthography is 

inconsistent (these can also result from copying mistakes).56 Moreover, there is a relatively minor 

presence of imagery and literary motifs from the Persian literary tradition in Jan’s work. 

Admittedly, the poet alludes to the lover who burns in the fire of separation like the moth in the 

candle flame and to the lane of the beloved and its dust as the ultimate site and desire of the lover,57 

but much of the conventional vocabulary of love in Persianate literature, such as the rose and the 

nightingale as the beloved and lover, or the cypress tree representing the beloved’s stature, is 

absent.  

A telling example of Jan Kavi’s creative modification of motifs from Nizami’s story to 

appeal to the taste of connoisseurs of Brajbhasha and rīti literature is found in an episode toward 

the end of the story, when Majnun sees Laila in a dream. In Nizami’s version, Majnun is alone in 

the desert at night; in his despair, he praises Venus and Jupiter, asking for their help, and finally 

prays to God for His mercy. Majnun then falls asleep, and, in his dream, he sees a bird on a tree 

branch that flies over him and drops a gem on his head. Upon waking up, Majnun realizes that it 

was just a dream, but his spirits are high, and he feels a sense of relief and happiness. Following 

these events, a messenger arrives with a letter from Laila.58 In the parallel passage in Jan Kavi’s 

                                                 

56 Perso-Arabic vocabulary employed by Jan Kavi includes, for example: hakīk and hakīkat (ḥaqīq and ḥaqīqat), jaṃjīr 

(zanjīr), mukararr (muqarrar), najar (naẓar), kajā (qaẓa), and takat (takht). A somewhat confused list was collected 

by the editor of the work in: Jan, 239. 

57 For example: Jan, 265. 

58 Nizami Ganjavi, Laylī va Majnūn, 7:178–80. 
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work, Majnun addresses the stars, the moon, and the night before falling asleep and seeing Laila 

in a dream:  

Majanūṃ ke nainn ke hūṃ ke hūṃ lage yeka rainna Lailai sapunai maiṃ gaī hāra  

pahirāikaiṃ 

udhara gaye haiṃ cakhi tana mana bhayau sukha ainna phūlmāla dekhī grīvani  

rajhāikaiṃ  

ketukī paiṃ ali mati vārau hoi āvai cali magana bhayau hai taisaiṃ Lailai pāsa  

pāikaiṃ 

pala-pala māṃhi asuṃvani jala sīñcatu hai ḍarata tabahuṃ jina jāi kumilāikaiṃ59 

 

Majnun's eyes were fixed (on his beloved).  

One night, Laila gave him a garland in a dream.  

His body and mind rejoiced upon seeing it,  

his eyes delighted upon seeing the flower garland around his neck. 

The bees' minds were sacrificed on the ketakī flowers;  

circling around, they were immersed, as if (they were) at Laila's feet.  

His tears watered (the flowers) continuously, for fear that they would wither.  

 

Here Jan Kavi follows the general outline of events. Majnun is alone at night in the desert; 

in his despair, he addresses the world surrounding him, seeing his misery reflected in the stars, the 

moon, and in the night itself. Upon falling asleep, his desire to see the beloved or receive a sign 

from her is answered, first in the form of a strange but comforting dream and then in the form of a 

letter from Laila. However, in the Brajbhasha work, the token that Majnun obtains in his dream 

remains with him after waking up.60 The gem or jewel (gauhar) in Nizami’s poem is here turned 

into a garland of flowers, kept from withering by Majnun’s tears. The motif of the flower garland 

then allows the poet to employ another related image, that of the black bees and their attraction to 

the fragrance of the ketaki flowers. The black bees’ attraction to flowers is commonly understood 

in Sanskrit and Brajbhasha literatures as analogous to the attraction of the lover to the beloved. 

                                                 

59 Jan, “Lailā Majanuṃ,” 292. 

60 It is also explicitly stated in a previous verse that Majnun woke up and saw the necklace on his neck: Jan, 292.   
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Black bees are also known to be attracted to the beloved, conventionally depicted as having a sweet 

fragrance, by mistaking her for a flower.61 Jan Kavi overturns this image by describing the 

attraction and intoxication of the black bees with the ketakī flowers to be as strong as if they were 

at Laila’s feet, thus claiming that Laila is more fragrant than the flowers and is actually the source 

and goal of the bees’ attraction. Parsing, defining, and cataloging this kind of poetic usage lies at 

the center of rīti literature, with its extensive interest in alaṅkāraśāstra, study of poetic devices. A 

connoisseur of Brajbhasha poetry would, therefore, be expected to recognize this image as 

belonging to the vyatireka or bhrānti sub-categories of figures of speech.62 The image of the 

beloved putting a garland around the neck of her lover is also reminiscent of the ancient Indian 

literary convention of the svayamvara, where young women of noble birth choose their own 

husbands in a ceremonial occasion to which all eligible princes and warriors are invited. The 

woman then indicates her choice by putting a garland around the neck of the chosen one.63  

The examples above demonstrate that Jan Kavi intentionally and creatively adapts and 

reimagines the Persianate sources by offering equivalences that are compatible with Indian poetics 

and conceptualization of love, thereby creating a story that follows the conventions of rīti literature 

and is aesthetically pleasing for an audience familiar with those conventions. It may also be 

surmised that, despite his close familiarity with Persian sources of the story of Laila and Majnun, 

Jan Kavi’s works were not aimed at Persian-speaking or Persian-reading audiences. By rewriting/ 

                                                 

61 Keshavdas, The Rasikapriyā of Keshavadāsa., 20. 

62 See the definitions for bharāntimat: “A figure in which one thing, usually the object of comparison, is mistaken for 

another, usually the subject of comparison”; and vyatireka: A rūpaka (metaphor) in which a distinction is drawn 

between the metaphorically identified object and its real counterpart; a literal re-evaluation of the metaphor itself.” In 

Edwin Gerow, A Glossary of Indian Figures of Speech., Columbia University Publications in Near and Middle East 

Studies; Series A, v. 16 (The Hague: Mouton, 1971), 220.  

63 For the use of this image by Keshavdas, see: Keshavdas, The Rasikapriyā of Keshavadāsa., 152 ft.7. 
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translating the Laila-Majnun from Persian to Brajbhasha, Jan Kavi was, to a degree, working in 

the opposite direction of the translation project undertaken at the same time at the Mughal court, 

where a number of works were translated from Sanskrit into Persian.64  

4. Jan Kavi and the Vocabulary of Devotion   

a. God 

Alongside Jan Kavi’s borrowing from Persian and Sanskritic sources, his Laila-Majnun 

owes much of its content and form to vernacular and regional literary traditions. Unlike the Dakani 

versions of the same story, Jan Kavi does not adopt Persian meters and rhyme schemes for his 

Laila-Majnun. Rather, the story is told using several different meters popular in the vernacular 

literatures of North India, like the caupaī, dohā, kavitt, and savaiyā,65 borrowing from the masnavi 

genre only the general pattern of its introduction. Jan Kavi’s prologue to his Laila-Majnun opens 

with praise to God, followed by a philosophical and abstract reflection on the nature of the mind, 

mixed with verses of a more emotional nature reproaching and exhorting the reader on the 

shortness of human life and the need to devote oneself to God in order to avoid accumulating 

“mountains of sin.” This is followed by several verses of praise to the prophet Muhammad and a 

couplet praising Shah Jahan.66 This structure, a long prologue followed with alternating caupaī 

                                                 

64 For a recent study of this topic see: Audrey Truschke, Culture of Encounters: Sanskrit at the Mughal Court, South 

Asia across the Disciplines (New York: Columbia University Press, 2016). 

65 Kavitta is meter of 31 syllables with a caesura after the sixteenth. The savaiyā meter has several variants ranging 

between 22 and 26 syllables in each quarter. The caupaī has 16 mātrās, morae, in each half line, usually ending with 

two long syllables; the quarters in each line rhyme. The dohā comprises two rhyming lines, each of 24 mātrās, with a 

caesura after the thirteenth. For a detailed discussion of variants and other characteristics of each meter, see: Monika 

Horstmann, Crossing the Ocean of Existence: Braj Bhāsā Religious Poetry from Rajasthan: A Reader (Wiesbaden: 

Harrassowitz, 1983), 58–62. 

66 Sahi Jahāṃ juga juga jiyauṃ, jiṃha hajarata sauṃ heta  
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and dohā verses, is similar to the one used in the Avadhi masnavis. It is unknown whether Jan 

Kavi knew these works, but he was certainly familiar with the popular story of Padmavati, on 

which Malik Muhammad Jayasi based his Avadhi masnavi, the Padmāvat, from 1540 (Jan 

recounts a very similar story in his work titled Chītā).67  

The terms that Jan Kavi uses in his praise to God resemble those used by the poets of the 

Avadhi premākhyans. In the opening verses of the Laila-Majnun, Jan uses alakha, invisible, 

avagocara, imperceptible, abigata, unchanging, and abhesa, formless, to refer to God, in addition 

to the terms karatā or karatāra, Creator. These terms define God through negation, implying that, 

except in His capacity as Creator of the world, human language is incapable of describing the 

divine. By negating God’s form, the poet also presents an antithesis to the visible, anthropomorphic 

Hindu deities whose idols and “life stories” form the center of worship for their devotees.68 

Similarly, in the prologues to three of the four earliest samples of the Avadhi masnavis—the 

Mirgāvatī by Qutban, the Padmāvat by Jayasi, and the Madhumālatī by Manjhan (all composed 

between the years 1503-1545)—the poets use the term alakha, as well as other negative 

appellations such as arupa, formless, abarana, colorless, and niścal, unchangeable.69 Manjhan 

describes God thus:  

Placeless, He is present everywhere  

                                                 
     Joī ichyā jīu kī, sohī karatā deta  

     May Shah Jahan conquer through the ages, (through) the love of hazrat. 

     God gives to those who have desire in their hearts. 

 Jan, “Lailā Majanuṃ,” 241–44. 

67 Caturvedi, Santa Aura Sūfī Sāhitya: Bhaktikāla (Nirguṇa Bhakti), 4:302–3. 

68 Behl and Doniger, Love’s Subtle Magic, 43. 

69 Qutban, Kutubana Kr̥ta Miragāvatī, 113; Malik Muhammad Jayasi and Mataprasad Gupta, Padmāvata (Allahabad: 

Bhāratī-Bhaṇḍār L. Press, 1963), 70. Manjhan, Mañjhana kr̥ta Madhumālatī, 5. 
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Unqualified, He is Om, the singular sound  

Hidden, He is manifest everywhere  

Formless, He is the many-formed lord.70  

 

Similar terms were also commonly used in the poetry composed by poet-saints of nirguṇa 

bhakti, i.e., those espousing devotion to a formless god, and their followers. Thus, both Kabir and 

Dadu, the most notable poet-saints of nirguṇa bhakti, refer to the Ultimate Truth with the term 

Ram, but oppose its identification with the embodied hero of the Ramayana as an avatar of Vishnu. 

For them, the name Ram refers to an abstract principle beyond the material world that cannot be 

described.71 They thus use negative appellations, cryptic, allegorical or “upside-down” language, 

to talk about God.72 This language is purposfully irrational, meant to undermind the rational faculty 

so as to open a space for contemplation of that which cannot be grasped in words or through mere 

cognition. In his work entitled Jñānasamudra, Sundardas, a Dadu follower who was Jan Kavi’s 

contemporary and fellow resident of Fatehpur, uses the terms avināśa, imperishable, avigatya 

(identical to the above mentioned abigata), unchanging, arūpa, formless, and apāra, boundless. 

                                                 

70 Mañjhana, Madhumālāti: An Indian Sufi Romance, translation and introduction by Aditya Behl. Oxford World’s 

Classics (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000), 3. 

71 Kabir, The Bijak of Kabir, ed. Linda Hess and Shukadeo Singh (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 4; for a 

poem by Kabir specifically arguing against the stories of Vishnu’s avatars, see Kabir, 45; Pitambar Datt Barthwal, 

Traditions of Indian Mysticism Based upon Nirguna School of Hindi Poetry (New Delhi: Heritage, 1978), 23–24; 

David N. Lorenzen, Praises to a Formless God: Nirguṇī Texts from North India, SUNY Series in Religious Studies 

(Albany: State University of New York Press, 1996), 29–30. It is important, however, to note that the strict division 

between saguṇa and nirguṇa bhakti as described by Lorenzen, Barthwal, and others is often overstated. This is evident 

from the very textual sources that Lorenzen examines. The school of Dadu followers, considered a nirguṇa school, 

was fond of the story about Vishnu’s man-lion avatar who slayed the demon Hiranyakshipu, father of the devout 

demon Prahlad, and expressed devotion to Ram/Vishnu through the retelling of such stories. There is, therefore, 

inherent tension and debate within bhakti communities and literatures regarding the question of God’s manifested 

forms and deeds.    

72 Kabir, The Bijak of Kabir. 
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Another Dadu follower from Rajasthan, Jan Gopal, praises god in a long list of terms negating any 

form, shape, limits, or parts.73  

b. The Mind/Soul 

In addition to the verses praising God in the prologue, Jan Kavi discusses the nature of the 

mind, the importance of acquiring control over one’s mind, and the extreme difficulty of this task:  

kavahu na hota basa meṃ bharamata visādakha Jāna kahai yārau merī kachu na 

basātu hai  

dhraramṃ kī āne vora karai adharama dauri, kahū kauṃ calāvata kahūṃ kauṃ 

jalijātu hai74  

 

It (the mind) is never under control; it wanders about in dejection. Jan Kavi says, “My 

friends, I don't have any control. 

Trying (to go) in the direction of dharma it runs to adharma; it goes anywhere; it 

moves around.” 

 

Here, Jan uses the multivalent terms, dharma and adharma, in the sense of virtue and sin; as much 

as he attempts to walk in the direction of virtue and proper conduct, the mind has its own will and 

is attracted to sin and wrongful conduct.  

The poets of the Avadhi masnavis do not dwell in length on the nature of the mind as part 

of their prologues, but refer in passing to the mind as unstable and wild, sometimes depicted in 

opposition to God’s permanence, as in the Mirgavati:  

Mana cañcala asthira janu ihai, niscala kai asa jāna 75 

As much as the mind is volatile and unstable, know Him to be unchangeable. 

                                                 

73 Lorenzen, Praises to a Formless God, 70, 141.  

74 Jan, “Lailā Majanuṃ,” 243. 

75 Qutban, Kutubana Kr̥ta Miragāvatī, 113. 
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The mind, termed mana or citta, features widely in the poetry of bhakti poets, where it is likewise 

conceptualized as restless and unruly. Thus, bhakti poets like Kabir and others stress the 

importance of taming the mind, just as a wild animal is subdued and controlled. Kabir also 

perceives the mind to be part of the illusion of māyā, the material world:  

The mind is a nervous thief, 

the mind is a pure cheat. 

The ruin of sages, men and gods, 

the mind has a hundred thousand gates.76 

 

The mind, King Elephant, won't obey— 

it goes where its lust leads. 

What can the poor driver do 

without even a goad in his hand?77 

 

These images of the mind as a restless, raging elephant in rut are also very much in 

congruence with the Sufi conceptualization of the nafs or the lower human soul. The nafs in Sufi 

thought is understood as the source of base desires and as the seat of one’s ego and self-perception 

as a distinct, separate entity that obstructs one’s ability to recognize and know God.78 The nafs is 

also unsteady and disobedient; therefore, the greatest challenge for the Sufi adept is the struggle 

against the nafs. The Sufi disciple must subdue and sublimate the desires and base instincts of the 

nafs in order to gain knowledge of God. Consequently, the nafs is likened by Sufi poets across the 

Islamic world to a disobedient camel, mule, horse, or even a pig.79 

                                                 

76 Kabir, The Bijak of Kabir, 100. 

77 Kabir, 106. 

78 Sara Sviri, “The Self and Its Transformation in Ṣūfīsm: With Special Reference to Early Literature,” in Self and 

Self-Transformation in the History of Religions, ed. Guy G. Stroumsa, David D. Shulman, and Janet Gyatso (New 

York: Oxford University Press, 2002), 195–96. 

79 Annemarie Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1975), 112–

13. 
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Despite these apparent similarities between the Sufi concept of nafs and the bhakti concept 

of the mind, there are also differences. For Kabir, the mind is simultaneously both an obstacle to 

obtaining correct knowledge and the means to overcome it. Through understanding the delusion 

that lies at the root of the mind’s perception of the world, one can penetrate through the layers of 

false perception and ultimately “dissolve the tight network of divisions and categories in which we 

are ensnared,” thereby seeing the all-encompassing unity that is Ram.80 In Sufi thought, the nafs 

should be fought and tamed until it is subdued and transformed; only then, by the mercy of God, 

annihilation of the self in God can be achieved. Human efforts, therefore, are necessary but 

insufficient for achieving the last stages of union with the divine.81  

Jan’s conceptualization of the mind seems to draw on both the Sufi and the bhakti 

understanding of the nafs and the mind. Similar to the Sufi nafs, the mind in its restlessness and 

recalcitrance leads one to sin and error; however, the stress in Jan Kavi’s writing seems to be on 

steadying and anchoring of the mind, rather than on subduing its desires. The goal is to have a still 

mind focused only on the divine; this, in turn, will lead to liberation from sorrow and refuge in 

God. The mind, therefore, represents both the problem and its solution in a way that is also similar 

to Kabir’s thought. This understanding of the mind is evident in the section of the story when 

Majnun’s father reproaches him for his destitution and for not letting go of his love for Laila. In 

parallel sections of the Persian and the Dakani versions of the story, Majnun’s answer usually 

emphasizes the futility of resisting one’s fate, that his love for Laila is not under his control since 

it was decreed by fate. Here Majnun’s answer focuses on his inability to control his mind:  

                                                 

80 Kabir, The Bijak of Kabir, 23. 

81 Sviri, “The Self and Its Transformation in Ṣūfīsm: With Special Reference to Early Literature,” 205–6. 
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tuma saba nīkī bāta bakhanī, merai sravanana lagī suhānnī  

mana merau baurā hvai gayau, hauṃ ḍolauṃ tā pāchaai bhayau  

merau mana nāhīṃ mo hātha, hauṃ bharmata ḍolau tā sātha  

merau kahyo na rañcaka mānnata, jāta jahāṃ mana kau mana mānnata  

sīkha deu taujauṃ ḍiṭha āvai, dusyo duryo mokauṃ bharamāvai82  

 

You said all these good words; my ears are delighted. 

(But) my mind is crazy; I follow it as it wavers.   

My mind is not in my hands; I wander about, wavering with it.  

It does not heed at all what (you) said to me; the mind goes wherever it wishes.  

 

 Several times throughout the story, Majnun is compared to a bhūta or preta, demonic 

creatures known to roam around in desolate places, because of his wandering in the wilderness 

and his strange behaviour. On one such occasion, Laila’s father rejects Majnun’s father’s offer that 

the lovers be married:  

bālaka tāsauṃ khelata ḍolaiṃ; baurā baurā kahi kahi bolai  

phāṭe basatara ānna bibhūta; pāhana parata phirata jyoṃ bhūta83   

 

Your boy wanders about and plays; everyone calls him crazy.  

With torn clothes and smeared with cow-dung ash, he stumbles on the stones as 

he roams like a bhūta. 

 

Majnun’s restlessness and erratic behavior raises doubts regarding his humanity, including 

by his own father. The opposite to Majnun’s condition, the ideal of the cultivated mind/nafs, is 

exemplified by non-humans, by the animals that serve Majnun in the wilderness. Said to have a 

“still mind,” these wild beasts are portrayed as the epitome of devotion and service; they are at 

Majnun’s feet day and night, without fighting or devouring one another.84 Another demonstration 

of this ideal is seen in the episode of Laila’s and Majnun’s meeting in the forest after her camel 

                                                 

82 Jan, “Lailā Majanuṃ,” 255. 

83 Jan, 261. 

84 Jan, 284. 
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goes astray. Upon seeing each other, the lovers duly faint (with the animals guarding them against 

Laila’s angry family members); after waking up, Laila asks Majnun about his silence, and Majnun 

answers:  

yeka jībha kachu kahī na jāi; tau hauṃ cupa hvai rahyo lajāī  

bāta minta kī mana hīṃ jānnai; rasanāṃ baparī kahā bakhānnaiṃ 

bakata papīhā ḍolata rāta; cupa hvai rahai lahai jaba svāta 85   

 

One tongue cannot say anything; so I keep silent and ashamed.  

Knowing the matter of the beloved in the mind, how can the poor tongue describe it?  

The papiha bird calls and wanders at night; it is quiet only when svāti arrives. 

  

 

The poet refers here to the well-known convention in Indic literatures regarding the papiha bird, 

who is said to subsist on rain water falling during the season of the constellation of svāti in October; 

all alone and crying at night ‘piu kahāṃ,’ i.e., “Where is my love?” it searches for its mate.86 

Majnun says, therefore, that when the mind finally finds its goal, it is quiet and can stop searching, 

just like the papiha bird in svāti.  

c. The Name and Love 

From Jan Kavi’s prologue to the Laila-Majnun, it is clear that two complementary elements 

are required in order to achieve a steady mind: love and the Name. Love is the prime tool by which 

one can fix the mind on the beloved alone, while the repetition and internalization of the beloved’s 

name lead to absorption in the beloved: 

jo mañjana hai jāta hvai, lai lai kartā nāma  

soī pāvai Jann kavi, pramakhad maiṃ viśrāma  

pema pantha ati kaṭhina hai, calana sakai tahaiṃ koī  

                                                 
85 Jan, “Lailā Majanuṃ,” 296. 

86 For the svāti rain as a symbol of mystical knowledge in Dadu’s poetry, see: Horstmann, Crossing the Ocean of 

Existence, 80.  
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jāpara āpa krapāla hvai, sugama calaiṃ tiṃh hoī  

nirmala darpana paimmuko, jāmaiṃ sūnjhata pīya  

nāṃha naiṃha taiṃ pāiye, kahata Jānn sunni jīya  

nehaiṃ shalai taiṃ māñjiye, dila darpanu kahi Jānna   

nirmala taba dekhiye, mūrati mohina pranna 87 

 

“He who scours and takes the name of the Creator,”  

says Jan Kavi, “will achieve repose in the lord.  

The path of love is very hard, who can go there?  

For whom You have mercy, it becomes easy to traverse.   

The beloved appears in the pure mirror of love. 

Achieve this from the love of God,” Jan says, “Listen and live.”  

Jan says, “Scour the mirror of the heart with love,  

when it is pure, you will see the enchanting form.”  

 

The first line of these verses contains a double entendre and can also be read as: “He who was 

born Majnun sings Laila’s name.” The poet cleverly plays with the verb mañjanā, to rub, clean, or 

scour, which can also be read as Majnun, and lai lai, the double root form of the verb lenā, to take, 

which can be read as Laila. This pun with the verb lena and Laila repeats several times in this 

work, demonstrating the flexibility and creativity of Jan Kavi’s language use.  

These verses make it clear that, in order for one to achieve “repose in the Lord,” one has 

to scour the mirror of the heart until the beloved’s form appears. The principal way of scouring the 

mirror of the heart is by repeating and internalizing the name of God. This terminology is very 

clearly Sufi-Chishti; the image of polishing the mirror of the heart until it reflects the beauty of 

God is well known throughout Sufi literature. This act of polishing allows the divine essence that 

is found in the innermost part of the human heart to shine through, thereby obliterating the distance 

and distinction between object and subject, man and God.88 The Chishti order in particular was 

                                                 
87 Jan, “Lailā Majanuṃ,” 243. 

88 Nicholas Heer, “Abū Ḥāmid Al-Gazālī’s Esoteric Exegesis of the Koran,” in The Heritage of Sufism: Classical 

Persian Sufism from Its Origins to Rumi (700-1300), ed. Leonard Lewisohn, vol. 1 (Boston: Oneworld, 1999), 248. 

For the importance of this image in the thought of Ibn ‘Arabi see: Sells, Mystical Languages of Unsaying chapter 6.  
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known for its emphasis on the practice of zikr, the repetition of Allah’s names or certain formulas, 

often combined with breath-control and gestures. The Chishtis, as well as other Sufi orders, 

developed a complex system of zikr stages and types that correspond to different stages of the Sufi 

path, starting with a vocal repetition of the names of God and progressing to a silent or “hidden” 

zikr.89 

In his prologue to the story of Laila and Majnun, Jan Kavi stresses the importance of human 

effort in cultivating the mind. In order to obtain salvation, one has to “water the right plant” during 

his lifetime and not lay waste to his rare human birth. On the other hand, in the above verses, Jan 

clearly declares that human effort is insufficient for the task, since the path of love is difficult, and 

few can traverse it. In order to achieve the final goal, God’s grace is required as well. The poet 

then continues to urge the listener or reader to love and to take the name of the prophet Muhammad:   

paimu Mahammada kauṃ bhayau, japyo nāṃva kari pyāra  

tauṃ kachu āta nāṃ rahyo, pāyau hai karatāra  

maṅgū Mahammada vhai gayau, Alaha baṅkahi jānna  

nabī nāṃva pāyau tabahi nabī nabiye pahicāna 90   

 

Become a lover of Muhammad; recite the name with love.  

When nothing comes to you (but the name), you will obtain the creator. 

Walking on the path of Muhammad, oh Jan, the path of Allah is, indeed, difficult to 

traverse. 

When you obtain the name of the prophet, recognize the prophet and bow down to 

him.  

 

 In addition to the importance of God’s names in the Sufi tradition, it should also be noted 

that Jan Kavi’s vocabulary is similar to that used by nirgun bhakti saints and devotees who stress 

the importance of the Name (nāma or nauṃ) or the Word (śabda) as means to obtain knowledge 

                                                 

89 For a discussion of zikr and its importance for Deccani Sufis in this period, see: Eaton, Sufis of Bijapur, 1300-1700, 

146–50. 

90 Jan, “Lailā Majanuṃ,” 243. 
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of the divine and ultimately a higher level of existence. For example, in the writing of Jangopal, a 

Dadu devotee, on Prahlad, the demon devotee of Vishnu saved by his man-lion avatar, Prahlad 

declares:  

Ram is the Name that gives salvation. Saying it, hearing it, remembering it, it is 

beautiful. Skill in reciting it, praising it, singing it: this is everyone’s opportunity, 

brothers.91 

 

The name is, therefore, understood as both the essence of a formless God and as the main 

practice of devotion among followers of North Indian nirguṇ bhakti poet-saints.92 In the Avadhi 

masnavis, too, there are references to the Name or the Word as an essential aspect of the nature of 

God, of creation, and of the path to knowledge. Manjhan discusses the immortal nature of language 

and its creative power in his prologue that opens with praise of God for creating the world in a 

word: 

God, giver of love, the treasure-house of joy  

Creator of the two worlds in the one sound Oṃ.93 

 

Jan Kavi’s introduction invokes God in a similar manner:  

yeka sabda maiṃ Jāṃna kahi, sirajyo saba saiṃsāra  

jo cāhyo soī bhayau, hota naṃ lāgī bāra 94  

 

 Jan says, “With one word he created the whole world (samsara)  

 as he wished, so it became with no delay.”  

 

                                                 

91 Translated by Lorenzen in: Lorenzen, Praises to a Formless God, 55. 

92 Charlotte Vaudeville, “Sant Mat: Santism as the Universal Path to Sanctity,” in The Sants: Studies in a Devotional 

Tradition of India, ed. Karine Schomer and W. H. McLeod (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1987), 31–32. 

93 Translated by Behl in: Manjhan, Madhumālāti, 3. 

94 Jan, “Lailā Majanuṃ,” 241. 
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Both poets here refer to the Quranic kun, “let there be,” and fa-yakun, “and it is,” by which God 

created the world; however, they creatively translate these terms, using vocabulary that was used 

in similar ways by bhakti poets.  

The second element required for knowledge of the divine, in addition to the name, 

according to Jan Kavi, is love. In similar fashion to the Avadhi masnavis and the Laila-Majnun by 

‘Ajiz, in this work, too, love and viraha, the pain of separation, are inseparable. Jan Kavi often 

uses medical terms to refer to the disease of viraha and the medicine of darśan. Only, in this case, 

the medicine causes the malady to worsen. Thus, following Laila and Majnun’s chance meeting in 

the wilderness, Laila returns to her parents’ house, and Majnun’s pain grows even more:  

sabai dukhī Majanūṃ kai dukha, kāhū kau kachu rahyo na sukha….  

 Majanūṃ kauṃ dukha dekhi bayāra, ḍolata bana-bana nadī pahāra  

Majanūṃ dukha vyāpyo tara māhī, kabahu baiṭhata sovata nāṃhī 

minta mileṃ bahu barhyo saneha, agina jarata mai paryo saneha  

ainn roga maiṃ bheshaja pāyau, chabi bheshaja dai roga barhāyau95     

 

All suffered from Majnun's suffering; happiness remained to none…. 

The wind saw Majnun's suffering; it wandered about in the mountains and the forests.  

Majnun's suffering spread in the trees; they could not sit nor sleep. 

Having met the beloved, his love grew; he fell burning in the fire of love.  

In this disease, when one gets the medicine, given the medicine of love, the malady 

increases.  

 

A final similarity between the Avadhi masnavis and the Laila-Majnun by Jan Kavi is found 

in the description of the beauty of the beloved. As mentioned in the previous chapter, each of the 

Avadhi masnavis contains a long head-to-toe description of the beloved’s beauty (sarāpā or nakh 

śikh varṇan) that emphasizes her divine qualities; a similar section is found in ‘Ajiz’s Laila-

Majnun in Dakani. Laila’s beauty description in Jan Kavi’s work is much shorter and less 

                                                 

95 Jan, 297. 
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conventional than the one by ‘Ajiz, but it nevertheless includes a description of her hair, face, 

eyebrows, vermilion, lips, eyes, waist, walk, fragrance, and color. Similar to the beauty 

descriptions in the Avadhi poems and the Laila-Majnun by ‘Ajiz, this description includes 

references to her majesty and power as well as to her beauty, stressing the correspondence between 

the beloved and the divine. Laila’s beauty affects the mind of whomever sees her; she makes the 

powerful powerless and the bird of the mind eager with desire.96  

These similarities in the structure, vocabulary, and imagery used by Jan Kavi, the poets of 

the Avadhi love stories, and the nirguṇ bhakti poet-saints suggest that there was a widely shared 

vocabulary across North India to talk about the divine in the vernacular. This vocabulary is used 

by devotional poets from an array of sects and in multiple genres, across such broad divisions as 

“Muslim” and “Hindu.” These terms are used or interpreted with distinct nuances or subtleties by 

different sects, but they were, nevertheless, understood throughout a large area of South Asia and 

across the North Indian Hindi varieties of Avadhi, Rajasthani, Braj Bhasha, and other regional 

languages. By writing the story of Laila-Majnun in the vernacular, Jan Kavi could tap into this 

shared pool of devotional idioms, particularly its language of love, without forsaking his 

commitment to the rīti style and its Sanskritized conventions, on the one hand, and his Sufi 

affinities, on the other.  

5. Performance in Jan Kavi’s Laila-Majnun 

 

The similarities among Jan Kavi’s Laila-Majnun, the Avadhi masnavis, and nirguṇa bhakti 

poetry are significant, but so are the differences. Unlike the Avadhi romances and several other 

works by Jan Kavi himself, in which there are five to six caupaī lines followed by a dohā, here the 

                                                 

96 Jan, 245–46. 
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sequence of these different meters is irregular. Moreover, different metrical forms often serve to 

describe the same incident or dialogue with some variations, so that the plot progresses through 

repetition and variation and not in a strictly linear way. Often a single event or dialogue is reiterated 

several times successively, once in several verses of caupaī, then in two savaiyā verses, and finally 

summarized in a dohā or two. The dohā lines commonly contain short aphorisms, the moral of the 

episode, or Jan Kavi’s signature line with the poet’s commentary on the story. This is typical for 

the dohā form, commonly used for proverbs and riddles.97 

This writing strategy enables the poet to present a single event several times, and, with 

each retelling, to emphasize different aspects of that event. These repetitions also allow for a 

constant reviewing of the story and its “conclusions,” while providing the poet with an opportunity 

to address his audience directly and provide a framework of reference for the events and ideas 

expressed in and by this tale. For example, Majnun’s dream mentioned above is recounted in six 

lines of caupaī, in a dohā, and then in five lines of kavitt. The entire sequence—the dream, Laila 

giving Majnun a garland, and Majnun watering the flowers with his tears—is repeated three 

times.98 Similarly, the description of the wild animals’ submission to Majnun in the desert is laid 

out in a long section of caupaī verses, then in a short dohā, and finally in a savaiyā. Each verse 

form stresses a different aspect of the relationship between Majnun and the wild animals.99   

                                                 

97 Each line in a dohā usually forms a complete sentence. The dohā is succinct and easy to memorize, due to its 

“rhythmic regularity.” It was, therefore, “not only brief and easy to remember but also highly persuasive, carrying 

about it an aura of traditional wisdom and universal truth.” Karine Schomer, “The Dohā as a Vehcile of Sant 

Teachings,” in The Sants: Studies in a Devotional Tradition of India, ed. W. H. McLeod and Karine Schomer (Delhi: 

Motilal Banarsidass, 1987), 64.    

98 Jan, “Lailā Majanuṃ,” 292. 

99 Jan, 283–84. 
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This structure suggests that Jan Kavi’s Laila-Majnun was intended for an audience 

listening to its recitation, rather than for a single reader reading to himself.100 The rapid and 

irregular exchange among the different meters may serve as a way of keeping the audience’s 

interest, as well as showing the poet’s skill in composing in various meters. It also allows for an 

easy transfer between passages depicting plot events, long internal monologues of the two lovers, 

and the voice of the poet.  

On this basis, we can conjecture regarding this work’s recitation practices, or expected 

circulation practices, that it is not unlikely that Jan Kavi’s Laila-Majnun masnavi was designed for 

a Sufi performance setting, where it could have been recited as an entertaining and valuable story, 

suitable for Sufi adepts.101 The arrangement of the poem, with its progression through repetition, 

brings to mind the Sufi musical form of Qawwali, where repetition plays an important role in 

creating a particular emotional effect in the audience and fosters an interaction among musicians 

and the audience.102  Perhaps it was directed toward a Hindi/Hindavi speaking audience with little 

access to Persian who was interested in a love story containing devotional and spiritual reflection, 

as well as contemplation on the nature of man, God, and the mind.  

                                                 

100 As Monika Horstmann writes regarding Sundardas’s poetry: “It was not predominantly poetry for readers. The 

virtual duplication, even redundancy, of themes, motifs, and phrases is thus a characteristic feature of his work, 

reflecting the practical use of his poetry in preaching to gatherings of devotees whose expectancy of certain elements 

of content and style was likely to have been satisfied in this fashion.” Monika Horstmann, “Sant and Sufi in 

Sundardās’s Poetry,” in Religious Interactions in Mughal India, ed. Vasudha Dalmia and Munis D. Faruqui (New 

Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2014), 235–36.  

101 Perhaps in a way similar to the Cāndāyan verses read from the pulpit in Delhi, as mentioned in chapter two above.  

102 Regula Qureshi, Sufi Music of India and Pakistan: Sound, Context and Meaning in Qawwali (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 2006), 197–98. 
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6. The Laila-Majnun Story in Rajput Material Culture  

Notwithstanding the relative absence of textual evidence, material culture clearly shows 

that the story of Laila and Majnun was well-known in Rajput courts and throughout the area of 

modern-day Rajasthan from the seventeenth century onward. The story of Laila and Majnun 

became a popular theme in Rajput painting (as well as in the Deccan, in Avadh, and in other 

regions), following extensive cultural interaction with the Mughal court. Miniature paintings of 

Laila and Majnun, independent of manuscripts, became particularly popular in Kota and 

Udaipur.103 Aitken shows that between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries, these paintings 

became increasingly emblematic, following a limited set of conventional depictions of a limited 

number of scenes from the story. Hence the images of the two lovers were repeated in endlessly 

fixed, archetypical, pictorial compositions, without any narrative context.  

Material evidence from the Qiyam Khani period in Fatehpur and Jhunjhunu is scarce, and 

the few monuments, palaces, and wells that remain are in disrepair. The only exception is the tomb 

of Alaf Khan, Jan Kavi’s father, which over time gained the status of a Sufi shrine and is therefore 

well-maintained.104 However, paintings and murals from the period immediately following the 

Qiyam Khanis, as well as paintings and murals from the adjacent towns of Jaipur and Sikar, 

demonstrate that the story of Laila and Majnun was known throughout the region; images of Laila 

and Majnun appear in wall paintings at the Amber fort, in a section built by Man Singh in 1620.105 

                                                 

103 Aitken, The Intelligence of Tradition in Rajput Court Painting, 198–209. 

104 Ilay Cooper, The Painted Towns of Shekhawati: A Mapin Guide to India (Middletown, N.J.: Grantha, 1994), 149.  

105 The painting today has almost faded, but is still identified by the presence of two figures sitting under a tree with 

a camel in the background. Rosa Maria Cimino, Wall Paintings of Rajasthan (Amber and Jaipur) (New Delhi: Aryan 

Books International, 2001), 11. 
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Another image of the lovers is found in a Gopinath (Krishna) temple near Sikar, built in 1687, and 

in at least two other Hindu temples from the same period, alongside deities like Krishna, Rama, 

and Hanuman, and other holy men.106 

Starting in the mid-eighteenth century, numerous ḥavelis (mansions), forts, and wells were 

built by Marwari merchants in the Shekhavati region and covered in rich murals. The Laila-Majnun 

theme became one of the most popular themes for these paintings, often alongside other famous 

lovers, all of them from North Indian folk-stories, like Sassi-Punhun, Dhola-Maru and Hir-

Ranjha.107 The depiction of Laila and Majnun in the later Shekhawati murals is based on one 

episode from the story—the meeting of Laila and Majnun in the wilderness—and largely follows 

one set composition. In it, Majnun is seen half-naked, emaciated, and with long hair, sitting under 

a tree on the same plane as Laila and her attendants. Laila is dressed in kingly fashion, her littered 

camel is sitting or lying on the ground below and to the side of the lovers. Between Laila and 

Majnun rests Majnun’s dīvān (collected poetry) on a small wooden book-holder (Figure 2). In 

some versions, Majnun has a dog by his side, symbolizing both his devotion to Laila and disregard 

for societal norms.108 This composition is similar to the Ahmedabad archetype as defined by 

Aitken, one of the two main archetypal depictions of this scene.109  

                                                 

106 Ilay Cooper, “Painting the Towns: Shekhawati’s Murals,” in Shekhawati: Havelis of the Merchant Princes, ed. 

Abha Narain Lambah, Marg Publications; v.65, no.1 (Mumbai: The Marg Foundation, 2013), 46. Cooper, The Painted 

Towns of Shekhawati, 135. Another example is found in the Chaturbhuj temple in Nathusar, built in the first half of 

the eighteenth century, where Majnun is depicted alone among images of holy men, bhakti saints, and deities: Sigal 

Manor, personal communication.   

107 Cooper, The Painted Towns of Shekhawati, 31. 

108 See the example in: Cimino, Wall Paintings of Rajasthan (Amber and Jaipur), 106. 

109 Aitken, The Intelligence of Tradition in Rajput Court Painting, chap. 4. 
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The Laila-Majnun theme was thus used as decoration on walls and ceilings throughout the 

Shekhavati region, alongside other popular themes like the life of Krishna, the ten avatars of 

Vishnu, scenes from the Ramayana, historic events, European technology, North Indian folk-

stories, and a range of other themes. The story of Laila and Majnun was renowned to such degree 

that spectators were expected to recognize these iconic figures based only on pictorial conventions. 

In the matter of depictions of Laila and Majnun or Majnun alone in Hindu temples in the region, 

more research is required before any conclusions can be drawn regarding these paintings’ 

meanings and provenance. From preliminary research on the Nathusar temple, it seems that 

Majnun was depicted alongside famous bhakti saints like Kabir, Dadu, and others, and that his 

figure was possibly understood as a bhakta (a devotee) of God.110   

The culmination of the Laila-Majnun story’s incorporation into the Rajasthani landscape 

is undoubtedly the tomb of the two lovers found today in Bijnaur village near Anupgarh, only two 

kilometers away from the Pakistani border. The tomb is considered a Muslim sacred site, and the 

two graves are covered in green cloths in the manner of Sufi shrines. As far as I am aware, no 

scholarly work has been done on this modest monument, aside from passing comments in 

archeological surveys of the area.111 Nevertheless, these examples attest to the ubiquity of the 

Laila-Majnun story in northern Rajasthan from the seventeenth century onward, suggesting that 

oral tellings of the story circulated throughout the region.  

                                                 

110 Sigal Manor, personal communication. 

111 Katy Feroze Dalal, “A Short History of Archeological Explorations in Bikaner and Bahawalpur along the ‘Lost’ 

Sarasvati River,” Indica 17, no. 1 (1980): 36–37. 
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Figure 3. The meeting of Laila and Majnun. Sisodia Palace, external paintings.112 

 

To summarize, the Laila-Majnun by Jan Kavi demonstrates that a common idiom of love 

and devotion was prevalent in poetry from Avadh to West India in the seventeenth century. This 

shared idiom suggests that there was a great deal of interchange among regions and regional 

languages and literatures in South Asia, and not necessarily through the means of the cosmopolitan 

languages of Persian and Sanskrit. In this light, Talbot’s suggestion that, “although the world of 

Indian Muslim elites was suffused by Persianate culture, as a poet Jan dwelt in a literary sphere 

that was distinctly Indic and much less cosmopolitan than Persian,”113 should be re-examined. Jan 

Kavi’s creative engagement with both Persianate literature and culture and Indic traditions shows 

that his cultural world was vast; he was able to move with ease between Persianate poetry, themes, 

and ideas and Indic ones, while drawing on Sufi and bhakti concepts. His poetry is largely 

                                                 

112 Cimino, Wall Paintings of Rajasthan (Amber and Jaipur), 92. 

113 Talbot, “Becoming Turk the Rajput Way: Conversion and Identity in an Indian Warrior Narrative,” 232. 
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forgotten, and there is no evidence it was ever read beyond his immediate region. Our poet, 

however, was, in a way, cosmopolitan in the vernacular. 
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Chapter 4: The Laila-Majnun in Rekhtah 
 

Moving on from the early vernacular tellings of Laila and Majnun, this chapter examines 

the emergence and flourishing of Urdu high culture in North India in the second half of the 

eighteenth century through two Laila-Majnun tellings composed during this time. Similar to the 

questions posed in the previous two chapters, the following pages examine the transition to writing 

in a new language, the interaction between Persian and the vernacular, and the import of the story 

of Laila and Majnun for poets in Urdu.  

The second half of the eighteenth century is considered to be the “golden age” of Urdu 

literature, giving rise to the language, genres, and literary culture still very much identified with 

Urdu in modern South Asian imagination. Starting in the 1720s, poets in North India, particularly 

in Delhi and Lucknow, began composing poetry in Urdu rather than in Persian. Urdu thus emerged 

and flourished as a literary language on the background of political turmoil, the decline of Mughal 

authority, and the rise of regional powers. The adoption of Urdu in North India was quite swift, 

and the ability to compose poetry in a highly Persianized form of Urdu quickly became a 

desideratum for any civilized, well-educated member of the Mughal Persianate elite. In a similar 

fashion to the development of Dakani literature under the five sultanates in the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries, Urdu poets adopted Persian themes, poetic forms, and literary devices. Yet 

unlike the Deccani and Brajbhasha poets discussed above, who also used local or trans-regional 

Indian forms, terms, and poetic devices, most Urdu poets in North India in the eighteenth century 

used an extensive Persian vocabulary and employed only limited vernacular modes of expression.  

Nevertheless, alongside an ongoing engagement with Persian literature and Persianate 

models of writing, the Laila-Majnun masnavis of this period exhibit new ways of interacting with 

the story and localizing it in an Indian landscape. First, the two poets discussed below claim 
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personal experience as the basis for their rewriting of the story. Second, Majnun is explicitly 

identified with the figure of the yogi in text and in illustration. Finally, these works use terms and 

concepts from Unani medicine (Greco-Arab medicine as practiced in India) to address the human 

body, disease and cure, love and madness.  

This chapter also argues that, despite the focus of Urdu scholars on the ghazal genre as 

Urdu literature par excellence, the masnavi genre demonstrates a great degree of experimentation 

and creativity. This genre, less restrained by the rigid structural and topical conventions of the 

ghazal, was adopted by Urdu poets as a way to exhibit their skills in both Urdu and Persian and to 

showcase their own proficiency in the language of love as a moral accomplishment. The Laila-

Majnun masnavis of this period extend the poetics of the Urdu ghazal into this narrative genre, 

intentionally blurring the line between the author, the story, and the work itself. This poetic voice 

created a new aesthetic experience that would have been appealing to Persianate elites in North 

India at the end of the eighteenth century.  

1. Early Urdu Literary Culture  

The beginning of Urdu literature in North India is often credited to the arrival of Vali’s 

dīvan, collected poetry, in Delhi in 1720. According to this origin myth, Vali, a Deccani poet who 

died in 1707/8, visited Delhi in 1700, where he met a Sufi shaikh who advised him to use a greater 

degree of Persian forms and meters in his Dakani poetry. Vali then returned to the Deccan and 

composed poetry following the shaikh’s advice. 1 It is said that when this dīvan became known in 

                                                 

1 See the thorough discussion of this possible encounter in: Muhammad Sadiq, A History of Urdu Literature, 2nd ed. 

(Delhi: Oxford, 1984), 67–69. Essentially, the question of whether Vali’s visit to Delhi influenced his poetry or not 

hinges on the question of whether Vali’s style and language originated in the Deccan or in Delhi. Early North Indian 
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Delhi, about a decade after Vali’s death, it was an immediate sensation, and poets began composing 

in the same style and language almost overnight. Some scholars even consider the following two 

hundred years of Urdu literature to be wholly in the shadow of Vali’s work.2 The transition to 

writing poetry in a highly Persianized form of Khari Boli, the language spoken in the Delhi area 

and written in Perso-Arabic script, was, indeed, quite swift; over a generation or two, a thriving 

literary culture emerged. Yet it cannot be entirely attributed to the influence of Vali’s poetry. As 

mentioned in chapter two, already in the second half of the sixteenth century, Mughal poets were 

experimenting with writing rekhtah or mixed verses, a term that referred to macaronic poems with 

interchanging lines or half-lines of Persian and Khari Boli/Hindavi.3 Vali’s dīvān contributed to 

the popularization of poetry composed entirely in the vernacular, but the name “Rekhtah” was kept 

as the name of the new style. This name was in use throughout most of the eighteenth century, 

alongside the name “Hindi.” The poet, Mir Tajalli, who composed a Laila-Majnun masnavi circa 

1785, called his language Rekhtah, whereas the South Indian poet, Nami, who also wrote a version 

of the Laila-Majnun story in 1799, in the same language, called it Hindi.4 The term “Urdu” for this 

new literary idiom gained currency only in the early nineteenth century, but, until the twentieth 

century, it was still used interchangeably with Hindi.5  

                                                 
poets and scholars of Urdu are interested in presenting this new literary style as originally from Delhi. See also: Faruqi, 

“A Long History of Urdu Literary Culture, Part 1,” 845–46. 

2 Jamil Jalibi, Tārīkh-i Adab-i Urdū, vol. 1 (Lahore: Majlis-e Taraqqi-e Adab, 1984), vol. 1:569.   

3 Bangha, “Rekhta: Poetry in Mixed Language; The Emergence of Khari Boli Literature in North India,” 53–70. 

4 Muhammad Husain Tajalli Haji, Afsānah-i Lailī Majnūn (Delhi: Mat̤ba’-i Rifāh-yi ‘ām, 1844), 119; Muhiudin Qadri 

Zor, Taẕkirah-yi maḵẖt̤ūt̤āt: Kutub Ḵẖānah-yi Idārah-yi Adabiyāt-i Urdū, Sisilah-yi mat̤būʻāt-i Idārah-yi Adabiyāt-i 

Urdū (Hyderabad: Sab Ras Kitāb Ghār, 1951), vol. 2; 101. 

5 Faruqi, “A Long History of Urdu Literary Culture, Part 1,” 806. 
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Despite Vali’s contribution to the popularization of Urdu poetry in North India, Dakani 

literature quickly came to be seen by most North Indian scholars and poets as archaic and flawed. 

Early Urdu literary culture was highly preoccupied with the “correctness” of language, relying on 

Persian meters, genres and usage of words as its model. Dakani, which often reflected local 

pronunciation in spelling and employed a more colloquial idiom, was therefore rejected for being 

“incorrect.”6 In a sense, then, Urdu literature quickly came to see itself as new, distinct, and more 

appropriate than the local languages and registers that both preceded and influenced it. The 

question of why Urdu poets adopted Persian as the standard for correct usage, shunning Indian 

vocabulary, pronunciation, and genres, is clearly important, but not yet answered. Faruqi suggests 

that it is related to the creation of an elitist identity:  

One important manifestation of this new Urdu literary culture was its almost morbid 

obsession with “correctness” in language. Undue—and sometimes even almost 

mindless—emphasis on “correct” or “standard, sanctioned” speech in poetry and 

prose, and even in everyday converse, has been one of the most interesting and least 

understood aspects of Urdu culture from the mid-eighteenth century onward. 

Persian’s immense prestige (“Persian” here includes Arabic) may account for a part 

of this emphasis. The idea seems to have been to make Rekhtah approximate to the 

Persian of a native Persian speaker. This was elitism of a sort, and may well have 

been meant to be exactly that.7 

 

It is also important to note that this origin story, designating only Dakani as proto-Urdu 

while ignoring other North Indian literary languages, like Avadhi and Brajbhsha, served well 

colonial and post-colonial scholars of Urdu, who wished to create a separate space and history for 

                                                 
6 Faruqi, 850–51. See also Mir’s complaint in his anthology against the Deccani poets for writing poetry that is not 

“tight” enough in: Frances W. Pritchett, “A Long History of Urdu Literary Culture, Part 2: Histories, Performances 

and Masters,” in Literary Cultures in History: Reconstructions from South Asia, ed. Sheldon I. Pollock (Berkeley: 

University of California Press, 2003), 866–67.  

7 Faruqi, “A Long History of Urdu Literary Culture, Part 1,” 850. 
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Hindi and Urdu.8 Since these two languages came to be identified with distinct religious 

communities and national identities in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, both Hindi 

and Urdu proponents wished to clearly distinguish the two languages from one another and provide 

a history to each. Thus, the Avadhi love stories from the fourteenth to the sixteenth centuries, or 

Braj Bhasha works like those by Jan Kavi, were not considered relevant to the history of Urdu 

literature.9  

Several other characteristics of Urdu literary culture that developed in the eighteenth 

century, and continued well into the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, should be examined briefly 

before going into a detailed discussion of the Laila-Majnun masnavis of this period. One important 

characteristic is the prominence of the ghazal genre; many early Urdu poets and scholars 

considered the ghazal to be the prime genre for poetic expression. By and large, this approach was 

adopted in twentieth-century scholarship on Urdu literature as well, tending to focus on the ghazal 

to the exclusion of other forms and genres. The Urdu ghazal is defined by a rigid set of conventions, 

chiefly derived from the Persian, pertaining to both structure and content. The ghazal is made up 

of couplets with the rhyme scheme aa/ba/ca and so on, where the last line usually contains the 

poet’s signature. Compared to Dakani ghazals from the seventeenth century that have a relatively 

wide range of topics and poetic voices, Urdu ghazal poets write almost exclusively in the voice of 

                                                 

8 The works by Saksena, Bailey, Sadiq, and Schimmel all refer only to Dakani as a precursor to Urdu. Zaidi is the only 

one who includes a short survey of Brajbhasha and Avadhi: Thomas Grahame Bailey, A History of Urdu Literature 

(Calcutta: Association Press, 1932); Ram Babu Saksena, A History of Urdu Literature (Lahore: Sind Sagar Academy, 

1975); Schimmel, Classical Urdu Literature from the Beginning to Iqbāl; Sadiq, A History of Urdu Literature; ʻAli 

Javad Zaidi, A History of Urdu Literature (New Delhi: Sahitya Akademi, 1993). For the origins of scholarship on 

Urdu literature in the influential work by Muhammad Hussain Azad, Ab-i Ḥayāt, see: Frances W. Pritchett, Nets of 

Awareness: Urdu Poetry and Its Critics (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994), chap. 3.  

9 Orsini, Before the Divide, 14–16. 
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the forlorn lover. Drawing on both Persian and Arabic traditions of love poetry, the Urdu ghazal 

employs the poetic voice of a lover whose beloved is either distant, indifferent, or inaccessible, 

thereby valorizing the pain and suffering caused by love and exploring every aspect of the lover’s 

misery, infamy, and distress.10  

The ghazal circulated mostly through the institution of the mushā’irah, events of poetry 

recitation, that gained popularity alongside Urdu poetry during the eighteenth century, eventually 

becoming one of the defining characteristics of this new literature. Regular mushā’irahs were held 

in Delhi and Lucknow at royal courts or at the houses of poets and nobles and were fairly 

ceremonious in nature. Poets would sometimes be invited to compose ghazals with a specific meter 

and rhyme in advance; at other times, they would be expected to compose and recite 

extemporaneously. The recitation was conducted by order of seniority, from the junior poets to the 

most senior. These events were also highly competitive, as poets vied with one another for 

reputation and patronage.11 The competition was often played out through senior poets’ students 

as well, as another essential aspect of Urdu literary culture at this time was the ustād-shāgird 

(teacher-student) relationship. The strong connection between teacher and student in the poetic 

field became standard in Urdu literary circles by the mid-eighteenth century. The origins of this 

uniquely Indian institute can be traced to the diverse circle of students and disciples of the 

influential Persian poet and scholar, Mirza Abd-ul-Qadir Bedil (1644-1721).12 This development 

                                                 
10 Frances W. Pritchett, “Convention in the Classical Urdu Ghazal: The Case of Mir,” Journal of South Asian and 

Middle Eastern Studies; Villanova, Pa. 3, no. 1 (Fall 1979): 66–67. 

11 C. M. Naim, “Poet-Audience Interaction at Urdu Musha’irahs,” in Urdu Texts and Contexts: The Selected Essays 

of C.M. Naim (Delhi: Permanent Black, 2004), 110–11. 

12 Stefano Pellò, “Persian as a Passe-Partout: The Case of Mīrzā ʿAbd Al-Qādir Bīdil and His Hindu Disciples,” in 

Culture and Circulation: Literature in Motion in Early Modern India, Brill’s Indological Library; 46 (Leiden: Brill, 

2014). 
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was possibly a result of the switch to writing in the vernacular, when norms of composition and 

usage were just forming, and junior poets needed the close guidance of a master poet.13  

In the exchange between a shāgird and an ustād, the shāgird was expected to show 

reverence to his teacher under any circumstance, to accept his authority in poetry, and to present 

his own poetry for iṣlāḥ, correction, by the teacher. The ustād, on his part, was expected to be 

skillful in composing poetry in various genres, to be able to correct and improve his students’ 

verses, to find patronage with the affluent, and to participate in the competitive arena of the 

mushā’irah.14 Poetic genealogy quickly became a matter of great importance, tightly bound up 

with status in the literary field.   

The poems recited at mushā’irahs, along with anecdotes on rivalries and witty exchanges 

between poets, were often collected and recorded in taẕkirah literature, or anthologies of poetry. 

The taẕkirah genre became the main tool for organizing, recording, and critiquing Urdu poetry. A 

taẕkirah usually provides basic details of poets’ lives, the name of a poet’s teacher or of his own 

students if he were a well-known ustād, along with selections of poetry. In similar fashion to 

mushā’irahs that were not public events (as they are today), taẕkirahs were generally composed 

by poets for poets and participated themselves in the hierarchical and competitive world of poetry. 

Thus comments on a junior poet’s skill were understood as an attack against the young poet’s 

ustād, and, despite the taẕkirahs’ highly conventional style, personal disagreements found their 

way into seemingly innocent comments on finer points of poetry.15 

                                                 

13 Faruqi, “A Long History of Urdu Literary Culture, Part 1,” 849. 

14 Pritchett, Nets of Awareness, 55–56. 

15 Pritchett, 63–65. 
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Alongside the ghazal and the taẕkirah genres, several other genres like the masnavi, the 

qaṣidah, and the marsiyah were also highly popular, playing an important role in the ecology of 

Urdu poetry at the time. For example, the poet, Sauda, known for his satires (hajv) and panegyrics 

(qaṣidah), was highly regarded, and was thus appointed by Asaf-ud-Daula, the Nawab of Avadh, 

as his poet laureate. Mir Hasan, whose masnavi, Siḥr ul-Bayan, was exceptionally popular, is 

acknowledged today as one of the great Urdu poets of the second half of the eighteenth century.16 

Nevertheless, these genres remain generally understudied, especially in comparison to the 

voluminous scholarly literature on the ghazal.  

The poet, Mir Taqi Mir, is often considered the first to compose a romantic masnavi in 

Urdu in North India,17 yet earlier works, like Bikaṭ Kahānī by Afzal, composed in 1625 in the 

mixed register of rekhtah, can also be considered part of this same genre. Other North Indian poets 

composed masnavis on religious themes from the end of the seventeenth century.18 In her study of 

the Urdu masnavi, Suvorova distinguishes between two types of romantic masnavis: the dāstān-

like masnavi and the ballad-like masnavi. The dāstān-like masnavis recount stories of wonder and 

fantasy, have complicated plots, and a happy ending. The ballad-like masnavis are based on a 

simple plot centered around two lovers, have no supernatural events except those surrounding the 

lovers’ death, and the end is usually tragic. Suvorova then continues to identify the dāstān-like 

masnavis with worldly, erotic love, and the ballad-like masnavis with otherworldly, mystical 

love.19 This typology is fraught with problems, as these two types of love are not easily 

                                                 

16 Schimmel, Classical Urdu Literature from the Beginning to Iqbāl, 167, 175. 

17 Suvorova, Masnavi, 53. 

18 Faruqi, “A Long History of Urdu Literary Culture, Part 1,” 838; Jain, Urdū Masnavī Shumāli Hind meṉ, 122. 

19 Suvorova, Masnavi, xxiv. 
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distinguished and categorized.20 However, Suvorova’s distinction between these two kinds of plots 

in Urdu masnavis in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries is useful. Prior to Mir Hasan’s Siḥr 

ul-bayān, most romantic masnavis in Urdu, like those composed by Mir Taqi Mir, Tajalli, and 

others, belonged to the second category of the ballad-like masnavis. After 1785, when Siḥr ul-

bayān was first published, the elaborate, fantastic, and supernatural dāstān-like narratives became 

extremely popular among Urdu-speaking audiences. The prevalence and importance of the 

masnavi genre can also be gleaned from the number of works composed between the mid-

eighteenth century and the mid-nineteenth century; according to Zaidi, during this period, roughly 

one thousand masnavis were composed.21 

Finally, another theme in the scholarship on Urdu literature in this period that should be 

mentioned is the “two school” theory. According to this approach, Delhi and Lucknow had two 

distinct, opposing schools of thought and of poetry in the late eighteenth century. The Delhi school, 

considered more somber, spiritual, and tragic in tone, was generally preferred by early Urdu 

scholars, like Azad and Hali, over the poetry of Lucknow, described as decadent, profligate, and 

morally corrupt. The two school theory contributed to the neglect of poets who were not active in 

either of these centers or whose poetry did not fit neatly into one of these two categories. Research 

from the 1990s onward, however, has shown that this theory has little basis in the poetry itself, 

                                                 

20 See also Pritchett’s review of this study: Frances W. Pritchett, “Masnavi: A Study of Urdu Romance. By Suvorova 

Anna A. Translated by Faruqi M. Osama. New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2000. Xxvi, 292 Pp.,” The Journal of 

Asian Studies 60, no. 1 (February 2001): 282–83, https://doi.org/10.2307/2659585. 

21 Zaidi, A History of Urdu Literature, 70. The most comprehensive study in English is still the one by Suvorova: 

Suvorova, Masnavi. Studies written in Urdu that examine the development of this genre in Dakani and in modern 

Urdu are: Jain, Urdū Masnavī Shumāli Hind meṉ; Zaidi, Mas̲navī Nigārī; ʻAbdulqadir Sarwari, Urdū Mas̲navī kā 

Irtiqā (Karachi: Ṣafiyah Akaiḍamī, 1966); Fahmidah Begam, Urdū Mas̲navī: Mut̤ālaʻah aur Tadrīs (New Delhi: 

Lāhotī Prinṭ Aiḍ, 1992). The masnavis examined in detail in this chapter and the next are mentioned only in passing 

or not at all by these studies.    
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and that it seems to have originated as a way to ascribe negative value to a certain section of Urdu 

poetry (that produced in Lucknow), so as to present the other section (that produced in Delhi) in a 

better light.22 Similarly, the two Laila-Majnun masnavis examined below differ in style and 

language, but these differences do not align with the characteristics suggested for the Delhi or the 

Lucknow “schools.”  

2. Becoming Majnun   

Of the many Laila-Majnun masnavis composed in the second half of the eighteenth century 

and the early nineteenth century, two are from the centers of Urdu literary culture in Delhi and 

Lucknow.23 Despite differences in style and register, these two works, one by Tajalli and the other 

by Havas, share several similarities that point to an interesting development: an increased blurring 

of genre lines between the ghazal and the masnavi and the adoption of ghazal-like poetics for the 

long, romantic masnavi of the ballad type (as described by Suvorova). These two versions also 

share other common features, mainly an increased self-awareness of Urdu literature vis-à-vis 

Persian and the use of medical terms from Unani medicine for discussions of love and madness. 

Whereas Urdu went through rapid Persianization during the eighteenth century, the figure of 

Majnun, in many ways, becomes more “Indian”; his identification with the character of the sadhu 

or yogi is explicitly proclaimed by late eighteenth-century poets and illustrators.  

Both Tajalli and Havas belonged to the Indo-Muslim Persianate elite, still very influential 

despite the decline in Mughal power after Aurangzeb’s death in 1707 and throughout the 

eighteenth century. They were both students of well-known masters of Urdu poetry, and both were 

                                                 
22 Carla Petievich, Assembly of Rivals: Delhi, Lucknow, and the Urdu Ghazal (Delhi: Manohar Publications, 1992), 

204–5. 

23 Four other versions are discussed in the following chapter.  
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born in Delhi and later moved to Avadh. Mir Tajalli’s poem, the first Laila-Majnun masnavi from 

North India in the vernacular, was probably composed in 1784-5.24 Havas’s poem was composed 

sometime between 1797 and 1807.  

Details regarding Mir Tajalli’s life are hard to ascertain, since the taẕkirah entries on him 

are somewhat confused; they record several variations on his name and conflate some details of 

his biography with that of his father, Mir Muhammad Hasan Kalim, who was also a famous poet 

in Delhi at some point.25 It is clear, however, that Tajalli was born to a well-respected Sayyid Shi’a 

family from Delhi, and that he was the nephew, son-in-law, and student of the eminent Urdu poet, 

Mir Taqi Mir (d. 1810), as well as a copyist who transcribed four volumes of Mir’s dīvān.26 Tajalli 

probably moved to Lucknow a few years after Mir, a short time before his death c. 1799.27   

The Laila-Majnun masnavi by Tajalli has never been fully studied, and there are only 

several short references to it in library catalogs, the taẕkirah literature, and Urdu studies of the 

masnavi genre. Nevertheless, the number of manuscripts preserved in libraries today suggests that 

the work was well-received upon its composition and for several decades after. One manuscript, 

                                                 

24 See the discussion regarding the date of composition in Afsar Siddiqi Amrohi, Makht̤ūt̤at-i Anjuman-i Taraqqī-yi 

Urdū, vol. 1 (Karachi: Anjuman-i Taraqqī-yi Urdu, 1967), 306. 

25 There are several variations for Tajalli’s full name in the taẕkirah literature, including Miyan Haji Tajalli, Mir 

Muhammad Husain, Mir Muhammad Hasan, Ghulam Ali, Mir Hasan, and Mir Husain, whereas in Mir Taqi Mir’s 

memoir, he is referred to as Mir Hasan Ali. This confusion leads Garcin de Tassy to argue that these entries refer to 

two different poets whose literary name was Tajalli. I do not think this is the case, as all the taẕkirahs refer to a man 

who was Mir’s nephew and the son of Kalim. See also the discussion in: Hanif Naqvi, “Mīr Ke Dīvān Sevom Kā Ek 

Nadir Qalamī Nuskhah,” Nuqūsh 131 (1983): 473. It was common practice at the time to have several names or titles 

in addition to one’s takhalluṣ (literary name). In his Laila-Majnun, Tajalli, too, states that, due to his great love of 

‘Ali, he was called Ghulam ‘Ali: Tajalli, Afsānah-i Lailī Majnūn, 6.  

26 Naqvi, “Mīr Ke Dīvān Sevom Kā Ek Nadir Qalamī Nuskhah,” 467. 

27 See the biographical note on Mir Tajalli by the publisher of the 1844 edition of the work: Tajalli, Afsānah-i Lailī 

Majnūn, 140. 
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copied in 1843 and currently kept at the Salar Jung library in Hyderabad, is beautifully decorated 

and illustrated, suggesting that it was commissioned by a noble patron.28 Unlike other copies of 

this work, this manuscript’s introduction omits the section in praise of the first three righteous 

caliphs following the prophet Muhammad’s death, and contains only the verses in praise of ‘Ali 

and the twelve Shi’a Imams. This omission suggests that the work was commissioned by a Shi’ite 

patron.29 There is also evidence to suggest that a copy of the work was commissioned in 1791 by 

John Gilchrist, the founder and principle of Fort William College in Calcutta.30 Finally, This 

masnavi was also printed in lithograph form in 1844 by a press in Delhi.31  

Tajalli’s work is unique in the way that the poet frames the story of Laila and Majnun. 

Following the conventional introduction verses of praise to the Creator, the prophet Muhammad, 

and his successors in leading the Islamic community, the poet provides a long section on the 

circumstances of the work’s composition. Here Tajalli makes a claim of personal experience in 

love, internalizing the poet-lover persona, in a fashion similar to the narrator voice of the Urdu and 

Persian ghazal. The poet first explains that he was in love and suffered the pain of separation from 

                                                 
28 Salar Jung Museum Library, access number: 208. There are at least nine copies in libraries and private collections 

in South Asia: Mushfiq Khvaja, Jāʾizah-yi Maḵẖt̤ūt̤āt-i Urdū, Silsilah-yi Mat̤ḅūʻāt; 164 (Lahore: Markazī Urdū Borḍ, 

1979), 795–97. An additional copy is kept at the Cambridge University library, catalogue number 1116(h). The 

following translations are based on the 1844 printed edition. Where the writing is unclear, I compared it to the copies 

in the Salar Jung and the Anjuman-i Taraqqi-yi Urdu library in Delhi.  

29 Since in Shi’a thought the first three caliphs were unlawful, it is unusual for poets to open their work with praise to 

the first three caliphs.   

30 The copy that is now preserved at Stanford University Lane Medical Library (acc. No. Z297) and cataloged as Mir 

Tajalli's Laila-Majnun owned by Gilchrist is actually a different version of the story by a different author (discussed 

in the following chapter). Joseph Héliodore Garcin de Tassy, Histoire de la Littérature Hindoui et Hindoustani, 2nd 

ed., vol. 3 (ALabitte Paris, 1870), 203.  

31 Tajalli, Afsānah-i Lailī Majnūn. 
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his beloved; then a friend, who was worried about his condition, advised him to write down his 

love story to help him cope with the pain: 

naz̤ar kar ke saudā'ī sā aur ḥazīn      lage kahne ākar mujhe ham nashīn 

kaheṉ apnā aḥvāl-i dil kā tū kah  yah gham hī merī jān khāmosh na-rah  

asar zahr-i gham varnah kar jāegā     isī t̤arḥ rag rag ke mar jāegā 

samajhte hain ham kuch to yah dard hai  kih shāyad terā cahrah zard hai  

jale hai jigar tab hai ānkheṉ pur āb   bin ātish ṭapaktā nahīṉ hai kabāb 32  

 

Seeing my pain and distress, my companion came and started talking to me.  

He said, “Tell about your condition, my dear; do not remain quiet about your pain. 

Otherwise, the effect of the poison of pain will impact your every vein. 

I know that you are in pain, and that is why your face is pale.  

Because your heart is burning, your eyes weep. Indeed, without fire, the kebab 

doesn't drip.”  

 

Despite our poet’s attempt to hide his suffering, his companion identifies correctly the signs 

of love: a pale face and weeping eyes. Tajalli then explains that he could not remain quiet, nor was 

he able to divulge what was in his heart; he therefore resorted to hiding (pardā kiyā) his own love 

story under the guise of another. Whenever he was asked about his condition, he would say that 

he was in the same condition as Majnun, and whenever anyone asked him about his beloved, he 

would say that she was just like Laila.33 In one of the taẕkirah entries on Tajalli, the author endorses 

this claim by saying that Tajalli was in love with a Hindu, Brahmin woman whom he eventually 

married and that this love story served as the inspiration for his Laila-Majnun masnavi.34  

Tajalli’s explanation for composing this tale brings to mind one of the earliest anecdotes 

regarding the very origin of the story about Majnun and Laila in Arabia. In Kitāb al-Aghānī, an 

                                                 
32 Tajalli, 8. 

33 Tajalli, 9. 

34 Ghulam Muhiuddin va ’Ishq Mairathi Mubtala, Taẕkirah-yi tabqāt-i suḵẖan (Lucknow: Maktabah-yi Jāmiʻah, 

1991), 32. 
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anthology of Arabic poetry from the tenth century and one of the earliest sources on this tale, the 

editor says that it was related to him, through a chain of transmitters, that the story of Majnun and 

his poetry was invented by a youth from the Banu Umayya clan. This young man fell in love with 

his cousin and did not want whatever was between them to become known, so “he created the story 

of the madman and attributed his poetry to him.”35 Tajalli’s text probably gestures toward this 

origin story unknowingly, as the poet does not seem to be closely familiar with the Arabic sources 

of this tale. It is interesting, however, that, for poets as far removed as the ninth-century Middle 

East and eighteenth-century North India, this explanation for the creation or rewriting of a love 

story was plausible and commendable. In both accounts, social censorship of love looms over the 

poets, alongside a wish and an urge to declare one’s feelings publicly. The figure of Majnun 

embodies these same aspects of love; despite the grave consequences, Majnun cannot hide his love 

for Laila, and his very declaration of love prevents the lovers from uniting. 

These two accounts should also be understood as products of their distinct literary 

environments and conventions. For tenth-century Arab poets, secrecy was an integral and 

important part of the concept of true love; a true, loyal lover should not divulge the secret of his 

love, whether licit or illicit.36 In Tajalli’s case, we see the ghazal ideal of the suffering lover 

becoming the voice of the masnavi poet. The condition of unrequited or unfulfilled love is here 

understood as the proper position for true poetic inspiration and production. Moreover, as 

mentioned by Tajalli’s friend, the pain of love is considered more severe, even lethal, when kept 

hidden, so that despite the social censure associated with declaring one’s love, a true lover cannot 

                                                 
35 Abu al-Faraj al-Isfahani, Kitāb al-Aghānī, Maktabah al-ʻArabīyah (Cairo: Maṭbaʻat Dār al-Kutub al-ʻArabīyah, 

1927), vol. 2 p. 4. 

36 Ruqayya Yasmine Khan, “On the Significance of Secrecy in the Medieval Arabic Romances,” Journal of Arabic 

Literature 31, no. 3 (January 1, 2000): 244. 
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and should not remain quiet. Mubtala’s comment on the Brahmin wife of Tajalli in his Taẕkirah 

Tabaqāt-i Suḵẖan is not corroborated by any other source; it is known that Tajalli married Mir 

Taqi Mir’s daughter (who was also his cousin), but he could have had a second wife. At the same 

time, the theme of a Muslim youth in love with a Hindu woman is depicted frequently in Urdu 

romances, and thus can also be understood as a conventional literary motif.37   

The question of the autobiographical or realistic content of early Urdu poetry has been 

discussed extensively by critics of Urdu, especially in the case of Mir Taqi Mir. Several scholars 

tend to see Mir’s ghazals and romantic masnavis, particularly those recounted in the first person, 

as expressing his own personal experiences in love and suffering.38 Pritchett and Faruqi warn us 

against mistakenly interpreting literary convention as autobiography.39 Being Tajalli’s teacher and 

relative, it is very likely that Mir’s “first-person” masnavis inspired Tajalli’s work. Similar motifs 

are found in other works as well. Another poet who wrote an Urdu masnavi that is allegedly based 

on an autobiographical account of a painful love affair with a young Hindu (man) is the Deccani 

poet, Siraj-ud-Din Aurangabadi (d. 1763). Siraj is also said to have become mad as a result of this 

love affair, regaining his mental balance only after seven years.40 

These works by Mir, Siraj, and Tajalli may have been inspired, in turn, by the Persian 

ghazal school called maktab-i vuqū’, or the “Realist School” of ghazal poetry, which emerged in 

                                                 
37 Suvorova, Masnavi, 35–37. 

38 Suvorova, 53; Ralph Russell and Khurshidul Islam, Three Mughal Poets; Mir, Sauda, Mir Hasan, UNESCO 

Collection of Representative Works: Indian Series (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1968), 96–99; Mir 

Muhammad Taqi Mir, Zikr-i Mir: The Autobiography of the Eighteenth Century Mughal Poet, Mir Muhammad Taqi 

ʻMir’, 1723-1810 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999), 194–97. 

39 Pritchett, “Convention in the Classical Urdu Ghazal”; Shamsur Rahman Faruqi, “Conventions of Love, Love of 

Conventions: Urdu Love Poetry in the Eighteenth Century,” The Annual of Urdu Studies 14 (1999): 3–32. 

40 Scott Kugle, When Sun Meets Moon: Gender, Eros, and Ecstasy in Urdu Poetry (Chapel Hill: The University of 

North Carolina Press, 2016), 81. 
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Persia in the early sixteenth century. This style was characterized by autobiographical claims, 

where the beloved’s gender, status, and occupation were identified, and the relationship between 

the poet-lover and the beloved was described in detail: 

The relationships between refined, but all-too-human lovers, their ploys and 

delights, mood swings, tantrums, evasions and elations are depicted with a new 

directness and psychological insight, and the ghazal serves to negotiate the amorous 

and sexual encounters of the social world of everyday reality.41 

 

The Safavid poet, Muhtasham Kashani (d. 1588), writing in this style, added first-person accounts 

to his ghazals, describing the circumstances of composition or recitation of his poems, as based, 

purportedly, on his own love affairs.42 On the other hand, Tajalli does not mention any specific 

details regarding his beloved; rather, the story of Laila and Majnun is used for the purpose of 

concealing the beloved’s identity. Tajalli’s autobiographic pretense for the retelling of a familiar 

Persianate story is, therefore, quite exceptional and demonstrates the wide scope of ghazal poetics 

in the centers of Urdu literary culture.  

Another poet who belonged to the North Indian Iranian-Mughal elite who composed a 

Laila-Majnun masnavi in Urdu was Mirza Muhammad Taqi Khan Havas (d. ca.1855), a Delhi-

born nobleman who moved to Avadh in his youth. Like Tajalli, Havas, too, was the scion of a 

prominent Iranian Sayyid Shi’a family that traced its origins to Malik Ashtar, a companion of the 

first imam, Ali ibn Abi Talib. Havas’s great-grandfather migrated to North India from Shustar in 

Iran during the reign of Aurangzeb, and his grandfather, Ishaq Khan Mu’taman-ud-Daula, became 

the dīvān-i-khāliṣah, the comptroller of crown lands, for the Mughal emperor, Muhammad Shah 

                                                 

41 Paul Losensky, “Poetics and Eros in Early Modern Persia: The Lovers’ Confection and The Glorious Epistle by 

Muhtasham Kāshānī,” Iranian Studies 42, no. 5 (December 1, 2009): 749, 

https://doi.org/10.1080/00210860903306036. 

42 Losensky, “Poetics and Eros in Early Modern Persia.” 
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(r. 1719-1748). Havas’s father, Mirza Ali Khan, and his uncle, Mirza Salar Jang, moved from 

Delhi to Avadh when Shuja’-ud-Daula, who was married to their sister, Bahu Begam, became the 

Nawab in 1754. Havas was, therefore, the cousin of Asaf-ud-Dawla, the fourth Nawab of Avadh 

(r. 1775-1797).43 This family trajectory demonstrates a common one in the late Mughal period. 

Iranian notables came to India in search of positions and integrated into the Mughal court; with 

the decline of Mughal authority from the early decades of the eighteenth century onward and 

growing political instability in Delhi, many aligned themselves with emerging regional powers, 

such as the Nawabs of Avadh.  

In addition to their service to the Mughals and later the Nawabs of Avadh, Havas’s family 

members were also known as patrons of poets; Mu’taman-ud-Daula was the patron of the famous 

poet and linguist, Siraj-ud-Din Ali Arzu (d. 1756), and his uncle was the one who facilitated Mir’s 

move to Lucknow. Havas himself is also said to have been a student and patron of several poets, 

including the famous Mir Hasan and Mushafi.44  

Havas’s Laila-Majnun masnavi became very popular in Lucknow and was published in 

about twenty editions from the mid-eighteenth century onward.45 Sharar, the famous chronicler of 

Lucknow wrote about this work that: “At the time, Mirza Muhammad Taqi Khan Havas wrote his 

masnavi Laila Majnun, and taste for masnavis increased in Lucknow”.46 Like Tajalli, Havas, too, 

                                                 

43 Havas Lakhnavi, Intiḵẖāb-i Kalām-i Havas, Silsilah-yi mat̤būʻāt; 128 (Lucknow: Uttar Pradesh Urdū Akādmī, 

1983), 6–9; Mir, Zikr-i Mir, 73–76. 

44 Afsar Ṣiddīqī, Talāmiẕah-yi Muṣhafī (Karachi: Nayā Daur, 1979), 383-385. 

45 Havas Lakhnavi, Intiḵẖāb-i Kalām-i Havas, 9. 

46 ʻAbdulḥalīm Sharar, “Lucknow: The Last Phase of an Oriental Culture,” in The Lucknow Omnibus, trans. E.S. 

Harcourt and Hussain Fakhir (New York: Oxford University Press, 2001), 82. 
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links his feelings of love and loss to the composition of the story of Laila and Majnun. His 

statement is much more concise than that of Tajalli, but it does point to the importance of claiming 

personal experience as a source for literary composition:  

āge bhī bahut ba-ḥusn o taqrīr  is qiṣṣe ko kar cuke haiṉ taḥrīr  

nishtar-zan-i dil hai yah tarānah  i’jāz hai Qais kā fasānah  

are jo bayān pur asar hai   jab dekhi'e tab voh tāzah tar hai  

maiṉ ‘ishq kā lek sheftah thā   is qiṣṣah pe jī farīfta thā   

ekdin gham-i dil se tang ho kar  kahne lagā jī hī jī meṉ rokar  

be yār hai sakht be-qarārī   dikhlā'egī kyā yah intiz̤ārī 47 

  

This story has already been told in many a beautiful verse. 

This song pierces the heart like a lancet; Qais’s tale is wonderful. 

Indeed, this account is so full of affect, if you examine it, it is new and fresh.   

I was madly in love, and my soul was fascinated by this story. 

One day, my heart became constrained by sorrow; in my heart I began to cry and 

say,  

“Without the friend, I am very anxious. What will this anticipation show?” 

 

Havas points to the effectiveness of the story of Laila and Majnun, from which fresh meanings and 

nuances unfold in every iteration. Nevertheless, the actual writing of this tale can begin only once 

the poet’s heart is full to the brim with sorrow. In the supplication section of the introduction, 

Havas also adds:  

hoṭon se nit āh-i sard nikle har bāt meṉ merī dard nikle  

gham se rahe mere dil ko shādī  khvāhish ho qabūl o nāmurādī  

chalke ma'i gham se jām dil kā  nākāmī se nikle kām dil kā  

…  

tā Qais ṣifat ba-ḥāl-i ghurbat  hūṉ bādiyah-gard-i dasht-i vaḥshat  

jab tak rahe dast-i khār bāqī  dāman kā rahe nah tār bāqī 

juz dard na-ko’i pās ho’e  ‘uryānī-yi tan libās ho’e  

… 

ho josh-i junūṉ kā dil meṉ saudā  pānoṉ ko khūsh āve rāh-i ṣaḥrā 

hargiz nah ho pās nang o nāmūs  huṉ dasht ke vaḥshiyoṉ se mānūs  

pānoṉ meṉ har ābilah ho is t̤aur  anjum ho tah-i hilāl jis t̤aur 

ṣaḥrā meṉ mere qadam kī daulat  paidā kareṉ khār gul kī rangat  

                                                 
47 Mirza Muhammad Taqi Khan Havas and Nazir Akbarabadi, Lailá Majnūṉ Havas, Urdū: Lailá Majnūṉ Naẓīr, Urdū 

(Lucknow: Nāmī Pres, 1932), 6. 
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afsānah Havas hai gham kā be-ḥad  ab kar tu khiyāl na’t-i Aḥmad48  

   

My lips constantly sighing, in every word my pain comes out. 

May my heart be happy from sorrow, may my acceptance and disappointment be 

in demand.  

May the goblet of my heart overflow with the wine of sorrow; may my heart’s 

desire arise from disappointment.  

…  

As much as Qais is in exile, I am a wanderer in the desert and wilderness. 

As long as thorns remain in the desert, may no thread be left in my garment. 

May there be no companion but pain; may the body be dressed in nakedness 

alone. 

… 

May the passion of the fervor of madness be in the heart, may the feet be happy 

on the desert path. 

May honor and esteem never be mine, may I have only the company of the beasts 

of the desert. 

May the blisters on the feet be like stars under the moon. 

May the thorns give rise to rose color (blood) in the desert by means of my feet. 

There is no end to sorrow in Havas's story. Now consider the praise of Ahmad 

(the prophet Muhammad).  

 

Havas here portrays himself as the figure of Majnun, the one who dwells in the desert with 

wild animals and blistered feet, and asks God for his mercy as he suffers from the pain of love. 

Ghazal poets in eighteenth-century North India often describe themselves as poets of sorrow and 

pain, as Mir Taqi Mir famously writes:  

mujh ko shā’ir nah kaho Mīr ki ṣāḥib maiṉ ne    

dard o gham kitne kiye jam’ to dīvān kiyā 49  

 

Mir, do not call me a poet, for I 

collected so many pains and sorrows that I made them into a dīvān. 

 

                                                 

48 Havas and Nazir Akbarabadi, 3. 

49 Muhammad Taqi Mir Mir, Kuliyāt-i Mīr, ed. Zill-i Abbas Abbasi, vol. 1 (Delhi: ‘Ilmī Majlis, 1968), 511. 
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This poetic stance was highly valued in ghazal poetry from its early origins in Arabic 

literature, as well as in Persian and Turkish.50 Urdu poets emphasize this aspect to an even greater 

degree, as pain and suffering from love become the main and only theme of the Urdu ghazal:  

Poetry thus was basically a quest for themes, and love was just another theme, not 

an event in the poet’s real life; only that in the ghazal, love was the most important 

theme. And the core function of love was to soften the heart, to make it receptive 

to more pain, which ultimately made the human heart a site for the Divine Light to 

be reflected upon and into it. Pain, and things that caused pain, had a positive 

value.51  

For eighteenth-century Persianate elites in North India, the discourse of love and its 

hardship, embodied in the form of Majnun, was considered a medium for the proper cultural 

cultivation of the self as grounded in a Sufi worldview. According to this worldview, creation as 

a whole, and the human heart in particular, are a site for God’s manifestation (tajallī). This view 

is not entirely unique to Urdu literary culture, but it is exceptionally prioritized as a moral ideal. 

Faruqi also argues that the distinction between the poet and the poetic voice or the ghazal-

protagonist in Urdu poetry is particularly clear. That the poet is supposed to have a heart full of 

sorrow and experience the pain of love is clearly a literary convention; nonetheless, I argue that 

poets like Tajalli and Havas intentionally claim personal experience in order to blur the line 

between the poet and the story. In similar fashion to the deliberate ambiguity of the beloved in the 

ghazal, where the beloved’s gender, age, and physical features are better left unsaid, these masnavi 

writers add a claim of personal experience to this popular Persianate story as a way to add yet 

another level of interpretation and innovation to an age-old story.  

                                                 
50 Pritchett, “Convention in the Classical Urdu Ghazal,” 66. 
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3. Encountering Laila and Majnun 

Following Tajalli’s remarks on the mental condition that led to the composition of his 

Laila-Majnun masnavi, he introduces a unique source of knowledge and inspiration for his work: 

Laila and Majnun themselves:  

kih yak martabah le ga’e mujko khvāb vale ho gayā dil se raf’ ḥijāb  

huā vāqi’ah meṉ mujhe jalvah-gar   kih hai ek jangal meṉ merā guẕar  

vale shakl jangal kī maiṉ kyā kahūṉ  ūdās aur labrez-i josh-i junūṉ 

jo guẕre vahāṉ khvud se vaḥshat kare  jo vaḥshat na rakhtā ho dahshat kare  

lage vahāṉ qadam ābilah dār kī   zabān tishnah-yi khūn har ek khār kī  

darakht us meṉ har ek pareshān sā  khaṛā jaisī Majnūn ḥairān sā  

vuḥūsh ūs navāḥī ke vaḥshat-kunān  phireṉ apne sāyah se dahshat-kunān  

t̤uyūroṉ kī āvāz ke josh meṉ   junūn se khalal ātā thā hosh meṉ  

har ek vahāṉ kā jādah paṛe thā nigāh ki Majnūn uftādah-yi khāk-i rāh   

darakhtoṉ se lag calke vahāṉ kī havā  junūn khez kartī thī paidā ṣadā 52   

At some point, I had a dream, and the veil was lifted from my heart.  

It became clear to me in this vision that I am on a path in the jungle. 

But how can I describe that jungle? it was full to the brim with sadness and the 

fervor of madness.  

Whoever happens to pass there is scared; whoever does not become scared becomes 

terrified. 

As soon as the feet step there they become blistered, as the tongue of every thorn is 

thirsty for blood.   

The trees were disheveled, standing in confusion like Majnun. 

In those quarters, the beasts are terrifying; as they roam, their shadows cast 

intimidating forms.  

From the fervor in the bird's calls, the mind is disturbed with madness.  

At whichever path one looks, it is as if Majnun is there, fallen in the dust. 

The wind blowing there in the trees, was constantly raising a maddening sound. 

 

In his dream, the poet finds himself in an eerie jungle, suffused with madness and dejection. 

This jungle is described following the conventional portrayal of Majnun in ghazal poetry in Urdu 

and Persian: blisters and thorn wounds on his feet, his clothes torn, his hair disheveled, fallen in 
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the dust, crying and lamenting from the pain of separation.53 Here the trees, bushes, birds, and wild 

animals all embody these characteristics of Majnun, creating a scary and chilling environment, 

where one expects to see Majnun at every turn. The poet then comes across a large willow tree and 

under it sees an emaciated youth sitting next to a beautiful young woman:  

javāṉ kyā kahūṉ jaise badr-i munīr va-lekin khusūf-i junūṉ kā asīr  

badan ẓu’f se ho gayā thā hilāl  sar-i shorish-āgīn pah baṛh ga’e the bāl  

libās-i jahāṉ se muʻarrā thā tan  nahīṉ thā sivā gard ke pīrahan 

nishastah thī ūs khastah jān kī qarīb  muqābil aur ek dukhtar-i dil-farīb   

kahe to jo dekhe ūsī be-ḥijāb  zamīn par hai ūtrā abhī āftāb  

yah kartā thā ḥālāt ro ro bayāṉ  voh ponchī thī dāman se rū ūs kā vahāṉ54   

 

What can I say? This youth was like the shining moon, but a prisoner of the eclipse of 

madness. 

His body was like the new moon from thinness; on his agitated head his hair was 

overgrown. 

His body was naked of a worldly dress; he wore only a shirt of dust.  

Seated near this broken-hearted one, was a beautiful girl facing him. 

Whoever sees her without a veil says: “The sun itself descended on the earth.” 

He was crying and telling her about his condition, and she was wiping his face with 

her skirt. 

 

The youth is evidently in a miserable state, but his beauty is still evident, like that of the 

new moon; the woman sitting beside him is as glorious as the sun. Throughout the text, Mir Tajalli 

compares Laila and Majnun to the sun and moon, while also using the common word-play with 

Laila’s name and the word for “night” in Arabic, lail (as seen in the following quote). The poet 

then recounts that Majnun invited him to come and sit with them, calling to him in Arabic, “yā 

ḥabībī ta’al,” or “My darling, come over!” Tajalli sits down with the couple and asks them about 

their identity and condition:  

kahā kyā batāūṉ ḥasab aur nasab   merā nām Qais aur Majnūn laqab  

                                                 
53 Annemarie Schimmel, A Two-Colored Brocade: The Imagery of Persian Poetry, Columbia Lectures on Iranian 
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yah zohrah-jabīn voh hai jiske ta'e  khusūf is mah-i jān pah kyā kyā la'e  

ki Lailī hai yaʻni yah jiskā vifāq   qiyāmat se rakhtā thā lail-i firāq  

merā qiṣṣah ‘ālam meṉ mashhūr hai   zabān-i khalā'īq pah maẕkūr hai  

zabān-i ‘arab hai jo afṣaḥ lisān   bahut jāgah usmeṉ hua hai bayān  

pas az ūske ā kar miyān-i ‘ajam   huā turkī o fārsī meṉ raqam  

niz̤āmī ne ‘azm ūs kā avval kiyā   kih nāz̤im thā voh naz̤m ke mulk kā 

huā sar-khūsh-i jām-i asrār jab   lab-i Jāmī ūpar bhī āyā yah tab 

huā Hātifī bulbul-i khūsh-navā   isī qiṣṣah-yi gham kā dāstāṉ-sarā  

voh t̤ūt̤ī shakar-rez shīrīn-dahan   kih hai khusrav-i khusravān-i sukhan    

ta’ashuq kī bātoṉ kā joyā huā   hamārī kahānī kā goyā huā  

hai is kahne se ab yah ḥāṣil kalām   kahe is kahānī ko tu bhī tamām  

zabān reḵẖtī kī meṉ maẕkūr kar   bhalā is t̤araḥ se bhī mashhūr kar55 

  

He said, “What should I tell you about my pedigree? My name is Qais, and I am 

known by the name Majnun.  

On account of this Venus-faced one, this moon of my life, I have experienced all 

sorts of eclipses. 

She is, indeed, Laila, that is, the one with whose agreement the night of separation 

is kept from the day of judgment.  

My story is known in the world. I am remembered by the tongue of men.  

In the most eloquent language, Arabic, this story has been told in many places.  

Then it came to Persia, and it was composed in Turkish and in Persian. 

Nizami resolved to (write it) first, for he was the minister of the kingdom of poetry. 

When Jami became intoxicated with the goblet of secrets, it came to his lips as well.  

Hatifi, the nightingale with the sweet voice, became, too, the teller of this story of 

pain. 

That parrot with the sugar-scattering sweet tongue, Khusrau, who is the king of the 

kings of speech, 

when he became a seeker of the words of love, he told my story, too.   

By saying this, I mean you should now, also, tell this story in full.  

Mention me in Rekhtah; in this way, I will be even more famous. 

 

This exchange between the author and his protagonist is fascinating in the way that it lays 

out our poet’s view of his own literary environment. First, this account acknowledges Arabic as 

the language spoken by the “historical” Laila and Majnun, as well as being the “most eloquent 

language,” since it is the language of the Quran. This gives Tajalli the occasion to boast of his own 

knowledge by inserting an idiomatic expression in spoken Arabic. In the epilogue to the story, 
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where another short sentence in Arabic appears, the editor of the printed edition added a note 

translating it into Persian, suggesting that nineteenth-century audiences were not familiar with 

Arabic at all.  

This section also demonstrates that Mir Tajalli is aware of the story’s popularity in Turkish 

and Arabic, but not to the degree of naming specific authors or works. He is obviously more 

familiar with the classical Persian tradition of the story, naming the four versions that form the 

classical canon of the Laila-Majnun story. Tajalli thus points to the authoritative position of Persian 

vis-à-vis Urdu/Rekhtah, as well as to the novelty of writing this old story in Rekhtah. Our poet 

unusually places the conventional praise of past masters in the introduction to a masnavi in the 

mouth of Majnun himself, who appraises the different tellings of his own story and wishes that his 

fame will be spread in Rekhtah as well. Tajalli, however, is not so easily convinced:  

kahā maiṉ ne ai shāh-i ahl-i vafā   yah qiṣṣah mufaṣṣal nahīṉ kuch sunā  

le āgẖāz se tā bah anjām tab    kahā donoṉ ne apnā aḥvāl sab  

yah kar cuktā thā apnā qiṣṣah bayān   to voh kahtī thī apnī ek dāstān  

sunā donoṉ se ḥāl donoṉ kā sab   kiyā naz̤m karnā qabūl is kā tab 

unhīṉ bātoṉ ke darmiyān thā maiṉ vahāṉ kih ānkheṉ merī khul ga'īṉ nāgahāṉ  

nah Lailī nah Majnūn-i āshuftah-ḥāl   voh ṣuḥbat thī goyā kih khvāb o khayāl  

saḥar ho ga'ī ghavvāṣ-i daryā-i dil   lagā karne gauhar birūn muttaṣil56   

 

I said, “Oh king of the people of fidelity, I did not hear the details of this story. 

Then both of them told their story, from beginning to end. 

When he finished his story, then she told hers.  

When I heard the story from both of them, I accepted to versify it. 

I was there in the midst of these words, when suddenly my eyes were opened.  

There was no Laila and no distressed Majnun; that conversation was in a dream. 

It was morning, and this poor diver in the ocean of the heart started extracting the 

pearls and conneting them. 

 

Despite his earlier identification with the story of Laila and Majnun, Tajalli argues that he is not 

familiar with the details of their story. Only after they disclose all the details, Tajalli agrees to take 
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the task upon himself. Essentially, he is commissioned by Laila and Majnun to compose their story 

in Rekhtah. Also, by hearing the story directly from its protagonists, Tajalli can supposedly 

compose his version independently from his predecessors. 

Following this dream, the actual narrative of the story begins. The masnavi generally 

follows the plot as told by Hatifi, with some small changes. Unlike in Hatifi’s version, where 

Majnun hears about Laila’s death and dies alone in the wilderness, in Tajalli’s masnavi, Majnun 

goes to Laila’s grave (which he finds by its fragrant smell) and dies there. The earth then opens up 

to take in his body inside the same grave. The lovers’ deaths are followed by an epilogue in which 

the poet narrates yet another dream. In the second dream, Tajalli is in a wonderful, marvelous 

garden. The garden is full of beautiful trees laden with fruits of all kinds, the birds are singing in 

enchanting voices; there are rivers flowing with gems, gold, and fragrant waters. There are pools, 

palaces, and beautiful youth strolling the garden paths. Tajalli wanders about in this garden until 

he sees a fantastic willow tree, its branches made of coral and jasper and laden with emeralds. 

Under the tree is a diamond throne, covered with exquisite silk and silver brocade. On this throne, 

he sees Majnun and Laila again, splendid like the sun and moon. They are dressed in fine clothes 

and look as majestic as emperors, surrounded by celestial attendants, the ḥūris and ghilman. The 

lovers are looking together at a book, reading from it, laughing and crying alternately:  

mujhe dūr se yār kī sī misāl    pukārā baṣad shauq ‘indī ta’āl  

gayā maiṉ jo Lailī o Majnūn kane  jahāṉ takht par baiṭhe voh do jane   

to Majnūṉ baghal-gīr hone ūṭhā   barābar liyā apne mujhko baiṭhā 

sar-i ḥarf jab vā huā pahle vahāṉ   hu'ī sā'il is nuktah kī yah zabāṉ  

kih ai shāh-i ẕī jāh-i mulk-i vafā   shat̤-i ‘ishq mallāḥ-i fulk-i jafā  

rahe tum to dunyā meṉ aise kharāb  kih har laḥz̤ah gham thā hazārāṉ 

ʻaẕāb 

kahīṉ ek jāgah nah baiṭhe kabhū   sadā vaṣl hai kī rahī ārzū  

milā tumko kāhīṉ se yahān yah ḥasham  huā kis sabab dūr ranj o alam  

rahā tumse aur is se dunyā meṉ faṣl  muyassar huā kyoṉkih ‘uqbá meṉ vaṣl  
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mileṉ kis t̤araḥ aise ghilmān o ḥūr  aur anhār o ashjār o ḥauẓ o quṣūr57 

 

From afar, the likeness of a friend called to me with much yearning, “Come over!”  

I went near Laila and Majnun, to the throne on which they were sitting.  

Majnun got up, hugged me, and seated me near him. 

When conversation opened, this tongue asked him of this matter: 

“Oh exalted king of the kingdom of loyalty, sailor of the ship of hardship in the 

river of love, 

You were so miserable in this world, so that in every moment there was sorrow and 

a thousand torments. 

You never stayed in one place, always desiring union. 

How did you obtain this splendor? Why has sorrow and pain disappeared?  

You both remained separated in the world. How was union in the hereafter made 

possible?  

How did you get these ḥūris and ghilman, the rivers, trees, pools, and palaces?” 

 

Majnun answers by saying that whoever is burdened with sorrow and the pain of love in this world 

attains the reward of happiness in the next. Since God is generous and knows the true condition of 

his servants, he does not let them suffer in both worlds.58 This conversation between Tajalli and 

Majnun surrounds the terms “here” and “there,” juxtaposing this world and the next. It serves the 

poet to expound on the mystical meaning of the story and the importance of absorbing oneself in 

pure love as a way to obtain merit in the eyes of God.  

This second dream is an exact opposite of the first; instead of a dreary, sad jungle, the poet 

sees a wonderful paradise. Instead of Majnun sitting covered with dust under a gloomy willow 

tree, there is now a marvelous willow tree of gems, and under it Majnun and Laila seated on a 

royal throne. In both accounts, the trees, birds, and other living creatures reflect the lovers’ mood. 

In both dreams, Majnun calls the poet to him, sits him down, and their conversation begins with a 
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curious question by the poet. This framing emphasizes the transformation, as well as the causation, 

between the misery of love and its reward.  

The second dream also corresponds to the parallel section in Nizami’s Laila-Majnun when 

Zaid, a friend of the couple, sees the lovers in paradise in a dream after their deaths. In Nizami’s 

work, Zaid is in a beautiful garden, although not as miraculous as the one described by Tajalli, 

where he sees Laila and Majnun sitting together on a throne, talking and kissing. He does not speak 

to them directly but to one of their attendants, who explains that those who suffer in this world get 

a reward in the next, stressing the contrast between “here” and “there.”59 In Tajalli’s version, this 

section serves not only to validate the merit and virtue of the protagonists’ love, but also to endorse 

Tajalli’s own poetic work:  

kiyā baʻd bandah ne phir yūṉ khitāb  kih ṣāḥib mut̤āli’ meṉ kyā hai kitāb 

lagā kahne samjho ki ho bā kamāl   merā ḥāl hai aur tumhārā khayāl 

jo marẓī ho kuch ūsse irshād ho   sune mūṉh se ṣāḥib ke dil shād ho  

maiṉ bolā kih jis jāe farmā'īye   ba-jān minnat ūsko paṛhuṉ lā'īye 

kahā paṛhe voh faṣd kā mājrā   kih khūn-kun ravān kā voh thā mājrā  

gharaẓ sāre ūs dāstān ko paṛhā   sunā khūsh huā aur kahā marḥabā 60  

 

Then this servant addressed him, “Oh sir, how was the book?”  

He started saying, “Consider it perfect, with my story and your imagination.  

If you are willing, recite something from it. If I hear it from the mouth of the author, 

then my heart will be delighted.” 

I said, “By your kindness, tell me which section, and I will read it aloud.” 

He said, “Read the event of the bleeding. It was such a remarkable event that is makes 

my soul bleed.” 

In short, I read that entire story to him. He heard it, was pleased, and said “Bravo!” 

 

Following the poet’s recitation of the episode of the blood-letting, Majnun praises his work and 

offers him a small correction:  

kahā phir yah qiṣṣah ho jis jā pah tam  yah do ḥarf kar dījo ūs jā raqam  
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kih jo ‘āshiq-i khastah dunyā ke bīc   giriftār ho ranj o īẕā ke bīc 

judā'ī meṉ rahtā ho mushtāq-i yār  yah qiṣṣah voh paṛhnā kare ikhtiyār   

jo sau kos kā yār se hove faṣl    hai aghlab dikhā de khudā rūe vaṣl  

inhīṉ bātoṉ kā thā savāl o javāb   kih ānkheṉ ga'īṉ khul voh ṣuḥbat 

the khvāb  

nah Lailī nah Majnūn nah ghilmān o ḥūr  nah anhār o ashjār o ḥauẓ o quṣūr 61 

 

Then he said, “Insert these few words into the end of the story.  

That the lover who is broken in this world, seized by pain and sorrow,  

who remains in separation and longing for the beloved, he should choose to read 

this story.  

The one who is separated a hundred miles from his friend, God will surely show 

him the direction of union.” 

With this conversation my eyes opened; that conversation was a dream.  

There was no Laila and no Majnun, no ḥuris or ghilman, no rivers, trees, pools, or 

palaces.  

 

By reciting his poetry and obtaining Majnun’s iṣlāḥ on it, Tajalli presents himself as the 

shāgird and Majnun as his ustād; certainly, there can hardly be any greater validation of one’s 

poetic skills in composing a Laila-Majnun masnavi than acquiring Majnun’s praise for it. These 

two dream sequences can be read as literary conceits to bestow authority and authenticity on 

Tajalli’s poetic work. Nevertheless, it is important to note that dreams in Islamic societies are 

generally understood as conduits of highly valuable knowledge and insight. Dreams can originate 

from divine inspiration and transfer knowledge that cannot be attained by any other means. 

According to influential medieval thinkers and mystics like Suhrawardi and Ibn Arabi, dreams 

even have ontological status as events of divine self-revelation (tajallī). In addition, “visions and 

dreams were a crucial means of connecting with past time and the major figures with whom it was 

peopled.”62 It is, therefore, possible that this first-person account of an interaction with Laila and 

                                                 
61 Tajalli, 118–19. 

62 Nile Green, “The Religious and Cultural Roles of Dreams and Visions in Islam,” Journal of the Royal Asiatic 
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Majnun through a dream was not understood as mere literary mannerism, but as carrying the 

weight of a true sign. 

We should also examine Tajalli’s dreams in the context of other dream accounts in Indian 

writing in the early modern period. A particularly striking similarity is found in the work of an 

earlier poet rewriting a well-known classical story in a new North Indian vernacular: Keshavdas’s 

dream in his Rāmcandracandrikā. Keshavdas’s Brajbhasha Ramayana opens with a description of 

a dream in which Valmiki, the first poet according to Sanskrit tradition and the first to compose 

the Ramayana, asks him to write it in Brajbhasha.63 According to Busch, “Valmiki’s presence at 

the very outset of Kesavdas’s story evokes a complicated metatextual resonance about literary 

beginnings, but it also has the effect of tapping into Sanskrit textual authority and rescripting it to 

shore up the claims of vernacular writing.”64 Tajalli’s dream works in a similar way to legitimize 

the rewriting of the Laila-Majnun story in a new language, arguing for the comparable status of 

Urdu with Persian, Arabic, and Turkish.  

Similar dreams of meetings with master poets of the past are also found in Persian 

literature. One such account is recorded by Bindraban Das Khushgu, the author of the Taẕkirah 

Safīnah-i Khushgū (composed between 1724-1735), in his entry on Hafiz, the Persian ghazal 

master from Shiraz. In his dream, Khushgu visits Hafiz’s grave in Shiraz, when the famous poet 

rises from the earth, addresses him as his nephew (barādarzādah), and gives him a lecture on the 

meaning of one of his own verses. Khushgu concludes: “Thenceforth, meaning’s doors opened 

                                                 
63 Allison Busch, “The Anxiety of Literary Innovation: The Practice of Literary Science in Hindi/Riti Tradition,” 

Comparative Studies of South Asia, Africa and the Middle East 24, no. 2 (January 1, 2004): 48; Krishna Prakash 
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before me and the relation of disciple and nephew with the Khvāja’s conquering soul stood 

verified.”65  

Both dream narratives of Keshavdas and Khushgu recount a meeting with a venerated poet 

from the past, whereas Tajalli’s dreams differ by describing a meeting with the story’s 

protagonists. Nonetheless, these encounters function in a similar fashion, authorizing the poet’s 

skills or output, his intimate and direct knowledge of the subject matter, and his position as a 

master, continuing his predecessors’ work. Like Khushgu’s dream, Tajalli emphasizes the intimate 

physical and mental contact with Majnun and establishes a student-teacher relationship with him 

in this encounter.   

Havas does not recount any dreams in his work, but there is an interesting metatextual 

comment toward the end that playfully reflects on the Laila-Majnun textual tradition as part of the 

narrative. In this version, Laila arranges a meeting with Majnun with the help of Zaid, a friend 

who is also in love with a woman from Majnun’s tribe. The lovers meet, and, after a long 

conversation, they embrace and fall asleep, Laila’s mother then arrives at the place and takes Laila 

away in her sleep. Upon waking up at her parents’ home, Laila is sick with the separation from her 

beloved and realizes she is about to die; she calls on her mother and asks her to dress her in the 

robe, jewelry, and makeup of a bride on her wedding day: 

tābūt merā tarāsh mauzūn   az cob-i darakht-i bed-i Majnūn  

phir kar ke kafan shahāb se lāl  de usmeṉ chipā to merī timsāl  

ya’nī ba-tajammul-i tamāmī   jis t̤arḥ hai kah gayā Nizāmī  

ārastah kun ‘urūs vāram   bi-spār ba-khāk-i pardah dāram 66  

 

Make my coffin evenly fashioned from the wood of the Majnun-willow.  

                                                 
65 Prashant Keshavmurthy, “Khushgū’s Dream of Ḥāfiz̤: Authorship, Temporality, and Canonicity in Late Mughal 
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Then make my shroud red with shahāb (red color produced from a certain flower) 

and hide my form in it, 

that is, with complete splendor, just as Nizami said: 

“Adorn me like a bride; put me in the veil of dust.” 

 

Here the poet quotes a verse from Nizami’s Laila and Majnun, but, unlike the conventional 

acknowledgment of past masters in the masnavi’s introduction, this verse is spoken by Laila, 

quoting Laila’s words through Nizami’s work, as part of the narrative. Havas points to both his 

familiarity with Nizami, the foremost authority on this tale, and to the continuity of Laila’s story, 

acknowledging the literary history of the story by the protagonist herself.  

There are similar references in other masnavis of this period as well. In the famous masnavi 

by Mir Hasan, Siḥr ul Bayān, for example, the servants of the heroine, Badr-i Munir, decorate her 

room with beautiful carpets and covers, fragrant censers, and exotic fruits before her lover, 

Benazir, is about to arrive. By the bed they place volumes of selections from the poetry of the 

Persian poets, Zuhuri and Naziri, and the great Urdu poets, Sauda, Mir, and Mir Hasan.67 Mir 

Hasan here quite literally places his own poetry with that of his predecessors and famous 

contemporaries, thereby claiming his own position within the canon. Like his student Havas, Mir 

Hasan also blurs the line between the “real” world and the reality plane of the story, creating a 

sense of surprise and amusement for the reader/listener.   

Tajalli’s prologue and epilogue, these meta-narrative comments in the masnavis by Havas 

and his teacher, Mir Hasan, as well as the overall Persianization of Urdu usage, all suggest that 

poets composing in Rekhtah/Urdu in the late eighteenth century were concerned about Urdu’s 

status as a literary language vis-à-vis Persian. By internalizing the lover-poet persona and 

recounting the meeting with Laila and Majnun, Tajalli authorizes his Urdu writing. Urdu poets in 
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this period, therefore, present a similar “anxiety of innovation” to that described by Busch in 

emerging Brajbhasha literary circles.  

4. Creativity in Eighteenth-Century Laila-Majnun Masnavis   

Urdu literary culture and the scholarship on Urdu literature put great emphasis on the 

ghazal genre. Nevertheless, the early Urdu masnavi presents a high degree of creativity and 

flexibility. This is also demonstrated by the creative use of the masnavi conventions by both Havas 

and Tajalli. For example, in Havas’s work, Laila’s beauty description is structured as a long section 

in which each half-verse describes Laila’s beauty, and the second half-verse describes the effect 

of her beauty on Majnun. The result is a double head-to-toe description: one of Laila’s grace and 

beauty, limb by limb, and one of Majnun’s sorrow, suffering, and pain. In similar fashion to 

Tajalli’s conversation with Majnun in paradise, the opposite realities of Laila and Majnun are 

stressed by juxtaposing the terms “here” and “there,” thereby also implying the divine reality of 

Laila:   

vāṉ hoveṉgī uskī palkeṉ haltī    yāṉ dil pah haiṉ barchiyāṉ sī jaltī  

vāṉ hoveṉgī cashm-i surmah-ālūd   yāṉ sokhtah sīnah dil pur az dūd  

vāṉ shakl-i kamān bhu'oṉ meṉ kham hai    yāṉ jān hai goshah-gīr-i gham hai  

sham’-i rukh-i yār vāṉ shab afroz  yāṉ ātish-i ‘ishq se jigar-soz 68  

    

There, her eyelashes tremble; here, the heart is on fire from the spears.  

There, her eyes are anointed with collyrium; here, the chest is burning and the 

heart is full of smoke. 

There, her eyebrows are arched in the shape of a bow; here, the soul retires to a 

corner because of the pain.  

There, the lamp of the beloved’s face illuminates the night; here, it burns the heart 

with the fire of love. 

 

Tajalli’s similarly unique approach to the conventional beauty description of the beloved is 

discussed in the following section on Unani medicine in the Laila-Majnun masnavis.   
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The language used by both Tajalli and Havas is highly Persianized. Unlike earlier Laila-

Majnun masnavis examined in previous chapters, there is very little local Indian imagery or 

terminology of love in these works. The kokila, the lotus, and the notion of viraha often evoked 

by Shaikh Ahmad and ‘Ajiz in Dakani, or Jan Kavi in Brajbhasha, are almost entirely absent from 

these Urdu versions. Instead, Persianate conventions like the moth and the flame, the wine and the 

goblet, the nightingale and the rose are used. This change in style from the early Laila-Majnun 

masnavis forms part of the general turn of Urdu poets to Persian and Persianate forms from the 

mid-eighteenth century onward. It is likely that approximating Persian became a way for Indo-

Muslim elites in North India to show their adherence to the old ways, i.e., to Persian, while also 

innovating in the vernacular.  

The one exception to this trait is the way both works describe Majnun as a yogi, exhibiting 

the degree to which the figures of the yogi and the Sufi dervish became embroiled in the late 

Mughal period.69 In Havas’s work, this aspect of Majnun is stated very clearly; after Zaid delivers 

Laila’s letter to Majnun, inviting him to meet with her, Majnun rushes to meet Laila, accompanied 

by the wild animals that have kept him company in the desert. Havas describes Majnun as a fierce 

warrior-yogi with his army of animals: 

khūrshīd thā tāj uske sar kā   aur satḥ-i dasht takht zar kā  

the vaḥshī-yi dasht lashkar-i fauj  āte the cale voh mauj dar mauj   

…  

mū sar se kamar talak kushādah  bar shānah-yi posht oftādah  

thīṉ gard se jo laṭeṉ girih vār  thā nākhun dakhl-i shānah be-kār  

ānkheṉ jo lohu se donoṉ thīṉ lāl  lāle ko kahīṉ thīṉ to hai kyā māl  

khākistar-i sūdah gard-i tan thī  ek lungī hī poshish-i badan thī  

                                                 

69 For the compositional archetype of the holy man in Indian painting see: Aitken, The Intelligence of Tradition in 

Rajput Court Painting, 182. For a discussion of interchange as well as rivalry between Sufis and Yogis in South Asia 

see: Carl W. Ernst, Refractions of Islam in India: Situating Sufism and Yoga (New Delhi: Sage; YODA Press, 2016), 
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jog usne sajā jo ‘ishq kā thā   jogī kī voh shakl ban rahā thā  

vaḥshī go uske the jalao meṉ   yah vaḥshī-yi ‘ishq apnī rau meṉ 70     

 

The sun was the crown on his head, and the desert earth, his golden throne. 

The wild beasts of the desert were his army, following him wave after wave 

…  

His hair was loose from the head down to his waist, falling on his shoulders and 

back.  

His locks were entangled with dust; the nail and comb were useless. 

His eyes were so red from blood, they told the tulip “What color do you have to 

boast of?”  

The dust on his body was like [the yogi’s] ashes, he wore only a single lungi.  

He who belonged to love was adorned as a yogi; he took on the form of a yogi. 

The beasts were like his retinue; he, the wild beast of love, was part of this host. 

 

Majnun’s power over the wild animals is often understood in terms of kingship. Since the 

king’s role in Mughal India was understood as promoting peace among different factions of 

society, Majnun’s capacity in pacifying the wild beasts in the wilderness aligns with the concept 

of an ideal ruler. This can also be seen in the comparison drawn between Majnun and king Solomon 

in Mughal paintings.71 Here, however, Havas stresses Majnun’s capacity as a powerful, aggressive 

figure with an army of wild animals marching behind him, raising such a commotion that everyone 

but Laila runs away in fear from them. This motif should also be examined in the context of the 

yogi figure in other love stories. In many Indian love stories, including the Punjabi folk story of 

Hir-Ranjha and the Avadhi masnavis, the male protagonist puts on a yogi garb for his journey in 

search of the beloved.72 This yogi appearance, however, is replaced with a princely/courtly one in 

the final stage before the lover reaches his final goal, since it is ultimately a costume rather than 
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the lover’s real identity.73 Majnun’s depiction as a yogi in the above quote seems to be drawing on 

similar notions regarding the path a lover must traverse in his quest for the beloved, including the 

signs of the ascetic: matted hair, ash-covered body, and partial nakedness.   

In Tajalli’s text, there is no explicit comparison of Majnun to a yogi; however, the 

illustrations in the Salar Jang manuscript clearly juxtapose Majnun’s figure with that of a yogi or 

an ascetic. There are sixteen illustrations in this manuscript, and several of them depict 

conventional scenes and typical compositions from the visual tradition of this story. As mentioned 

above, the compositions of illustrations of the Laila-Majnun story in the Mughal period were 

largely fixed and repeated with small variations in manuscripts, independent paintings, and in the 

decoration of various objects. Painters reused the familiar themes and motifs of previous painters 

in the same way that poets who rewrote the story adopted themes, imagery, and expressions from 

their predecessors, introducing their own unique treatment in nuance and fine points: “By reducing 

stories to one or two fixed compositions, those compositions became potent precisely because they 

were the principal pictorial vessels for the many meanings and emotions associated with them."74 

For example, the illustration depicting the meeting of Laila and Majnun in the wilderness, 

like many of the samples from Rajput painting, follows one of the two archetypes identified by 

Aitken. In this conventional composition, the two lovers are on the same horizontal level. Majnun 

is under a tree, seated on a rocky knoll by a stream, and dressed in a simple loin cloth. Laila is 

dressed in regal clothing ,with her saddled camel seated near the lovers.75 The image of the lovers’ 

meeting in the Salar Jung manuscript (Figure 3) follows this composition. The lovers are sitting 
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side-by-side on a large rock. Majnun, wearing only an orange loin cloth, is under a small willow 

tree by a stream, with a dog by his side, while Laila is depicted wearing a bright orange dress with 

white necklaces, bracelets, earrings, and a princely orange headdress. Also nearby is Laila’s 

saddled camel, exceptionally complete. The Salar Jung manuscript illustrator was, therefore, 

familiar with this well-established visual tradition and recreated it, giving it his own unique 

interpretation by depicting Majnun in the form of a holy man. In all of the illustrations of Majnun 

in this work, except the one depicting him and Laila in school, Majnun has long hair and beard; he 

wears an orange loin cloth, bracelets on his hands and feet, and necklaces around his neck.  

 

Figure 4. The meeting of Laila and Majnun in the Wilderness. Salar Jung manuscript, folio 94 

Majnun’s orange garment is unusual. In Persian manuscripts from both Iran and India, Majnun is 

usually depicted wearing either blue or white garments.76 However, orange clothes often appear in 
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depictions of holy men in Mughal painting: ”Early Mughal paintings bear witness to an ascetic 

archetype. Yogis have long, matted hair and beards, are naked or nearly so—what cloth they do 

wear is ochre-colored—and smear their bodies with ashes.”77 The depiction of yogis with bracelets 

and necklaces is also common; see, for example, a late seventeenth-century painting from Bikaner 

of an ascetic listening to music (Figure 4).   

 

 

Figure 5. Kedar Ragini: Folio from a Ragamala Series (detail) by Ruknuddin. Bikaner, 1690-1695. Metropolitan Museum of Art 

1978.540.2 

 

Moreover, two illustrations from the Salar Jung manuscript make clear Majnun’s 

identification as a holy man. In the first, Majnun’s father takes him to a wise man, described in the 
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text in Sufi terms as a shaikh, a recluse who lives in the mountains, “immersed in the sea of zikr”; 

the light of his wisdom shines like the sparks hidden in a stone.78 The painting shows a man dressed 

in orange cloth, wearing necklaces and bracelets like the ones Majnun wears in following 

illustrations, and seated in a meditative position inside a cave; the bun on the top of the shaikh’s 

head is also a familiar motif in depictions of yogis and holy men (Figure 5).  

 

 

Figure 6. Majnun's father takes him to the holy man. Salar Jung manuscript, folio 53. 
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Figure 7. Majnun's friends find him in the wilderness. Salar Jung manuscript, folio 70.  

             

In the second painting, Majnun is seen seated in the same position, inside a similar cave; his hair 

and beard are white, presumably from being covered by dust or ashes. Next to him are his school 

friends, three well-dressed men with long dresses, turbans, and sashes (Figure 6).  

Several elements from the pictorial conventions of the Laila-Majnun story are shared with 

other figures in Indian painting. Thus the image of a lone man sitting under a tree in the wilderness 

is associated with the figure of the sage. Similarly, painters in the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries depict holy men with visual elements from the Majnun material, and vice versa.79 Still, 

these images of Majnun are exceptional in their explicit use of visual elements connected with 

yogis for the depiction of both a Sufi shaikh and Majnun. The images and text depicting Majnun 

as a yogi point to the mystical content of the story, while also accentuating Majnun’s position as 
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entirely outside of civilized society. They also suggest that, in South Asian imagination, the Sufi 

ascetic and the Hindu yogi were not as distinct as they are often understood to be in modern 

imagination.  

The examples above suggest that the Urdu masnavi evolved into a highly creative and 

original genre, cleverly engaging with other genres in Urdu, with the Persian literary tradition, and 

with the Indian environment. Compared to the ghazal, the masnavi was more open for 

experimentation, and was not devoid of philosophical and mystical contemplation. Finally, another 

novel aspect of late eighteenth-century Laila-Majnun narratives lies in their engagement with ideas 

of Unani medicine.  

5. Unani Medicine in the Urdu Masnavi  

A common characteristic of the works by Tajalli and Havas is their use of medical terms 

and concepts, particularly from Unani medicine, to address love, longing and madness. The idea 

of love as an illness has a long history in Islamic thought, having originated in Hellenic concepts 

of health and healing. Both medieval Islamic and Western medicine considered excessive love to 

be a disease, classified as a type of melancholy resulting from an excess of black humor.80 In Indian 

Ayurvedic medicine, too, desire was considered a condition that can be fatal if not treated 

properly.81 The Laila-Majnun masnavis of the late eighteenth century exhibit an enhanced 

awareness of these concepts and emphasize the medical paradigm for the condition of lovesickness 

and its resulting madness in the figure of Majnun.  
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Unani, literally Greek, medicine is based on the combination of Aristotelian thought and 

Galenic medicine as developed by Ibn Sina (also Avicenna, d. 1037) and other Islamic 

philosophers and doctors in the medieval Middle East. This Islamic medical tradition, also called 

t̤ibb, was introduced in India during the Delhi Sultanate period; the rulers of Delhi patronized 

clinics, hospitals, and the translation of Unani or t̤ibb works from Arabic into Persian.82 Unani 

reached its zenith in  popularity and importance during the Mughal period, when many ḥakims 

(Unani doctors) migrated to India from Iran and Central Asia, along with other literati, and found 

positions and support at the Mughal court. During this period, Unani increasingly interacted with 

Indian society, politics, and Indian traditions of healing like Ayurveda. According to Alavi, in the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, Unani became an important element in the formation of an 

elite ideal of Persianate civility and gentility. Health came to be considered an elite virtue, 

connected with notions of cultural cultivation and proper conduct, that is, a healthy body was 

defined as a well-cultured body, “one that had mastered the etiquettes and correspondence skills 

laid out in the literary genres of Persian texts.”83 Ḥakims were, therefore, expected to be widely 

read litterateurs with a cosmopolitan outlook, setting a model of elite comportment or adab. In the 

eighteenth century, Unani turned in a more scientific direction, when ḥakims began emphasizing 

its practical aspects of diagnosing diseases and providing cures. They also increasingly relied on 

Arabic sources rather than Persian. This scientific approach resulted in detaching Unani from the 

court and from ideas of aristocratic virtue, to make it a science controlled by a small number of 
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families who had access to the corpus of Arabic works. At the same time, Persian-written Unani 

was still patronized by regional successor-states of the Mughals.84  

The use of medical language by Tajalli and Havas in talking about the love of Laila and 

Majnun testifies to the popularity and ubiquity of Unani medicine and its conceptualization of the 

human body. It also demonstrates that despite the “scientistic” turn in Unani medicine in the 

eighteenth century, as described by Alavi, poets writing in the last quarter of that century still 

considered propriety and civility to be aspects of health, and vice versa.   

The most influential description of the condition of ‘ishq or excessive love and its treatment 

in Islamic medicine is found in Ibn Sina’s al-Qānūn fī al-T̤ibb; this treatise became the basis for 

Unani medicine, and was also very influential in medieval and renaissance-era Western medicine. 

According to Ibn Sina and others, lovesickness is characterized by dryness, insomnia, mood 

swings, and irregular pulse. It is a type of melancholy, caused by an imbalance among the four 

humors of the body and an excess of black bile. There are several different types of melancholy, 

but typically it was considered the result of vapors of black bile rising to the head from the 

stomach.85 Treatment for lovesickness should focus on bringing the lovers together; if the lover 

refuses to disclose his beloved’s identity, the doctor can deduce it from the changes in his or her 

pulse when various names or places, occupations, etc., are called out. If marriage between lover 

and beloved is impossible, then one should encourage the lover to fall in love with someone else, 

calm the lover’s mind by rest, a moistening regimen, food, and music. Other possible treatments 
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can be rebuking the lover for his attachment, making fun of his beloved, or encouraging sexual 

activity with others.86  

In Tajalli’s text, the onset of Qais’s madness is described in a language congruent with the 

above summary: 

judā rahte rahte ūṭhā dil se josh    kih madhosh se ho ga'e ‘aql o hosh  

tavaḥḥush sā ek dil meṉ paidā huā   ūṭhā shor ek sar se saudā huā  

dil ifrāt̤ se gham ke khūṉ ho gayā   yuhīṉ raftah raftah junūṉ ho gayā 87 

 

As separation continued, fervor rose from his heart.  

His mind and reason were lost in confusion. 

Terror rose in his heart; disturbance rose from the head, and he became 

melancholic.   

Because of the excess of sorrow his heart was bleeding, in this way, he gradually 

became mad. 

 

The growth of Majnun’s madness is here outlined as a process by which the excess of his love first 

rises in the heart, causing fervor (josh); then it affects his mind, and finally the black bile takes 

over, and he becomes entirely crazy. Majnun’s madness has moral and social implications as well; 

his illness infringes on respectable comportment, and thus he is censured by society:  

Junūṉ kā jo sarshār pāyā ūse   jafā kā sazāvār pāyā ūse  

Nah ‘izzat rakhe aur nah pās-i adab   lage bolne be-vaqārī se sab88  

 

As people thought of him as immersed in madness, he was thought to be 

deserving of hardship.  

He had no honor, and did not observe adab, everyone started talking about him in 

an undignified manner.  

 

                                                 

86 Dols, 85. 

87 Tajalli, Afsānah-i Lailī Majnūn, 38–39. 

88 Tajalli, 39. 
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Majnun’s ill health is, therefore, also expressed in his disregard for social norms and his 

lack of adab. When several school friends of Majnun find him in the desert, they try to cure him 

of his madness in ways that also accord with Ibn Sina’s views. At first, Majnun’s friends admonish 

him for his love of Laila, arguing that there are other, more attractive women with whom he can 

form a relationship; he should forget about her. They also rebuke him on his appearance, and 

suggest that he wash off the dust from his body and dress as befitting someone of his status. Finally, 

they decide to take him to town so that the doctors can treat him. In order to convince Majnun to 

join them, they tell him that they will take him to see Laila.89 They then bring him to his parents’ 

house and call several doctors; the doctors examine Majnun’s pulse, and each of them offers a 

different prescription. In response, Majnun answers that the doctors’ diagnosis and medication are 

all wrong:   

dimāgh ab merā jis se tartīb pā’e   khalal aur yubūsat yah saudā kā jā’e  

tan-i zār ko bakhshe quvvat se zor   muqavvī-yi dil ho aur kare ẓ’uf dūr  

yah rang ab jo hai zard jyoṉ zaʻfrān   kare surkh ise hamsar-i arghavān   

mere dard-i sar kī kifāyat kare   kabid sadr kī sozish ūsse mare  

mizāj ā'e so'e t̤arab har t̤araf    t̤abīʻat se gham ko kare bar-t̤araf  

vahī sunbul al-t̤ibb gīso-yi yār   parsiyāvushān haiṉ do abrū-yi yār  

do bādām chashmān-i jādū nigāh   ga’e dānah-yi til khāl-i siyāh  

tan-i yār kā rang zar ke varaq  gulāb ūs gul-i surkh-rū kā ‘araq 

jo yahāṉ ṣandal-i sūdah darkār hai  to voh rang-i peshānī-yi yār hai 

jo hai mushk o kāfūr kī ūsmeṉ cāh   safedī siyāhī ūn ānkhoṉ kī āh  

guharhā-yi nā-suftah dandān-i yār   anāreṉ naukhīz pistān-i yār  

do ‘unnāb-i lab ek seb-i zaqan  gul-i surkh ‘āriẓ nabāt-i dahan  

yah nuskhah murakkab jahāṉ hai tamām  kih maʻjūn-i dīdār hai iskā nām  

shifā-bakhsh-i bīmārī-yi jān hai yah   dil-i dard mere kā darmān hai yah  

davā'oṉ se mat mujhko āzār do   jo do ho to maʻjūn-i dīdār do.90  

 

The thing by which my mind will be set in order,  

Which will replace dryness, confusion, and black bile/melancholy, 

Which, with its potency, will give power to my weak body,  

Which will strengthen my heart, and will remove my weakness,  

                                                 

89 Tajalli, 77–78. 

90 Tajalli, 78–79. 
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Which will make my yellow za’afrān color 

Into red just like crimson (arghavān), 

Which will remove my headache,  

And will eliminate the burning of the liver and the heart, 

Which will make my temperament increase in joy, 

And will remove sorrow from my nature,  

That medicine is the spikenard, which is the tresses of the beloved;  

The maiden-hair herb, which is her eyebrows. 

Two almond, which are her enchanting eyes.  

The sesame-seed, which is her black mole.  

The gold-leaf, which is the color of her body;  

The rose-water, which are the sweat of this red rosy face.   

Where there is a need for sandalwood powder,  

Then there is the color of the beloved’s forehead. 

Wherever there is a need for musk and camphor,  

That is the blackness and whiteness of her eyes.  

The unpierced pearls are her teeth; the pomegranates are her breasts. 

The jujube fruits are her lips and the apple is her chin.  

The red roses are her cheeks; the fresh herbage is her mouth.  

When this compound prescription is completed,  

It is called the drug of sight.  

That is the medicine that gives cure to the sickness of the soul.  

That is the medicine for the pain in my heart.  

Do not torment me with medications.  

If you give me anything, give me the drug of sight.  

 

Majnun answers the doctors by suggesting his own prescription for a medication: Laila’s 

beauty. This sarāpā type description, going over each of Laila’s limbs from her head down, 

describes Laila using plants, minerals, and technical terms used in Unani medicine, and contains 

all the standard elements of a Unani prescription. Thus, it defines the condition that it is meant to 

treat, the ingredients, and the way these should be mixed and consumed. For example, the Za’fran 

is used in Unani medicine for strengthening the heart,91 and the fruits of the jujube tree are used 

for purifying the blood and against cough.92 Musk, camphor, sandal-wood, sesame seed, and 

                                                 

91 Zia al-Din Ansari, “Urdū Shā’irī main Musta’mal T̤ibb-i Yūnānī kī Iṣt̤ilaḥāt,” in T̤ibb-i Yūnānī aur Urdū Zabān o 

Adab, ed. Altaf Ahmad Azmi (New Delhi: Sanṭar fār Hisṭrī āf Maiḍīsīn ainḍ Sāʾins, 2004), 220. 

92 Zia al-Din Ansari, 223. 
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maidenhair fern, too, are used in medications and treatments. Similarly, gold-leaf is used in both 

Ayurveda and Unani medicines. This account is interspersed with more conventional verses, like 

the ones describing Laila’s breasts as pomegranates and her eyes as almonds. Most of these verses 

can be read as both conventional depictions of a beautiful woman and as medicinal; gul-i surkh, 

for example, can mean a red rose, but it is also the name of a Unani medicine,93 gauhar, literally 

pearl, can also mean a type of drug, a substance that went through a process of sublimation, as in 

the production of camphor and other medicines.94 The terms maʻjūn and murakkab designate types 

of medication, ma’jūn is a mix of powdered drugs, often containing opium, with sugar or honey 

and murakkab is a compound drug (as distinguished from a single drug).95 According to Majnun, 

the mix of all these ingredients in the correct method is the true cure for his suffering: the 

confection of dīdār or sight. Majnun is asking the doctors to provide him with sight of Laila that 

will restore his strength, but, after they listen to him, the doctors unanimously agree that he is, 

indeed, melancholic and that he should be bled.  

That Urdu poets use terms and names from medicine, and particularly from Unani 

medicine, is evident in the poems by other famous North Indian poets like Momin, Ghalib, and 

Zauq. Ghalib even states in one of his letters that a poet should have some medical knowledge in 

order to be able to develop mazmūns, themes, based on familiarity with the human body, its 

                                                 

93 Alavi, Islam and Healing, 41. The nuskha, prescription, of this medicine can also be found here: 

http://www.tkdl.res.in/tkdl/LangDefault/Formulation/Demo_Docs/BC/Unani/highlight.asp?a=/tkdl/langdefault/form

ulation/demo_docs/bc/unani/mh1-50.asp&b=gul&c=F&stypePrint=UNANI-SIMPLE-SEARCH?str=Global 

94 Claudia Preckel, “Cinnabar, Calomel and the Art of Kushtasāzī: Mercurial Preparations in Unani Medicine,” 

Asiatische Studien / Études Asiatiques 69, no. 4 (2015): 911, https://doi.org/info:doi/10.1515/asia-2015-1042. 

95 Preckel, 905. 
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diseases, and treatments.96 In this section, Tajalli exhibits exceptional interest and knowledge of 

Unani, its definition of lovesickness, madness, and melancholy, as well as their treatments. 

Nevertheless, this knowledge is here described as inferior to Majnun’s knowledge. The doctors 

fail to understand Majnun correctly or to assign the right medication, whereas Majnun, through his 

experience of love, can accurately diagnose his own condition and describe his “cure.”  

Despite that, the doctors insist on blood-letting, a common treatment for melancholy in 

Unani medicine, considered a primary means of reintroducing balance among the four humors.97 

When the surgeon pierces Majnun’s hand, he cries out and tries to run away. Everyone present at 

the place is surprised that Majnun reacts so strongly to the pain of the surgeon’s needle. His friends 

rebuke him that it is certainly less painful than the thorns that pierce his feet in the wilderness, and 

less dangerous than the scorpions’ stings or the snake’s teeth that he encounters daily in the 

desert.98 Majnun tries to explain that the surgeon’s needle is painful since it also hurts Laila, as 

they are now one soul in two bodies. Yet as they are ignorant and not experienced in love like 

Majnun, they are unable to understand.  

The poet then turns to Laila and recounts a parallel interaction between Laila and her 

friends. While her girlfriends all play around in the garden, only Laila stands holding a tree branch 

and looking sad and depressed. Her friends then admonish her for not talking or playing with them, 

and for her constant dejection and sadness for no clear reason. They also wonder why Laila, the 

daughter of a ruling family, does not change her garb daily or wear expensive jewelry as she 

                                                 

96 Shamsur Rahman Faruqi, “‘Ilm-i T̤ibb aur Urdū Shā’irī,” in T̤ibb-i Yūnānī aur Urdū zabān o adab, ed. Altaf Ahmad 

Azmi (New Delhi: Sanṭar fār Hisṭrī āf Maiḍīsīn ainḍ Sāʾins, 2004), 43. 

97 Dols, Majnūn, 52–53. 

98 Tajalli, Afsānah-i Lailī Majnūn, 80. 
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should. Other than sighing deeply, Laila does not answer, but then blood suddenly starts flowing 

from her hand, as if a lancet cut through her vein.99 Laila is not surprised or alarmed by this sudden 

bleeding, and tells her friends that this is how it happens sometimes in love. The poet then 

concludes:  

Tajalli ‘ajab-kārī-yi ‘ishq dekh   yah rang-i vafādārī-yi ‘ishq dekh  

kih vahāṉ jism meṉ ūske nishtar lagā  rag-i jāṉ se yahāṉ ūske lohū bahā  

zihī ‘ishq yah shoʻbadah bāziyāṉ   tujhī se ban āveṉ yah t̤annāziyāṉ100 

  

Tajalli, see the wonder of the acts of love, see the color of loyalty to love.  

There, the lancet cut his body, here, from her artery, the blood flowed.  

Bravo love! the conjurer of these tricks; you are the cause of this fuss.  

 

When the blood stops flowing, Laila writes a letter to Majnun that she sends to him via a 

dove. Majnun receives the letter and reads it while still in the assembly with his friends and the 

doctors. In it, Laila says that she hopes the bleeding did not diminish the madness of love in his 

heart and tells him that she bled, too, since they are now one: “You are drowned in me, and I am 

drowned in you.”101 The doctors hear that and close their books, admitting that this is not 

something they can cure.  

The blood-letting episode is found in Havas’s work as well, only there Laila is the one bled 

by a physician, and Majnun is the one who starts bleeding spontaneously. Similarly, Majnun 

immediately understands the cause of the bleeding and explains to his father that:  

z̤āhir meṉ judā judā badan haiṉ  bāt̤in meṉ ham ek donoṉ tan haiṉ102 

Outwardly we have separate bodies, but, in fact, we are one.  

                                                 

99 Tajalli, 82–83. 

100 Tajalli, 83. 

101 “Tū mujh main hai gharaq aur main tujhmain gharaq” Tajalli, 85. 

102 Havas and Nazir Akbarabadi, Lailá Majnūṉ Havas, Urdū, 21. 
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The terms z̤āhir and bāt̤in, “outwardly” and “inwardly,” imply that things are, in essence, 

not the way they seem, resonating with Sufi ideas about the ultimate truth hidden behind the 

clear, evident reality. Another eighteenth-century version of the Laila-Majnun story, composed 

by Nazir Akbarabadi and discussed in further detail in the following chapter, points to the 

importance of the blood-letting episode by claiming it to be the ultimate exemplar of the lovers’ 

outstanding achievement.103  

A similar story about the blood-letting of Majnun appears earlier, in Jalal-ud-Din Rumi’s 

(d. 1273) famous masnavi, where a doctor is called to cure Majnun from his madness and, upon 

putting the lancet to his arm, Majnun cries out; the doctor is surprised, saying that Majnun endures 

pain and fear much worse than this in his wandering in the wilderness. Majnun then answers that 

he is not worried about himself but about hurting Laila, since there is no difference between the 

two of them. This anecdote was, therefore, repeated in different variations in versions of the Laila-

Majnun story from at least the thirteenth century. However, the use of specialized Unani medical 

language is particularly pronounced in the late eighteenth-century versions from South Asia, 

demonstrating the importance accorded to Unani medicine during the Mughal period. These 

versions also stress the importance of proper adab, civility, and its connection to health. Majnun’s 

madness is thus evident in a general lack of regard for the social norms befitting his status, such 

as not wearing any cap.104 The poet’s recounting of the dream at the end of the work serves also 

to emphasize the importance of this episode, since Majnun himself asks Tajalli to recite the story 

about the blood-letting. It seems that Tajalli sees this section as containing the essence of the entire 

                                                 

103 Nazir Akbarabadi, Kullīyāt-i Naẓīr Akbarābādī, ed. ’Abdulbari Asi and Khvaja Ashraf ʻAli Lakhnavi (Lucknow: 

Naval Kishor, 1951), 711, https://dds.crl.edu/crldelivery/11860. 

104 Havas and Nazir Akbarabadi, Lailá Majnūṉ Havas, Urdū, 10. 
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story. It is also likely that he considered it his best writing and wanted to emphasize it for his 

audience.   

The importance of the blood-letting scene for Tajalli was also acknowledged by the 

illustrator of the Salar Jung manuscript. Unlike most other illustrations in this manuscript depicting 

conventional themes and compositions (i.e., Laila and Majnun at school, their meeting in the 

wilderness, the battle between Shah Naufal and Laila’s family, etc.), there are two illustrations 

depicting Majnun’s bleeding by a doctor and Laila’s bleeding in the garden. These are unusual in 

the pictorial tradition of this story, and I have not found other depictions of these events in 

Persianate manuscripts. In the first painting (Figure 7), Majnun sits next to the doctor, and his 

blood flows into a bowl. Like several other paintings in this manuscript, events are depicted on the 

background of a white-walled building, built and decorated in Rajasthani style. The second 

painting (Figure 8) depicts Laila holding a tree branch with blood bursting from her hand as her 

girlfriends surround her. A noteworthy element in this painting is Laila’s position. The text 

mentions that she holds onto a tree branch, presumably because she cannot stand due to her 

weakness. The illustrator therefore complies with the text. Nonetheless, her posture under the tree 

also seems to be a reuse of a well-known motif in Indian art and literature, that of the dohada or 

the maiden holding a tree branch; her touch makes the tree blossom.105 For example, Figure 9 

shows a similar image from eighteenth-century India, depicting a love-sick woman holding onto a 

tree branch. Similar depictions of Laila are found in Rajasthani paintings from an earlier period as 

well.106  

                                                 

105 Vidya Dehejia, The Body Adorned: Dissolving Boundaries between Sacred and Profane in India’s Art (New York: 

Columbia University Press, 2009), 87–89. 

106 Aitken, The Intelligence of Tradition in Rajput Court Painting, 201. 
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Figure 8. The surgeon bleeding Majnun. Salar Jung manuscript, folio 74.  
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Figure 9. Laila bleeding in the garden with her friends. Salar Jung manuscript, folio 77. 

 

When matched with manuscript illustration from Mughal or Rajput courts, it is clear that 

these paintings are quite crude in nature; compare for example the fine lines and decorations of the 

woman’s dress in Figure 9 with Laila’s dress in Figure 8. Nevertheless, this nineteenth-century 

visual reflection on the story of Laila and Majnun suggests that the illustrator was familiar with 

the conventional depiction of the Laila-Majnun material, as well as with other South Asian 

pictorial conventions on which he based his own interpretation. It also indicates that there was 

room for innovation even in what became a “fixed” canon of themes and compositions. 
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Figure 10. Karnati Ragini. Mughal, 18th century. The British Museum, 1920,0917,0.12.16. 

Conclusion  

This chapter explores in detail two Laila-Majnun masnavis from the two centers of Urdu 

literature in the late eighteenth century, Delhi and Lucknow. These works were composed by 

authors who belonged to the Indo-Muslim Persianate elite of North India, whose lives and literary 

oeuvre comply to a large degree with the common representation of Urdu literary culture in this 

period. Thus, they were both students of well-known master poets, both born in Delhi and moved 

to Lucknow as a result of political turmoil in Delhi. They were both fluent in the Persian literary 

tradition, as well as with the relatively new Urdu poetry. Yet both Tajalli and Havas demonstrate 

that the common representation of Urdu poetry in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries 

is limited. The ghazal was, indeed, an important genre and, as argued in the beginning of this 

chapter, its poetics “took over” the masnavi genre to some degree. At the same time, however, the 
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masnavi (even in retelling a well-known story) was also highly creative, self-reflexive, and open 

to innovation.  

The works of these two poets also demonstrate the need to legitimize writing in 

Rekhtah/Urdu through the Persianization of the literary language, on the one hand, and the 

claiming of direct interaction with the source of the story of Laila and Majnun, the protagonists 

themselves, on the other. In addition, both Tajalli and Havas assert that their re-writing of this 

well-known story originates from an intimate, personal understanding of love and the pain of 

separation. The preference for Iranian-Persian usage, however, did not exclude other Indian forms 

of knowledge and aesthetic design, like the use of Unani medical terms for discussing love and 

madness or the illustration of Majnun’s condition through the parallel image of the yogi.
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Chapter 5:  Regional Centers of Urdu Literary Culture: Patronage, 

Performance, and Poetics 
 

 

This chapter examines several versions of the Laila Majnun story from the late eighteenth 

century composed by poets who were located outside of the Urdu-speaking heartland. Through 

these tellings, interesting developments in Urdu literary culture can be gleaned, particularly in 

relation to patronage, performance, and the poetics of the Urdu masnavi. With the immense 

political changes of the second half of the eighteenth century, particularly the rise of British power 

over most of the subcontinent, patronage to poets, too, was changing. This chapter examines the 

period immediately preceding the institutionalization of language teaching and literary production 

under the British, to show that many of the characteristics of British patronage for Urdu writing 

can already be found at this early stage. These include the emphasis on “useful” literature, mostly 

for the goal of language study, and an interest in summarizing and simplifying former knowledge. 

These, in turn, reformulated ideas of etiquette (adab) and mutual exchange between patron and 

poet. At the same time, regional courts (as in the Carnatic) were interested in projecting an ideal 

image of an Indo-Muslim court, while maintaining certain cultural and political independence from 

the British. Patronage for Urdu and Persian literature and scholarship was highly valued in these 

contexts.   

The performative traditions of the Laila-Majnun story in South Asia are quite obscure. As 

mentioned in chapter three regarding the work of Jan Kavi and the prevalence of the Laila-Majnun 

story in material culture in Rajasthan, it is likely that the story circulated through story-telling and 

oral performances. Otherwise, it is hard to explain its ubiquity in seventeenth- and eighteenth-

century Rajput courts. Nonetheless, actual evidence for the oral performance of the story is found 
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only from the nineteenth century. The telling of the Laila-Majnun story by Abdullah from Gujarat 

provides us with a glimpse into what was probably a thriving arena of variation, interpretation, and 

creative allusion to this story.1    

Scholarship on Urdu literature in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries generally focuses 

on ghazal poetry composed in Delhi and Lucknow, to the exclusion of writers who worked in other 

areas of South Asia or who wrote in divergent styles and genres. This focus stems, to some degree, 

from Urdu literary culture itself, where poets were identified and valued according to their 

affiliation to a master and their adherence to normative conventions of ghazal-writing. The Laila-

Majnun masnavis composed in Gujarat, Madras, Calcutta, and Agra in the late eighteenth century 

examined in this chapter, however, demonstrate that Urdu literary culture was more diverse and 

dynamic than previously thought. A range of styles, registers, performative modes, and patronage 

relations can be seen in these works, suggesting that both Urdu and the story of Laila and Majnun 

were particularly amenable to changing tastes and diverse audiences. Unlike the poet-lover persona 

adopted by poets working in Delhi and Lucknow discussed in the previous chapter, these works 

also demonstrate that Urdu poets writing in regional centers, not considered part of the canon of 

Urdu literature in this period, 2 adopted varied narrative perspectives and voices.  

                                                 
1 For studies of the remarkable productivity of the dāstān and qiṣṣah genres in the nineteenth century, see: Khan, 

“The Broken Spell: The Romance Genre in Late Mughal India”; Faruqi, Sāḥirī, shāhī, ṣaḥib qirānī. 

2 The canon of Urdu literature in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries is clearly articulated in the major survey 

works on Urdu literature: Saksena, Bailey, Schimmel, Sadiq, and Zaidi consider almost exclusively poets from Delhi 

and Lucknow in their discussion of this period, mostly focusing on the ghazal genre. They all dedicate a section to 

Nazir Akbarabadi (from Agra), while also mentioning his unique position vis-à-vis this corpus, further discussed 

below. Poets working in the court of the Arcot Nawabs, in Gujarat after 1700, or Urdu-writing under British patronage 

in a non-institutionalized manner, are all absent. See: Ram Babu Saksena, A History of Urdu Literature (Lahore: Sind 

Sagar Academy, 1975); Thomas Grahame Bailey, A History of Urdu Literature (Calcutta: Association Press, 1932); 

Schimmel, Classical Urdu Literature from the Beginning to Iqbāl; Sadiq, A History of Urdu Literature; Zaidi, A 

History of Urdu Literature. Even in more recent studies, the focus on North Indian ghazal poets is evident. See: 

Shamsur Rahman Faruqi, Early Urdu Literary Culture and History (New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2001); 

Shamsur Rahman Faruqi, “A Long History of Urdu Literary Culture, Part 1,” in Literary Cultures in History: 
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1. Patronage: Ajiz and Nami  

Two notable examples of the expansion of Urdu literary culture are the two versions of the story 

of Laila and Majnun from Madras and Calcutta. The first was composed by Ajiz, a poet who 

moved from Delhi to Calcutta sometime between 1774-1798 (not to be confused with the 

sixteenth-century Ajiz from the Deccan discussed in chapter two). The second was composed 

by A’zz-ud-Din Khan Mustaqim Jang Nami (1767-1824), the Malik al-shu’arā (poet laureate) 

of the Carnatic Nawab Umdat-ul-Umara in his court in Madras in 1799. Both poets share a keen 

awareness and knowledge of Persian literature, and both write their works in the centers of 

rapidly expanding British power. Their responses to the British presence, however, are disparate, 

and so are their approaches to Urdu as a literary language. Ajiz, who writes for a British patron 

in Calcutta, included in his introduction a long section of praise to Justice Chambers for whom 

the work was composed. This section also serves to explain why he decides to write in Urdu, 

despite his teacher’s advice to write in Persian alone. Nami, on the other hand, served as a court 

poet to the Nawab Umdat-ul-Umara who was, on the one hand, dependent on British military 

power, and, on the other, trying to fend off British encroachment on his lands and authority. 

Nami, in his praise for the Nawab, criticizes the British and praises his patron’s supposed 

command over them, bolstering Umdat-ul-Umara’s attempt to resist the British takeover. 

a. Urdu in the South  

The area of the Carnatic, a narrow strip of land along the coast of today’s Tamil Nadu, was first 

occupied by the Mughals in the 1690s. Following Aurangzeb’s death in 1707 and the increasing 

                                                 
Reconstructions from South Asia, ed. Sheldon I. Pollock (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003), 805–63; 

Frances W. Pritchett, “A Long History of Urdu Literary Culture, Part 2: Histories, Performances and Masters,” in ibid, 

864–911. This view of the early Urdu canon is largely based on Muhammad Husain Azad’s famous study of Urdu 

literature from 1880, Āb-i Ḥayāt. This work “reconstructed the “lost heaven” of the old Delhi culture, to keep its 

memory alive into the future” and delineated a clear hierarchy of poets and genres, setting Delhi at the top. Pritchett, 

Nets of Awareness, 46. 
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weakness of central Mughal rule, the governors of the Carnatic province, like other Mughal 

officers elsewhere, started to develop their own independent states. As Susan Bayly writes: "In 

many ways the Carnatic was an ideal setting for the construction of a Mughal ‘successor’ 

regime: the subah (province) was a new and unstable frontier zone, and despite the presence of 

Mughal garrisons and revenue takers in the region, it had never acquired secure links to the 

imperial center."3 Yet the Carnatic Nawabs had to navigate their political ambitions among 

several rival regional powers: the Nizams of Hyderabad, the Marathas, and the rulers of Mysore, 

along with the British and French East India Companies. The title of the Nawabs of Arcot refers 

to two separate dynasties that ruled the area in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The first 

dynasty belonged to an elite Deccani Muslim group called the Navaiyats and ruled the area of 

the Carnatic between 1710-1740. The second dynasty, known as the Walajahs, originated from 

a small town in Avadh and ruled between 1744-1855, when the British East India Company 

(hereafter EIC) finally abolished the position of the Nawab of Arcot. Yet following the death of 

Umdat-ul-Umara, the second Walajah Nawab, in 1801, the state had already been annexed to 

the Madras Presidency of the EIC, and the Nawabs ruled in name alone, keeping a lavish court 

but hardly possessing any political influence over the region. 

As part of their effort to establish an independent state, both lines of the Nawabs of Arcot 

encouraged the migration of literati, mercenaries, Sufis, and merchants from the Deccan and North 

India to their capital. In many ways, the Nawabs attempted to create a Mughal-style court in the 

South by commissioning monumental architecture in Persianate style, giving patronage to literati 

writing in Persian, Arabic, and Urdu, and to Islamic religious institutions, including donations to 

                                                 

3 Susan Bayly, Saints, Goddesses, and Kings: Muslims and Christians in South Indian Society, 1700-1900, Cambridge 

South Asian Studies ; 43 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 152. 
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the Shi’a holy sites in Karbala and Mashhad and the sacred sites in the Hijaz, as well as local Sufi 

establishments. Muhammad Ali Walajah (r. 1749-1795), the most influential figure in this regard, 

actively recruited scholars, poets, and mystics from North India to his court as part of his endeavor 

to create a model Indo-Islamic center. At the same time, the Walajahs supported Hindu temples 

and sacred sites, in a bid to create a broad base of support and to integrate local non-Muslim 

communities into a network of alliances with the nawabs.4    

Nami himself was a member of the Persianate elite that had migrated from North India, 

first to the Deccan and later to the Carnatic. Originally from Gopamao, the same town near 

Lucknow from which the Walajah family originated, his ancestors migrated to the Deccan and 

then to the Carnatic during the seventeenth century. Nami himself was born in Chinapatan, a small 

port town that later became part of Madras, to a well-known family. He was married to Ahmadi 

Begum, daughter of the Nawab Muhammad Ali and his wife Sultan un-Nisa Begum; both his 

sisters and his daughters married into the Walajah family as well. He studied Arabic, Persian, and 

Urdu with Hafiz Muhammad Husain and Maulana Baqir Agha, two prominent scholars in the 

Arcot court, and he composed several works in each of these languages. In Urdu, Nami wrote 

several masnavis, one on the story of Khusrau and Shirin, one on the death of the prophet 

Muhammad,5 another on the story of Sulayman and Bilqis (Solomon and Queen of Sheba), and 

yet another on the life of the Sufi Shaikh, Shah ul-Hamid of Nagore. In Persian, Nami composed 

a version of the story of Chandarbadan and Mahyar, a fantastic love story first told in a Dakani 

                                                 
4 Bayly, 164–75. 

5 Muhammad Ghouse and Muhammad Afzal-ud-Din Iqbal, Amānatī Kutub Ḵẖānah Ḵẖāndān-i Sharfulmulk, Madrās 

ke Urdū maḵẖt̤ut̤āt (Hyderabad: Dairah Ilakṭrik Pres, 1989), 16–17. 
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masnavi from the mid-seventeenth century, a short pamphlet against a scholar who criticized his 

teacher, and a saqīnāmah, a poem on wine and love.6   

The scope of literature produced at the Carnatic nawabs’ court in Persian, Arabic, and Urdu 

is substantial; this corpus is generally under-studied and has hardly found its way into general 

studies of Urdu and Persian literatures in South Asia.7 Nami’s works, too, are largely unknown 

today; only short references to his oeuvre can be found in manuscript catalogs and other general 

studies of Urdu in South India,8 but several copies of his Laila-Majnun are preserved in libraries 

in South Asia.9  The work was also published in print, with the title Bahāristān-i ‘Ishq, in 1879 in 

Madras.10   

Nami’s long introduction to his Laila-Majnun masnavi reveals the importance accorded to 

Urdu in the courtly self-fashioning of the Arcot nawabs, as well as indirectly addresses the main 

points of tension in the nawabs’ reign and their relations with the British EIC. The formal structure 

of this introduction follows that of classical Persian masnavis in general, and Nizami’s introduction 

                                                 

6 Muhammad Yousuf Kokan, Arabic and Persian in Carnatic, 1710-1960 (Madras: Ameera and Co., 1974), 294–95. 

7 The most extensive survey of this literature is still the one by Kokan from 1974: Kokan, Arabic and Persian in 

Carnatic, 1710-1960. Two other general studies are Nasir ud-Din Hashmi, Madrās meṉ Urdū, Silsilah-Yi Mat̤būʻāt-i 

Idārah-Yi Adabiyāt-i Urdū (Hyderabad: Maktabah-yi Ibrāhīmiyah, 1938), and Ag̲ha Haidar Hasan Mirza, Dakinī 

Lug̲ẖat va Taẕkirah-yi Dakinī Maḵẖt̤ūt̤āt (Hyderabad: Āg̲ẖā Ḥaidar Ḥasan Mirzā Risarc Sinṭar, 2002). Schwartz 

studies Persian taẕkirah-writing under the last Nawab in: Kevin L. Schwartz, “The Curious Case of Carnatic: The Last 

Nawab of Arcot (D. 1855) and Persian Literary Culture,” The Indian Economic and Social History Review 53, no. 4 

(2016): 533–560, https://doi.org/10.1177/0019464616662145. 

8 Zor, Taẕkirah-yi maḵẖt̤ūt̤āt: Kutub Ḵẖānah-yi Idārah-yi Adabiyāt-i Urdū, 101–3. Afsar Siddiqi Amrohi, Makht̤ūt̤at-

i Anjuman-i Taraqqī-yi Urdū, vol. 5 (Karachi: Anjuman-i Taraqī-yi Urdū, 1978), 247–50. Mirza, Dakinī Lug̲ẖat va 

Taẕkirah-yi Dakinī Maḵẖt̤ūt̤āt, 405–7. 

9 I obtained a partial copy of the work from the library of the Anjuman-i Taraqqi-yi Urdu in Delhi, access number 1-

4-757:392; there is an additional copy at the library of the Anjuman-i Taraqqi-yi Urdu in Karachi, catalogue number 

408, and two copies in the Idara Adabiyat-i Urdu in Hyderabad, catalogue number 365 and 728.      

10 Listed in: Digital South Asia Library (DSAL), “South Asia Union Catalogue,” accessed April 12, 2018, 

http://sauc.uchicago.edu/yaz.php?qt=simple&host%5B%5D=localhost%3A9999%2Fsauc&fields%5B%5D=author

&term=nami+&groupsof=1&action=Search&startat=14&show=full. 
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to his Laila-Majnun in particular. The poet opens with praise of God, of the prophet Muhammad 

and his family, and of the Shi’a imams. There follows a description of the mi’rāj (the prophet’s 

night journey to Jerusalem), a section of supplication to God, praise of the ruler, advice to his two 

sons, and an explanation of the reasons for composing the work. This masnavi also follows several 

characteristics from the Dakani tradition of this genre; for example, the titles of chapters or sections 

of the masnavi, written in red ink, are in verse form. These title verses combined create a short 

poem independent of the longer masnavi, but also summarizing it. Nami states in the introduction 

that other poets commonly write a sāqīnāmah in their section headings, but he decides to compose 

it as a mut̤ribnāmah, a poem addressed to the musician performing or accompanying the recitation 

of the masnavi. A similar structure, where the titles form an independent poem, was common 

among ‘Adil Shahi and Qutb Shahi poets and was adopted by other poets working in the Arcot 

court as well.11 That Nami was familiar with Dakani literature is also evident from his Persian 

work, Firdaus-i I’jāz, based on a Dakani masnavi written by Muqimi (d. c. 1665) on the lovers 

Chandarbadan and Mahyar. Moreover, in the introduction to his Laila-Majnun masnavi, Nami 

comments that, when he decided to compose this story, he read the versions by Nizami, Khusrau, 

and Jami, as well as the version by Hatifi in Dakani; this last may well be a reference to Ajiz’s 

work from 1636, discussed in chapter two.12  

The mut̤ribnāmah verses of the title headings serve as a pause, a summary of the main 

points.  Mostly they set the masnavi to music, by designating the suitable raga (melodic mode) and 

                                                 

11 Zor, Taẕkirah-yi maḵẖt̤ūt̤āt: Kutub Ḵẖānah-yi Idārah-yi Adabiyāt-i Urdū, 101. 

12 Zor, 102. 
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sometimes tālas (rhythms) for its performance. For example, the title at the beginning of the actual 

story is:  

jald āe mut̤rib-i farḥat nishān  bolkar hindol kar de shādmān  

ab nain shāyad tū ne sunā   nek akhtar ek jo paidā huā13 

  

Come quick, musician, to delight, joyfully singing the note of hinḍol! 

If you have not heard, one with good fortune was born.   

 

Ragas in classical Indian music refer to melodic frameworks used by musicians as the basis for 

improvisation; each raga is associated with specific time of day, season, color, and mood. By 

indicating the raga for the following section in each chapter heading, therefore, Nami also indicates 

the mood, atmosphere, and emotion associated with that section. The verse above is at the 

beginning of the section depicting Majnun’s birth that should be sung in the raga hinḍol, a morning 

raga connected with the spring season. The next section, describing the meeting and falling in love 

of Laila and Majnun, is titled:  

ā shitābī mut̤ribā ab mere pās   dil hai vābastah tīr se be-qiyās  

bol tū is vaqt meṉ dīpak kā rāg   lag nā ūthe ‘ishq se tanman meṉ āg14  

   

Come quick next to me, oh musician! the heart is attached from this peculiar 

arrow.  

Say now raga dīpak. Isn’t it that the body and mind are burning from the fire of 

love?  

 

The raga that Nami assigns for this passage is dīpak, a raga known to be connected with love and 

the hot season. The singing of this raga is also said to cause fire to break out.15 Here, the love 

                                                 
13 A’zz-ud-Din Khan Mustaqim Jang Nami, “Qiṣṣah Lailī Majnūn” (1799), 39, 1-4-757:392, Anjuman-i Taraqqi-yi 

Urdu Library Delhi. 

14 Nami, 46. 

15 Platts, A Dictionary of Urdu, Classical Hindi, and English, 555. Because of its capacity to create fire, raga dīpak 

came to be considered too dangerous to play or sing from the nineteenth century onward. Private communication from 

Richard Williams.   
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that kindles fire in the lovers’ hearts is embodied in the melody of the verses as well; through 

hearing, it is in the heart of the listener as well. Throughout the masnavi, the choice of raga 

corresponds to the content and mood of each section of the work; similarly, the na’t section of 

the introduction, dedicated to praise of the prophet Muhammad, is set to raga shri, often used in 

religious contexts. By setting the masnavi to music, Nami adds another layer of meaning and 

significance to the story, a layer that would have been appealing to connoisseurs of Hindustani 

classical music, as well as to poetry aficionados. The addition of music allowed not only an 

enhanced emotional and affective experience, but also enabled Nami to exhibit his skill, not just 

in poetry but also in music and performance. The direct address to the musicians in the chapter 

headings also inserts into the story another level of discourse; in addition to the telling of the 

story to a listener or a reader, the poet is giving “stage instructions” to the performers of the 

work, thereby emphasizing its performative aspect and anticipating the suitable mood for each 

chapter.  

Nami’s praise of his patron, the Nawab Umdat-ul-Umara (in the raga or musical mode 

darbāri, literally, courtly), is long and elaborate. It includes conventional praise for common 

kingly virtues like courage, justice, and generosity, yet a close reading of this passage shows that 

Nami also responds to some of the main points of contention during the Nawab’s rule, particularly 

his relations with the British. Following a description of Umdat-ul-Umara’s majesty and 

generosity, our poet explains that his benefactor is not interested in acquiring wealth: 

carkh kar detā hai voh māl o manāl   jam’ kar ne kā nahin hargiz khiyāl  

māl ki ulfat se ūsko ‘ār hai   mat kaho ūsko ki dunyā dār hai 

‘ain-i dunyā meṉ kamātā haigā dīn   hai mu’īn ul-mulk ṣūfī bi’l yaqīn16  

 

The heavens (fortune) gave him this wealth, yet he has no interest in its 

accumulation. 

                                                 

 16Nami, “Qiṣṣah Lailī Majnūn,” 20. 
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He is ashamed of any attachment to wealth. Do not say that he is worldly! 

He acquires religious merit right here in this world; Certainly he is the support of 

the kingdom and a Sufi.  

 

These statements should be read in the context of the Carnatic Nawabs’ complex financial 

situation. From the 1760s onward, Umdat-ul-Umara’s father, Nawab Muhammad Ali, accrued 

large debts to the EIC for the upkeep of a standing army in the aftermath of the Mysore Wars 

against Hyder Ali and his son, Tippu Sultan, the rulers of Mysore. As per the EIC policy toward 

other successor-states of the Mughals, local rulers were often required to pay high sums for British 

military assistance to keep them on their thrones, thereby gradually losing income and territories 

until completely absorbed by the EIC. Muhammad Ali resorted to borrowing privately huge sums 

of money with high interest rates from British officers in Madras. This move meant that his British 

creditors upheld the Nawab’s financial and political interests, and, in turn, this led to political 

instability, as Muhammad Ali tried to occupy lands from which to draw revenue to pay off his 

debts. This affair quickly escalated into one of the greatest political scandals of the time.17 Several 

attempts were made to solve the debt problem, but it dragged on for several decades. With 

Muhammad Ali’s death in 1795, Umdat-ul-Umara took the throne, and the British governor of 

Madras renewed his pressure on the Carnatic Nawab to secede territories in exchange for debt 

payments. The Nawab refused, insisting instead on paying back in cash rather than in land, while 

also attempting to maintain the independence of the court.18 Following Umdat-ul-Umara’s early 

death in 1801, the EIC interfered and placed on the throne an heir who would comply with their 

                                                 

17 For a detailed account of this affair, see: N. S. Ramaswami, Political History of Carnatic under the Nawabs (New 

Delhi: Abhinav, 1984). Nicholas B. Dirks, The Scandal of Empire: India and the Creation of Imperial Britain 

(Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2006), chap. 2. 

18 Ramaswami, Political History of Carnatic under the Nawabs, 352. 
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demands; thus the Nawabs lost effective political control over their former territories. The dire 

financial situation of Umdat-ul-Umara must have been known in courtly circles, since concern 

regarding payments owed to the EIC was a constant characteristic of Umdat-ul-Umara’s reign.19 

Nami’s verses seem to respond to possible criticism regarding his patron’s attempts to cut down 

on spending and his intense dealings with financial matters by claiming that these actions were not 

motivated by greed or “worldliness”; rather, they were decreed by fate alone. Nami also stresses 

the opposition between dunyā and dīn, worldly matters and faith or religion, in arguing for Umdat-

ul-Umara’s otherworldly interests, as a true Sufi himself. Our poet goes on to praise Umdat-ul-

Umara’s honorable and kind comportment, his sincerity, and his avoidance of pomp and arrogance. 

He then applauds the Nawab’s sway over the British:  

phenk kar tadbīr aur dānish se dām   kar liyā angrez ko apne ghulām  

dām ūske ho ga’e kuffār sakht   ‘aql ki quvvat hai yah bāzū-yi bakht  

bāvujūd-i shān o shaukat ke tamām   āge ūske dast bastah hain mudām  

sab firangī rū ba rū ūske zarā   kar nahin sakte hain kuch cun o cirā  

yah to kya hain balki ūnkā bādshāh ḥukm meṉ ūske hai har sham o 

pagāh  

pahunctā hai jo vilāyat se jahāz   pahunctā hai ūsko voh nazr o niyāz20  

 

Having made a trap with his knowledge and intelligence, he made the British his 

slaves.  

The infidels were completely ensnared by the power of his mind, indeed, he is the 

hand of fate.   

Despite their glory and power, their hands are always bound.  

In his presence, all the firangis (Europeans) cannot object to a thing.  

Moreover, he is their king; they are under his command day and night.  

When the ships come from abroad, he promptly receives his due part.   

 

                                                 

19 See, for example, the role of a Portuguese man named Barrett, who became the nawab’s minister of finance after 

he managed to arrange the money due to the EIC on a certain date: Muhammad Karim, Sawāhiḥat-i Mumtāz, trans. 

Muhammed Husayn Nainar, vol. 3, Sources of the History of the Nawwabs of the Carnatic (Madras: University of 

Madras, 1940), x–xi. 

20 Nami, “Qiṣṣah Lailī Majnūn,” 22–23. 
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Nami praises the Nawab’s capacity to bring the British under his authority through his wisdom 

alone. This authority is expressed by their obedience to his orders and their payment of fees from 

maritime commerce, making the Nawab a de-facto bādshāh, emperor, of the British. The poet 

seems to acknowledge that the British have the upper hand when it comes to military power, but 

argues that the Nawab has a clever mind and fate itself on his side. These verses attempt to bolster 

the reputation of a Nawab who is well aware of his own precarious position vis-à-vis the EIC and 

rivals from within his own family. Umdat-ul-Umara is said to have acknowledged this by saying 

that: “I intend my son for the throne; Sayfu’l-Mulk (Umdat-ul-Umara’s younger brother) intends 

that the throne is for him; my senior sister has in mind that her son is meant for the throne after 

me; and the frangs [sic] are waiting for their opportunity. But it shall be as the supreme Ruler 

wills.”21  

The moment following a ruler’s demise was often a crucial one for the future of a post-

Mughal state like the Carnatic, when different contenders to the throne were rallying support for 

their cause. The British were often able to pitch their own candidate, the one most likely to be 

complacent to British demands. Umdat-ul-Umara’s subsequent behavior attests to this awareness, 

too. When Nawab Muhammad Ali died, Umdat-ul-Umara did not notify the British of his father’s 

death and his own accession to the throne until after the fact,22 an act that was not favorably viewed 

by the British governor of Madras. Those surrounding the Nawab were likely aware of his 

dependence on the EIC, as well as of his acts of defiance against British advances. Nami’s 

hyperbolic statements, therefore, seem to serve a need to symbolically claim authority over “the 

                                                 

21 Muhammad Karim, Sawāhiḥat-i Mumtāz, 3:xii. 

22 Ramaswami, Political History of Carnatic under the Nawabs, 351–52. 
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infidels,” particularly at a time when such authority was not feasible. It is somewhat ironic that, 

despite his criticism, Nami spent the last years of his life supported by a pension from the EIC, 

paid to him as a former courtier of the previous Nawab.23  

It should also be noted that, throughout this praise poem, Nami uses religious vocabulary 

that serves to portray Umdat-ul-Umara as a just Islamic ruler, in contrast to the infidel Europeans. 

He compares Umdat-ul-Umara to acclaimed figures from Islamic lore known to be the 

embodiments of generosity, justice, and courage, like Hatim, Khusrau, Rustam, and the imam Ali, 

and emphasizes the Nawab’s proper adab, conduct and comportment.24 Another important aspect 

of the ideal Indo-Muslim ruler is expressed in the long section dedicated to Umdat-ul-Umara’s 

poetic skills, where Nami extols the Nawab’s abilities both as a poet and as a scholar of poetry.  

Exemplary Indo-Muslim kingship was very much tied to acts of largesse toward artists, 

scholars, and poets from its earliest beginnings. The first Turkic Muslim ruler of North India, who 

was also the first to establish the office of Malik al-shu’ara (poet laureate),25 Mahmud of Ghazni, 

is said to have filled the mouths of his poets with pearls as a reward for favorable verses.26 

Rewarding poets for literary achievements, sometimes in extravagant ways, became a staple for 

later Indo-Muslim rulers and courtiers in the Delhi Sultanate, the Mughal empire, and in regional 

                                                 

23 Kokan, Arabic and Persian in Carnatic, 1710-1960, 294. 

24 Nami dedicates several verses to the nawab’s demeanor in court and toward subordinates. Nami, “Qiṣṣah Lailī 

Majnūn,” 21.  

25 Meisami, Medieval Persian Court Poetry, 11. 

26 Barbara Stoler Miller, ed., The Powers of Art: Patronage in Indian Culture (New York: Oxford University Press, 

1992), 9. 
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courts in the Deccan and North India.27 From the seventeenth century onward, Mughal and Dakani 

rulers and courtiers increasingly participated in the world of poetry as poets themselves. 

Subsequently, master poets were required to serve both as poets and as teachers of poetry to their 

patrons.28 By Nami’s time, competence in composing poetry became a prerequisite for members 

of the Persianate elite, and the Arcot Nawabs, wishing to project an ideal Indo-Muslim civility, 

adopted this model. Umdat-ul-Umara and his successors received training in Persian, Arabic, and 

Urdu, composed poetry, and showed a keen interest in literature. The last Nawab of Arcot founded 

a literary society of Persian poets, where discussions of poetry and poetics were conducted 

regularly. Indeed, with the erosion of their political authority by the EIC, the Nawabs became even 

more invested in patronizing the arts as a way to assert their cultural independence from the British. 

Schwartz further argues that, for the purpose of maintaining a semblance of or actual cultural 

independence from the British, at the time of the last Nawab (r. 1825-1855), Persian was a better 

fit than Urdu, which was adopted as an administrative language by the EIC. 29  

This does not seem to be the case for Nami and his patron, perhaps because in 1799, British 

adoption of Urdu was still in its earliest stages and was not yet institutionalized. Nami places much 

                                                 

27 Considering the scope and importance of patronage for poetry in South Asian courts, the study and theorization of 

this subject is surprisingly limited. An important volume was published in 1992: Miller, The Powers of Art. Several 

more recent studies address specific patrons, like the famous Mughal courtier, Abd ul-Rahim Khan-i Khanan, and his 

extensive circle of dependents: John William Seyller, Workshop and Patron in Mughal India: The Freer Rāmāyaṇa 

and Other Illustrated Manuscripts of ʹAbd Al-Raḥīm, Artibus Asiae. Supplementum; 42 (Zurich: Artibus Asiae 

Publishers, 1999); Corinne Lefèvre, in The Court of ʿAbd-Ur-Raḥīm Khān-i Khānān as a Bridge between Iranian and 

Indian Cultural Traditions, ed. Thomas de Bruijn and Allison Busch (Leiden: Brill, 2014), 75–106. See also the 

governor of Kabul and Kashmir, Zafar Khan, discussed in: Sunil Sharma, Mughal Arcadia: Persian Literature in an 

Indian Court (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 2017), 99–100. 

28 C. M. Naim, “Mughal and English Patronage of Urdu Poetry: A Comparison,” in The Powers of Art: Patronage in 

Indian Culture, ed. Barbara Stoler Miller (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992), 263. 

29 Schwartz, “The Curious Case of Carnatic,” 542. 
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significance on the Nawab’s poetic skills, particularly in Urdu, and admits to his relative weakness 

in Persian composition:  

‘ilm kā bhī ūsmeṉ khūb andāz hai  shiʻr kī fan meṉ bhī voh mumtāz hai  

khūb kahtā hai qaṣidah aur ghazal  fikr-i ‘ālī uske hainge be badal  

garcah kam kahtā hai shiʻr-i fārsī  par hai khūsh tarkīb jaise ārsī30  

 

He is also highly skilled in science; he is excellent in the art of poetry, too.  

He composes good ghazals and qaṣidahs; his sublime imagination is unparalleled.   

Although he composes little poetry in Persian, it is as well-made as a mirror.   

 

This is followed by a section in which Nami praises Umdat-ul-Umara’s Urdu/Hindi poetry in 

comparison to famous Urdu poets from North India. Nami here uses playfully the takhalluṣ, or 

literary names, of famous Urdu poets:31  

naz̤m meṉ Hindī kī ūsko hai kamāl   hai yaqīn Urdū zabān meṉ be misāl 

ūske maẓmūn sunke ho Saudā ko Dard    Ābrū kā sharm se hai rang zard  

age hai is ko Valī sar bar zamīn   Mazhar-i ‘Ājīz hua ‘Uzlat nashīn  

Soz dekh us kī zamīn-i shi’r ko   khāksārī kī kiyā hai Ārzū 

kyā kahūn hai kis qadar roshan mizāj  hai sukhan kī bazm kā Tābān Sirāj32  

 

He is perfect in writing Hindi; indeed, he is unequal in Urdu. 

Hearing his maẓmūn (the theme or topic of a verse), Sauda will be in pain (Dard); 

the honorable Ābru (lit. brightness of the face) turns pale;  

the friend (Vali) rests his head on the ground in front of him; the helpless (‘Ajiz) 

Mazhar retired (‘Uzlat) to a corner.   

Seeing the zamīn (literally, ground, the meter-rhyme pattern of a ghazal) of his 

poetry, Soz’s desire (Arzu) was to become humble.  

How can I tell of his enlightened nature? In the assembly of eloquence, he is the 

brilliant (Taban) lamp (Siraj).  

 

The words marked by an underline in the Urdu text above are poets’ names. All together, 

Nami mentions at least nineteen poets by their takhalluṣ. Most of the poets mentioned in this 

                                                 

30 Nami, “Qiṣṣah Lailī Majnūn,” 24. 

31 The takhalluṣ is usually one word by which the poet is known, often one that carries multiple important 

significations.  

32 Nami, “Qiṣṣah Lailī Majnūn,” 24–25. 
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section are from Delhi and Lucknow, except for the later Deccani poets, Vali (d. 1720/5) and Siraj 

Aurangabadi (d. 1763). The mention of a poet by the name of Ajiz may refer to the seventeenth-

century Ajiz who wrote the Laila-Majnun version discussed in chapter two, or possibly to an 

eighteenth-century Deccani poet with the same takhalluṣ. As Nami does not mention in this list 

other earlier Deccani poets like Nusrati, Wajhi, or Muqimi (whose work he certainly knew, see 

above), it seems that he is referring to the later poet who wrote in a style closer to the one used by 

poets from the North. Also on this list of esteemed poets are Mazhar and Arzu; both were known 

for their writing in Persian. Mazhar is also one of the early leading Urdu poets, and Arzu was 

known to encourage his students to write in Urdu.  

Nami shows his familiarity with Urdu literary culture by also using several technical terms 

from the Urdu ghazal tradition. The terms maẓmūn and the zamīn refer to the conventional 

components of a ghazal poem; ghazal poets were expected to create new maẓmūns, themes or 

metaphors, based on previously used and accepted ones. For example, since the beloved’s effect 

on the lover is understood as potentially fatal, the beloved can be said to be a hunter or an 

executioner; expanding the hunter metaphor, poets discuss the beloved’s curls as snares and his/her 

eyelashes as spears and eyebrows as bows. True poetic genius lies in the poet’s ability to expand 

established metaphors to create new beautiful maẓmūns.33 Similarly, the zamīn refers to a specific 

combination of meter and rhyme scheme, and poets were expected to renew and create within this 

limited pattern. The verse above plays with the meaning of zamīn as ground or earth by saying that 

when the poet, Soz, saw Umdat-ul-Umara’s zamīns, he wanted to be like dust, i.e., humble.  

Listing a catalogue of poets is a common practice in Persian and Urdu literature; it serves 

poets to display their knowledge, outline a canon and a hierarchy of poets, and locate themselves 

                                                 

33 Pritchett, Nets of Awareness, 93–95. 
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within it, as well as provide the audience with riddle-like verses, testing their ability to identify the 

puns.34 Similarly, this section establishes Nami’s own knowledge of North Indian Urdu poets, as 

well as his patron’s authority within Urdu poetry. Nami’s name-dropping of Urdu poets is meant 

to argue for the inclusion of his patron, and implicitly himself, within the literary circle or 

“assembly of eloquence” of Urdu poets. At the same time, as none of these poets are from the 

Carnatic or can be said to be a direct teacher of Nami or Umdat-ul-Umara, this list also reveals the 

position of the Carnatic court as an outpost, far from the centers of Urdu production in North India.  

From the introductory section dedicated to reasons for composing this work, it seems that 

Nami was not commissioned to compose this particular story by the Nawab. He explains that, after 

composing an Urdu version of another story from Nizami’s khamsah, the story of Shirin and 

Khusrau, he felt sad and despondent. He therefore decided to write a version of the Laila-Majnun 

story as well, and was planning to compose a javāb (response) to the entire khamsah. Nami never 

composed the other masnavis, however. In his last work, dedicated to the life of the Sufi shaikh 

Shah ul-Hamid from Nagore (d. 1570), Nami explains that because of ill-health and other troubles, 

the desire to compose longer works left him.35  

Nami’s introduction demonstrates that the production of Persian, Arabic, and Urdu works 

at the court of the Nawabs of the Carnatic was, at one and the same time, both a state project, 

aimed at projecting a certain refined image of the ruler and his court, and a personal project, where 

Nami chose which stories to write and in which language. His conventionalized introduction serves 

                                                 

34 Sunil Sharma, “The Function of the Catalogue of Poets in Persian Poetry,” Metaphor and Imagery in Persian Poetry, 
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to comment on political and cultural developments of the time, suggesting that North Indian Urdu 

literature became an important marker of status, even in the far reaches of South India.  

b. Urdu under the British Before 1800  

Another poet whose work sheds light on changing patterns of patronage in the late 

eighteenth century, particularly in regard to new forms of British patronage for Urdu, is Ajiz from 

Calcutta. The late eighteenth century saw the rapid expansion of British power. In the northeast, 

following the battles of Plassey in 1757 and Buxar in 1764, the EIC became the effective ruler of 

Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa, and Avadh became a dependency of the EIC. With this expansion, the 

EIC was changing from a trading body to a ruling one, extending its administrative institutions. 

Following accusations of corruption and misrule against the EIC in the 1760s, the English 

Parliament passed in 1773 the Regulating Act that remodeled company rule in Bengal and decreed 

the establishment of a Supreme Court in Calcutta. The Supreme Court was a body that operated 

independently of the EIC, and its judges were “acting as independent dispensers of His Majesty’s 

justice abroad.”36 The Supreme Court, as well as other civil institutions of the EIC, employed local 

clerks, scribes, and translators, often depending on the same groups that formed the backbone of 

the former Mughal administration. Answering a growing need for British officers familiar with 

local languages, Fort William College was established in 1800 in order to train British officers in 

Indian languages. Fort William College existed for about thirty years, but had a profound influence 

on the later development of both Urdu and Hindi. 37  

                                                 

36 Thomas M. Curley, Sir Robert Chambers: Law, Literature, and Empire in the Age of Johnson (Madison, Wis.: 

University of Wisconsin Press, 1998), 146. 
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scholars. See: Daniela Bredi, “Remarks on Araish-E Mahfil by Mir Sher ’Ali Afsos,” Annual of Urdu Studies 14 

(1999); Sisir Kumar Das, Sahibs and Munshis: An Account of the College of Fort William (New Delhi: Orion 
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Even before the foundation of the Fort William College, several British officers showed an 

interest in learning local Indian languages, either for practical purposes or for their own literary, 

linguistic, or historical interest in India. The most famous among this group was Sir William Jones 

(1746-1794), a judge of the Supreme Court in Calcutta and a philologist. Jones is known today for 

being the first Western scholar to suggest a connection between the languages that later came to 

be known as the Indo-European family of languages, based on his studies in Sanskrit and other 

languages.38 Jones founded the Bengal Asiatic Society in 1784, dedicated to the study of India, its 

languages, religions, material culture, and natural phenomena. This endeavor was supported by 

the Governor-General of the time, Warren Hastings, and other British officers in India who shared 

these interests. One of the members of the Society and its third president was Jones’s senior at the 

court, Sir Robert Chambers (1731-1803). Chambers and Jones had known each other from their 

days in Oxford and were both members of the same intellectual circle that gathered around the 

famous eighteenth-century writer and thinker, Samuel Johnson.39 The same Robert Chambers is 

most probably the one who commissioned the story of Laila and Majnun by Ajiz. Ajiz mentions 

only the last name, Chambers, and the laqab, or title, “Justice,” in his poem. There were three 

high-ranking civil servants with the last name, Chambers, in India in the late eighteenth century; 

Robert Chambers, his brother, William, and William’s son, Charles. However, of the three, only 

Robert Chambers was a judge in Calcutta, having served as a puisne judge in the Calcutta Supreme 

Court from its establishment in 1774, and as a chief judge of the same court between 1791-1799, 

when he returned to England. Before his arrival in India, Robert Chambers was a law professor at 

                                                 

38 For Jones’s possible reliance on Arzu’s work in this regard, see: Rajeev Kinra, “This Noble Science: Indo-Persian 

Comparative Philology, C. 1000-1800 CE,” in South Asian Texts in History: Critical Engagements with Sheldon 
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Oxford and a private barrister, with an interest in antiquity and literature. Following his arrival in 

Calcutta, he developed an interest in Indian languages and in collecting Indian manuscripts and 

paintings. He learned some Bengali, Persian, and Urdu, but it seems he was not very successful in 

these efforts, or rather not as dedicated as he was to collecting a vast manuscript library.40   

Robert Chambers’ extensive collection, comprised mostly of Sanskrit works, was the single 

largest collection of South Asian manuscripts owned by any Westerner at the time. After his death 

in 1801, his wife, Fanny Chambers, searched for a buyer for the entire collection for many years. 

It was finally sold in 1842 to the Royal Library of Berlin, where it facilitated the growth of German 

Indology.41 Robert Chambers is, therefore, described by his biographer and other scholars as 

instrumental in the development of Indology, not so much as a scholar himself, but rather as a 

collector and a supporter of the scholarly work and interests of his friends and colleagues, like 

William Jones and Henry Colebrook. Yet, if we examine closely Ajiz’s description of Robert 

Chambers, a somewhat different image emerges.  

Ajiz’s work was not included in the collection bought by the Royal Library of Berlin (today 

the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin). Rather, this manuscript ended up at the Lane Medical Library at 

Stanford University, curiously and wrongly cataloged as a copy of Mir Tajalli’s Laila-Majnun that 

was owned by Gilchrist, the founder of Fort William College. Regardless of the manuscript 

trajectory after its completion, its introduction sheds light on interesting developments in Urdu 

production in the second half of the eighteenth century.  
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The work begins with the customary praise of God, the prophet Muhammad, and the first 

Shi’a imam, Ali ibn Abi Talib, suggesting that Ajiz was a Shia. The opening verses reference 

several famous lovers from Islamic literatures, including Shirin and Farhad, Yusuf and Zulaikha, 

and Mahmud and Ayaz, thus placing the story of Laila and Majnun squarely within the long and 

extensive Islamic tradition of writing on love and lovers. This is followed with a short disclaimer, 

in which Ajiz asks his readers and other poets to excuse his mistakes, as he is “of dust and water,” 

that is, a human and not an angel.42 He then turns to the circumstances leading to the composition 

of this work. Using the terms Rekhtah and Hindi interchangeably, the poet states that he has no 

interest in Rekhtah and that his teacher in Delhi, Nizam Khan Mu’jiz, advised him against writing 

in Hindi:  

aksar ba-tarīq-i wa’z̤ aur pand   jis vaqt dil ūnkā hotā khūrsand   

kahte mujhe Khan Mu’jiz ist̤aur     k-āi jān-i ‘azīz khūb kar ghaur  

jo ṣāḥib-i ‘ilm o mustaʻid ho     lāzim nahin jo ho rekhtah-go  

lā'iq hai ki fārsī kare fikr   tā jag meṉ ba-khūbī uskā ho zikr43   

  

He gave much advice, when he so pleased.  

Khan Mu'jiz said to me thus, “Think well, dear. 

Whoever is knowledgeable and able does not require Rekhta.   

It is suitable to know Persian, so that he is remembered in the world.” 

 

Nizam Khan Mu’jiz was a Persian poet of Afghan origin from Peshawar, who later moved 

to Delhi, where he passed away in 1748. He was a student and a close friend of the governor of 

Kabul at the time, Abdul Latif Khan Tanha; this may have been the reason for his purported 

arrogance. It is said that once when Mu’jiz was asked to recite his poetry at a poetic assembly in 

Arzu’s house in Delhi, he placed his own dīvān at the center of the assembly, implying that the 
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poets present should read his poetry on their own. However, after looking at his dīvān, the other 

poets’ opinion of him only lessened.44 This anecdote, recounted by Brindaban Das Khushgu in his 

Safinah-i Khvushgū, suggests that Mu’jiz took part in the lively poetic circles in Delhi in the first 

half of the eighteenth century and considered himself on par with, or even higher in status than, 

such luminaries as Arzu, Shah Gulshan, and the other well-known poets who participated in that 

specific event. Nevertheless, unlike both Arzu and Shah Gulshan, known for their active support 

for and encouragement of Urdu/Rekhtah writing,45 Mu’jiz maintained that only Persian was 

worthy of one’s efforts and would preserve a poet’s name after his death.  

Our poet followed his teacher’s advice, but, as he then explains, the vicissitudes of fate led 

him to compose this work in Urdu. Ajiz had to leave his hometown Delhi, due to a loss of his 

property and money, and wander about in search of a livelihood. After several years, when he 

reached Calcutta and fell ill “from loneliness,” a generous and noble Unani doctor by the name of 

Hakim Ali Azhar took him to his house, nursed him back to health, and became his patron. Ajiz 

praises Ali Azhar profusely for his utmost skill in medicine, as well as for his karāmāt, or 

miraculous powers of healing:  

dīdār jo koi ūnkā pāve   bīmārī-yi ‘umr ūs se jāve  

jis ghar meṉ ki ūnkā pāno jāve  amrāẓ muḥallah se bhagāve  

khāk ūnke qadam kī kar ūthāve  aur ānkh meṉ be-baṣar lagāve   

fi’lfūr hua ūskī ānkh pur nūr   aur zulmat-i chashm sar ba-sar dūr46  

 

Whoever sees him, diseases will avoid him for the rest of his life. 

Whichever house his feet enter; they chase away sickness from the entire 

neighborhood.  

                                                 

44 A. N. Quraishi, “Persian Poetry under the Later Mughul Period, 1118/1707 - 1274 /1857” (Gujarat University, 

1969), 65. 

45 As discussed in the previous chapter, Arzu, known for his Persian writing and thought, was the teacher of several 

Urdu poets, including Mir Taqi Mir. Shah Gulshan was the one who purportedly advised Vali Dakani to write poetry 

in Persianized Urdu.   
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If the blind takes the dust of his feet to put on his eyes,  

his eyesight will be restored immediately, and the darkness of the eye will be 

removed entirely.  

 

In addition to his exceptional healing powers, Ajiz praises Ali Azhar for his generosity, wisdom, 

and his penmanship, claiming that he surpasses Hatim in generosity, Plato and Luqman in wisdom 

and knowledge, and Mir Ali in calligraphy. He then goes on to praise Ali Azhar for his competence 

in reading poetry:   

jis vaqt voh pathate the ghar meṉ   paigāh o dopahr yā saḥar meṉ  

rahtā nah thā aur zikr aur azkār  juz khvāndan-i naz̤m-i mushkil 

ash’ār  

ātā nah samajh meṉ jo ba-ṣad ghaur   ūs ke sh’ir ma’nī kahte fī’l-fūr 47 

 

When he would read at home, in the morning or at noon,  

he had no other memory or thought, except reading poetry and difficult verses. 

What one does not understand after much consideration, he quickly understood. 

  

Ali Azhar then tells Ajiz about a just and benevolent British noble:  

jo ṣāḥib-i bā-viqār o tamkīn   faiyāz-i zamān ‘adālat-ā'īn  

Cembarz hai jinkā nām mashhūr  jastis hai laqab jinhon kā mazkūr  

az rū'e ‘adālat aur inṣāf   Kisrā se hai zyādah ūnkā auṣāf  

ab se huā ‘adl ūnkā z̤āhir   fitnah kiyā jag se bhāg bāhir 48 

 

That lord of majesty and discerning, the benefactor of the time, skilled in the law,   

his name is Chambers, and his laqab is Justice.  

With respect to justice and fairness, his qualities are greater than Caesar’s. 

Since his justice became apparent, discord had fled.  

 

Ajiz continues to recount what is presumably Ali Azhar’s praise of justice Chambers’ courage and 

knowledge, kindness and mercy, for another page before arriving at the actual prompt for the 

composition of this work: 

 taḥqīq kā hai zi bas ūn unheṉ zauq rakhte haiṉ har ik funūn se shauq  
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is vāste mere se ho dilshād   karte the yun ek roz irshād  

 jo ek ‘azīz rekhtah ko    tum se jo bahut sā āshnā ho  

jaldi se hamāre pās lā'o   marzī ūse merī ki sunā'o  

ya'nī kare voh kitāb taṣnīf  jis meṉ na ho ghair-i ‘ishq taʻrīf  

dil-casp ho qiṣṣah-yi gharāīb  aḥvāl ho ūs meṉ sab ‘ajā'ib  

 tā usko padhe se ho sukhan-gū  dānā-yi muḥāvarāt-i urdū.49 

 

He enjoys exploration; he is interested in all the sciences.   

Therefore, I rejoiced when one day he instructed me,  

“The one who knows Rekhtah that you know well,  

Bring him to me, tell him of my wish,  

that is, to compose a book that has nothing but praise of love,  

an interesting and strange story, whose events are unusual.  

By reading it, those who are eloquent will become knowledgable of Urdu 

expressions.” 

 

Chambers asks Ali Azhar for a knowledgeable writer who can compose an interesting story in 

Rekhtah about love that will serve as a tool for his study of Urdu, and our poet willingly takes it 

upon himself and decides to compose the story of Laila and offer it “as a pearl made from the tears 

of my eyes”50 in the hope that it will accepted. That the poem was, indeed, accepted by a British 

scholar of Urdu as means to study of the language is clear from the marginalia notes in Roman 

letters. These notes do not comment on the content of the verses, but rather on certain grammatical 

structures, suggesting, for example, how certain words should be read with vowels in 

transliteration.  

Ajiz, therefore, mentions three figures who influenced his life and his writing. First, his 

teacher in Delhi, Mu’jiz, who encouraged him to write in Persian alone. Then the Unani doctor, 

Ali Azhar, who cured and supported him in Calcutta, and, finally, Justice Chambers, who 
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suggested he is interested in reading a love story in Rekhtah. The prompt from Chambers seems 

to justify composing in Urdu, despite the advice from Mu’jiz.  

As a presiding judge at the high court in Calcutta, Chambers had a staff of translators, 

clerks, and secretaries. It is possible that Ajiz held a minor position in the court, or that by writing 

this love tale, he was attempting to find favor with the judge so as to obtain such position. That 

some munshis (clerks) in Calcutta wrote literary tracts is also known from two masnavis composed 

around the same time as the Laila-Majnun by Ajiz, sometime during the term of Warren Hastings 

as Governor (1772-1785), by a Hindu munshi named Basti Ram. These works demonstrate Basti 

Ram’s deep familiarity with the court system in Calcutta, its terms, procedures, and officials, both 

British and Indian. Unlike Ajiz, however, Basti Ram criticizes the courts and the lawyers for their 

corruption and mismanagement, often leading to injustice for the poor.51  

In a similar fashion to Judge Chambers, other British officials were known to have privately 

patronized Persian and Urdu writing. A scholar by the name of Mir Shah Husain Haqiqat, a student 

of Mir Qalandar Bakhsh Jur’at, a well-known Urdu poet, was brought from Calcutta to Madras on 

a monthly salary of five hundred rupees by the Commissioner of Madras, Mr. Good. Haqiqat wrote 

several prose works, including a grammar of Persian, that were dedicated to different British 

patrons or employers.52 These British patrons may have enjoyed reading literary works in Urdu 

and Persian, but, as is evident from Ajiz’s work and from the preponderance of grammar books, 

the main goal was practical rather than aesthetic. Both Chambers’s request for a story from which 

knowledge of Urdu could be obtained and the marginalia notes demonstrate that Ajiz’s Laila-
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Majnun masnavi was culled for grammatical and lexical knowledge. This is true for much later 

British patronage of literary production in India: its perceived “usefulness.” In the late eighteenth 

and early nineteenth centuries, this practical aspect focused on teaching British officials local 

languages; during the nineteenth century, the focus shifted to literature as a tool for the propagation 

of moral and social good (as perceived by the British government).53 

 Another aspect of the “usefulness” of literature in this period, evident in Ajiz’s work, is 

the tendency to summarize and abbreviate previous works. The late eighteenth-century Laila-

Majnun masnavi by Ajiz is distinct from its antecedents in that the author introduces in Urdu and 

summarizes several famous versions of the story in Persian, particularly those by Hatifi and Amir 

Khusrau. In most sub-sections of the masnavi, immediately following the title, the poet mentions 

Hatifi or Khusrau, attributing the following episode to one or the other. The plot thus moves back 

and forth between the story as told by Hatifi and as told by Amir Khusrau, and the author attributes 

these different sections to his predecessors. Most other Laila-Majnun masnavi poets from South 

Asia mention in the introduction alone the poet to whom they are responding In a way, Ajiz 

summarizes and combines the two works by Nizami and Hatifi, suggesting it is supposed to serve 

as a language-teaching tool as well as an abridgement of previous works.  

From the above discussion, the differences between the patronage extended to Nami and 

to Ajiz are clear. Nami operated within a court that required poets and scholars as part of its claim 

to authority, but that also saw poetry as an essential component for any refined personality. Nami’s 

patron was a poet and a scholar himself. The literati in the court of the Nawabs were acknowledged 
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for their education, genealogy, knowledge, and writings. In contrast, the British officials who 

showed an interest in Indian languages, even before the institutionalization of Fort William 

College, were generally interested in acquiring practical knowledge, as defined by the needs and 

interests of the EIC. At the same, Umdat-ul-Umara and Robert Chambers also had much in 

common. Both had extensive libraries; both had their portraits made by Scottish painters; both 

lived in European-style residences.54 Patronage should be understood as dynamic and responsive 

to political and economic changes.   

2. The Poet’s Voice  

Both Nami and Ajiz respond to the Persian classical tradition, while also commenting on 

Urdu literary culture in North India. These poets write in the voice of the expert, the professional 

poet, distinctly different from the one adopted by Tajalli and Havas and discussed in the previous 

chapter. Whereas poets in Lucknow and Delhi claim personal experience of love as a source of 

poetic inspiration and excellence, poets writing masnavis outside these centers do not claim the 

lover identity for themselves.    

One example of a poet who did not belong to the poetic circles of Delhi and Lucknow, and 

whose poetry stands out in the literary landscape of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries, is Nazir Akbarabadi (1735-1830). Nazir did not have any patron, nor was he a student 

of any master poet. In sharp contrast to the conventions of the classical Urdu ghazal, with its 

preference for refined and abstract expressions of desire, longing, and suffering, as well as for the 

creation of new subtle meanings based on a conventional set of topics, Nazir composed ghazals 

and other poems that centered on daily experiences and particular places, incidents, and 
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phenomena. He wrote about the people, objects, and events comprising an eighteenth-century 

North Indian town: the Hindu and Muslim festivals celebrated throughout the year, the markets, 

merchants, courtesans, children, animals, food items, and various enjoyments offered in the town, 

like kite-flying, bear fights and fairs.55 His poetry was well received, and many of his verses 

became popular, so much so that he was invited by Asaf ud-Daula to Lucknow, but he  refused the 

invitation, preferring to maintain the simple life of a poet and a teacher in Agra.56  

Nazir’s poetry was denounced by late nineteenth-century critics of Urdu, like Azad and 

Hali, for being vulgar and crude; he was, therefore, excluded from the classical canon of Urdu 

poetry. Only in the twentieth century was his poetry “discovered,” and critics praised him for 

giving a voice to the common people.57 Modern critics tend to see Nazir’s poetry as simply 

realistic, but Behl argues:  

While his poems engage with the realia of North Indian life in the eighteenth and 

early nineteenth centuries, he does not conform to any conventions of realism. 

Instead, his poetry is an intense engagement with realia, a reaching out for the 

sensations and feelings that attend particular experiences.58 

 

This unique style of writing, a simultaneously realistic and idealized poetry, is evident in 

Nazir’s Laila-Majnun poem as well. This poem is in the format of a naz̤m, a form that was 

identified with Nazir in the late eighteenth century. This term was used to denote several different 

literary forms; in its widest sense, it means poetry (as opposed to prose), but, in the context of the 
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late eighteenth century, it refers to a thematic poem, one in which the verses are connected by topic 

and follow one another in progression (unlike the ghazal, which is made of independent verses that 

can be shuffled without interfering with the poem’s meaning).59 Essentially, naz̤ms are distinct 

from the masnavi in their length. Naz̤m poems usually contain between a few dozen and several 

hundred verses, whereas long masnavis often exceed two thousand verses. Nazir Akbarabadi’s 

Laila-Majnun naz̤m comprises 240 verses in mu'ashshar form, that is, ten rhyming half-verses. It 

is, therefore, much shorter than the other versions discussed thus far. Nevertheless, this poem 

demonstrates Nazir’s simple but clever and sensual style, his realism coupled with extensive 

knowledge of Persian and Urdu literatures, and his singular location within the Urdu literary 

culture of his time.   

This Laila-Majnun story is told in an everyday language. Compared to the language used 

by Havas and Tajalli, or to the simpler registers of Nami and Ajiz, Nazir’s idiom contains a 

relatively high percentage of Hindavi vocabulary and is devoid of the Persianized flourish 

associated with late eighteenth-century Urdu. Nazir also employs relatively long sections of direct 

speech and dialogue among characters, as well as direct address to his audience, creating a 

dramatic, theatrical texture. Like many other Indian poets, Nazir follows the story as told by Hatifi. 

Majnun is described as suffering from the burden of love and longing from infancy, calming down 

only when in the presence of a beautiful maid. After the lovers fall in love at school and Laila’s 

parents’ hear about it, they decide to keep her at home. Majnun’s parents then try to arrange the 

lovers’ marriage; the negotiations seem to be successful until Majnun hugs Laila’s dog in front of 

the two families. As this is a much shorter version compared to those by Hatifi and others, the 
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story is not told to the end, and important events, like Naufal’s attempt to help the lovers, are left 

out. Ostensibly, Nazir was not interested in recounting this well-known story from beginning to 

end; rather, his poem focuses on several specific events and moods, exploring in particular the 

lovers’ feelings and thoughts at the earliest stages of their love, when they are happily together 

during the day, or longing for each other at the end of each day, waiting for school to begin the 

following morning. The school setting offers our poet a productive ground for images and puns 

connected with learning and writing.  

maktab meṉ us ke bāp ne lā kar biṭhā diyā   

ek qā’idah bhī sāmne us t̤ifl ke rakhā  

maktab ko dekh Qais ne hosh apnā kho diyā   

dekhā jo qā’ide ko bhī yāro to ro diyā  

ustād aise baiṭhe ki pūjeṉ voh ‘ishq ku   

āve sukhan meṉ un ke may-i ‘āshiqī ki bū 60  

 

His father brought him to the school and sat him down.  

A primer was placed in front of the child.    

Seeing the school, Qais lost his senses, oh friends;  

when he saw that book, he started crying. 

The teacher was sitting in such a way as to worship love;  

in his words there was the smell of the intoxication of love. 

Thus, Qais is overwhelmed with feelings upon entering the school, even before his 

meeting with Laila. When the two meet, the poet stresses the reciprocity of their emerging 

love; Qais’s and Laila’s conditions are parallel, and love rises in both their hearts at the 

same time and in the same manner; the only difference is that Laila hides hers:   

taqdīr se jo cāh kā raushan qalam huā  

donon dilon pah ḥarf-i muḥabbat raqam huā  

yah cāhtā thā us ko ise vah lubhātī thī   

cāhat jo yah jatātā thā voh bhī jatātī thī  

sangh nigah nigah se nah hargiz laṛātī thī   
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par nīce nice naz̤ron se kuch muskurātī thī  

z̤āhir meṉ to har ek se voh cāhat chipātī thī,  

lekin voh dil hī dil meṉ muḥabbat baṛhātī thī 61  

 

Through fate, the pen of desire’s light  

wrote on both their hearts the letters of love. 

He desired her, and she craved him.  

When he made known his desire, she made it known, too.  

In company, she did not cast love glances at him;  

rather, she smiled with her glance cast down.   

Outwardly she hid her love, 

but, in her heart of hearts, she nurtured her love.   

 

Nazir describes Majnun’s yearning for Laila after she goes home at the end of the day 

through beautifully illustrative images concerning the forms of the Perso-Arabic alphabet:   

 

maktab se jab voh nāznīn ṭuk ghar ko jātī thī   

Majnūṉ ke dil pah tab to qiyāmat sī ātī thī  

hotā hujūm jī meṉ jo thā iẓt̤irāb kā   

ek ek varaq bikhartā thā dil kī kitāb kā  

takhtī ko le ke jab voh qalam ko uṭhātā thā   

mashq-i alif meṉ āh kī maddeṉ dikhātā thā  

be kī kashish meṉ t̤ūl-i t̤apish ko jatātā thā   

nuqte kī jā'e qat̤rah-yi ānsū bahātā thā   

likhne meṉ mīm ke jo qalam ko hilātā thā   

naqsh-i dahan ṣanam kā use yād ātā thā 

jis vaqt ‘ain likhne meṉ dil ko lagātā thā   

dekh us ko chashm-i yār taṣavvur meṉ lātā thā  

takhtī vah kyā thī daftar-i ranj o malāl thā  

likhne kī bāt pūcho to us kā yah ḥāl thā 62   

 

When this graceful one went home from school,  

it was as if the day of judgement came to Majnun’s heart.  

It was like an assault of anxiety on his soul.  

Each page of his heart's book was dispersed.  

When he took the tablet and the pen 

to practice the letter alif, he let the madda (the long ā) of sigh appear. 

When drawing the curve of the letter be, he made known the length of (his) 

affliction 
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Instead of the dot, he let a tear-drop flow.  

In writing the letter mīm, he waved his pen,  

as it reminded him of the form of his beloved’s mouth. 

When he put his heart into writing the letter 'ain,  

Seeing it, his beloved’s eye came to mind.  

It was not a slate, but a record of pain and grief.  

If you ask, that was his condition in the matter of writing. 

  

This section corresponds with the parallel section in Hatifi’s Persian masnavi, where the 

poet also illustrates Majnun’s suffering with letters from the Perso-Arabic alphabet.63 In Nazir’s 

description, the physical aspect of the objects of learning is emphasized: letters, slates, book pages, 

and pens reflect the lovers’ mood. Qais’s heart is likened to a book whose pages unraveled, and 

Laila’s aching heart, too, “has the very same title-page” as Majnun’s book.64 When Laila’s parents 

prohibit her from going to school, the book and slate are snatched from her hand, but the mark of 

the letters of Majnun’s memory are marked on her heart’s page.65 

Nazir’s depiction of the lovers is concrete and physical; the timeless, archetypal lovers are 

here embodied in two specific school children. Thus, when Qais arrives at school in the morning, 

he cannot shift his gaze from the school’s door, waiting for Laila to arrive; at the end of the day, 

when all the other kids run around playfully, happy to go home, Laila cries, thinking of the long 

night ahead. They exchange momentos to remember and enshrine their love for one another. 66 

This lively description of their school days is then followed by a more conventional depiction of 

the lovers’ separation and Majnun’s subsequent madness; Majnun is depicted with a torn collar, 
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feet pricked by thorns, and followed by stone-throwing children. Nazir’s description of Laila’s 

pain of separation corresponds with Hatifi’s description; when Laila is asked about her teary eyes, 

she makes an excuse, saying an eyelash got into her eye. In Hatifi’s version, Laila says she thought 

about something sad.67 Nazir was thus likely familiar with Hatifi’s version.  

In similar fashion to the masnavis by Tajalli and Havas, Nazir, too, emphasizes the mystical 

message of the blood-letting episode. In this version, Laila is the one being bled by a doctor to 

cure her of her love, and Majnun is the one who starts bleeding spontaneously. This is also the last 

event that our poet recounts:  

Majnūn ke ro'eṉ ro'eṉ meṉ Laila ga’ī samā   

Laila ke band band meṉ Majnūn hī bhar gayā   

cāhat ke un se kām bahut nek ho ga’e   

donon meṉ kuch do’ī nah rahī ek ho ga’e  

is kī masal meṉ kartā hun yaro main ab bayān   

pinhān nahīṉ gharaẓ hai yah mashhūr dar jahān  

yah ramz-i ‘ishq hai use jāne haiṉ ‘āshiqān   

‘ushshāq ke yah dil pah nahīṉ mutlaqan nihān  

Laila ne ek roz khulā’ī thī faṣd vān    

vādī meṉ ho gayā rag-i Majnūn se khūn ravān68 

   

Laila entered Majnun's every pore,  

and Majnun filled Laila's every joint.  

Their desire was so strong that  

no duality remained in them, and they became one.  

let me give an example, oh friends,  

as this meaning is not a secret; it is famous in the world. 

It is the secret of love, but only the lovers know this;  

it is not secret at all to the hearts of lovers. 

One day, Laila’s vein was bled by a doctor,  

and Majnun's blood started flowing in the entire valley. 

 

Nazir points to the episode of the blood-letting as the culmination of Laila’s and Majnun’s 

love and their complete loss of self in their beloved, a secret known only to true lovers themselves. 
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Unlike the two masnavis from Lucknow and Delhi, Nazir does not present himself as a lover; his 

position vis-à-vis the story is more that of a story-teller, addressing his listeners and expounding 

on the moral and spiritual messages hidden in the story. Nazir did not take part in the elite literary 

circles of North India, nor did he follow the strict literary conventions followed by other acclaimed 

North Indian poets. Nonetheless, the popularity of his poetry among wide audiences in the late 

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries in Agra points to the growing interest in Urdu poetry 

among increasingly wider circles of society.   

3. The Laila-Majnun in Performance 

The spread of Urdu culture among diverse, non-elite audiences is also attested to in one 

last version from the late eighteenth century, composed by Abdullah Wa’iz ibn Ishaq in 1782 in 

Gujarat. This telling of the Laila-Majnun story is unique in that it sheds light on the oral and 

performative traditions of this story. It suggests that stories in Urdu/ Rekhtah/ Dakani69 in general, 

and the Laila-Majnun story in particular, circulated in both written and oral form, and that the oral 

stories diverged significantly from the written ones. For example, in several key moments of this 

telling, Abdullah records divergent accounts as told by different story-tellers.70 The poet also 

clearly states that he heard (sunā) this story and that he then decided to narrate (sunā’un) it in 

Dakani.71  

                                                 

69 Abdullah calls his language Dakani, although it is much closer to modern Urdu than the earlier Dakani works 

discussed in chapter two. Abdullah Wa’iz ibn Ishaq, “Qiṣṣah-I Lailá O Majnūn,” in Urdū Kī Qadīm Manẓūm 

Dāstāneṉ, ed. Khalil-ur-Rahman Daudi, vol. 77, Urdū Kā Klāsikī Adab (Lahore: Majlis-i Taraqqī-yi Adab, 1967), 86. 

70 Abdullah Wa’iz ibn Ishaq, 94–95. 

71 Abdullah Wa’iz ibn Ishaq, 86. 
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That the story of Laila and Majnun was part of the story-tellers’ corpus in eighteenth- and 

nineteenth-century North India is also evident from the writings of a British teacher in Lahore 

College, who recounted seeing a story-teller telling the story of Laila and Majnun during the ‘urs 

celebrations at the shrine of a Sufi shaikh near Lahore in 1880.72 This tale was, therefore, a form 

of entertainment for the crowds at a Sufi festival, possibly considered fit for the occasion for the 

story’s mystical content. Yet what kind of a story was told by the story-tellers?  

The story told by Abdullah is exceptional in several respects, foremost in its unusual plot. 

Unlike other versions of the story, Majnun is here the son of a Ghaznavid king who went on a 

pilgrimage to Saudi Arabia, where he married a local woman before going back to his home 

country. This means Majnun is of Turkic origin rather than and Arab one and brings him closer to 

the Indo-Muslim context. The child proceeds to search for knowledge of the divine from a very 

young age. He travels from one teacher to another, asking to see God. At the instruction of his 

teacher, he does nightly prayers and supplications, until one day someone tells him of a beautiful 

woman named Laila, whose father is a qāẓi, a judge, in Egypt, and he falls in love with her. Qais 

then travels to Egypt and gives the qāẓi and his household a special pān mixture that he has 

prepared as a gift. Everyone is impressed by this delicious pān, but, when Laila tastes it, she 

immediately falls in love with Qais. The qāẓi then accepts Qais as his student. However, according 

to Abdullah, another story-teller says that Laila and Qais first fall in love when she hears Qais say 

her name while reading out the Quranic verse 97:1 “innā anzalnahu fī laylati al-qadri.”73 Laila 

                                                 

72 Mir, The Social Space of Language, 114. 

73  “We sent it down on the Night of Glory” (translated by M.A.S. Abdel Haleem, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 

2004). 
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then wants to see Qais and show him her darśan. Yet another story-teller says that the two meet 

one day when the qāẓi lets Qais enter his palace.74 The lovers then begin to meet secretly every 

night, until a servant girl finds out and tells the qāẓi. The qāẓi attempts to poison Majnun, but 

Majnun is not affected by the poison. Laila’s father then decides to leave town and takes Laila 

with him. Majnun follows them, but not before the poet describes his preparations for the journey 

as a soldier putting on his armor and gear: 

kamar bāndhī so Majnūn ne safar ko   tavakkul kī une pakṛī sipar ko  

zirah pahne ‘ishq kī sar ke ūpar   judā’ī yār kā ū pahn baktar  

… 

muṣībat kā khanjar un ne liyā jab   ṣabar kā hāth meṉ teghā kiyā tab  

pahan dastānah himmat hāth meṉ voh   pakaṛ bhālā shukar kā le calā voh  

huā ummīd ke ghoṛe pah savār   kahīṉ mil jā’e mujh ko dost yak bār 

‘aṣā gham ko liyā aur chashm pur nam  calātā āh ke voh tīr har dam  

calā taiyār ho ‘āshiq becārā    birah kī jān se kar kar ke na’rā75 

 

Majnun girded his loins; he took tavakkul (complete trust in God) as his shield.  

He wore the chain-armor of love on his head and the coat of mail that is separation 

from the beloved….  

When he took the dagger of affliction, the hand of patience then drew the knife. 

He wore the glove of courage, taking with him the spear of gratitude.   

He rode the horse of hope of meeting the beloved one more time.   

He took the staff of sorrow and the moisture of the eyes; he shot arrows of sighs 

with each breath.  

The poor lover was prepared to leave; he roared with the force of viraha. 

 

Majnun puts on armor, helmet, shield, glove, knife, etc., made of tavakkul, love, separation, 

oppression, affliction, patience, courage, gratitude, hope, sorrow, and tears, respectively. All of 

these terms are often used in Sufi thought, referring to stages on the Sufi path.  

In the forest, Laila’s father tells her to order Majnun to stop following them and that she 

will meet him there again soon. Laila does that unwillingly, and they both go back to their home, 
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where Laila mourns the separation from her beloved. All the while, Majnun remains at the very 

spot where Laila told him to wait for her. Over time, Majnun’s body grows dry and weak, and 

bushes grow around and on top of him, until one day a wood-cutter who mistakes Majnun’s body 

for a tree trunk discovers Majnun under the bushes, all dry and lifeless save for his lips that recite 

Laila’s name silently. The wood-cutter tells his wife, who informs Laila. Laila rushes to the place, 

but, upon seeing her, Majnun dies, and Laila shortly follows suit. Following the story itself, the 

poet goes into several related discussions, one a warning about women and love, another about a 

dream in which Majnun explains why he died when Laila finally came to see him, and praise for 

love and lovers. These are followed by somewhat unrelated sections, including the poet’s petition 

for God’s grace, and an anecdote about the dire result of remembering only God’s power (and not 

His mercy). The work ends with a story about the prophet Muhammad and his wife, ‘Aisha, 

concerning God’s quality of freedom from need.  

This plot is obviously very different from other versions of the story of Laila and Majnun. 

Unlike most tellings of the story, Laila and Majnun do not meet at school; there is no Shah Naufal 

or attempts to cure Majnun of his madness. This madness is here expressed mostly in Majnun’s 

persistence to stay in one spot in the forest. Despite these differences, echoes of some events or 

aspects of this unusual plot can be found in other, more conventional, versions of the story. For 

example, in several works, Majnun’s body is described as dry and thin as wood. An image of Laila 

and Majnun from eighteenth-century Kashmir illustrates this nicely. Majnun is seen seated under 

a willow tree, but the tree looks more alive and animated than Majnun himself, whose skin is dark 

and his body emaciated and parched, his hands and legs like sticks of wood: 
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Figure 11. Laila and Majnun. Kashmir c.1725, Harvard Art Museums, 1971.96. 

 

In the famous version of Laila and Majnun by Jami from 1484, the poet describes Majnun 

as rooted in his place (maqām) like a tree; with time, the birds make their home in his hairs that 

are entangled like branches. When Laila comes to meet Majnun, he does not recognize her.76 In 

addition, one of the anecdotes in the epilogue to the story by Abdullah recounts that someone has 

seen Majnun in a dream and asks him why he passed away just as he was finally reunited with 

Laila. Majnun answers that, as he was standing in the forest, the angel of death came to him and 

wanted to take his soul, but he refused, saying that he had already given his life to Laila. The angel 

then argues that he has come by the order of God, but Majnun answers that, since his life was not 

his anymore, only the rightful owner of his soul, i.e., Laila, can take it away. If the angel of death 

comes in the form of Laila, he will happily give up his life. The angel is then convinced to go back 

                                                 

76 Jami, Divān-i Kāmil-i Jāmī: Shāmil-i Qaṣidahʹha, Tarjīʻha, Tarkībʹha, Mas̲navīʹha, Qiṭʻaʹha, Rubāʻīyiʹha 

Muʻammāʹha (Tehran: Chāpʹkhanahʾī Pirūz, 1923), 888. 
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and report to God what Majnun wishes; God replies by saying, “Majnun is my friend; you should 

do as he asks.” The angel of death then comes to Majnun in Laila’s form, and Majnun sees her/it 

and dies. The dream sequence ends with Majnun’s description of the torture of the grave, the 

questioning by two angels, believed in the Muslim tradition to happen shortly after the burial of 

one’s body.77 A similar account can be found in Tajalli’s text. When Shah Naufal encounters 

Majnun in the wilderness, the poet depicts Majnun’s body as dry wood, thin and weak. Majnun 

then says that ajal, one’s assigned time of death, has come to him several times saying, “You are 

already dead. Should I take you?” Yet his soul refuses to leave.78  

Another telling of the story that shares some common features with the one by Abdullah is 

a prose version of the story of Laila-Majnun found in manuscript form in the library of Osmaniya 

University in Hyderabad, of unknown date and author, but possibly from the early eighteenth 

century.79 In this short treatise, the story is told through a series of questions and answers. Each 

question starts with the formula, “If someone asks.” The questions are based on partial prior 

knowledge of the story like “Who is Majnun?”; “Why did he fall in love with Laila?”; and “Why 

did he take his clothes off?” etc. In similar fashion to the plot in Abdullah’s work, Majnun is here 

depicted as the son of a king from Kabul who came to Madina to serve the prophet Muhammad, 

whereas Laila is the daughter of a merchant from another city. Majnun hears about her beauty and 

goes to join her school, where the two fall in love. Similarly, the episodes with Shah Naufal and 

Laila’s marriage are not mentioned. The ending of this curious version is, however, closer to the 

                                                 

77 Abdullah Wa’iz ibn Ishaq, “Qiṣṣah-i Lailá O Majnūn,” 130–33. 
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one by Ajiz, with a relatively elaborate description of the animals’ mourning Majnun’s dead body. 

This text is also clearly intended to teach the fine points of Sufism, while connecting Laila and 

Majnun to the prophet Muhammad and his companions.80 It seems that this version, like the one 

by Abdullah, reflects oral traditions, anecdotes, and commentaries on the story of Laila and 

Majnun and on its hidden or mystical meanings.  

Abdullah’s version of the Laila-Majnun story circulated as part of a collection of twelve 

stories, collected and printed sometime in the early decades of the nineteenth century. This 

collection became quite popular and was reprinted in several editions in Bombay in the second 

half of the nineteenth century. This collection includes other popular stories that were retold in 

numerous variations, like the story of Tamim Ansari.81 Most of these stories belong to the  qiṣṣah 

or dāstān tradition, broadly characterized as stories that recount fantastic events and deal with 

unnatural figures and places. By and large, the qiṣṣah is shaped by oral performance, hence it tends 

to be episodic in nature, i.e., each episode forms a story in and of itself, and these episodes can be 

rearranged according to will of the story-teller. Qiṣṣahs can also extend to great lengths, as more 

and more stories become attached to one main theme or figure. The most familiar example of the 

long qiṣṣah is the story of Amir Hamza, published in forty-six volumes in Lucknow between 1893 

and 1908.82  

The qiṣṣah and performative aspects of Abdullah’s text can also be seen in the loose 

structure of the work that differs from the conventional masnavi structure. It contains only a few 

                                                 

80 Farzana, 195. 

81 Khalilurrahman Daudi, ed., Urdū Kī Qadīm Manẓūm Dāstāneṉ., vol. 77, Urdū Kā Klāsikī Adab (Lahore: Majlis-i 
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short introductory verses in praise of God, of the prophet Muhammad, and of Abd al Qadir Jilani, 

the eponymous founder of the Qadiri Sufi order. Then follows the story itself, with an epilogue 

containing several different discussions without much of a connecting line, except that the poet 

offers some commentary on the mystical meaning of love in general and this love story in 

particular. It is interspersed with sermon-like verses, exhorting the reader or listener to follow the 

right path. The epilogue thus serves to expound upon the Sufi content and meaning of the story.  

The fact that the Laila-Majnun tale was included in this collection, and that this telling cites 

other story-tellers’ variations on the story, demonstrate that this tale was not only retold by 

members of the Indo-Muslim elite who were familiar with the Persian classical tradition; it 

circulated through oral performances as well. It is likely that the story came to be associated with 

the qiṣṣah and dāstān genres through the addition of such fantastic feats as Majnun concocting a 

pān mix that makes Laila fall in love with him, or standing in one place in the woods until he is 

mistaken for a tree.   

Conclusion 

The above discussion demonstrates that looking at Urdu literary culture from the point of 

view of smaller regional centers presents a more extensive, dynamic, and variegated picture than 

often described in scholarship or imagined by Urdu literary tradition itself. Outside the two centers 

of Delhi and Lucknow, poets wrote the Laila-Majnun story in Urdu as a way to express a range of 

interests, needs, and ideas, including Nami’s contribution to the Walajah Nawabs state-building 

and British-defying efforts and Ajiz’s search for a patron, even at the cost of steering away from 

his teacher’s advice. These poets did not adopt the poet-lover persona, as seen in the case of the 

two poets from Delhi and Lucknow in the previous chapter, but they each experimented with this 

newly found language that was soon to eclipse Persian. The tellings by Nazir and Abdullah also 
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suggest that the story was popular in non-elite groups and settings, in oral recitations or short 

versified forms that were more accessible to those who were not members of the Persianate elite 

of North India.  
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Conclusion 
 

 

The previous chapters examined the story of Laila and Majnun from its origins in Arabia 

through several important moments in the history of vernacularization in South Asia up to the early 

nineteenth century. From modest beginnings as anecdotes about the love of two Bedouin youths 

and the love poetry attributed to them, this story quickly became a favorite of Sufis and poets. 

Following Nizami’s accomplishment in turning the narrative into a sophisticated masnavi, the 

story became popular throughout the Persianate world and was adapted by Deccani Sufi poets, like 

Shaikh Ahmad Gujarati and his son, Ajiz, in Dakani. By using the idiom of love-in-separation 

from Sanskrit and regional love poetry, on the one hand, and Persian themes, meters, and 

vocabulary on the other, Deccani poets created a new literary language that allowed for creative 

appropriation of Persian materials, positing Dakani as a worthy contender to Persian. Dakani also 

served to elaborate mystical ideas of love and bring the story of Laila and Majnun into an Indian 

cultural and natural landscape. The Laila-Majnun by Ajiz, not dedicated to any courtly patron, as 

well as the life trajectory of Shaikh Ahmad Gujarati, suggests that Dakani was not only a court 

project; Sufi centers, including those located outside the Deccan region, also played a role in the 

development of Dakani as a literary language, alongside the support given by the Sultanates’ 

courts.  

In similar fashion to Dakani, Brajbhasha became a courtly vernacular patronized by Rajput 

courts across west India, as well as by the Mughal court. Here, too, the example of the Laila-

Majnun by Jan Kavi suggests that the major Rajput courts or the bhakti communities in Rajasthan 

and the Braj area were not the only centers for Brajbhasha production. Jan Kavi mentions Jahangir 

and Shah Jahan, but he did not receive any patronage from the Mughal or any other major court, 
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his clan being local rulers of the small principality in what is today called the Shekhawati area of 

North Rajasthan. Jan Kavi’s work also suggests that a community like the Qiyan Khanis, Rajputs 

who converted to Islam around the fourteenth century and were incorporated into the middle strata 

of the Mughal empire, were well familiar with Persian literature and culture. Jan Kavi was, 

therefore, able to navigate between the highly Sanskritized rīti style poetry and Persianate stories 

like the Laila-Majnun. In addition, he was able to use an idiom of love that crossed regional and 

linguistic lines, shared by several different devotional communities in North India in the 

seventeenth century.  

The earliest Laila-Majnun masnavis composed in Urdu, in the second half of the eighteenth 

century, demonstrate the rapid Persianization of the vernacular that was first called Rekhtah and 

later Urdu, particularly in Delhi and Lucknow. Compared to earlier Dakani or Brajbhasha works, 

late eighteenth-century masnavis are based on Persian vocabulary and imagery, largely excluding 

Indian themes, images, and terms, except in the pictorial representations of the story and the 

comparison between Majnun and the yogi/holy man figure. This process seems to have been tied 

with a need to legitimaize Rekhtah/Urdu writing, as well as with a new need to express nobility 

and elite identity against the backdrop of Mughal decline and the political upheavals of the 

eighteenth century. In addition, these masnavis point to the growing importance of love as a moral 

achievement for elite audiences and the necessary claim of authenticity in the experience of love 

for composing love poetry. Finally, the incorporation of Unani medical knowledge and concepts 

of body and health into the story attests to the popularity and significance of Unani medicine, even 

after its “scientistic turn.” 

The last chapter discusses the expansion of Urdu literary culture into other regions and 

centers of the subcontinent at the time of rapid expansion of British power. These works indicate 
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the expanding roles played by Rekhtah/Urdu, as a significant component in the courtly self-

formation of the Nawabs of the Carnatic, as a vehicle for popular poetry, and oral story-telling, 

and, finally, as an emerging field of interest for British officers.  

One over-arching conclusion is that the story of Laila and Majnun served different poets 

in diverse ways. Some poets were interested in establishing their own poetic reputation to win 

patronage, while others seem to have been attracted to this tale as an effective tool for teaching 

and reflecting on devotional and mystical ideas. The various iterations of the story in Indian 

vernaculars examined in this study indicate also that there were different variants of Persianate 

culture in South Asia, and that interaction with Persian models of literature, language, and 

knowledge was variegated and dynamic, expressed differently in Dakani, in Brajbhasha, and in 

modern Urdu.  

Another conclusion is that, despite common assumptions in scholarship, most Indian 

tellings of the Laila-Majnun narrative respond to Hatifi’s version rather than to Nizami’s. Most 

poets are aware of Nizami’s khamsah, and some acknowledge his contribution to Persian poetry; 

nonetheless, the story they tell is based mostly on the plot as narrated by Hatifi. Only Jan Kavi and 

Nami follow Nizami’s version closely, but they, too, seem to have been familiar with Hatifi as 

well. Surprisingly, except for Ajiz from Calcutta, no other poet mentions Amir Khusrau, the first 

Indo-Persian poet to write a Laila-Majnun masnavi. It is possible that Hatifi’s simpler style was 

easier for poets whose knowledge of Persian was secondary to their knowledge of Dakani, 

Brajbhasha, or Urdu, and that made his masnavi more readily available for rewriting. It is also 

probable that Hatifi’s plot was considered the best variant of the story, or that other versions were 

less available to Indian poets.  
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An additional characteristic of the vernacular Laila-Majnun tellings, compared to the 

Persian ones, is the relative absence of long philosophical segments and explicit reflection on 

moral issues. Their devotional or spiritual ideas are expressed through plot, use of metaphors, puns, 

and other literary devices borrowed from both Persianate and Indian traditions. Indian poets, 

therefore, did not simply translate or blindly imitate the Persian models; their language choice was 

not free from constraints of knowledge and access, but they were able deliberately to choose 

register, vocabulary, and literary devices to serve their aesthetic, literary, and mystical goals. The 

three main vernacular literary languages examined in this study were, at one and the same time, 

local and trans-regional, serving both as languages of a refined courtly culture across large regions 

of South Asia and as languages of daily affairs in certain smaller areas. This allowed poets 

maneuvering space and enabled upward-aspiring poets and communities to claim their place 

within developing literary canons and courtly circles. Rewriting a Persianate story in the 

vernacular enabled poets to borrow from Persian materials while asserting their claim for the 

vernacular’s capacity as a literary vehicle equal to that of Persian, Sanskrit, or Arabic. Another 

primary reason for choosing the story of Laila and Majnun in particular was the story’s Sufi and 

devotional significance, as well as the malleable figure of Majnun, who enabled a range of 

discussions on the nature of love, madness, devotion, humanity, civilization versus wilderness, 

kingship, sickness, and health.   

The rewriting of the Laila-Majnun story in different genres and formats continued into the 

late nineteenth century and was even amplified with the explosion of print culture, drama, and 

cinema in South Asia in the second half of the nineteenth and the first half of the twentieth 
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centuries, right up  to our own times.1 Future research into the Laila and Majnun story in modern 

Urdu-Hindi literatures, theater, and film would likely yield interesting results regarding the ways 

in which South Asian poets, short-story authors, playwrights, and film directors readapt this story 

and maintain its allure for modern audiences.  

Some hints of these developments can be seen in the studies by Hansen on the Parsi theater, 

where she explores the dramatization of old stories from the Persianate canon on the stage. Hansen 

suggests that multilingualism and a mixing of genres became the hallmark of popular plays.2 This 

is also evident in a striking example of the hybrid forms of the late nineteenth century, the Laila-

Majnun play by Aram, printed at a Baghdadi-Jewish press in Bombay in 1888, in Hebrew letters 

but in the Urdu language.3 This play contains a variety of poetic forms including, ghazals, thumris, 

and lavanis (North Indian folk-songs), each reflecting a different register, vocabulary, and idiom 

of love. The story of Laila and Majnun was also popular among early twentieth-century Urdu 

writers who rewrote the story as social critique on gender relations.4 

Alongside the mixing of different poetic forms and new modes of dramatization and 

commodification, the visuals associated with the story were also reshuffled. Examples can be seen 

in the illustrations that accompany printed editions of Laila-Majnun plays, short prose versions, or 

                                                 

1 A good survey of these tellings is in: de Groot, “The Arabic-Persian Story of Laila and Majnun and Its Reception in 

Indian Arts.” 

2 Kathryn Hansen, “Heteroglossia in Amānat’s Indar Sabhā,” in The Banyan Tree: Essays on Early Literature in New 

Indo-Aryan Languages: Proceedings of the Seventh International Conference on Early Literature in New Indo-Aryan 

Languages (Venice: Università degli studi di Venezia, Dipartimento di studi Eurasiatici, 2000), 97–112. 

3 Aram, Laili Majnū: Urf Pak Muhabbat (Bombay: Yehezkel Shem Tov Hibru Pres, 1888). 

4 Two short stories that bring Laila and Majnun to modern times are: Sayyid Sajjad Haidar Yaldaram, “Ḥikāyat Lailā 

va Majnūn,” in Khayālistān: Muk̲h̲taṣar Afsānon̲ kā Majmūʻah (Lahore: Sang-i Mīl Pablīkeshānz, 1970), 168–208. 

Khwaja Ahmad Abbas, Bīsvīṉ Sadī Ke Lailā Majnūṉ, Sṭār Pākiṭ Sīrīz. (Delhi: Sṭār Pablīkeshanz, 1968). The story is 

also used in 'Abdul Ghaffar's two novels of socialist criticism against gender inequality in: Abd-ul-Ghaffar, Lailā Ke 

Ḵẖut̤ūt̤ Aur Majnūṉ Kī Ḍāʾirī (Karachi: al-Mulim Pablisharz, 1989).  
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reprints of older masnavis. The following image, from the cover of a Laila-Majnun story published 

in 1939, shows the meeting of Laila and Majnun (Figure 11). Several familiar motifs can be seen. 

The emaciated Majnun, with only white loin cloth, is under a tree; Laila is in royal dress, and both 

lovers stare at a book in Laila’s hand, with a river at the background. However, unlike conventional 

depictions of the lovers’ meeting in manuscripts, the couple is standing, and Majnun is the one 

holding on to the tree branch. Moreover, the dog, often depicted as accompanying Majnun and 

symbolizing his devotion, here seems to belong to Laila, judging by its elaborate dress.  

 

Figure 12. Cover page of Mistri Nazir Ahmad Baṭṭ, Qiṣṣah Lailá o Majnūn Mukammal. Lahore: Munshī ʻAzīzuddīn Najmuddīn, 

1939. 

 

Hence, the story of Laila and Majnun has been given new life by authors, painters, and film 

directors throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. This phenomenon is ongoing in 

contemporary South Asian imagination and art, as can be seen in a recent Bollywood recounting 
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of the story (the 2007 movie, Aaj Nachle, starring Madhuri Dixit).5 Yet another full film version 

of the story is due to be released on May 2018. Often called Majnu or Majanu in modern South 

Asia, the ultimate mad-lover and his beloved Laila are still as attractive and fascinating to South 

Asian audiences today as they were throughout the history of Persianate culture in the region.  

  

                                                 

5 The Laila-Majnun story is recounted as a play within the movie. The full video of this section can be found here: 

Anil Mehta, Laila Majnu - Full Song | Aaja Nachle | Madhuri Dixit | Konkana Sen | Kunal Kapoor, 2007, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q23crxA_kjA. 
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Appendix: Laila-Majnun Narratives  

 

The main Laila-Majnun narratives discussed in this work, by chronological order:  

Ahmad Sharif Gujarati, Lailá Majnūṉ Masnavī, composed sometime between 1585-1611 in 

Bijapur. Now lost. Excerpts are quoted in:  

Ahmad Sharif Gujarati. Yūsuf Zulaiḵẖā, 1580-1585: Dabistān-i Golkunḍah kī Pahlī Mas̲navī. 

Edited by Sayyidah Jaʻfar. Hyderabad, 1983. 

Shirani, Mahmud. Panjāb Meṉ Urdū. 4th ed. Lahore: Kitāb Numā, 1972. pp.192-195.  

 

Muhammad Ajiz, Lailá Majnūṉ, composed in 1636, probably in Golconda. I used the critical 

edition by Ghulam Umar Khan: 

Ajiz, 17th century. Lailá Majnūṉ. Edited by Ghulam Umar Khan. Silsilah-yi Mat̤būʻāt-i Qadīm 

Urdū. Hyderabad: ’Us̲māniyah Yūnīvarsiṭī, 1967. 

 

Niyamat Khan Jan, Lailā Majanuṃ, composed circa 1634 in Fatehpur. I used the printed edition 

in: 

Jan. “Lailā Majanuṃ.” In Kavi Jāna Granthāvalī, edited by Vina Lahoti and Omprakash Sharma. 

Jodhpur: Rājasthāna Prācyavidyā Pratishṭhāna, 2005. 

 

Muhammad Husain Tajalli, Afsānah-i Lailī Majnūn, composed c.1785 in Delhi. I used the printed 

edition from 1844, and compared with the manuscript in the Salar Jung Library:   

Tajalli, Muhammad Husain, Haji. Afsānah-i Lailī Majnūn. Delhi: Mat̤ba’-i Rifāh-yi ‘ām, 1844. 

Mir Tajalli. “Lailá Majnūṉ,” copied 1843. 144. Salar Jung Museum Library. 

 

Mirza Muhammad Taqi Khan Havas, Lailá Majnūn, composed between 1797-1807 in Lucknow. 

several printed editions of this work are available:  

Havas, Mirza Muhammad Taqi Khan. Lailá Majnūn-i Urdū. Kanpur: Naval Kishor, 1885. 

Havas, Mirza Muhammad Taqi Khan, and Nazir Akbarabadi. Lailá Majnūṉ Havas, Urdū: Lailá 

Majnūṉ Naẓīr, Urdū O Banjāra Nāma. Edited by Muhammad Abdussattar. Kanpur: 

Mat̤ba’ Razāqī, 1901. 

———. Lailá Majnūṉ-i Havas; Lailá Majnūṉ Naẓīr o Banjāra Nāma. Maulvi Alimuddin 

collection. Kanpur: Majidi, 1921. 

———. Lailá Majnūṉ Havas, Urdū: Lailá Majnūṉ Naẓīr, Urdū. Lucknow: Nāmī Pres, 1932.  

 

 

Ajiz, Laila Majnūn Naz̤am, composed between 1774 and 1798 in Calcutta, a single manuscript is 

in Stanford University: 

Ajiz, 18th century. “Laila Majnūn Naz̤am,” n.d. Z297. Lane Medical Library, Stanford 

University. 

 

Abdullah Wa’iz ibn Ishaq, Qiṣṣah-i Lailá o Majnūn, composed in 1782 in Gujarat and published 

as part of a collection of stories: 
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Abdullah Wa’iz ibn Ishaq. “Qiṣṣah-i Lailá o Majnūn.” In Urdū kī Qadīm Manẓūm Dāstāneṉ., 

edited by Khalilurrahman Daudi, 77:81–148. Urdū Kā Klāsikī Adab. Lahore: Majlis-i 

Taraqqī-yi Adab, 1967.  

 

A’zz-ud-Din Khan Mustaqim Jang Nami, Qiṣṣah Lailī Majnūn, composed in Madras in 1799: 

Nami, A’zz-ud-Din Khan Mustaqim Jang. “Qiṣṣah Lailī Majnūn.” Madras, 1799. 1-4-757:392. 

Anjuman-i Taraqqi-yi Urdu Library Delhi. 

 

Vali Muhammad Nazir Akbarabadi, Lailī Majnūn, composed in the second half of the eighteenth 

century. Published in Nazir’s collected works and in several editions together with Havas’s 

Laila-Majnun (see above):    

Nazir Akbarabadi. “Lailī Majnūn.” In Kullīyāt-i Naẓīr Akbarābādī, edited by ’Abdulbari Asi and 

Khvaja Ashraf ʻAli Lakhnavi, 700–712. Lucknow: Naval Kishor, 1951.  
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